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Abstract: “Arguing from

Experience” by Maya Wardeh

The development of autonomous software agents requires consideration of a

number of elements. Oneinteresting aspect of the study of software agency is to

enable effective inductive reasoning, amongst agents, using accumulated

experience of an agent. However, this experience may vary from agent to

another, and only by exploiting these differences, in the right way, can the

agents come to an agreement regarding some issue. This thesis is concerned

with one particular aspect of such agency: modelling the process of arguing

from “experience” to equip autonomousagents (entities) with the capability to

jointly coming to a “view” regarding somecase, using the experience they have

independently gathered over time. The backgroundsetting for this work deals

with the topic of induction as a dialectical form of reasoning, and attempts to

address some issues regarding its treatment in philosophy, as well as the

problems inherent in the computational modelling of such reasoning. The main

output of the study is a model to enable “Arguing from Experience” which uses

techniques from the field of argumentation theory and knowledge discovery in

databases, to enable agents to pool and construct arguments in support of and

against proposals for “views” regarding some given case. Arguments are pooled

from the agent’s experience by means of Association Rule Mining (ARM)

techniques. The proposed model is intended to describe how “Arguments from

Experience” can be put forward and be systematically attacked in a variety of

ways. This enables the agents to consider all available options and cometo a

conclusion about the best “view” to associate with the given case. The

underlying theory extends a well established account from the field of

philosophy, based on the use of argument schemesandcritical questions. The

account given is then formalised in terms to enable its representation in agent

systems.

The underlying model has formed the basis for two applications: an

implementation of a dialogue game protocol to provide a proof of concept, as
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well as means to enable automated two-party “Arguing from Experience” for

the purposesof classification; and a frameworkto aid multiparty “Arguing from

Experience”, intended as meansto facilitate argumentation between more than

two parties. Both applications are evaluated using variety of setups in various

domains. The obtained results provided empirical evidence to the efficacy of

“Arguingfrom Experience”.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

“Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?”

“'Begin at the beginning,” the King said gravely, “and go ontill you come to

the end: then stop.”

Lewis Carroll, British author (1832, 1898).

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Alice’s Evidence.

This thesis is concerned with the automation of the process by which humans

come to a “view”, regarding a given subject, by consulting the experience they

have gathered over time. This usage of experience is rather commonfeature of

day-to-day life. We often make use of our (personal) experience when

conversing with other people, by observing certain “regularities” in this

experience, and then employing these “regularities” to back up whatis being

said. For instance, it is not strange to hear someone saying: “Person x will be

late today, because she has always been late every time we had an

appointment”, or: “We should go to restaurant y because every time we have

been there the service was excellent’.

This thesis aims to model this mode of inference, such that it can be automated

and deployed by software agents, or other forms of autonomous software

entities. This automation is intended to provide the agents with the capability to

reason from their accumulated experience, and to employ this form of reasoning

to argue with other agents to come to a conclusion regarding a given situation.

Thus, experience will contribute to the agents reasoning about the unknown

from the basis of what they have experienced. However,this style of reasoning

is rather defeasible - we may well agree with the facts of a particular case but

mayreject the conclusionpresentedto us because it does notfit within our own

experience. A successful application of reasoning from experience should

enable agents to argue with each other from the basis of their individual

experiences, so that they can learn from one another, and come up with a
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solution that is compatible with the experience of them both. Such usage of

experience will be shown invaluable whenit is not possible to use other types of

reasoning, such as proof or reasoning from beliefs. To deliver this style of

reasoning this thesis proposes the concept of “Arguing from Experience”, which

is intended to enable software agents to “argue with each other’on the basis of

their experience, so as to cometo a decision with respect to somegivenissue.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 1.1 the research

question addressed by thisthesis is outlined. A general overview of the research

area that the investigation undertaken by this thesis falls under is provided in

Section 1.2. An outline of the structureof this thesis is presented in Section 1.3.

1.1. Research Question

There are many research challenges to be met if we are to realise the full

implementation of reasoning from past experience within software entities,

especially if these entities are intended to be autonomous.In this latter case,

accumulating and processing experience from the world, as well as employing

this experience in the decision making process, are seen as essential

requirements that are to be addressed should we wish to equip these software

entities with the capability to reason from their past experience to accommodate

a variety of situations. This is, of course, a significant task and the work

presented in this thesis focuses on oneparticular part of the latter requirement.

The fundamental problem addressedin this thesisis:

By what means may a model, that enables software entities to make use

of their accumulated experience to jointly reason about a given

situation, be realised; and how might such a model be evaluated?

This question arose from observing the process by which we learn from

experience and employ this experience to persuade and convince others to

change their minds regarding a given issue, and from the belief that designing

and implementing a model to enable agents to argue from their past experience

in a similar manner to humansprovides an interesting academic challenge. The
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research undertaken to answer the above research question draws upon a

numberof disciplines, including: philosophy,artificial intelligence, knowledge

discovery, data mining and law, as will be made clear in the forthcoming

chapters. The next section gives a brief overview of the research domain

identified with the work described inthis thesis

1.2. Research Domain

The adventof artificial intelligence (AI) was based on the conjecture that the

process of human reasoning can be automated:

“The study is to proceed onthe basis of the conjecture that every aspect

of learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so

precisely described that a machine can be madeto simulateit”.

From the invitation to the Dartmouth 1956 conference which some
see as the beginnings ofAI.

One of the aims of AI is to enable the construction of useful software entities

that are equipped with the capabilities to reason abouta variety of things, and to

display some form ofintelligence, rather than mechanically performing pre-

defined tasks. One increasingly popular branch of AI that is attempting to deal

with these issues is “multi-agent systems” (MAS). MAS has witnessed

significant developmentin the past few decades, mainly through research aimed

at building systemsof distributed, autonomoussoftware agents. Although agents

are now firmly established within computersciencethereis still no universally

accepted definition of an agent. One commonly used definition was given by

Wooldridge:

“An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment,

andthat is capable ofautonomousaction in this environmentin orderto

meetits design objectives.” (Wooldridge, 2001, p. 15).

This thesis makes use of the above definition when referring to (intelligent)

agents. However, the main focus of this thesis is to provide a model for
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reasoning and arguing from experience; regardless of whether this modelis to

be embodied in software agents or any other form of autonomous software

entities. Nevertheless, it is believed that the work undertaken by this thesis is a

step toward the realisation of the above capabilities, and the delivery of fully

autonomousandintelligent agents.

To give some indication of how we might go about equipping software agents

with a mechanism to reason from gathered experience, we can turn to the field

of philosophy to give us insights into how this reasoning process is manifest in

humans. This type of reasoning is broadly inductive: we induce inferences from

our experience rather than deducing facts. Thus, this thesis looks to the field of

inductive reasoning in philosophy: numerous philosophers dating from recent

times and going backto the time of the ancient Greek Philosophers have given

in depth analyses of the nature of this reasoning. Inductive reasoning embodies a

number of distinctive and interesting features that have been described and

accountedfor in a variety of different ways. However, twoissues are of interest

if we are to enable the effective representation of reasoning from experience in

software agents. Firstly, the subject of reasoning mustbe identified. We can turn

to our experience to reason about almost everything, whether it is a belief or an

action. However, this thesis will make use of experience in one context - to

come to a “view” regarding a given case. Secondly and most importantly,

experience differs from entity to entity, whether humanor agent. Therefore, any

successful integration of reasoning from experience into autonomoussoftware

systems, including agents, should cater for (and exploit) this fact.

Taking the above twopoints into consideration, part of the process of reasoning

from experience involves considering all the possible “views” available in any

given case. There may be competing options that require careful consideration

to enable the best decisionto be taken. A sub field of philosophy that can help in

dealing with this issue is argumentation theory. This field is concerned with the

presentation, interaction and evaluation of arguments that support or reject a

particular position on a matter. Argumentation provides an arena in which the

critical evaluation of the issues in question can be reasoned about. It is also

extremely useful in situations where knowledge is incomplete or inconsistent.
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Thus, argumentation provides a means to accommodate the differences in the

experience of the participants taking part in the argument. This is particularly

relevant when it is desired that a number of autonomous software systems

should collectively come to some decision regarding a given situation where

there may be a range of possible outcomes and/or the agents have different

experiences which may promote some option and demote others. The work

presented in this thesis adopts argumentation theory to model argumentative

techniques that can be deployed by autonomous systems in scenarios where

there is a range of options available. More specifically this thesis makes use of

one method from this field, the concept of argument schemes andcritical

questions, which provides a precise structure by whichjustifications for each

“view” can be presented andcriticised.

Having established argumentation as a means to enable reasoning from

experience, hereafter referred to as “Arguing from Experience’, the principal

issue to consider is how best to capture the experience (knowledge) to be held

by individual agents. In established argumentation systems the debate takes

place in a context where the participants have hand-engineered knowledge bases

and the dialogue serves to exchange this knowledge; persuasion takes place due

to inconsistencies or gaps in the participants’ knowledge. In the proposed

“Arguing from Experience” persuasion happens because of differences in the

experience of participants regarding the subject matter, or due to the fact that

one participant has gained more experience than the others. Thus a mechanism

other than knowledge base engineering needs to be developed such that

arguments can be pooleddirectly from each participant’s experience. In order to

addressthis issue, this thesis makes use of association rule mining technology as

studied in the context of knowledge discovery in databases. The advent of

association rule mining as a means to uncoverinteresting inferencesin a large

collection of data provides a means to represent arguments from experience. As

will be demonstrated, association rule mining not only provide the means to

enable the automatic generation of arguments from experience; but, once these

arguments are generated, association rules can be easily evaluated against each

other.
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Aside from equipping agents with coherent mechanisms for reasoning, agents

will also need to be able to communicate effectively with their counterparts, in

order to come with a decision regarding the issue at hand. To fully realise the

process of “Arguing from Experience”, a mechanism for facilitating dialogues

amongst a numberof agents is also of essence to this thesis. Here, this thesis

considers the field of dialogue games to look for a means to enable

communication betweenthe agents engaged in “Arguingfrom Experience”.

Oncethe process for reasoning and arguing from experienceis incorporated into

autonomous agents (software entities), this process will offer exciting prospects

for the development of technology that can be of benefit to a wide variety of

disciplines. One potential field that may benefit from reasoning from experience

is classification. “Arguing from Experience” allows an agent to draw directly

from past experience to find reasons for coming to a “view” on some current

example, without the need to analyse this experience into rules and rule

priorities. A “view” on a current example is expressed in terms of a

classification, thus the discovered associations provide support for a given

example to be categorised as being of one class or another. This application of

reasoning from experience requires an extensive study of the field of

classification in databases. In fact this latter topic is closely related to inductive

reasoningas studied in philosophy.

Given the above, the main research goals of this thesis are now summarised:

1. To provide a theory of persuasion within the setting of reasoning from

experience that accounts for the defeasible nature this style of reasoning,

and to provide the means by which the advocated theory can be

implemented to enable different participants to draw arguments directly

from their past experience. The later would avoid the knowledge

engineering bottleneck that occurs when belief bases must be constructed.

The suggestion is that past experience can be captured through the use of

the notion of association rules to represent arguments.

2. To show how this theory can be transformed into a computational

framework that can be effectively deployed in autonomous software
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systems. Twoinstantiations of this framework are thought necessary, to

enable dialogues for “Arguingfrom Experience”.

3. To evaluate the two instantiations of the framework by applying the

concept of “Arguing from Experience” to classification problems. Thus,

incorporating the process argumentation into the field of data mining. The

success of the “Arguing from Experience” model will be measured by the

quality of the classifications it produces.

4. To assess the application of “Arguing from Experience”to classification by

means of comparative empirical experiments; providing meansto evaluate

the promoted incorporation of argumentation and data mining.

The concluding chapter of this thesis, Chapter 9, will return to these research

goals to discuss how well they have been met.

1.3. Thesis Structure

Thisthesis is structured into nine chapters as follows:

Chapter 1, this chapter, in which the research issues addressed by this

thesis has been identified.

Chapter 2 presents a literature survey of existing research which is

relevant to the contributionspresented in this thesis.

Chapter3 introducesa theoretical model of reasoning from experience,

which builds upon the existing accounts of inductive reasoning and

argumentation schemes in philosophy. This chapter also presents a

scheme for “Argument from Experience” to support the derivation of a

desired claim for a given case by the meansof association rules linking

some features in the case to the claim. Formalism for “Arguing from

Experience” is also given to enable software entities (agents) to engage

in debates to promote a “view” with respect to a given case.
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In the proposed model, “views” are presented by possible classification

of cases from given domains. Thus, a potential by-product of the

promoted model will be its applicationto solve classification problems.

Subsequent chapters will present empirical evidence showing that this

approach can compete with other well knownclassification solutions.

Chapter 4 proposes a protocol for two-party dialogues for “Arguing

from Experience”, referred to as PADUA.Theproposed protocol takes

the theory articulated in Chapter 3 as its underlying model to enable

persuasive dialogues to be undertaken by twoparticipants to consider a

classification problem. This chapter also gives a concise discussion of

an implementation of the protocol for use in dialogues for the purposes

of binary classification.

Chapter 5 provides a detailed assessment of the PADUAprotocol by

the means of empirical experiments designed to investigate the process

of two-party “Arguing from Experience’, as embodied in PADUA,and

the resulting dialogues. The obtained results demonstrate that PADUA

can facilitate dialogues between twoparticipants in variety of situations.

Chapter 6 is concerned with the taking the theory of “Arguing from

Experience” forward for use to aid joint reasoning from experience

amongst any numberof agents. Multiparty dialogues, ofthis style, raise

a numberof significant issues, necessitating appropriate design choices.

A new system, called PISA, is presented directed at these issues. Both

the design and the implementation of PISA are also fully described in

this chapter.

Chapter 7 investigates different areas of interest regarding multiparty

“Arguing from Experience’, as manifested in PISA, and their possible

treatments within the promoted framework. The discussion given in this

chapter provides an insight as to how altering the setups of the promoted

structure for PISA mayinfluencethe resulting dialogues.
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Chapter 8 further establishes the promoted PISA Framework by the

means of empirical evidence. A series of experiments will be discussed

to demonstrate the ability of PISA to administer andfacilitate multiparty

dialogues amongst any numberofparticipants.

Chapter9 is the final chapter in this thesis and it provides a summary

ofall the work presented, as well as a discussion of possible avenuesfor

future research work.

Additional elements are included as appendices. Appendix A contains further

details of the specification, and design of the Java software used to realise the

PADUAprotocol. The material in Appendix B is intended to supplement the

descriptions and discussions of the implementation of the protocol given in

Chapter 4. Appendix B provides details of the specification and design of the

Java application of the PISA Framework, highlighting which units are inherited

from PADUA and which are designed to enable multiparty dialogues as

embodied in PISA. The application details listed in Appendices A and B are

intended to help the reader, should they wish, in understanding and executing

both PADUAand PISAapplications, available for anonymous download from

the author’s personal WWW page at www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~maya. Appendix C

contains supplementary extensionsto the proposed structure of PISA. Appendix

D discusses the results of an experiment intended to evaluate the operation of

PISA with certain type of noise.

Some of the work discussed in previous chapters has been developed jointly

with other co-authors. A part of this work wasalso presented at various refereed

conferences, workshops and seminars. Segments of work presentedin this thesis

have been published, or accepted for publication, as joint work with the author’s

supervisors Frans Coenen and Trevor Bench-Caponasfollows:

e Thefigures in Section 3.3 which present the pseudo codeforthe algorithms

implemented to enable the agents (entities) to mine adequate arguments

from their data have been published in (Wardeh et al., 2007a). Table 3.2

which models the legal next speech acts in the proposed “Arguing from
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Experience” has also been published in (Wardeh et al., 2009a, 2008a,

2008b, 2007a, 2007b).

The general framework for “Arguing from Experience’ (Section 3.4)

appears in (Wardehet al., 2009a, 2008a, 2008b).

The details of the PADUAprotocol have been published in (Wardehetal.,

2009a, 2008a, 2008b) and the associated strategy mode in (Wardehetal.,

2007b). Also, the design details of the PISA Framework appear in (Wardeh

et al., 2009b, 2009c).

Some of the empirical results reported in Chapters 5 and 8, have been

published in (Wardehetal., 2009a, 2008a), and (Wardehet al., 2009b).
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter presents an overview of the existing research literature that is

relevant to the issues addressed in this thesis. As discussed in the introductory

chapter, the main concern ofthis thesis is forming a theory for “Arguing from

Experience”, and implementingthis theory so thatit can be tested and evaluated.

In order to place the research work described in this thesis in the appropriate

broader context, this chapter is divided into three separate sections:

1. Argumentation in Philosophy and AI: Section 2.1 discusses the theoretical

ideas behind “Arguing from Experience”. These come from variety of

fields such as Argumentation Schemes in informal logic, AI and Law,

CBR,and Dialogue Games.

2. Association Rule Mining (ARM) and Knowledge Discovery (KDD): Section

2.2 surveys the domain of ARM in the field of KDD. Note that the

Association Rules will be used to provide the basis for the promoted

“Argumentsfrom Experience”, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.

3. Classification: Section 2.3 presents an overview of the treatment of

“Classification” problems in the field of KDD and discusses different

approachesto these problems. These approaches will provide a benchmark

against which the promoted model can betested.

Each section concludes with a summaryof the key points addressed.

2.1. Argumentation in Philosophy and AI

In this Section an overview of the issues composing the theoretical background

upon which the theory model for “Arguing from Experience”, proposed in the

forthcoming chaptersof this thesis, is based.

11



2.1. Argumentation in Philosophy and AI.

2.1.1. Inductive Reasoning

This sub-section examines the topic of “Jnductive Reasoning”, from its early

philosophical roots to its treatment in more recent literature. A number of

definitions and examples of this form of reasoning are given along with

discussion of some of the features and problems inherent in it. In particular,

Swinburne’s account of “Jnductive Arguments” (Swinburne, 1974) is discussed

in detail.

2.1.1.1. Overview

Inductive inferences are basic to our everyday life and to human scientific

thinking. We often assume that the unobserved will be, largely, like the

observed. Or, as Humeputs it: “From causes which seem similar we expect

similar effects.’ (Hume, 1902, p.6). Induction tells us that the sun will

(probably) rise tomorrow,andthat ice is cold andfire is hot, and thus takes us

“beyond the confines of our current evidence or knowledge to conclusions about

the unknown”(Sloman and Lagando, 2005). In computerscience, induction has

been adopted within the methodology of AI (Chalmers, 1982) as an invaluable

tool by which intelligent systems can learn from their environment; indeed

many machine learning algorithms, such as (Quinlan, 1993, 1998) and (Clark

and Niblett, 1989), apply inductive reasoning. Moreover, the recent growth of

interest in agents’ technologies have broughtto attention the fact that software

agents cannot always encompassa well-specified model of the worldat large on

which they can optimise their behaviour, and therefore cannot always rely on

deduction to provide the information they need when deciding how to act.

Agents may instead choose to adapt gradually to their environment by

“inducing” decisions based on their gathered experience. Many definitions for

the term “inductive reasoning” exist from the large body of research on the

topics of reasoning, philosophy of science, logic, knowledge discovery and

mathematics. Without intending to discount the other definitions given by the

many existing sources, a number of accounts of inductive reasoning have been

chosen for discussion in the following sub-sections, since these are the ones

12
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closely related to the issues exploredin this thesis. In the following narrative the

origins of inductive reasoningis traced backto the times of Aristotle.

In The Topics, Aristotle (1997) defines “Induction” as the “advance from

particulars to universals”. According to Aristotle, we may proceed from

examples suchas the skilled navigatoris the best and the skilled charioteeris the

best, to concludethat the best in any occupationis the one whohaslearnt his job

well (‘the one who knows’). In comparison with syllogism, or deduction,

Aristotle notes that induction has a number of distinguishing general

characteristics such that it is more persuasive and clear, more easily learnt

through the senses, and morereadily available to human kind. The notion of

inductive argumentis also found in the works of Cicero. Gorman (2005) notes

that Cicero defines “inductive argument’as the type of argument where oneis

led from easy and obvious cases to see an analogy in more difficult and darker

matters. Of note regarding this account,is that the ancient philosophers treated

inductive reasoning in the narrow sense of “enumerative induction” or

“induction by simple enumeration’. Thus if it is reported that a number of

objects of one kind all have some property, then it can be concludedthatall

objects (or somefurther object) of that kind also havethat property (Swinburne,

1974). For example, according to this type of induction, one may conclude from

the premise that each swan observed thus far has been white, that all swans are

white’. The same treatment can be found in morerecentliterature. For instance,

Musgrave (2004) defines inductive reasoning as arguing from the premise that

all observed As are Bs to the conclusion that the next A will be B orthat all As

are Bs. In other words,it is reasonable to believe somethingif it has been shown

to be true, or probable. Note thatthis type of inductive reasoning operates in two

ways:it either advances a conjecture by whatare called confirming instances, or

it falsifies a conjecture by contrary or disconfirming evidence (Gardner, 2001).

For example, the hypothesis that all swans are white is increasingly confirmed

each time a new swan is observed and found to be white. But once one swanis

found to be not white the conjecture is falsified.

 

' This erroneous conclusion shows both that induction of this sort is always defeasible by a counter

example, and that one maybe misled by a limited range of experience.

13
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2.1.1.2. Swinburne’s (Correct) Inductive Arguments

In the introduction to his collection of essays on the philosophy of induction,

Swinburne (1974) makes several important points about inductive reasoning. In

the following, these points are discussed in some length. Swinburne begins by

proposing a definition for inductive argument as: “an argument which is not

deductively valid but one in which, it is claimed, the premises ‘make it

reasonable’ for us to accept the conclusion”. Then he distinguishes between

: . 2
“correct” and “incorrect” Inductive Arguments’ as follows:

“...correct inductive argumentis one in which the premises do ‘makeit

reasonable’ for us to accept the conclusion, as claimed; and that an

incorrect one is one in which they do not, butit is falsely claimed that

they do" (Swinburne, 1974,p.2).

Most of our everyday commonsense reasoning is based on this form of

inference. For example, if you know that person X is always on time and that

she has seldom beenlate for her appointments in the past, you may argue thatif

you have an appointmentwith her and sheis fifteen minutes later, that she will

not show up. This argument is not deductive: there is no contradiction in

admitting the premises but denying the conclusion. Perhaps today she has been

held up by another appointment, and sois late. Nevertheless, it would generally

be supposedthatin the absence of further evidencethere is no reason to believe

these conjectures, it is reasonable to assume that person X has no previous

appointments on that particular day, unless we have some reason to suppose

otherwise. Thus, according to Swinburne: “We judge that the premises makeit

reasonable for us to accept the conclusion, even though no contradiction is

involved in asserting the premises and denying the conclusion’. (Swinburne,

1974, p.2.). Russell (1974) explains that inferences of this kind are based on past

regularities in our experience, which lead us to associate certain outcomes with

experiencesrather than others. Thus, inductive inferences are contingent, and in

this they differ from deductive inferences which may be described as being

necessary. Deductive inference can never support contingent judgments such as
 

? As opposed to “valid” and “invalid” deductive arguments.
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stock market forecasts, nor can deduction alone explain why one particular

chess strategy works well against one opponent and fails against another.

Inductive inference can do these things, more or less successfully, because

inductions are ampliative’ (Kneale, 1949). They can amplify and generalise our

experience, and broaden and deepen our empirical knowledge. Deduction on the

other hand is of an explicative nature: it orders and rearranges our knowledge

without addingto its content.

As mentioned above Swinburne distinguishes between correct and incorrect

inductive arguments. Swinburne also notes two further important properties of

correct inductive arguments:

e Unlike a valid deductive argument, correct inductive arguments yield only

probable knowledge or reasonable belief. For example: “The man who has

fed the chicken every day throughoutits life at last wrings its neck instead,

showing that more refined views as to the uniformity of nature would have

been usefulto the chicken”, (Russell, 1974, p.21).

e¢ “Correct inductive arguments will only yield probable knowledge if we

know nothing else which affects the probability of the conclusion, apart

from whatis stated by the premises” (Swinburne, 1974). For instance,if,

while waiting for person X to show up welearn of serioustraffic congestion

at somepart ofthe route she normally takes, thenit is no longer reasonable

to concludeshe will not show up to her appointment.

Thus inductively correct arguments, unlike deductively valid ones, have

conclusions that go beyond whatis contained in their premises. They are based

on learning from experience. We often observe patterns, resemblances, and

other kinds of regularities in our experiences, some quite simple (cakes are

tasty); some very complicated (objects moving according to Newton's laws).

This idea of learning from experience touches upon particular point which is

of great relevance in this thesis — the notion of “arguing” using “past

 

3 “One of the most striking characteristics of the induction used in natural sciencesis thatit goes in

some sense beyondits premises, which are the singular facts of experience; I propose, therefore,

to call it ampliative induction” (Kneale, 1949).
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experience”. This thesis argues that “Arguing from Experience” is an important

and distinctive method of reasoning that may have great benefits once

automated. This type of “inductive argument” is used in everyday human

conversations to provide support for what is being said. In this way people often

employ their past experience to validate their reasoning abouttheir daily life.

Such use of “experience” can span anything from experiences held within a

particular group or community, to more personal, individual experiences. This

thesis aims at enabling similar reasoning to computer systems, or indeed agents,

such that experience can direct agents’ reasoning regarding the categorisation of

unknowncases. Thus, experience will contribute to agents’ reasoning about the

unknownfrom the basis of what they have experienced. Such experience based

procedures provide an explanation as to why it is not always possible to

persuade others to accept an opinion simply by demonstrating facts and proofs

based on experiences. It may well be that a particular individual (human or

agent) will accept the facts of a particular case but may reject the conclusion of

its opposing argumentbecauseit does notfit within their own experience.

2.1.1.3. The problem of induction

The problem of justifying induction can be traced back to Hume (1902) and his

famous argument aimed at enumerative induction. Essentially Hume’s critique

proceeds as follows: inductive arguments arise because we observe uniformities

in nature. For example, that all observed swans have been white, and as such

they are based on experience. However, we have no grounds for assuming that

nature will continue to behave uniformly, other than the appeal to experience.

But: “Jf there be any suspicion that the course of nature may change, and that

the past may be no rule for the future, all experiences become useless, and can

give no rise to inference or conclusion. It is impossible, therefore, that any

argumentfrom experience can prove this resemblance of the pastto the future;

since all these arguments are founded on the supposition of that resemblance”.

(Hume, 1902, pp. 37-8). As things do not always behave as we expect, “why

may(this) not happen always, and with regardto all objects? What logic, what

process ofargumentsecures you againstthis suspicion?” (Hume, 1902,p. 38).
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Hume’s answerto this dilemmais that there is no justification for believing that

things will continue to behaveas they have behaved,or as Russell putsit: “The

mere fact that something has happened a certain number of times causes

animals and men to believe that it will happen again. Thus our instincts

certainly cause us to believe that the sun will rise tomorrow, but we may be in

no better position than the chicken which unexpectedly has its neck wrung”

(Russell, 1974 p.21). Various justifications for induction have been proposed.

An excellent collection of a number of different justifications can be found in

the collection of essays in (Swinburne, 1974). These justifications are mainly

either pragmatic (deductive) or predictionist (inductive): the “pragmatic”

approach is attractive because it appeals to the idea of correct reasoning

methods. One drawback is thatit is difficult to carry the argument through. The

“nredictionist" justification seeks to rationalise inductive arguments on thebasis

of their success in the past. The attraction of this approach is the appeal to the

usefulness or otherwise of an argument. Note that inductive arguments are

persuasive since the audience to which they are addressed will certainly believe

that the future will resemble the past. As Hume said: “On the contrary, the

abstruse philosophy, being founded on a turn of mind, which cannotenter into

business andaction, vanishes when the philosopher leaves the shade, and comes

into open day; nor can its principles easily retain any influence over our

conduct and behaviour. The feelings of our heart, the agitation of our passions,

the vehemence of our affections, dissipate all its conclusions, and reduce the

profound philosopher to a mereplebeian.” (Hume, 1902).

The accounts of inductive reasoning discussed above represent a small sample

taken from a large amount of research on the topic. The above is intended to

give a broad overview of the subject. The work presented in the forthcoming

chapters articulates an account of inductive arguments in a model for “Arguing

from Experience”tailored for the automation of pooling such arguments from a

dataset representing a set of past examples (experience) in a particular domain.

Mainly, it considers the notions of enumerative induction, and argument from

analogy, as used in the context of CBR, and builds upon these two notions to

form a theory for “Arguingfrom Experience”.
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2.1.1.4. Probability and Induction

So far only straightforward non-probabilistic accounts of inductive

arguments have been discussed. The addition of probability to induction

does not only yield a generalisation; probabilistic induction is much

deeper and more complex than induction without probability. This sub-

sub-section looks at several different approaches to specifying the

problem of probabilistic induction.

Carnap in his work on philosophical foundations of probability and induction,

(Carnap, 1952),lists five sorts of inductive inferences:

e Direct inference typically infers the relative frequency of a feature

(attribute, trait) in a sample from its relative frequency in the population

from which the sample is drawn.

e Predictive inference is inference from one sample to another sample not

overlapping thefirst.

e Inference by analogy is inference from the features of one individual case to

those of another onthe basis of the features that they share.

e Inverse inference infers something about a population on the basis of

premises about a sample from that population.

¢ Universalinference is inference from a sample to a hypothesis of universal

form. Simple enumerative induction, mentioned above, is the typical

example of universal inference.

Carnapinitially held that the problem of induction was a logical problem; that

assertions of degree of confirmation by evidence of a hypothesis should be

analytic and depend only upon the logical relations of the hypothesis and

evidence. Carnap's logical probability generalised the relation of logical

implication to a numerical function, c(h, e), that expresses the extent to which an

evidence sentence e confirms a hypothesis h. Reichenbach's probability

implication (Reichenbach, 1949)is also a generalisation of a deductive concept.

Reichenbach (1949) argued, roughly, that induction works in the long run if

anything works in the long run. On Reichenbach's view, the problem of
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inductionis just the problem of determining probability on the basis of evidence

(Reichenbach, 1949). The conclusions of inductions are not asserted, they are

posited. Reichenbach divides inductions into several sorts, not quite analogous

to the ones suggested by Carnap (1952). Theseare:

e Induction by enumeration, in which an observed initial frequency is

conjecturedto hold for the limit of the sequence;

e Explanatory inference, in which a theory or hypothesis is inferred from

observations;

¢ Cross induction, in which distinct but similar inductions are compared and,

perhaps,corrected;

® Concatenation is a sort of induction by enumeration that amounts to

reiterated applications of the inductive rule.

Another approachto the problem of probabilistic induction assumes one has an

initial known subjective probability distribution satisfying certain more orless

weak conditions along with a method for updating one’s probabilities and

proves theorems about the results of such a method. (e.g. (Savage 1954),

(Jeffrey, 2005)).

Statistical learning theory represents a different paradigm which assumesthere

is an unknown objective probability distribution that characterizes the data and

the new cases about which inferences are to be made. The basic theory attempts

to specify what can be proved about various methods for using data to reach

conclusions about new cases. Formal learning theory formulates the

problem of induction in general terms as the question of how an agent

should use empirical data to confirm and reject hypotheses about the

world. In specific instances the theory sets goals of inquiry and compares

methods for pursuing those goals. Formal learning theory, like many

other inductive methods, seeks deductive proof of the reliability of

chosen inductive methods. See (Suppes,1998) for a critical discussion of

this theory.
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2.1.2. Argumentation Theory

Philosophy and argumentation have had a close connection since the time of the

Ancient Greek philosophers - argumentation provided philosophers, deprived of

scientific tools, with a source to acquire knowledge. Arguments can be simply

defined as combinations of statements that are intended to change the minds of

other people regarding some subject. The structure of an argumentis similar to

that of a proofin that both structures consist of premises leading to a particular

conclusion. Arguments, however, diverge from proofs in that while in the latter

the premises always entail the conclusion. In argumentation the premises give a

reason for believing the conclusionistrue - therefore it remains possible that the

conclusion may not co-exist with the truth of the given premises. Bench-Capon

and Prakken (2006) give a summaryof the characteristic differences between

arguments and proofs as follows: (i) the goal of an argumentis to persuade,

whereas a proof compels acceptance; (ii) arguments leave things implicit,

whereas proofs make everything explicit; (iii) more information can be added to

arguments, whereas proofs begin from complete information; and (iv) in

consequence arguments are intrinsically defeasible. Due to these differences,

arguments are usually used in contexts where proofs are inapplicable, such as in

domains where information is uncertain, incomplete or implicit. This is because

arguments are less tightly constrained than proofs and so allow for new

information to be brought to bear on an issue and the reasoning can proceed

non-monotonically.

Since the time of Aristotle, philosophers have studied argumentation in two

different ways, one using the tools of deductive (formal) logic while the otheris

more practical and informal. Henceit is often referred to as “informal logic’.

Nevertheless, this field of study has changed dramatically in the recent years.

Argumentation Theory has emerged, since the 1950s, as an area of scholarly

pursuit drawing upon many other fields such as communication theory,

discourse analysis and linguistics. This “contemporary” Argumentation Theory

is distinguished from its ancient roots in its strong emphasis on the dialectical

aspects of arguments rather than the traditional single person encountering a

problem and reasoning aboutit. It is worth noting that this distinction also dates
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backto Aristotle whostressed thatrhetoric is closely related to dialectic. Walton

(1985) refers to the Aristotelian classification of argument models and

distinguishes between “demonstrative arguments” in which premises are better

known than the conclusion, so that the conclusion can be established on the

basis of the premises, and “dialectical arguments” in which premises are

presumedto betrue, or thoughtto be true by the wise (or by someother sort of

guarantee). This thesis makes use of the dialectical notion of arguments as

defined and studied in modern Argumentation Theory as a means to inductive

reasoningofthe type highlighted in the previous sub-section.

2.1.2.1. Arguments Schemes

One issue in argumentation theory concerns argument representation. The

approachthatis usedin this thesis is based upon argument schemesandcritical

questions. Stephen Toulmin, one of the founders of contemporary

argumentation theory, argued that it is impossible to divorce the criticism of

"reasoning” and "decision making" entirely from the people giving the reasons

and making the decisions (Toulmin, 1979), and so formal logics cannot be used

to fully represent human reasoning. To override the limitations of formal logic,

Toulmin proposed a scheme for analysing everyday arguments, referred to as

Toulmin’s Schema, which provided the basis for the argument schemes

approach to argument representation by which arguments are presented as

general inference rules whereby, given a set of premises, a conclusion can be

drawn. In this sense, argument schemes are the historical descendant of

Aristotle’s topics (Aristotle, 1997). They are not, however deductively strict

because of the defeasible nature of the underlining arguments. Such schemes

have proved to beof benefit in a numberof areas including informal logic and

the study of fallacies and AI; in particular AI and Lawas will be discussed in

later sub-sections. One of the main features of Toulmin’s Schemais that, in

contrast to previous schemes for argument that have been based uponlogical

proofs consisting of the traditional premises and conclusion, Toulmin’s account

allows for more expressive arguments to be asserted through the incorporation

of additional elementsto describe the different roles that premises can play in an
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argument. Toulmin’s Schema comprises the following three “core” elements

(Figure 2.1):

e The data, considered to be a traditional premise: some fact or observation

aboutthesituation under discussion.

e A claim, the conclusion of the argument: some further, potentially

controversial, observation, prediction or characterization.

e The warrant, which licenses the derivation of the claim from the data.

   

  

     

     

Data So Qualifier Claim

Since
Unless

Backing Onthe accountof Warrant Rebuttal
          

Figure 2.1. Toulmin’s Argument Schema (Toulmin, 1979).

This Data—claim—warrant structure constitutes the inferential core of the

argument. To capture the informal aspects of human reasoning Toulmin

includedthree additional elements in his Schema:

e A qualifier: which gives the strength of the argument for the claim: it

represents the degreeof certainty for the claim.

e A rebuttal: a proposition that would refute the claim, if the rebuttal were to

be provedtrue.

e A backing: some form of knowledge structure that represents the authority

for the warrant.

Since its introduction, Toulmin’s Schema has been the focus of a numberof

implemented systems to present arguments tothe users (e.g. (Bench-Capon and

Staniford, 1995), (Zeleznikow and Stranieri, 1995)). It has also been used in

(Bench-Capon, 1998) as the basis of a dialogue game in which the movesrelate

to providing various elements of the scheme proposed by Toulmin. However,

although the contribution of Toulmin’s Schemahasprovedto beofinfluence, it

lacks some elements that have been shownto be valuable in dealing with the

precise identification of conflicts in arguments. Unlike the critical questions
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associated with certain argument schemessuch asthe ones presented by Walton

(1996) and as will be discussed below; Toulmin’s Schema does not provide

sufficient description of the manner in which the argument can be attacked.

Even though the proposed Schemaaccounts for rebuttals, by which claims could

be challenged, it does not provide a detailed mechanism by which an opponent

can explicitly attack elements of the argument. Toulmin’s Schema has no room

for distinguishing between different types of attack such as rebutters (arguments

whose conclusions negate the conclusion of the original argument) and

undercutters (counterarguments that attack the inferential link between the

premises and conclusionin the original argument) identified by Pollock (1995).

Onesignificant contribution to solving this issue has been Walton’s notion of

argument schemesandtheassociated critical questions.

While Toulmin attempts to supply a general scheme for arguments, others have

attempted to classify arguments in terms of various specific schemes. Walton

(1996) identified some 26 argumentation schemespresented as a classification.

Whatis interesting about Walton’s accountis the notion ofcritical questions he

associates with each scheme. These questions provide the meanstocriticise any

argumentfitting the structure of the scheme, by subjecting the argument to

appropriate challenges that can be identified, thus provoking consideration of

the alternatives that may require consideration, and consequently prompting the

best choice of argument in the given context. The asking of a question, along

with its response, implies a dialectical structure in the schemes. The two devices

of the scheme andthe critical questions work together. The schemeis used to

identify the premises and conclusion. Thecritical questions are used to evaluate

the argument by probing into its potentially weak points that might cause the

argumentto default. Thus, they are used to distinguish correct from incorrect

use of the scheme, similar to Swinburne’s (1974) account of induction. This

implies that Walton’s schemesare defeasible in the sensethat, in order for any

argument to withstand critique, satisfactory answers must be given to any

critical questions that are posed in the given situation. Additionally, such

argument schemes maybecontradicted by conflicting applications of the same
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or another scheme. For instance, a positive instance of “Argument from

Analogy”* scheme can be attackedby a negative instance of the same scheme.

Note that critical questions have becomelinked to the more general problem of

how to represent and evaluate defeasible arguments. To this end the critical

question associated with any scheme provides the means to define the rebuttal

and undercutter attacks (Pollock, 1995) that could be used against the arguments

presented by the schemethese questions are associated with. Bench-Capon and

Prakken (2006) note that Walton, in his account, classifies argument schemes

according to their content. Accordingly, different schemes may be required in

different domains. On the other hand, the customised set of critical questions

associated with each scheme has to be considered when assessing whether the

application of the scheme is warranted in a specific case or domain. Thus

argumentation schemesdiffer from the purely logical systems in which attacks

are uniform and entirely independent of content. The following sub-section

presents a detailed discussion of the applications of three different

argumentation schemes. One of these schemes, argument from analogy,relates

to CBR,a short overview of this type of reasoning is therefore given first before

listing the details of these schemes.

2.1.2.2. Representing CBR by the meansofargument schemes

The intuition behind Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is that given a problem to

solve humansoften formulate a solution according to their previous experience:

they compare new problemsto be solved (cases) with a repository of past cases

that they have solved previously (the case base). We often make judgements in

our daily life, as we draw conclusions about given situations, on the basis of

their similarity to other situations experienced in the past. The method by which

we make our decision as to whether twocasesare similar or not is a subject for

psychology. Nevertheless, the application of CBR within the domain of AI has

provedto befruitful. One well documented application of CBRis in the context

of natural language understanding (Schank, 1982). CBR hasalso been applied to

other areas, such as legal reasoning where arguments and counterarguments are

 

“ This schemeis discussed in details in Sub-section 2.1.2.2
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assembled from a database of statute and legal precedent. A review of legal

CBRsystems is given in Sub-sub-section 2.1.4.3 below. Many definitions of

CBR can be foundin theliterature. However, the one mostrelated to the topic

of this thesis can be found in (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994): “CBRis the solving of

a new problem by remembering a previous similar situation and by reusing

information and knowledge of that situation”. In this sense CBR attempts to

model the human wayofreasoning by analogies to past examples.

The term “case” in CBR, as noted above, can denote a problem situation that

was experienced beforehand, and was captured and learned so that it can be

reused to solve new problems and new situations. New problems are matched

against past cases held in the case base. Similar cases are then retrieved and

used to suggest a solution to the new problems, possibly after some adaptation.

CBRis thusdistinguished from other formsof inference by the characteristics of

the underlying process by which specific knowledge of previously experienced

situations is utilised to solve new ones. This mode of inference consists

basically of reasoning by analogy through the recognition of similarities or

differences between two cases and carries over from the one case what can be

applied, plausibly, to the other. The use of previously experienced cases to

provide a solution for a new problemis also catered for by the theory presented

in this thesis, as will become clear in later chapters. The proposed theory will

allow software agents (entities) to jointly reason about a new case, using the

information available to them, that they have previously gathered about cases

from the same domain. However, the model presentedinthis thesis, differs from

the CBR approach, and from reasoning by analogy, in that it allows agents to

jointly reason about the new case, by means of argumentation. Additionally,

whereas CBR generally selects a single case, the proposed theory uses

generalisations from a numberofcases.

The philosophical origins of reasoning by analogy can be foundin Aristotle's

account of reasoning by example in the Prior Analytics (Aristotle, 1938). This

mode of reasoning, which essentially involves forming plausible hypotheses on

the basis of recognised similarities, serves as a warrant for the tentative

inference that what is knownin the onecase can beassertedto hold in the other.
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Aristotle outlines the basic features of reasoning by example and distinguishes

this form of inference from induction. Both rely on cases, but the function that

the cases serve in each differs fundamentally. In induction the effort is to

proceed from properties of individual cases to a conclusion regarding properties

of the class of objects of which the cases are instances - if each swan-like bird

that one has encountered happens to be white, one may argue that all swans are

white. In contrast to this attempt to step from the particular to the general, in

reasoning by example the objective is to argue from one particular case to

another. Because two cases are similar in some respect, whatis true in one may

be conjectured to be true of the other. Aristotle's example is a political one:

because the war of Thebes on its neighbour Phocis had led to bad consequences,

it can be argued that a war by Athens on Thebes will also lead to bad

consequences. Note that, induction is more useful when a large number of

examplesare readily available, while reasoning by analogy is more useful when

only a limited numberofcases are obtainable.

This Sub-section turns now to the treatment of reasoning by analogy in modern

Argumentation Theory. “Arguments from Analogy” has been the focus of much

research into argumentation theory, for which many schemes have been

proposed, and on which many other forms of arguments are based, such as

arguments from precedent in law (Gordon, 1995). This form of argument is the

foundation of all CBR systems in which the argumentation turns on a

comparison of one case to another (e.g. (Ashley, 1990), (Ashley and Rissland,

2003) and (Waltonet al., 2008)). Walton (1998) proposes the following scheme

for Argument from Analogy based on an assumption that two cases can be

judged similar to each other:

Argumentfrom Analogy (AA) Scheme:

Major Premise: generally case C1 is similar to case C2

Minor Premise: Proposition A is true (false) in case C1.

Conclusion: Proposition A is true (false) in case C2.

Walton associates fourcritical questions with this scheme:
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e A-CQI1:Is A true (false) in C1?

e A-CQ2: Are Cl and C2 similar, in the respects cited?

e A-CQ3: Are there important differences between C1 and C2?

e A-CQ4:Is there another case C3 that is also similar to C1 except that A is

false (true) in C3?

This set of critical questions lends itself nicely to the defeasible nature or

arguments from analogy: A-CQ1 and A-CQ2 are redundant in the sense that

they merely question whether given premises in the schemeare true or not. A-

CQ4 is similar to a rebuttal attack aimed at producing a counter-analogy. A-

CQ3, on the other hand, could be applied either as a rebuttal or an undercutter;

depending on how important the differences between the two cases are. The

significance of Walton’s scheme is that it is used in some of the more

sophisticated systems that have been developedin the field of AI and Law, such

as CATO (Aleven, 1997) and HYPO (Ashley, 1990), both to be discussed in

detail in Sub-sub-section 2.1.4.3, which provide a more exact foundation for

reasoning from analogy onthebasis of similarities betweencases.

Arguments from analogy are closely related to arguments from classification,

which are based on two main components: (i) a description of the facts or

events, and (ii) their classification consequent from properties available in the

description itself. Walton (1996, p.54) suggests the following scheme to cover

the case of defeasible verbal classification:

Argumentfrom Verbal Classification (AVC) Scheme

Major Premise: if some particular thing A can be classified as falling

under verbal category C; then a has property F (in virtue of such

classification);

Minor Premise: A can beclassified asfalling under verbal category C;

Conclusion: A has property F.

Walton associates twocritical questions with this scheme:

e VC-CQ1: Does A definitely have F; or is there room for doubt?
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e VC-CQ2: Can the verbal classification (in the second premise) be said to

hold strongly, or is it a weak classification that is subject to doubt?

The above scheme, and the accompanyingcritical questions, is one of many

similar schemes, the purpose of which is to describe the semantics of the

inferential structure of arguments from classification. Walton and Macagno

(2009) provide an analysis of these schemes. Moreover, Walton et al. (2008)

argue that “Argument from Analogy’ is based on “Argument from

Classification”. “Argumentfrom Analogy” categorises two cases as belonging to

the same class according to their similarity under a particular point of view.

Meanwhile “Argumentfrom Classification” leads to the conclusion that one case

has a determined property, because it may be classified as generally having that

property. To highlight these similarities, Walton et al. (2008) combined the

previous two schemes in a new scheme, which they called a scheme for

“Argumentfrom Analogy based on Classification” (AAC):

Argumentfrom Analogy based on Classification (ACC) Scheme

The analoguehasfeature set A.

The case under discussion hasfeature set A.

It is by virtue offeature set A that the analogueis properly classified as

W.

So, the case under discussion oughtto beclassified as W.

A discussion of the ACC schemeis given in Chapter 3, where a number of

critical questions are derived from the AA and AVC schemesto fit the ACC

scheme. ACC,and the associated critical question, will then be used to derive a

new argumentation scheme to cater for “Arguing for Experience” and address

the disadvantages of the ACC scheme with respect to the process of reasoning

from experience. In addition to the three schemes described above. Walton also

details 24 further argument schemes (Walton, 1996), Walton et al. (2008)

describe some of these schemes in more detail and introduces some new ones.

Other such typologies of schemes, of varying sizes, have also been given by

Kienpointner (1986), and Katzav and Reed (2004), amongstothers.
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It is important to emphasise that, as has been discussed earlier, reasoning by

analogy differs from that of arguing by experience, in that analogiesrelate one

case to another, while arguments from experience induces inferences from one’s

experiencein relation to the issue at hand. Chapter 3 will present a theory for

“Arguingfrom Experience” whichwill utilise a variation of the ACC schemefor

the purpose of presenting “Arguments from Experience”. However, elements

from the theoretical foundations of CBR discussed above will be referred to

later in the context of legal reasoning from pastcases andits applications in AT;

in particular, case-based argumentation (e.g. (Ashley, 1990)) and legal CBR

(Bench-Capon, 1997). These elements have motivated a large block of the work

presented in forthcoming chapters. However, Walton views argument schemes

as a way ofrepresenting arguments embedded within dialogues. Together with

Krabbe, Walton has provided a typology of the different dialogues that can be

used in human communication (Walton and Krabbe, 1995). The following

provides a review of this well know typology of dialogues.

2.1.2.3. Walton and Krabbe’s Typology ofDialogues

A dialogue is an exchange of speech acts amongst a numberofparticipants in

some sequence aimed at achieving a collective goal. The dialogue is coherentto

the extent in which individual speech acts fit together to contribute to the

dialogue goal. Thus, in coherent dialogues, utterances are allowed only if they

further the goal of the dialogue in which they are made (Carlson, 1983). For

instance, during the course of a persuasion dialogue only utterances that

contributeto the resolution of the conflict that triggered the dispute are allowed

to be made. Walton and Krabbe (1995) have identified a number of distinct

dialogue types used in human communication: Persuasion, Negotiation, Inquiry,

Information-Seeking, Deliberation and Eristic Dialogues. This typology has

proved to be influential in the study of argumentation theory and its application

to AI. Table 2.1 summarises the six ideal dialogue types in this typology.

Walton and Krabbebasetheir categorisation upon: (i) the information available

to each participant at the commencementofa dialogue, of relevance to the topic

of discussion,(ii) the participant’s individual goals for the dialogue, and(ii) the

collective goal of the dialogue. Note that Walton and Krabbe distinguish
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betweenthe goal of the dialogue, as a purpose of a type of conversation and the

goal of each of the parties involved in the dialogue. The importance of this

difference is discussedlater.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Type Initial Situation Main Goal Participants Aims

. Conflicting view Resolution of conflicts by
Persuasion Persuadethe other(s)

points verbal means

ee Conflict of interest and : Get the bestoutofit for
Negotiation ? Makinga deal

need for cooperation oneself

Growth of knowledge and
Inquiry General ignorance Find a proofor destroy one.

agreement

Spreading knowledge and Gain, pass on, show or hide
Info-seeking Personal ignorance ;

revealing positions. personal knowledge.

Deliberation Need foraction Reach a decision Influence the outcome

Eristi Conflict and Reaching and accommodation Strike the other party and
ristic

antagonism in relationship win in the eyes of onlookers    
Table 2.1. The six types of dialogues identified in (Walton and Krabbe, 1995).

The Walton and Krabbe descriptions may be summarisedas follows:

Persuasion dialogues involve one participant seeking to persuade another

to accept a statement they do not currently endorse. Here, a primary

obligation is the burden of proof: a weight of presumption set for practical

purposes to facilitate the successful carrying out of the obligations of the

participants during the course of the dialogue. The device of burden of proof

is useful because it enables discussion to come to an end in a reasonable

time. If the participants are guided only by the force of argument, then

whichever participant has the more convincing argument, taking into

accountthe burden ofproof, should be able to persuade the other to endorse

the statementat issue, within finite time.

Negotiation dialogues occur when two parties bargain to jointly divide

some scarce resource, where the competing claims to this resource cannot

all be satisfied at the same time. Negotiations require some level of co-

operation between the involved parties. However, at the same time, each

participant is assumed to be seeking to achieve the best possible deal for
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themselves. If a negotiation dialogue terminates with an agreement, then the

resource has been divided in a manneracceptable to all participants.

e¢ Inquiry dialogues involve two participants collaborating to answer some

question whose answer is not known to either participant; thus the

participants in the dialogue will jointly seek to determine the desired

answer. In contrast to persuasion, inquiry does not commence from a

position of conflict, as here participants have not taken a particular position

on the issueat question; they are trying to find out some knowledge.

e Information-Seeking dialogues are those where one participant seeks the

answer to some question(s) from another participant, who is believed

(perhaps erroneously) by the first to know the answer(s). The first party

seeks to obtain the answer from the second by meansofthe dialogue.

e Deliberation dialogues occur when two parties attempt to decide on a

course of action in somesituation. This course may be performed by one or

more of the parties in the dialogue or by others not present. Here the

participants share a responsibility to decide the action(s) to be undertakenin

the circumstances. As with negotiation dialogues, if a deliberation dialogue

terminates with an agreement, then the participants have decided on a

mutually-acceptable course of action.

e Eristic dialogues happen when participants quarrel verbally as a substitute

for physical fighting, aiming to vent perceived grievances.

The above typology is often criticised for a number of shortcomings. Mainly,

that most human, and to someextent agent, conversations involve combinations

of these six types of dialogue, rather than a single type. For example, a

conversation between a bookstore keeper and a potential client may commence

with the client seeking information about a particular subject, the keeper will

happily answerthe client’s enquiries; but at some point the dialogue will shift to

a persuasion dialogue, in whichthe keeperwill try to persuade the client to buy

a certain book which he/she believes contains information of interest to this

client. The dialogue may then shift further, once the client is persuaded of the

potential of buying a particular book, to a negotiation on how much the book

will cost, with both parties attempting to get their “best” price. The twoparties
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in this example may or may not be aware of the different nature of their

discussions at each phase, or of the transitions between phases. Walton and

Krabbe (1995) refer to instances of the atomic dialogue types which are

contained within other dialogue types as “embedded”. A study of embedded

dialogues in the context of computational models for argumentation can be

found in (Reed, 1998). Shifts between negotiation and persuasion were also

discussed in (Wells and Reed, 2006).

Another criticism is that Walton and Krabbe’s typology accommodates two

participants only: a proponent and a respondent, each takes turns in making

moves that represent speech acts like asking a question or putting forward an

argument. There is no room in this proposal for third parties such as moderators

or referees who ensure that procedures are followed or decide the outcome.

Similarly, their typology does not explain how the dialogues proceed in cases

where they involve more than twoparticipants. Chapters 6 and 7 will present a

solution, which fits with the theory presented in Chapter 3, by which any

numberof participants can engage in a persuasion dialogue. A third criticism is

that although Walton and Krabbe distinguish between the goal of the dialogue

type and the personal goals of the participants taking part in the dialogue, in

reality only participants can have goals. The participants may believe that a

dialogue they enter has some purpose, but their own goals or the goals of the

other participants may not be consistent with this purpose. For example, in

persuasion dialogues, participants mayenter for the sake of arguing, withoutthe

intention of being persuadedbythe other participants. Additionally, Walton and

Krabbe themselves do not claim their typology is comprehensive, and some

recent research has explored other types (e.g. (Cogan et al, 2006)).

Despite these criticisms The Walton and Krabbe’s typology remains very

influential in argumentation and its applications to AI. The work presented in

the forthcoming chapters focuses on one dialogue type in particular: persuasion

dialogues. The emphasis is on how persuasion may happen because of

differences in the experience of participants regarding the subject matter or due

to the fact that one participant has gained more experience than the others. This

concludes the discussion of argumentation theory in philosophy. The next sub-
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section will consider the modelling ofthe dialectical approach to argumentation,

such as Walton and Krabbe’s, by meansof dialogue games.

2.1.3. Dialogue Games for Argumentation

This sub-section examinesthe field of dialogue games andits application to AI.

In particular, it presents an overview of dialogue games for argumentation and

the related dialogue systems.

2.1.3.1. Overview

Recently, formal dialogue gameshaveattracted the attention of researchersas a

meansto facilitate agent communicationsthat allowsfor sufficient flexibility of

expression. Dialogue gamesare rule-governedinteractions between two or more

players (agents), where each player “moves” by making utterances, according to

a defined set of rules knownas “dialogue game protocols”. Each move has an

identifying name associated with it and comprises some statement(represented

in a suitable language) which contributes to the dialogue. Such moves are

exchanged by participants until the dialogue terminates, according to some

termination rules. Althoughthe roots of dialogue games date back to at least the

time of Aristotle (e.g. (Aristotle, 1997)); they have been the focus of some more

recent research in philosophy to study fallacious reasoning (e.g. (Hamblin,

1970) and (MacKenzie, 1979)) and computational applications such as human-

computer interaction (Bench-Caponet al., 1991). In AI, dialogue games have

been applied to modelling complex human-like reasoning (e.g. (Prakken and

Sartor, 1998), (Moore, 1993) and (Bench-Capon, 1998)). Of note regarding the

application of dialogue gamesto AIis that these games differ from games of

gametheory (as applied in economics)in that the payoffs for winning or losing

a game from thelatter are not considered in the former. Several proposals for

formal dialogue games have been presented for most of the atomic dialogue

types in the dialogue typology of Walton and Krabbe (1995). A number of

formal dialogue game protocols have been proposed to model persuasion

dialogues (see (Prakken, 2006) for an extensive survey), negotiation dialogues

(e.g. (McBurneyet al, 2003)), inquiry dialogues(e.g. (McBurney and Parsons,
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2001) and (Black and Hunter, 2007)) and information-seeking dialogues (e.g.

(Hulstijn, 2000)). Other formal dialogue game systems have been proposed to

model more than one atomic type of dialogue. For instance, Amgoud etal.

(2000a) presented an argumentation-based formal two-party dialogue game

protocol; their system was developed to handle inconsistent information and

supports persuasion, inquiry and information-seeking dialogues. Amgoudetal.

have also subsequently proposed an extension of their dialogue game in

(Amgoud et al., 2000b) with additional locutions to support negotiation

dialogues. Several formalisms have also been suggested for computational

representation of combinations of dialogues. One notable example is Reed’s

(1998) Dialogue Frames, which enabled iterated, sequential and embedded

dialogues to be represented; other examples include ((Miller and McBurney,

2007) and (McBurney and Parsons, 2002)).

Treating dialogues as abstract games makesit possible to develop formalisms

for the modelling of dialogues between autonomousagents. Complex dialogues,

including dialogues embedded in one another, can be represented in the

formalisms as sequences of moves in a combination of dialogue games. One

particular example of such formalisms can be found in the work of McBurney

and Parsons (2002). Their formalism can represent different types of dialogue in

the standard typology of Walton and Krabbe (1995)andit hasthree levels:

e At the lowestlevel are the topics which are the subjects of dialogues.

e At the next level are the dialogues themselves (represented by means of

formal dialogue games).

e At the highest level control dialogues are represented which enable the

agents to decide on which dialoguestoenter, if any.

McBurney and Parsons (2002) suggest that formal dialogue games comprise the

following components:

¢ CommencementRules: define the circumstances under which the dialogue

commences.

¢ Locutions: the utterances that are permitted at every stage of the dialogue.
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¢ Combination Rules: describe the dialogical contexts under which

particular locutions are permitted or not, or are obligatory or not.

e Commitments: define the circumstances under which participants express

commitmentto a proposition.

e Rules for Speaker Order: define the order in which players (agents) taking

part in the dialogue game may makeutterances. Theserulesare of particular

importance in multiparty dialogues (comprising more than twoplayers); as

here players may either speak at any time,or there are rules regarding turn

taking. Chapter 6 will return to this issue in the context of multiparty

“Arguingfrom Experience”.

¢ Termination Rules: define the conditions under which the dialogue ends.

The dialogue model proposed in this thesis caters for commitments which

feature in a number of standard dialogue games. Commitments are often

incorporated into dialogue games via commitment stores which derive from

Hamblin’s (1970) study of fallacious reasoning. The promoted dialogue model

incorporatesa different notion of commitment by which participants engaging in

a dialogue game are committed to achieve their assigned goals, which follows

the multi-agent sense of commitment which is often regarded as a persistent

goalthat the agentis trying to achieve (Cohen and Levesque, 1990).

In summary, dialogue games haveprovedto be a helpful method to model and

reason about exchanges of information, presented by a pre-determined set of

utterances, between a numberof participants, in a numberofdifferent domains,

including law, philosophy and AI. Moore (1993) presents a comprehensive

discussion of Dialogue Game Theory in general, along with a number of

examples of dialogue games and systems. Chapters 4 and of this thesis return

to the issue of dialogue games, where two-party and multiparty dialogue game

protocols are proposed, respectively, to enable “Arguing from Experience”.

Both protocols follow a general process for reasoning from experience as

embodiedin the theory presented in Chapter3.
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2.1.3.2. Formal Systemsfor Persuasion Dialogues

Persuasion Dialogue, as discussed earlier, allows for one participant, the

proponent, to attempt to persuade another party: the opponent, that some

particular proposition is true, using arguments that show or prove that the

proposition holds. To this end, two distinctive types of persuasion dialogues can

be identified: G) “Dispute” (Walton, 1998) in which both participants have a

positive burden of proof, thus each will try to persuade the otherthat their thesis

is true while the other party’s proposition isfalse, (ii) “Dissent” (Prakkenetal.,

2005), is more flexible as the burden of proof rests only with one party. Thus the

party holding the positive burden of proof will start the dialogue by proposing

an argument asserting her thesis. The other party may take the position of

criticising this argument without actually committing themselves to the opposite

proposition. In general, persuasion dialogues have distinctive feature in that a

participant’s arguments are assumed to have as premises propositions that the

other parties are committed to. This means that argumentation in a persuasion

dialogue is an interactive process in which each party’s arguments are always

directed towards the other party and are based on premisesthat the otherparty is

committed to. Persuasion dialogues have tended to presuppose that the agents

have a rule-like representation of their knowledge. A thorough survey of a

number of systems can be foundin (Prakken, 2000, 2006). In this work Prakken

identifies the speech acts typically used in such dialogues’:

¢ Claim P (assert, statement...). The speakerasserts that P is the case.

e Why P (challenge, deny, question ...). The speaker challenges that P is the

case and asks for reasons why it would bethecase.

¢ Concede P (accept, admit ...). The speaker admits that P is the case.

¢ Retract P (withdraw, no commitment...). The speaker declares that they are

not committed (anymore)to P. Retractionsarereal retractions if the speaker

is committed to the retracted proposition, otherwise it is a mere declaration

of non-commitment(e.g. in reply to a question).

 

> Prakken (2006) also notes that, regarding the structure ofthe dialogue, participants in persuasion

dialogues may return to earlier choices and present alternative replies. Also participants may

postpone their replies, sometimes even indefinitely.
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e P since S (argue, argument...). The speaker provides reasons whyP is the

case. Someprotocols do not have this move but require instead that reasons

be provided by a claim P or claim S movein reply to a why move (where S

is a set of propositions). Also, in some systems the reasons provided for P

can havestructure (e.g. a proof tree or a deduction).

¢ Question P (...). The speaker asks anotherparticipant’s opinion on whether

P is the case.

These moves presuppose that the participant’s knowledge is organized in a

certain way, namely as a set of facts and rules (typically somestrict and some

defeasible) of the form fact conclusion. Thus why P seeks the antecedent of a

rule with P as consequent; P since S volunteers the antecedent of some rule for

P, and the other questions suggest the ability to pose a query to a knowledge

base of this sort. Prakken’s owninstantiation of this framework (Prakken, 2000)

presupposesthat the participants have belief bases comprising facts, defeasible

rules, and priorities between rules. That the participants are presupposed to be

equipped with such belief bases doubtless derives in part from the context in

which these approaches have been developed. The original example of the

approach was probably Hamblin (1970) who wasinterested in exploring a

particular logical fallacy. The take up in Computer Sciencehaslargely been by

those working in knowledge based systems and logic programming, where the

form of the belief base is a natural one to assume. Theresult, however,is that

the debate takes place in a context where the participants have knowledge (or at

least belief), and the dialogue serves to exchange or pool this knowledge. Given

these assumptionspersuasion takes place in the following ways:

e One participant supplies the other with some fact unknown to that

participant, which enablesthe claim to be deduced;

e One participant supplies the other with some rule unknown to that

participant, which enablesthe claim to be deduced;

e Aninconsistency in one participant’s belief base is demonstrated,so that a

claim or an objection to a claim is removed.
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Atleast one of these must occur for persuasion to happen, but in a complicated

persuasion dialogue all three may be required. This necessitates certain further

assumptions about the context: that the beliefs of the participants are

individually incomplete or collectively inconsistent. Although the participants

have knowledge, it is defective in some way, and corrected or completed

through the dialogue. Importantly the participants will have formed a theory of

the domain, and so will have systemized their experience into what might be

termed knowledge, or have been taught a theory. The formal description ofthis

model can be found in Prakken’s work (2000, 2005b and 2006). Prakken’s

formalisation is used in later chapters of this thesis as basis for the promoted

formalism for “Arguing from Experience”. While persuasion dialogues of the

form modelled by Prakken do take place in practice, this thesis seeks to model a

different style of persuasion dialogues, involving the sharing not of knowledge,

but of the experienceitself. In this situation the participants have not analysed

their experiences into rules and rule priorities, but draw directly on past

examplesto find reasons for coming to a view on somecurrent example.

2.1.4. Argumentation in AI

Over the last decade, argumentation has gained growing recognition as a

promising research direction in Artificial Intelligence (AI) in that it provides

means by which uncertain and incomplete information can be reasoned about.

Incorporating elements from the theories of argumentation into AI applications

has the obvious advantage of allowing these systems to make use of uncertain or

incomplete knowledge available to them. Fields such as: multi-agent systems,

machine learning and legal systems have benefited the most from

argumentation, as in these domains there exists a need for decision making

based on incomplete or uncertain information. In such situations argumentation

can play the important role of providing tentative conclusions for or against a

claim in the absence of further information to the contrary. To this end, the

models of argumentation for AI require some method by which the relative

worth of the arguments relevant to a particular debate can be assessed and

evaluated; thus determining which arguments are the most convincing in a
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particular context. One such method has been proposed by Dung (1995) in

which an argumentfor a claim is accepted or rejected on the basis of how wellit

and other available arguments can defendit against other argumentsthatattack

and potentially defeat it. The system proposed by Dung is an example of an

abstraction mechanism torepresentthe process of argumentation in AI called an

“Argumentation Framework’. Dung’s proposal of such frameworks has proved

to be a particularly influential formal system of defeasible argumentation, and

has provided the basis for much of the subsequent work in the areas of

representing andevaluating arguments in the context of AI. Dung (1995) defines

an Argumentation Framework as a finite set of arguments X, and a binary

relation between pairs of these arguments called an attack®. These relationships

form a directed graph showing which arguments attack one another. However,

Dung’s model does not concern itself with the internal structure of the

arguments. Instead the status of an argument can be evaluated by considering

whetherornot it is able to be defended from attacks from other arguments with

respect to a set of arguments S c X. Dung (1995) provides the semantics of such

argumentation frameworks through the notion of a preferred extension. A

numberof extensions and variations to Dung’s model have been proposed(e.g.

(Vreeswijk and Prakken, 2000) and (Cayrolet al., 2003)). One notable example

is the “Value-Based Argumentation Frameworks” of Bench-Capon (2003),

which includes the audience’s values in the analysis of the acceptability of

arguments, thus enabling distinctions to be made between different audience’s

preferences and so allowing the distinction between attack and defeat. Dung’s

formalism, and the subsequent variations, proved to be a milestone in the

application of argumentation in AI. However, the work undertaken in this thesis

makeslittle use of these contributions, since attacks are always successful and

form a simple tree structure, and so no further consideration is given to the

notion of argumentation frameworksin this chapter or subsequentchapters.

 

© Dungoriginally termedthis relation “defeat”. In Dung’s system all attacks succeed and so can be

said to be defeats, but in some developments of Dung’s framework defeat is reserved for a

successful attack, and we will therefore use “attack”for the relation.
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2.1.4.1. Argumentation for Agents Interaction

The application of argumentation to multi-agent systems wasfirst introduced by

Parsonset al. (1998). Since then, there has been an increasing interest in making

use of argumentation in different areas within multi-agent systems. Two sub-

fields of agency have benefited the most from introducing concepts from

argumentation theory to them: (i) agent reasoning and(ii) agent interaction. The

application of argumentation to agent reasoning involves finding an adequate

formalisation of an agent’s knowledge to perform defeasible inferences in a

computationally effective way. Examples of the application of argumentation to

agent reasoning include: common sense reasoning (Chesfievar et al., 2000),

practical reasoning (Atkinson, 2006), and normative reasoning (Oren et al.,

2008). On the other hand, argumentation provides a means for “social”

interaction amongst agents, and thus enhances the social capability of these

agents; social interaction is important if agents are to fully achieve their

assigned objectives, and be classified as intelligent (Wooldridge, 2001). With

respect to agent interactions, argumentation has been shownto be an adequate

method to design agent communication languages and frameworks (e.g.

(Dignum et al. 2001) and (Reed, 1998)). However, the main block of research in

argumentation-based agent interaction has been centred on the design of

negotiation models for agents. The importance of negotiation, to multi-agent

systems, comes from the fact that it provides a mechanism to facilitate conflict

resolution. Such conflicts often take place in agent interaction because each of

them has different goals and interests and maintain different knowledge.

Argumentation provides a natural means to model negotiation becauseit follows

the way conflicts are resolved in everyday life through the exchange of reasoned

argument and justification of a stance. One notable approach to efficiently

incorporate argumentation in negotiation has been pioneered by Rahwan etal.

(2004) and is known as argumentation-based negotiation. The intuition behind

whichis that the likelihood and quality of an agreement amongst agents may be

increasedif they are to exchange arguments whichinfluence each others’ states.

The application of argumentation to agent interactions has proved to be an

influential field of research. An important aspect regarding this, closely related
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to the work described by this thesis, is the strategy design that has been

incorporated within some of the argumentation-based agentinteraction systems.

Different designs have been proposed to model strategies for argumentation-

based agent interaction. An argumentation strategy enables an agent to select

which argument to put forth, from the different possible arguments at every

stage in the argumentation dialogue, in order to achieve the agent’s goal

(objective), taking into consideration the circumstances of the dialogue. Thus

the “strategy problem” in these settings (a number of autonomous software

agents arguing with each others) is concerned with “enabling an agent to argue

well’: while the rules of a protocol permit the agents to argue legally, the

strategy is needed for them to argue well. One approach to the problem of

strategy, proposed by Orenet al. (2006), applies a numberof heuristics to assign

a utility cost to various elements of the argument, in particular, the amount of

information revealed by the argument. Individual agents then attempt to

maximisethis utility. This approachisclosely related to the belief-based view of

argumentation,andthusis not readily applicable to the model suggestedin this

thesis in which arguments are drawn from the agent’s past experience rather

than a handcrafted knowledge based. The strategy modelofthis thesis follows

that of Moore (Moore, 1993). In his work with the DC dialectical system (based

on DC the philosophical dialogue game of (MacKenzie, 1979)), Moore

concludesthat an agent’s argumentation strategy is best analysedat three levels:

e Maintaining the focusof the dispute.

e Building its own point of view or attacking its opponent’s and

e Selecting an argumentthat fulfils the objectivesset at the previouslevels.

The first two refer to the agent’s strategy - the high level aims of the

argumentation. The third level refers to the tactics - the means to achieve the

aims fixed at the strategic levels. Moore’s requirements form the basis of most

other research into agent argumentationstrategies.

Amgoud and Maudet (2002) suggest a computational system to capture some of

the heuristics for argumentation suggested by Moore. This system requires a

preference ordering overall the possible arguments, and level of prudence to
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be assigned to each agent. The strength of an argumentis defined according to

the complexity of the chain of arguments required to defend this argument from

the other arguments that attack it. An agent can have either a “build” or a

“destroy” strategy. By applying a build strategy, an agent tries to assert

arguments the strength of whichsatisfies its prudence level. If this fails, the

agent switches to the destroy strategy, whereby the agent will consider any

possible way to attack the opponent’s arguments. One drawback of this

approach is that computational limits may affect the agent’s choice. However,

this particular strategy model makes use of the underlying notion of an agent’s

profile, which will also be incorporated into the strategy model promotedbythis

thesis. Different notions of agent profiles have been proposedin theliterature.

The one mostrelated to this thesis, is the one suggest by Amgoud and Parsons

(2001), who proposefive different profiles of dialogues to discriminate between

different classes of agent types with varying degree of "willingness to

cooperate” in the attitude of an agent. These profiles follow the rule-based

representation of agents’ knowledge and the speech acts associated with typical

argumentation dialogues(as identified in (Prakken, 2006)). Chapter 4 will return

to Amgoud and Parsons’ notion and discuss it in more detail. The strategy

model of Kakasetal. (2004) also makes use of the same notion of agentprofiles

within a three layer system for agent strategies in argumentation. The first

contains “default” rules, of the form condition > utterance, while the two

higher layers provide preference orderings over the rules. Assuming certain

restrictions on therules, they show that only one utterance will be selected using

their system, a property they refer to as determinism. While their approach is

able to represent strategies proposed by a numberof other techniques, it does

require handcrafting of the rules. Also, no suggestions are made regarding what

a “good’ set of rules would be. The account, promoted by this thesis,

incorporates different elements from the systems discussed aboveinits strategy

model to accommodate for the different aspect of “Arguingfrom Experience”.

2.1.4.2. Argumentation and Machine Learning

Another area in which argumentation has attracted some attention is machine

learning (e.g. (Mozina et al, 2005) and (Ontafidn and Plaza, 2006)): a research
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field concerned with the construction of algorithms that automatically improve

with experience. Machine learning algorithms allow for the detection and

extraction of interesting data patterns for a variety of problems; yet most of

these algorithms provide an output based on quantitative evidence, whereas the

inference process which led to this output is often unknown (Gomez and

Chesfievar, 2004). By integrating argumentation with existing machine learning

techniques the inference model for the latter can be catered for. A number of

different approaches have been proposed to integrate argumentation and

machine learning. Governatori and Stranieri (2001) investigate the feasibility of

KDDinorder to facilitate the discovery of defeasible rules for legal decision

making. In particular they argue in favour of Defeasible Logic as an appropriate

formal system in which the extracted principles should be encoded in the

context of obtaining defeasible rules by means of induction-based techniques.

This thesis presents an approach to argumentation related to that of (Governatori

and Stranieri, 2001) and bridges the gaps in their proposal(e.g. their technique

can operate only on small datasets). More importantly, the promoted model

offers a more efficient means to exploit databases for the production of

“Argumentsfrom Experience”as will be discussed in later chapters. G6mez and

Chesfievar (2004) list a number of proposals to integrating argumentation and

machine learning. One particular area in their account concerns building

arguments from stored data to explain unseen instances. The work described in

this thesis provides means for automatic formation of argumentsonthebasis of

past experience presented by data records, and then applied to classify unseen

records from the same domain. This work “borrows” elements from machine

learning and argumentation and incorporates them into a model to enable

“Arguingfrom Experience’.

2.1.4.3. Argumentation in AI and Law

The application of argumentationto oneclassic field of AI research, namely Al

and Law, has proved to be most rewarding. This is due to the central role

arguments play in the process of law; where legal disputes result from

disagreements between two (or more)parties. These disputes are then resolved

by each party presenting argumentsfor their position to a third party (e.g. judge
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or jury). This third party will evaluate the arguments put forward by the parties

in dispute to come to a conclusion with respect to the case at hand. Often this

decisionis itself justified by an argument as to why the arguments of one side

should be preferred. Much early research in AI and law was centred on rule

based reasoning: the application of a proof model which involved the

representation of legal knowledge in the form of First Order Logic from which

legal consequences could be deduced. One notable example was developed by

Gardner (1987) in thefield of “offer and acceptance’ in American contract law.

The focus of this work was what happens “when the rules run out’ and it drew

attention to the fact, well-known in law, that one cannotreason byrulesalone,

which often either fail to cover every case or conflict, but rather often one

examines examples in response to many situations. Argumentation was

proposed by Bench-Capon and Sergot (1989) to solve the problems associated

with the proof model. Mainly that formalisation of legal knowledge typically

involves a degree of interpretation, thus several competing theories often

emerge; on the other hand, the inescapable defeasibility of legal rules led to

conflicts and gaps in the coverage. However, while progress continued onrule-

based reasoning (RBR) systems (e.g. (Gordon, 1991), (Prakken, 1993) and

(Hage, 1996)), another strand of work existed within AI and Law focusing on

reasoning with cases and analogies and applying elements from CBR into AI

and Law. One of the first projects in AI and Law, the TAXMAN project

(McCarty and Sridharan, 1982) had as its goal providing a computational means

of generating the majority and minority opinions in a celebrated case in the

American corporate tax law. This system was intended to produce analysis of

the tax consequencesof a given corporate transactions. Another early exampleis

The HYPOprogram (e.g. (Ashley, 1990)).

Since the introduction of CBR in the above examples, its application to AI and

law has become the focus of much research. This is because while most AI and

Law systems recognise the importance of precedent cases as a source oflegal

knowledge; rule based systems do not make a direct use of such cases; rather

they extractthe rationales of the past cases and encode them asa set of rules. To

be applicable to a new case the extracted rules may require some re-processing

to match the new facts. In consequence, the CBR approach to AI and Law has
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attempted to avoid using rules altogether, instead representing the inputcases,

often interpreted as a set of “factors’’, and the decisions of these cases.

Additionally, a number argument movesfor interpreting the relation between

the input case, the precedent cases and decision were devised (e.g. (Ashley,

1990) and (Aleven, 1997), both to be discussed below). These moves are

particularly relevant to this thesis as they formedthe inspiration for the movesin

the “Arguing from Experience” protocolthat will be proposed later. The CBR

approach to legal reasoning catered for “factor-based domains” (Branting,

2003), in which problems could be solved by considering a numberof factors

that plead for or against a verdict. The representation of cases in these domains

thus comprised a set of these factors. Therefore, the main source of conflict in

“factor-based domains” is that a new case often does not exactly match a

precedentonall its factors but will share some features with it, lack some ofits

other features, and/or have some additional features. Moreover, cases are more

than simple rationales: matters such as the context and the proceduralsetting can

influence the way the case should be used. The following illuminates the

process of CBRasapplied to legal argumentation, before surveying someof the

moresignificant systems for arguing from precedentcases.

Bench-Capon (1997) argued that CBR as modelled in HYPOandits progenies

was an extension ofthe original models of CBR (e.g. (Schank, 1982)). Because

the application of CBR in AI and Law is a system in which the output is an

argument and not simply a past case that is similar to current situation. This

model of CBR required as an inputthe side to argue for. Besides, CBR in Al

and Law retrieve and deploy cases that best suit the case under discussion and

the view point of the sides of the argument. This meansthatthese cases are not

determined based on the notion of similarity alone, but rather by the role they

can play at given points in the argument. Bench-Capon (1997) madeuseof this

definition to identify how past cases are used by CBR systems, and to

 

7 The term “factor” was adopted in AI and Law (e.g. (Ashley, 1990)), partly because it was a term

more familiar to those in the legal community. For instance, BankXX had a “domain factor

space” in which a case was represented by a vector consisting of its magnitudes on each “domain

dependent factor or dimension’” that applies to it from the two dozen or so used by BankxXX

(Risslandet al., 1996).
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distinguish these cases from the other uses of cases in Law, such as case

retrieval which is more related to information retrieval systems. Bench-Capon

defined the requirements of CBR systemsin law asfollows:

e A position to arguefor.

e A structure for a case based argument, determining a variety of moves.

¢ Consideration of cases with reference to the argument movesthey support.

Note that legal CBR is not just retrieving a past case that is most similar to a

new case, but rather retrieving a case that gives a presumptive reason for

applying the decision, which is then subjected to “argument” to determine

whetherit should be followed or not. The three-ply argumentstructure, a rather

distinctive feature of these systems introduced by HYPO,is of major importance

to this thesis. Here the proponent cites a past case similar to the case under

discussion. The opponentthen argues against this case by distinguishing it from

the current case or presenting counter examples (and therefore undermining the

proponent’s claim that the original case should be followed). The original

proponentalso has the opportunity to distinguish these counter examples in a

rebuttal phase. The analysis underlying these systems, with its patterns of

citation, distinguishing and counter example will provide a starting point for the

model for “Arguing from Experience” presented in later chapters ofthis thesis.

In the following some systems for reasoning from precedents as applied to AI

and Law are discussed. A number of observations with respect to these systems

are madethat are instrumental to the theory for “Arguing from Experience”that

Chapter 3 presents. This theory aims to make use of elements of legal CBR,

especially the argumentation structure some of these systems apply.

Perhaps the most influential AI and Law system to make use of elements of

CBRis the HYPO system (e.g. (Ashley, 1990)), introduced above. Originally

developed by Edwina Rissland and Kevin Ashley in the domain of US Trade

Secrets Law, HYPO wasthe first such CBR system to be ever developed.

HYPOattempts to construct an argument which can be advanced concerning a

new case, and not to make decisions or to take actions: it is concerned with

justifying a conclusion about a problem by drawing an analogy to similar past
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cases, then arguing that the problem under discussion should betreated in a

similar manner. Cases are stored in a case knowledge base and are represented

using dimensions, which are essentially stereotypical fact situations relating to

the legal issues from the legal domain of HYPO. HYPO makes use of

“dimensions” to focus on the knowledge representation methodology for

representing factors. “Factors”, on the other hand, focus on the object (entity) to

be represented: the stereotypical patterns of facts that tended to strengthen or

weaken a side’s legal claim (Ashley 1990). Each dimension represents a factor

and encodes knowledge aboutit. For instance, the factors that the secret can or

cannot be re-engineered are represented by a dimension which represents the

degree of ease with which the secret can be re-engineered. The factors thus

represent the extreme pro-defendant and pro-plaintiff points on the dimension.

Later, as described below, Ashley (1990) used factors also to refer to the

simplified dimensional representations employed in CATO (e.g. (Aleven,

1997)). A useful account contrasting factors and dimensions can be found in

(Rissland and Ashley, 2002). Every dimension has a value representing its

strength and a direction indicating the side the factor favours (opponent or

proponent). The structure of these dimensions allows HYPO to decide if a

dimension applies to a case or not. They also make the new case moreor less

favourable. HYPO analysesthe current case, generates the currentfactsituation,

and finds all the applicable dimensions by checking the prerequisites of the

dimension and comparing them to the factual predicates of the current fact

situation. A dimensionis applicable if and only if no prerequisite is unknown or

negated. As described above, HYPO applies these dimensions to construct the

three-ply arguments structure; which consists of arguments supporting a

proposed solution, responses opposing those arguments, and a rebuttal. This

structure is achieved by retrieving the legal pros and consof the issues raised in

the fact situation of the case under consideration. These “pros and cons” are

then used to argue in supportof the claim or to make counter-arguments. This

three-ply structureis identified as follows:

e State Point: The proponentanalogises a precedent caseto the current fact

situation and makes the claim that the court should find for them. The
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precedent must have some dimensions favouring the proposition advocated

by the proponentandthey can be ranked according to some order.

e¢ Respond: The opponentresponds, either by citing a counter example or by

distinguishing the cited case. Counter examples are cases with a different

outcome that have at least as many similarities with the case under

consideration than a case previously stated by the other side. Distinguishing

a case in HYPOis simply highlighting dimensionspresent in the case cited

by the other side, but missing from the case under consideration, which

strengthen the precedentcase.

e Rebut: The cycle turns back to the proponent whotries to distinguish any

counter examplescited by the opponent.

The model for “Arguing from Experience”, presented in Chapter 3, is directly

inspired by the HYPO- based model described above.

Another major system for reasoning from legal precedents is CATO (most fully

reported in (Aleven, 1997)), originally designed to help law students to reason

with past precedents by generating examples of arguments based on such

reasoning, and to enable them to explore the underlying structure of the

arguments produced by the system. Ashley and Aleven (1991) argue that

dimensions (as applied in HYPO)often relate to each other and to higher-level

legal reasons(abstract factors). For this reason they have introduced the notion

of “factors” to replace HYPO’s dimensions as a meansto index cases in CATO

— a case was represented simply as a set of applicable factors. These factors

symbolise the factual strengths and weaknessesofcases: the presence of a factor

in a case makes it stronger on one side and weaker on the other (each of the

dimensions in HYPO,as well as some newly identified factual patterns, were

labelled as being either pro-plaintiff or pro-defendant factors). However

CATO’s factors do not cater for any criteria by which one can tell to what

degree they strengthen or weakenthe position of any of the sides. A distinctive

feature of CATO is that these factors are organised into a hierarchy of

increasingly abstract factors, so that several different factors can be seen as

meaningthat the sameabstractfactor is present. There could be several layers of

abstract factors, until parentless nodes (issues) are reached. This hierarchy
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allows for additional arguments that interpret the relation between an input case

and its decision, such as emphasising or downplaying distinctions. The

argument model of CATO consists of eight moves (Bench-Capon, 1997),

including additional movesthat do notfeature in HYPO; the new movesrelating

to the abstract factors and the factors hierarchy which does not exist in HYPO.

The progeny of HYPO extendsto cover many systems other than CATOsuch as

CABARET(Rissland and Skalak, 1992), BankXX (Rissland et al., 1996) and

IBP (Briininghaus and Ashley, 2003).

From the systems mentioned above, one notable example is IBP (Briininghaus

and Ashley, 2003). While Hypo and CATO (and CABARET)identify but do

not resolve conflicting arguments, IBP provides a means of adjudicating

between conflicting arguments. IBP is an adaption of CATO for predicting

outcomes that combines reasoning with an abstract model and CBRtechniques

to predict the outcome of case based legal arguments, and to provide an

explanation ofthis prediction. IBP, however, separates arguments by issues so

that that conflicting arguments can be identified separately for each issue,

instead of using CATO’s factors. A distinctive feature of IBP is the “logical

model” of the domain, which results from domain analysis intended to identify

and organise any “intermediate predicates”. This analysis is at a high level and

does not require the consideration of individual cases. Chapter 4 will return to

this notion of a logical model in the context of arguing about intermediate

concepts, in which logical models are incorporated in the proposed modelto set

agendafor the dialogues.

2.1.5. Summary of Argumentation in Philosophy and AI

This section has covered the essential research upon whichthe theoretical model

for “Arguing from Experience” has been based. Chapter 3 will discuss the fact

that this type of argument borrows elements from a number of areas; in

particular inductive reasoning as a means to infer from past experience to

unprecedented situations, and reasoning from analogy which judges if two cases

are similar or not. This section has also discussed the treatment of

argumentation in philosophy andits application to AI. An overview of dialogue
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gamesas formal meansto argumentation representation was also given, and thus

bridging the theory and the application of argumentation. The prior research

presented in this literature survey provides numerous key points that will be

taken forward by the work that will be presented in the forthcoming chapters of

this thesis. These key points are summarised below:

The account of reasoning from experience presented in this thesis is

intended to accommodate numerousdistinct features of inductive reasoning,

as identified in the literature. In particular, this form of reasoning is

undertaken in the context of a debate which incorporates a set of arguments

for and against judgingthat a particular situation should be associated with a

certain conclusion. The proposed model aimsat exploiting differences in the

experience of participants engaging in the debate to aid reaching a

resolution of the debate. This thesis argues that this form of arguing is a

distinctive mode of reasoning

The view of argumentation that will be used in this thesis follows that of

Walton (1996) who has given a proposal for treating argument as

presumptive justification subject to critical questioning. This is manifest

through the notion of argument schemes and characteristic critical

questions. In particular, a number of schemes were discussed, in the context

of arguing by analogy and from classification. One particular scheme that

integrating both forms of arguments has inspired the scheme for “Arguing

from Experience”presented in Chapter 3.

In order for structured and meaningful dialogue to take place, a number of

proposals have been given for dialogue game protocols that are designed to

facilitate the conductof particular types of dialogue, in particular persuasion

dialogues. One account for formal persuasion dialogue systems (Prakken,

2006) was also discussed. This thesis, however, aims at modelling

arguments that can be formed on the basis of experience, rather than

handcrafting arguments into a knowledge base. Nevertheless, elements from

the discussed account (Prakken, 2000) and other formal systems will be

included in the formal representation of the proposed model.
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e Argumentation theory provides a number of mechanisms which are useful

in their application to AI, in particular AI and Law. Argumentation has

provedto bean invaluabletool to legal reasoning systems, a survey of these

systems was given, in particular the well documented HYPO system. An

adaption of the argumentation model of this latter system will be

incorporatedin the theory presented in the next chapter.

e Case Based Reasoning in AI and Lawalso provided the inspiration for the

particular movesusedin the proposedprotocol.

Each of the above areas has influenced the proposals that will be presented in

the following chapters in presenting the theory of “Arguments from

Experience”. However, in order to implement this theory, another field of

research needs to be covered: association rule mining. This field will provide

this thesis with elements to discover arguments, formed as association rules,

from agent’s experience, presented by collection of examples. The subsequent

section will provide an overview ofthe subject of association rule mining.

2.2. Association Rule Mining and Knowledge Discovery

Having discussed the key ideas with regard to argumentation and its application

to AI most relevant to the subject matter of this thesis, this chapter turns now to

examine the details of one data mining techniqueofessential importanceto this

thesis: namely Association Rule Mining (ARM). ARMis a process whereby

Association Rules (ARs), representing relationships between attributes in a

collection of records (dataset), can be discovered. Chapter 3 will present a

theory to enable agents to argue onthebasis oftheir past experience, arguments

will be constructed as ARs mined from each agent’s experience. This section is

intended to examine the field of ARM and to make observations regarding

which of the many techniques reported in the literature is best suited for the

purposes of realising the proposed model for “Arguing from Experience”.
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2.2.1. The process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

The subject of analysing large volumes of data to discover new interesting

knowledge has been the focus of extensive research, the origins of which can be

traced backasfar as the first days of philosophy of science. Statistics was often

regarded as the proper scientific discipline of data analysis. However, the

revolution in computer science in the 1950s enabled new techniques, such as

machine learning, pattern recognition, data mining, etc, as an alternative means

to data analysis. One particular approach to computerise data analysis,

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)(e.g. (Piatetsky-Shapiro, 2000)), has

become a popular research area in the past decade or so. The concept of KDD

wasfirst introduced by Frawleyet al. (1991), to quote:

“Knowledge discovery is the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously

unknown, andpotentially useful informationfrom data”.

The large amount of data being stored in databases, covering a variety of

domains from marketing and sales to bioinformatics and nanotechnologies, has

provided a fertile background for research in KDD. Additionally the hypothesis

that some hidden knowledgeis likely to exist in the form ofrules, patterns, or

trends in a set of data, especially when the size of a data set becomeslarge,is

most attractive. However, the process of KDD is nottrivial, and it involves

many stages in order to extract knowledge from large volumes of data. One

proposed outline for KDD comprises seven stages and proceeds as follows

(Ahmed, 2004):

e Problem Specification: This is the first stage in any KDD application and

aimsat creating a domain oriented specification of the target problem.

e Resourcing: Aims at collecting (or creating) a sufficient amount of data

suitable for the target application.

e Data Cleaning: Aims at removing noise and inconsistencies from a given

dataset.
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e Data Integration: Involves combining data residing at different sources thus

providing the user with a unified view ofthese data.

e Pre-processing: Comprises twotasks, (i) data transformation and (ii) data

reduction. The first transforms the collected data into a_ structured

representation. The second selects the data most significant for the target

application - any other data is discarded.

e Information Mining: This is the core task in the overall KDD process. The

purpose of which is identifying the most valuable information in the

prepared data by utilising data analysis and data mining techniques, and

producesa particular enumerationofpatternsoverthedata.

e Interpretation and Evaluation of Results: Evaluates the results of the

information miningstep,thus the overall quality of the mining performance

could be assessed. The discovered knowledge is presented to the user in a

readable format for them to interpret and assess.

The abovelist is intended to give a brief summary of the process of KDD. The

stages are usually applied iteratively; with results of one stage providing output

to the later and feedback to earlier stages. However, this thesis focuses mainly

on the last two stages although with somereferencesto the data cleansingstage.

While the others are of great importance to the overall KDD process, they are

outside the scope of the work presented in therest ofthis thesis.

The existing literature of KDD research is rich in examples as to how the

process of KDDis applied to mining information from a variety of sources such

as: Tabular Data Mining (e.g. (Han and Kamber, 2006)), Text Mining (Feldman

and Sanger, 2006) and Web Mining (Changetal., 2006). The work presented in

this thesis makes use of one application of KDD only: tabular data mining, the

process of mining information from tables where the data is stored in the form

of a database-like format. Tabular data mining combines elements from

different fields such as databases, machinelearning, statistics, AI, etc.
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2.2.2. Association Rules Mining (ARM)

The task of ARM isto find “interesting” correlations between attributes in a

given database. Thesecorrelations are inferred empirically from examination of

the records in the database. ARM wasfirst introduced by Agrawaletal. (1993),

and since then has received considerable attention, particularly after the

publication of the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). The

discovered correlations are referred to as Association Rules (ARs): an AR

describes an implicative co-occurring relationship between two disjoint sets of

database attributes A and B, expressed in the form of an antecedent (A) >

consequent (B) rule. Initial research on ARM was largely motivated by the

analysis of super-market basket data, the results of which allowed companies to

understand, moreprecisely, purchasing behaviourand,as result, to direct their

advertising efforts towards the most promising market audiences. Consider the

following example: a retailing company can implement a better-targeted

marketing policy by discovering ARs representing knowledge about its

customers’ purchasing behaviour. For instance, suppose a strong correlation is

found between twoattributes, say bed linen and pillow cases; namely an AR of

the form: bed linen — pillow cases, indicating that customers who bought bed

linen also bought pillow cases in the sametransaction.In this case the company

can moreefficiently target the marketing of pillow cases through advertising to

those clients who have boughtbedlinen butnot pillow cases. The company can

offer, for instance, a discount on pillow cases when buying bed linen, or by

situating the pillow cases on the sameaisle as the bed linen. ARM techniques

have also been applied to other areas such as risk analysis in commercial

environments, epidemiology, clinical medicine and crime prevention; all areas

in which the relationship between objects can potentially provide useful

knowledge.

With this in mind, this thesis aims at applying ARsin a dialectical context,

interpreting the AR as: “Antecedents are reasons to believe that the consequent

is true”, allowing arguments, in the form of ARS to be exchanged among a

numberof participants to come to a resolution regarding conflicts of opinion.

Thus, ARs will be used to model “Arguments from Experience’, advocated in
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this thesis. The reasons behind using ARs,rather than other types of inductive

rules, are as follows:

e ARsprovide an understandable means to represent argumentation “rules”.

Other techniques use domain-specific biases and calculations to produce a

small set of rules. Such rules are of no use to the argumentation process

suggestedin this thesis.

e ARs have room for more than oneattribute in their consequences, which

allows for more complex arguments to be generated (mined), from the

agent’s experience.

e ARM paradigms enable the discovery of interesting rules. The interest

measures associated with the discovered ARs provide means to

assess/evaluate/prioritise “Argumentsfrom Experience”.

e The summarising data structures associated with some of the ARM

paradigmsenable the generation of ARs with a givensetof attributes. Thus

allow for an effective mining of the desired “Arguments from Experience”

as will be made clear in Chapter 3.

In summation, ARs provide a tool to arguments generation that allows for

sophisticated rules, such as ones with more than one attribute in their

consequences, or ones with negative values, to be automatically mined from a

given dataset in an understandable form. The main drawback is that ARs does

not have room for rules such as A or B >X, which can play an interesting role

in some argumentation frameworks. However, the work on argumentation in

general, uses simple “AND” rules. Rather than the more complicated

“OR”/’XOR”rules

Agrawal et al. (1993) present a formal statement of ARM wherebyif J = {i;,i2,..,

i,} is a set of items and D is a set of database records, each record Re D is a

subset of the items in J such that R c J. Note that items here refer to binary

(Boolean)attributes. An AR is identified as an implication of the form A — B,

where A CI, BCI, and A 7 B =@.In general, a set of items (the antecedent or

the consequentofa rule)is called an “itemset’, the length of which equates to
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the numberofitems in the itemset, so that itemsets of length k are referred to as

k-itemsets.

Clearly, the total number of ARs contained in D can be very large, especially

considering the increasing sizes of modern day datasets. To limit the number of

identified ARs, ARM aimsto extract only potentially useful (or interesting) ARs

from which new knowledge can be derived. The criteria of usefulness

established in the literature states that ARs should be novel, externally

significant, unexpected, nontrivial, and actionable (e.g. (Hilderman and

Hamilton, 1999) and (Roddick and Rice, 2001)). The role of ARM systemsin

this elicitation processis: to facilitate the discovery of ARs, and filter these rules

on the basis of heuristics, and to enable the presentation of resulting ARs for

subsequentinterpretation by the user to determinetheir worth.

Since the publication of (Agrawal et al., 1993) the analysis of the process of

ARM has become a mature field of research. The fundamentals of ARM are

now well established. The majority of current research involves the

specialisation of fundamental ARM algorithms to address specific issues, such

as the development of incremental algorithmsto facilitate dynamic data mining

or the inclusion of additional semantics (e.g. time or space) to discover.

However, this review is concerned with providing a clear understanding as to

how the process of ARM functions, along with a summary of someinfluential

ARMalgorithms, relative to the work undertaken by this thesis. Additionally,

one particular approach to ARM: Dynamic ARMisalso discussed. Other more

advanced ARM research, while interesting, is outside the scope of this review.

2.2.2.1. The Process ofARM

ARMis a twopart process: firstly, all Frequent Itemsets (FIs) in a given dataset

are identified. Secondly, ARs are identified from the FIs according to some

measure of interest. An FI is some subset of I (as defined above) that occurs

more than, or equal to, a given threshold (e.g. support). Due to the increasing

sizes of datasets, the first task is the most time consuming, whereas the secondis

a straightforward inference process. Basically, once all the frequent itemsets

(FIs) are generated, one can easily generate an AR from a given frequent itemset
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Fe Fls, by first identifying all the subsets from F that are in FIs(i.e. all the

subsets that are themselves frequent itemsets). Then for every such subset A of

FI, the association rule A(FI-A) is generated if the interesting measure of

such a ruleis greater than the interesting threshold determined by the user (for

instance if the confidence of the rule is larger than the confidence threshold

given by the user). The majority of ARM related research to date has focused

upon the efficient discovery of FIs. Given the set of items / there are 2

possible combinationsof items to explore and given that I/I is often large, “brute

force” exploration techniques are often intractable. Relevant research can be

organised into four categories:

¢ Constraining the numberof “interesting” ARs through the incorporation of

Measures of Interest (MOI) in the exploration process, and the application

of efficient pruning strategies according to these MOIs.

e Reducing the number of passes over the database required to mineall the

interesting ARs by reducing the numberof I/O operations.

¢ The implementation of efficient and useful data structures to represent the

databases. This research has resulted in the evolution of tree based data

structuresto efficiently represent the exploration space.

e Producing a condensedset of FI allowing the entire result set of ARs to be

explored and inferred from this reduced set, thus achieving moreefficient

managementofthe storage space, andfacilitating user interpretation.

Oneof the most applied MOIsis the Support and Confidencecriteria (Agrawal

et al., 1993). Given an ARR: A > B:

e The support (s) is the percentage of records that contains AUB. Support

measures the frequency with which an itemset (AUB) occursin the database,

and this itemset is said to be frequent (large) if it has a support higher than

the specified threshold. Consider a dataset of recent purchasetransactionsin

an electronics stores, then if the support of a certain type of laptops is 1%

then that would mean that 1% of the transaction records include a purchase

of this particular laptop.
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e The confidence (c) is the percentage of the number of transactions that

contain (AUB) to the total numberof records that contain A (but not B), thus

the conditional probability of B given A. Confidence is a measure of the

strength of ARs. In the electronics stores transactional dataset, if laptop >

laptop bag holds with 80% confidence, this means that 80% of people who

boughta laptop from this store also bought a laptop bag in the same time.

Over the past two decades a variety of ARM algorithms have been developed

using a variety of techniques including, but not limited to, the refinement of

search strategies, pruning techniques, data structures, and the use ofalternative

dataset organizations. The algorithms most relevant to the work undertaken in

this thesis are summarised in the following.

2.2.2.2. A survey ofARM algorithms

The most computationally demanding part of the process of ARM is the task of

identifying the FIs. The numberof possible itemsets in any given dataset is

exponential in the number of items. Generally speaking most existing ARM

approaches attempt to identify candidate itemsets before validating them with

respect to the implemented MOI, where the generation of candidates is based

upon previously identified FIs. These ARM methods are referred to as

“Candidate Generation’ techniques. The performance of these methods depends

both on the size of the original data and on the number of candidates being

considered. The number of possible candidates grows with the increasing

numberof items present in data records and with decreasing support thresholds.

In order to achieve better performancesthese algorithms generally exploit some

type of tree-based data structures to represent the discovered itemsets (e.g. hash,

set-enumeration orprefix trees).

The most widely quoted ARM algorithm is the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and

Srikant, 1994), which acted as a catalyst for the development of ARM

algorithms. The main idea behind Apriori is the “downward closure property”

whereby if any given itemset is not supported then any superset of this set will

also not be supported. Hence any effort to calculate the support of such
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supersets is redundant. The Apriori algorithm involves multiple scans of the

given database. The first pass counts the occurrences of single items in the

database to determine the frequent 1-itemsets. In each of the subsequent passes a

new set of candidate itemsets is generated using the FIs found in the previous

pass, and then the database is scanned to count the actual support count of the

identified candidates. At each pass, the discovered candidate itemsets are stored

in a hash tree. (Hashtrees are essentially b-trees for which every internal node

is a hash table, and every leaf node contains a set of itemsets). Since its

introduction Apriori has proved to be very influential to the field of ARM.

However, Apriori suffers three inherent drawbacks: (i) many candidate sets,

which might be proven infrequent, are still generated; (ii) it requires repeated

scans of the database which might be a problem with respect to large candidate

sets; and(iii) the hash tree datastructureis not particularly efficient.

However, the advent of Apriori and the downward closure property has

provided a standard pruning technique, mainly through the use of the support

heuristic. Subsequent research in ARM has focused on reducing I/O through

condensed representations, dataset partitioning, dataset pruning, and dataset

access reduction. The result of this research has been a large body of Apriori-

like algorithms following the style of operation adopted by the Apriori

algorithm, while achieving better performance by reducing the numberof the

I/O operations. For instance, the Partition algorithm (Savasere et al., 1995)

adopts the heuristic that in order for an itemset to be frequent in the whole

database it mustbe locally frequent in at least one partition of the database. The

Partition algorithm works well with datasets where the count of an itemsetis

evenly distributed in each partition. But with an irregular data distribution a

considerable amount of CPU time is wasted counting false itemsets,

alternatively itemsets may be missed. Similar thinking motivated anotherset of

algorithms the intuition behind which was that approximate answers often

suffice and therefore adequate answers can be obtained by mining a compressed

representation of dataset D. The main issue in developing sampling techniques

is to maximise the extent to which the sample reflects the generic characteristics

of D while maintaining efficiency through sample size constraint. One notable

sampling algorithm is that of Toivonen (Toivonen, 1996) which only requires a
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single scan of D to discover all FIs. However, both sampling and partitioning

based approaches share the same weakness with Apriori: the number of

candidate sets to be generated grows exponentially. Also these methods assume

a normal distribution across the dataset in order to support sampling or

partitioning.

Another set of ARM algorithms have focused on using the support/confidence

MOIto discard any generated candidate k-itemsets that fall below the minimum

support/confidence thresholds. One notable example in this genre of algorithms

is the Apriori-TFP algorithm (e.g. (Coenenetal., 2004a)) which is described at

length in the following sub-section. Other examples include: DIC (Brinetal.,

1997), Eclat and Clique (Zaki, 2000).

In contrast to the more prolific candidate generation techniques, pattern growth

algorithms eliminate the need for candidate generation through the creation of

complex data storage structures referred to as hyper-structures. In general, a

hyperstructure comprises twolinkedstructures, a patternframe andan item list,

which together provide a concise representation of the relevant information

contained within the data set. The first stage of analysis populates the hyper

structure and, so long as the representation can be maintained in memory,

further dataset access is not required. Subsequent mining involves depth first

analysis of the pattern frame, accessed through the item list. Howeverthe nature

of the hyper structure is algorithm dependant, varying in relation to the

substructures and the underlying semantics. The best known pattern growth

algorithm, FP-Growth (Han etal., 2000), uses a tree-based pattern frame (FP-

Tree) and an associated header table (FP-Link) within the analysis process. FP-

Growth is a recursive procedure during which many sub FP-trees and header

tables are constructed, it begins by examining each item in the FP-tree header

table, starting with the least frequent. For each entry the support value for the

item is counted by following the links connecting all occurrences of the current

item in the FP-tree. The advantages of the FP-growth algorithm, and other

similar algorithms (e.g. FP-growth* (Grahne and Zhu, 2003)), are partly

dependent on the ordering process, which reduces the overall size of the input

dataset, as the unsupported items are eliminated during this order process; and
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also reduces processing time by allowing the most common items to be

processed most efficiently. This concludes this survey of some of the most

popular ARM methods. While other interesting approach exists such as

Condensed Representation ARM (e.g. (Pei et al., 2000)) and Maximal FI ARM

(e.g. (Burdick et al., 2001)), these approaches fall outside the scope of the work

presentedin the forthcoming chapters. In the following oneparticular approach

is examinedin greater details.

2.2.2.3. Apriori-TFP andthe related data structures

The previous survey provided an overview of a variety of ARM algorithms.

This section returns to one particular approach: Apriori-TFP. This technique, as

will be made clear in later chapters, has particular significance with respect to

the work described in this thesis, as it forms the basis for the discovery of the

ARs used in forming “Arguments from Experience”. The intuition behind

Apriori-TFP (Total From Partial) (Coenenet al. 2004a, b) is to compute support

counts, for candidate itemsets, starting from an initial incomplete computation

stored as a set enumeration tree, referred to as P-tree (Partial-support tree),

instead of operating with the raw input data. Set-enumeration trees are ordered

trees (usually lexicographic) where each noderepresents an itemset, and every

edge represents a single item extension of that itemset. Apriori-TFP deliversits

results in an efficient manner due to the pre-processing advantages offered by

the P-tree structure. Once the P-tree has been created the TFP algorithm

determines ARs by creating another datastructure from the P-tree; this second

data structure is referred to as T-tree (Total-supporttree), from which the final

ARs are produced. Apriori-TFP algorithms have been further applied in a

numberof different ARM directions such as Distributed and Parallel ARM (e.g.

(Coenen and Leng, 2006)), mining very large DBs that cannot be held in

primary storage (e.g. (Ahmed, 2004)) andclassification (e.g. (Coenen etal.

2005)). In the following, Apriori-TFP is discussed in detail. An extensive

accountofthe data structures associated with this approach is also given.

The P-tree summarises the input data into a “compressed” form, with the

inclusion ofpartial support counts. Coenen et al. (2004a) define these partial
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counts as incomplete support totals. The P-tree consists of all the itemsets

present as distinct records in the database, plus some additional sets that are

leading subsets of these. The P-trees construction algorithm is presented in

Figure 2.2 using pseudocode.

 

Input: Dataset (D).

 

int n =1;

PT = an empty P-tree structure;

While (ns |D]/)

let D, be the nth record in D.

traverse PT with D,;

update the support count for each node in the traverse path

as required

if D, or any trailing subsets are missing from PT then

add new node for each missing subset

n=n + 1;

return (PT);    
Figure 2.2. P-tree Generation Algorithm.

Figure 2.3 shows the steps by which a P-tree is generated from a dataset

DB={{A,B,D}, {A,C}, {A,B,D,E}, {A,B,C}, {C}, {A,B,D}}. The P-tree

generation process begins by scanningthefirst records in DB ({A,B,D}); a new

P-tree node (ABD)is created to represent this record and it is given the support

count of 1 (Figure 2.3 (a)). After which the algorithm proceeds to process the

second record in DB, ({A, C}). Again a new node is added to the P-tree

representing this record, but since the two nodes on the tree share a common

prefix (A) a “dummy”nodeis created to represent this “leading substring”, and

both nodes are assigned as children of the new node; the support count of node

(A) is calculated as the sum of the supports of its children (Figure 2.3 (b)). The

P-tree generation process continues in the same mannerfor each record in DB,

Figures 2.3 (c), (d), (e), (f) illustrate the progression of the P-tree after

processing each of the remaining records in DB.
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1

(a) The Tree after processing the 1* (b) The Tree after processing the 2 (c) The Tree after processing the 3

record. record. record.

  
(d) The Tree after processing the 4" (d) The Tree after processing the 5“ —_(f) The Treeafter processingthe 6

record. record. record.

Figure 2.3. Example of the P-tree generation process. Horizontal arrows represent

“sibling” relationship” between the nodes. Vertical arrows represent “parent-child”

relationship.

Ahmed et al. (2004) provide distinctions between the P-tree data structure

compared with other trees structures, in particular, the FP-Tree (Han et al.,

2000). Ahmedetal. note that both the P-tree and the FP-tree structures share

many similarities, but they differ on two main points, both lead to a more

compacttree structure:

The nodes of the P-tree correspond to a sequence of items whichis partially

closed (has no leading subsequence with greater support in the tree),

whereas FP-tree is composed of nodes expressing individual data items.

The implementation of the FP-Growth algorithm requires storing pointers at

each node to link all nodes representing the same item in the FP-tree,

whereas Apriori-TFP treats the P-tree essentially as a set of nodes which can

be processed in any order (P-tree is simpler). This makes it possible, once

the P-tree has been constructed, to store it in a tabular form in which no

pointers are required.
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Once the P-tree representation of the dataset is built, the Apriori-TFP algorithm

constructs a secondtree-structure, referred to as the T-tree (Total-support Tree).

This structure is a reversed set enumeration tree representing the total support

counts of the FIs (Coenenetal., 2001). The process of constructing the entire T-

tree could imply an exponential storage requirement. However, Coenen etal

(2001) argue that in practice it is only necessary to create that subsetof the tree

correspondingto the current candidate set being considered. Thus the concept of

Apriori could be applied to build a T-tree based on a P-tree using the Apriori-

TFP algorithm (Coenen et al., 2001) (Coenen et al., 2004b). Apriori-TFP

completes the computation ofthe final support counts,storing the results in a T-

tree, ordered in the opposite way to the P-tree (reversed lexicographic order).

The final T-tree contains all frequent sets with their complete support-counts.

An example demonstrating how the T-tree is constructed using the P-tree given

in Figure 2.3 is given in Figure 2.4. The example assumesa support threshold of

s=3 (50% of the records).The TFP algorithm generates the T-tree level by level

in an Apriori manner, commencing bylisting the candidate 1-item nodes with

their total support countsinitialised to 0. Next, the P-tree is traversed to add the

interim support counts of the corresponding P-tree nodes to each candidate 1-

item node in the T-tree (Figure 2.4(a)). After this initial calculation, any

unsupported 1-item nodes are pruned from the tree (Figure 2.4(b)), this

completes the construction ofthe first level of the T-tree. The subsequentlevels

are constructed by first generating the nodes representing the candidate itemsets

at the level in question (K), the total support counts of these nodesare initialised

to 0. The P-tree is again traversed to compute the total support for each

candidate K-itemsets in the T-tree (Figure 2.4(c), (e)) and again the FIs are

pruned from the tree (Figure 2.4(d)).

The T-tree data structure, discussed above, offers a numberof, mainly:

e Reduced storage requirements compared to those required by more

traditional tree structures.

e Fast look upfacilities (by indexing from levelto level), and finally,
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e The structure offers computational advantages because FIs with particular

consequencesare stored in a single branchofthe tree.

(a) Calculating the actual total support values of Level 1 of the T-tree.

Cy
(b) Pruningthefirst level of the T-tree.

 
(e) the complete T-tree.

Figure 2.4. Example of the T-tree generation process. Horizontal arrows represent

“sibling” relationship” between the nodes. Vertical arrows represent “parent-child”
relationship.

The above merits have motivated the usage of the P- and T-tree data structures

in the work described in the following chapters, where it will be argued that a

particular attribute is present. To sum up, the P- and T-trees provide an

interesting and appealing approach to ARM because:

e The T-tree offers significant advantages in terms of generation time and

storage requirements compared to hashtree structures.
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e The P-tree offers significant pre-processing advantages in terms of

generation time and storage requirements comparedto the FP-tree.

e The T-tree is a very versatile structure that can be used in conjunction with

many established ARM methods.

The abovelist of advantages, in particular when the P- and T-trees structures are

used for mining ARs comprising of certain itemsets (as will be discussed in

Chapter 3), have provided sufficient motivation to apply an Apriori-TFP like

approach to mine ARsto provide “Argumentsfrom Experience”.

2.2.2.4. Dynamic (On-Line) ARM

The original objective of Dynamic ARM (D-ARM), also sometimes referred to

as On-line ARM, wasto address the increasing computational requirements for

exploratory ARM (usually involving manual parameter tuning). D-ARM has

also been used in applications where repeated ARM invocations are required to

obtain different sets of rules either with different content or different thresholds.

The fundamental idea is to summarise the dataset so that all information

required for future ARM is encoded in an appropriate data structure that will

facilitate fast interaction. D-ARM was, arguably, first proposed by Amiret al.

(1997) who used a tree data structure to store the datasets and conducted

experiments using the (sparse) Reuters benchmark document set. Although

Amir et al. enabled questions such as “find all the ARs with a given support and

confidence threshold’ to be answered, their system could not answer questions

such as “find the association rules that contain a given item set’. The approach

by Amiret al. is essentially not dissimilar to later approaches to ARM,such as

TFP (Coenen et al., 2004) and FP-growth (Han et al., 2000), that used an

intermediate (summarising) data structure within the overall ARM process,

although these later approaches did not explicitly consider the advantages with

respect to D-ARM thattheir datastructures offered.

The term On-line ARM was introduced by Aggarwal and Yu in 1998 in a

technical report. In a subsequent publication, Aggarwal and Yu (1998), the

authors state that “The idea of on-line mining is that an end user ought to be

able to query the database for association rules at differing values of support
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and confidence without excessive I/O or commutation”. Aggarwal and Yu define

an adjacency lattice, where two nodesare adjacent if one is a superset of the

other, and use this structure for fast (on-line) rule generation. The lattice

contains only itemsets whose support is greater than some minimum and

consequently only ARs with support above this value can be generated. Hidber

(1999) has presented another lattice-based algorithm, CARMA (Continuous

ARM Algorithm); but here, the user can influence its growth by reducing the

support threshold as the algorithm proceeds. Chapter 3 will return to this notion

of on-line ARM, where a number of ARM algorithms are discussed, each

providing the meansto mine ARsto support different types of queries, and each

query relates to one move in the proposed model for “Arguing from

Experience”. These queries will enable the agents engaged in a dialogue over

somecase to look to their “experience” for ARs composed of a determined set

of items, or to uncover rules with varying confidence values.

2.2.3. Summary of ARM and KDD

This section has provided a discussion with regard to the notion ARM within the

context of the field of KDD. The process of ARM was explained and one

particular approach to ARM, namely Apriori-TFP was discussed in detail

because ofits relevance to this thesis. The key points discussed in this section

are summarisedas follows:

e ARsrepresent “interesting” correlations between data items; thus they can

be used to present inferences from experience, represented bya collection of

records. Therefore, ARs are considered suitable for presenting “Arguments

from Experience”as will be discussed in the impending chapters.

e Research in the field of ARM comprises a substantial body of algorithms

and techniques, some of which were discussed, or referred to, in the above

sub-sections. However, for the purposes of mining ARs to represent

“Argumentsfrom Experience”the candidate algorithmsshould:

— Provide adequate meansto represent the FIs thus enabling fast mining
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— Aid online/dynamic ARM, by which associations between a defined set

of items can be mined, with respect to varying confidence/support

values.

Consequently, the following chapters of this thesis will make use of the P-

and T-trees data structures associated with Apriori-TFP to represent the

underlining datasets in which the experience of agentsis gathered.

2.3. Classification in KDD

The promoted model for “Arguing from Experience”is directed at providing a

meansfor exploiting the experience gathered by a numberof agents to come to a

decision regarding a given case. As will be seen, this decision is attained via a

dialectical process involving the arguing parties. This process is akin to

determining a class label for a case: the advocated model can be usedto assign

class labels to data instances. Therefore, to evaluate the process of “Arguing

from Experience” espoused by this thesis a numberof classification problems

will be used and by comparing the results obtained from the advocated modelto

those obtained from selection of established classification technique, the

following can be evaluated:

e The operation of the promoted model and the various features of the

resulting dialogues.

e The quality of the resulting classifications. By selecting a number of well-

knownclassification techniques, an assessment can be made as to whether

the process of “Arguing from Experience” can deliver results competitive

with the determinedclassifiers in all (or some) domains.

Chapters 5 and 8 will present the results of collections of such comparative

evaluations and provide discussions of the main findings. Given the abovethis

section provides an overview of the process of Classification (Categorisation)

in the context of tabular data mining.

Classification algorithms (or approaches), promoted in data mining research, are

directed at building classifiers that can be used to assign class labels to “unseen”
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data instances. Formally, the problem of Classification in tabular databases is

described as follows. Given a collection of records Dc which consists of N cases

([Dcl = n) described by J distinct attributes. Assuming these N cases have been

classified into ICI known classes where C comprises a set of pre-defined class

labels (C = {cj, C2, ...5 Cici-1, Cici}), a classification approach can then be applied

to produce classifier, based upon De, to assign a class label c € C to any

“unseen” (“future”) records. The process of generating a classifier consists of

two phases: (i) a training phase wherea classifier is built from a set of training

data instances Dr € Dc; and(ii) a test phase where “unseen”instancesin test

data set Dr c Dc are classified, using the generated classifier, into the pre-

defined classes so as to provide a measure of the accuracy of the generated

classifier. Dc is established as Dp U Dg, where Dr \ Dg = ©. A substantial

number of techniques have been developed and adapted to generate classifiers,

including: Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine, Decision Trees,

Association Rules and various mechanisms influenced by ideas take from

genetic programming and bio-computation. The work presented in the

forthcoming chapters makes use of nine classification algorithms that were

thought to be most related to the subject matter of this thesis. The following

Sub-section provides a brief discussion of the nine classification algorithms,

with the reason fortheir inclusion.

2.3.1. Summary ofthe Classification Algorithms used

For the purposesof evaluating the process of “Arguing from Experience”a total

of nine classification algorithms were applied and/or used, as follows:

e (4.5 (Quinlan, 1993). CN2 (Clark and Niblett, 1989).

e ABCN2 - Argument Based CN2(e.g. (Mozinaetal, 2005)).

e CBA - Classification Based Associations (Liu et al., 1998).

e CMAR- Classification based on Multiple ARs(Li et al, 2001).

e TFPC — Total From Partial Classification (e.g. (Coenenet al, 2005)).

e FOIL — First Order Inductive Learner (Quinlan and Cameron-Jones, 1993),

as applied for Classification ARM (CARM).
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e CPAR Classification based on Predictive ARs (Yin and Han, 2003).

e PRM Predictive Rule Mining (Yin and Han, 2003).

Note that the software implementation for C4.5, TFPC, CMAR, CBA, FOIL,

CPAR and PRM was obtained from the LUCS-KDD research team in the

Department of Computer Science, at the University of Liverpool. This software

is publicly available for download from the following web page:

http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~frans/KDD/Software/. CN2 and ABCN2 were not

implemented. Rather the results provided in (Mozinaet al., 2005) were used in

Chapter 5, to provide comparison with PADUA.A concise overview of each of

these algorithms is given below. A summarytable is also provided at the end of

this sub-section.

C4.5 is probably the most referenced classification algorithm in both KDD and

machine learning. C4.5 was introduced by Quinlan (1993) and since then it has

provided a default technique against which other approachesare evaluated(e.g.

(Liu et al, 1998), (Li et al, 2001) and (Yin and Han, 2003)). For these reasons,

the work presented in this thesis makes use of C4.5 for the purposes of

evaluating the operation of “Arguing from Experience”. In brief, C4.5 is a

decision tree algorithm: it processes a training set Dp and creates a tree data

structure that can be used to classify unseen instances. The leaf nodes of the

constructed decision tree represent the class labels, while internal nodes

representattribute-based tests with a branch for each possible outcome.In order

to classify a new data instance, C4.5 commencesat the root of the constructed

tree, evaluates the test, and take the branch appropriate to the outcome. The

process continues until a leaf node is encountered, and then the instance is

assigned the class label this leaf represents. The main distinction between

different decision tree algorithmsis the criteria for identifying the attributes on

which to “split” at each node. C4.5 applies the gain ratio measure and operates

by recursively splitting the dataset on the attribute with the maximum gainratio

to generate the decision tree. This tree is then pruned according to an error

estimate andtheresult is usedto classify new data instances.
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Another well established approach to classification is that of rule induction.

Rule induction algorithms typically operate using the cover principle whereby

rules are iteratively inferred, and once rule is established all training data

records associated with it are discarded. The process continues until the training

set is empty or no more acceptable rules can be inferred. One such algorithm is

CN2(e.g. (Clark and Niblett, 1989). CN2 is a well established algorithm that

was consequently also selected for comparison purposes in this thesis. CN2 uses

a covering algorithm and a search procedure that finds individual rules by

performing a beam search. ABCN2 - Argument Based CN2 - (Mozinaetal.,

2005) is an extension of CN2 which augmentedthe original CN2 to take into

account arguments that explain misclassified examples. Another pass uses these

arguments to constrain the rules generated. Chapter 8 will return to this

algorithm and provide further details of how it functions. Also, Chapter 5 will

make use of someofthe results given in (Mozinaet al., 2005) to compare the

application of “Arguingfrom Experience” with both CN2 and ABCN2.

Another set of well known rule induction algorithms is the FOIL family of

algorithms (Quinlan and Cameron-Jones, 1993). The FOIL - First Order

Inductive Learner - algorithm heuristically builds rules, for each class label,

from items(attributes) in the training dataset using the FOIL-gain method. On

each iteration, FOIL seeks the item that yields the largest FOIL-gain for a

particular class in the training set. Oncetheruleis identified,all training records

associated with it are discarded (as per the cover principle) and the process is

repeated until positive data records for the current class are covered. An

implementation of the FOIL algorithm for generating CARswill be used in this

thesis® for evaluation purposes. In addition two extensions of FOIL will also be

used: (i) CPAR,Classification based on Predictive Association Rules, (ii) and

PRM,Predictive Rule Mining; both proposed by Yin and Han (2003).

In PRM,the weight ofthe rule is decreased bya factorif it correctly classifies

an example. By using this weighting strategy instead of removing the rules,

PRM generates more rules and a positive example might be covered several

times. CPAR combines the advantages of both FOIL and PRM to generate a

 

8 The details of this application can be found in (Coenen, 2004c).
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smaller set of high quality predictive rules by considering the set of previously

generated rules to avoid redundancy. CPAR and PRM differ from FOIL in that

notall the records associated with one item are removed onceit is determined.

Instead, weights of records associated with that item are reduced by a

multiplying factor and the process is repeated until all positive data objects for

the current class are covered. This weighted application extracts morerules,as it

is possible for each record from thetraining set to be covered by more than one

rule. Nevertheless, the rule set producedisstill relatively small compared with

CARM techniques(see below).

Therest of the classification algorithms that feature in this thesis, and that are

reviewed in this sub-section, are all Classification Association Rule Mining

(CARM)algorithms. CARM utilises ARM techniques to identify the desired

classification rules. Originally, the application of ARs for classifying data was

motivated to tackle situations wheretraditional classification techniques would

be ineffective (see (Ali et al., 1997)) such as when the data records comprise a

large numberofattributes. CARM is an integration of ARM andclassification.

This integration is achieved by modifying existing ARM algorithmsto focus on

the subset of ARs whoseright-hand-sideis restricted to the set ofclassattribute,

here after referred to as Classification Association Rules (CARs). A

disadvantage of CARM is that classification datasets often contain many

continuous (or numeric) attributes; thus data must be discretised before CARM

can be applied. As will be seen in later chapters the proposed “Arguing from

Experience” paradigm makes extensive use of ARM technology in a similar

way to CARM. Comparison between the proposed approach and three CARM

algorithms (CBA, CMAR, TFPC), is therefore undertaken. In the remainder of

this sub-section these algorithms will be briefly reviewed.

The CBA- Classification Based Associations - algorithm described in (Liu et

al., 1998) employs the Apriori candidate generation step to mine CARs. CBA

involves three steps as follows. First, the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and

Srikant, 1994) is applied to generate frequent ruleitem sets, where a ruleitem is

an itemset associated with a class label, and thus defines a potential CAR. The

second step involves pruning the sets generated during the previous stage using
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the calculated confidence to eliminate those that fail to meet the required

confidence threshold or which conflict with higher-confidencerules. Finally, a

classifier is built by selecting an ordered subset of the remaining CARs.

To avoid the efficiency drawbacks of Apriori a number of CARM algorithms

were developed on the basis of pattern growth approaches. One notable

example, which will be usedlater in this thesis, is the CMAR - Classification

based on Multiple Association Rules - algorithm (Liet al, 2001). CMARstores

rules in a prefix tree data structure, known as a CR-tree, in descending order

accordingto the frequency of attribute values appearing in their antecedent. The

algorithm inserts the CARsproducedat each level to the CR-tree with respect to

a path from theroot node. Theutilisation of the CR-tree considers the common

attribute values contained in the rules. CMAR thususesless storage than CBA.

The TFPC - Total From Partial Classification - algorithm ((Coenenetal., 2005),

and (Coenen and Leng, 2005)) is founded on the TFP algorithm described

previously. TFPC employs the samestructures as in TFP to identify CARsin a

given set. For this purpose,the class labels in the training set are held at the end

of the item list so that all frequent sets associated with a single class are held in

the same branch of the T-tree. TFPC was motivated by the desire to avoid

overfitting. In essence, overfitting occurs when the induced model(therule set)

reflects the idiosyncrasies of the particular data being minedthatare notreliable

generalisations for the purpose of predictions involving new data. Theintuition

behind TFPC wasthat: for a given confidence threshold the algorithm would

record rules that satisfy this threshold without exploring further to determine if

more specific rules, with higher confidence, exist. TFPC is seen to be important

in the context of this thesis becauseit utilises similar data structures to the TFP

algorithm. This concludes this overviewof the classification algorithms used in

this thesis. Table 2.2 provides a summary ofthe algorithms.

2.3.2. Ensemble Methods

Another approach to classification, which is considered relevant to the work

presentedin later chapters, is that of ensemble methods which aim at improving

the predictive performance of classification by combining a number of
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classifiers into one model (hereafter referred to as an “ensemble”). The

advocated modelfor “Arguing from Experience” will be seen as an ensemble of

classifiers, in which each participant in the argumentation process is considered

as a classifier. And the overall argumentation dialogue is considered as meansto

select (by arguing about) the best class that meets the case under discussion.

Chapter 8 will return to this point and provide more in-depth discussion.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method Type Base Technique Use in Thesis

C4.5 CRM Decisiontrees PADUAandPISA- normal andnoisysettings.

CN2 CRM Rules Induction (RD) PADUAanalysis for systematic noise.

ABCN2 CRM Argumented RI PADUAanalysis for systematic noise.

FOIL CRM RI PADUAandPISA-normaland noisy settings.

CBA CARM Apriori PADUAandPISA-normaland noisysettings.

CMAR CARM FP-growth PADUAandPISA-normaland noisy settings.

CPAR CARM FOIL PADUAandPISA-normalandnoisysettings.

PRM CARM FOIL PADUAandPISA- normalandnoisy settings.

TFPC CARM Apriori-TFP PADUAand PISA- normal and noisysettings.      
Table 2.2. Theclassification algorithms usedin this thesis.

Both theoretical and empirical research (e.g. (Optiz and Maclin, 1999)) have

demonstrated that a good ensemble is one comprising individual classifiers that

are relatively accurate but make their errors on different parts of the input

training set. This is because even though a given classifier may outperform all

others for a specific subset of the input data, it is highly unlikely to find a single

classifier achieving the best results on every instance in the problem domain.

Consequently a good ensemble will attempt to exploit the differences in the

behaviour of the base classifiers to enhance the accuracy and thereliability of

the overall inductive learning system. In general, the output of several classifiers

is useful only if there is disagreement among them. Ensemble methodstherefore

rely upon producingclassifiers that disagree on their predictions; generally, this

is achieved by altering the training process in the hope that the resulting

classifiers will produce different predictions.

Two popular methods for creating accurate ensembles are Bagging (Breiman,

1996) and Boosting (e.g. (Freund and Schapire, 1996) and (Schapire, 1990)).

Both techniques rely on varying the data to obtain different training sets for each
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of the classifiers in the ensemble. Methods of varying the data include:

sampling, the use of different data sources, the use ofdifferent pre-processing

methods, and adaptive re-sampling. Nevertheless, both techniques depart on two

majorpoints. Firstly, boosting changes the distribution of the training set in an

adaptive way based on the performance of previously created classifiers, while

bagging alternates the distribution of the training set in a stochastic manner.

Secondly, boosting assigns weights (votes) to the results produced by each

classifier according to some function of the performance (accuracy) of this

classifier. Bagging uses equal weight voting. Boosting algorithms are generally

considered to be more accurate than bagging for noise free data. However,

bagging is more robustthan boosting in noisysettings.

Bagging (Breiman, 1996) is a “bootstrap" (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993)

ensemble technique aimingat creating individuals for its ensemble by training

each classifier on a random redistribution ofthe training set. The training set for

each classifier is composed by randomly drawing, with replacement, |D,l

records. Thus many of the original records may be repeated in the resulting

training set while others may be left out. Each individual classifier in the

ensemble is associated with a different random sampling of the training set.

Once a “bagged” ensembleis created, it classifies an unseen instance by having

each of its base modelsclassify the instance; then returning theclass label that

has received the maximum numberof votes. This technique aims at generating

classifiers from the different bootstrapped training sets in the hope that these

classifiers disagree often enough to enable the ensemble to perform better than

its individual classifiers. A bagged ensemblethereforerelies on the instability of

its base classifiers towards changes in the training data as a prerequisite forits

effectiveness. If the ensemble individuals agree in all circumstances, then they

will produceidentical results, and thus the ensemblewill not be any better than

any of its members. Also,if thereis toolittle data available, then the gain by the

ensemble will not compensate for the decrease in the accuracy of its members,

each of which now predicting classifications from a very smalltraining set.

Chapter 8 will return to these observations when evaluation the operation of

“Arguing from Experience” when applied to multi-class classification problems.

This operation will be viewed as an ensemble-like technique. However, the
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application of the proposed model to classification problems differs from

bagging in that it makes use of an argumentation processin addition to applying

the same classifier on different sets of the data. This argumentation step will

further enhancethe quality of the final output as will be made clear in Chapter8.

Another approach that exploits different subsets of the training set to deliver

better classification accuracy is boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1996, and

Schapire, 1990). Boosting comprises a combination of methods, the focus of

which is to produce a series of classifiers. Each classifier in the series is

assigned a training set chosen on the basis of the performance of earlier

classifiers. Boosting approaches feed the most recent classifier, in the series

under construction, instances that have been misclassified by formerclassifiers

more often than the ones that were correctly classified; thus attempting to

produce new classifiers that are likely to predict the right classifications of

examples for which the current ensemble's performance is poor. Thus Boosting

differs from bagging,as in thelatter the training set generation does notrelate to

the performance of individual classifiers. Boosting, on the other hand, assigns

weights to the training instances, the values of which are changed according to

how well the associated training instance is learnt by the classifier. The weights

for misclassified instances are increased, and vice versa; thus, re-sampling

occurs based on how well the training samples are classified by the previous

model. After several cycles, the prediction is performed by taking a weighted

vote of the predictions of each classifier, with the weights being proportional to

each classifier’s accuracy on its training set. The boosting approach to

ensembles has been implemented in a variety of forms. Examples include

ADABoostand MultiBoosting:

e ADABoost (Freund and Schapire, 1996) exploits one of two methods to

constructtraining sets to feed to the classifiers in the generated series. The

first approach is boosting by sampling in which examples are drawn with

replacement with probability proportional to their weights. The second is

boosting by weighting and it can be used with base learning algorithms that

can accept a weightedtraining set directly. This latter approach hasthe clear

advantage that each exampleis incorporatedinthe training set.
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e MultiBoosting (Webb, 2000) is an extension to ADABoost, described

above, for forming decision committees, and uses re-weighting for each

training example.

The application of “Arguing from Experience” to classification problems can be

viewed as an ensemble-like approach. Chapter 8 will discuss an experiment

designed to investigate this aspect and evaluate the operation of the promoted

model against the ensemble approaches mentioned above.

2.3.3. Classifying Noisy Data

As noted above, the model proposed in this thesis can be treated as a form of

classification of a given case. The agents will pool their arguments for and

against possible classifications from their own collections of past cases.

However, this experience may be infected with noise, since some previous

examples will have been classified wrongly, or wrongly recorded in the

database, and so an evaluation of the robustness of the advocated modelto noise

is seen as essential. In the following an accountof noise treatmentin the field of

data mining is discussed. To somegreater or lesser extent input data used in any

data mining task contains some degree of noise. Noise may infect the input data

for variety of reasons. Noise may be introduced by mistake such as data errors

during data capture (formatting errors). Alternatively the introduction of noise

maybe,intentional, such as for reasons of privacy preservation. Whatever the

case the effectiveness of data mining tasks will be influenced by the presence of

noise in the data. In the case of classifier generation noisy data results in

classification inaccuracies, typically caused by the “overfitting” of the classifier

to the (noisy) data. Forthcoming chapters will demonstrate that the advocated

usage of “Arguing from Experience” to resolve disputes over classification

problemsalso provides an approachto classification that is very noise tolerant.

2.3.3.1. Types ofNoise

Zhu and Wu (2004) provide a detailed analysis of the different types of noise

that may infect input datasets. In particular they distinguish between two

information sources for measuring the quality of a dataset: (i) how well the
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attributes characterise the data records for the purposes ofclassification, and (ii)

whetherthe class label for each recordis correctly assigned. It is often assumed

that the class labels are correlated with the attributes values, and that the

interactions between the attributes are weak so that the classifier generation

algorithms are likely to ignore these interactions and consider each attribute

independently to inducethe classifier. Zhu and Wu (2004) argue that with real-

world data it is often the case that datasets contain some attributes that have

little correlation with the class, or strong interactions may exist among

attributes. Accordingly, the quality of a dataset is determined by twofactors: (i)

an internal factor indicates whether attributes and the class are properly

selected; and (ii) and external factor indicates errors introduced into attributes

and the class labels (systematically or artificially). Hickey (1996) identifies

three major sources of noise: (i) insufficiency of the description for attributes or

the class (or both); (ii) corruption of attribute values in the training examples;

and (iii) erroneousclassification of training examples. The first source is often

ignoredasit is difficult of determine when a descriptionfor the attribute and the

class labels is sufficient and whenit is not. For example Zhu and Wu (2004)

identify noise as non-systematic errors in either attribute values or class

information. Thus most distinguish noise into two categories:

e Attribute noise: Represented by errors in attribute values. One notable

exampleto be discussedlater is missing attribute values.

¢ Class noise: Caused by contradictory instances where the same instances

appear more than oncein the dataset but are assigned different class labels;

or misclassifications whereby instances are labelled with wrongclasses.

2.3.3.2. A discussion ofsome ofthe data cleansing solutions

Various techniques have been proposed to deal with the influence of noise on

classifiers generation. The majority of these techniques deal with class noise

(e.g. (Brodley and Friedl, 1999)). Others handle attribute noise (e.g. (Quinlan,

1989) and (Zhu and Wu, 2005)). However, these methods attempt to enhance

the quality of the training data in order to improve the mining process by

employing somepre-processing mechanismsto handle noisy instances before a
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classifier is formed. This approach involves cleansing the data by exploring the

dataset for possible problems and then endeavouring to correct the errors.

Although data cleansing is a very useful tool, in practice, it entails some major

drawbacks. Mainly, eliminating “bad data” is not always feasible, due to the

high cost of identifying such data. Also, eliminating whole records of “bad

data” eradicates potentially useful information.

Other pre-processing techniques have been developedto correct noisy data prior

to feeding it to the mining algorithm. One notable example of these techniques

is Data Imputation(e.g. (Sarle, 1998)) which aimsto fill in missing data entries

to enhance the accuracy of subsequent pattern discovery process. Although

empirical studies have shown evidence that pre-processing techniques improve

the overall performance of the mining algorithm (e.g. (Brodley and Friedl,

1999)), new errors maystill occur as a result of pre-processing the data, and

correct data records mayalso be falsely pre-processed resulting in information

loss. Forthcoming chapters will argue that “Arguing from Experience” can deal

with different types of noise. The advocated approach will be shown to be of

particular appeal in situations where data pre-processing is infeasible or costly.

2.3.4. Summary ofClassification in the Field of KDD

This Section has presented a general overview of the problem of classifying

unseen data andits treatmentin thefield of tabular data mining. The key points

discussedin this section are summarised as follows:

e The process of “Arguing from Experience”, as will be madeclear in later

chapters, enables a numberof participants to jointly reason about a given

case. This operation is seen to be akin to that of classifying new data

instances on the basis of gathered examples. The application of the

promoted modelforthe purposesof classification will provide meanstotest

the underlying debates. Additionally, this application is argued to be indeed

a beneficial approach competitive with other well-knownclassifiers.

e A general overview ofthe process of a numberofclassification algorithms

was presented. These algorithms (Table 2.2) will be used to compare the
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operation of “Arguing from Experience” in the context of classification

scenarios. The ensemble approachto classification wasalso discussed.

Real world data are almost always infected with different types of noise.

Theeffect of noise on the operation of “Arguing from Experience” will be

addressed in Chapters 5 and 8 and the approach will be shownto be noise

tolerant, so enabling reasoning from noisy data without the need for data

pre-processing.
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from Experience

This chapter presents a modelfor “Arguingfrom Experience”, which is intended

to enable and automate inductive reasoning from past experience. The model

allows participants to draw directly from past examples to find reasons for

coming to a “view” on some current example, without the need to analyse this

experience into rules and rule priorities. As noted previously, such reasoning

can be found in informal everyday arguments where these techniques are

common: “Every time we dothis: that happened”, “All the Xs that we know of,

have the features a, b and c’or “None of the Ys we have encountered have the

feature d’. In the proposed model, when arguing from past experience, rather

than drawing rules from a knowledge base, Association Rule Mining (ARM)

techniques are used to discover associations between features of the case under

consideration and a consequent “view” of this case proposed according to the

previous experience. A “view” on a current example is expressed in terms of a

categorisation (classification): the discovered associations provide support for a

given example to be categorised as beingof a certain class.

This form of argument, using ARM, has practical appeal because the

construction of an effective knowledge base for a given domain usually involves

a good deal ofeffort. The more complicated the considered domain, the more

expensive and skilled the effort required to construct the knowledge base. The

so called “knowledge engineering bottleneck” is an established, and well

recognised, obstacle in the construction of knowledge based systems. The lack

(or difficulty of construction) of knowledge bases suitable for incorporation to

existing systems of argumentation is contrasted with the widespreadavailability

of large datasets where eachrecord in the dataset represents a particular case (a

particular experience). In this chapter a mechanism to deploy, in an

argumentation process, the extensive amount of experience provided by these

datasets is presented. In the context of these arguments each participant has

access to their own dataset. In effect these individual datasets reflect the
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collected personal experience of each participant. Persuasion occurs, between

participants, because the individual datasets (experiences) are likely to differ

from one participant to another. A participant may have encountered an

untypical set of examples that the other participants have not had the chance to

experience. Alternatively some participants may incorrectly generalise their

experience to match the current case, and only by conversing with the other

participants may they correct such erroneous generalisation. This form of

argumentdiffers from the typical belief based arguments(e.g. (Prakken, 2006))

where persuasion occurs through one participant telling the other(s) something

previously unknown,eithera fact or a rule.

This chapter represents “Arguments from Experience” by means of

argumentation schemes. Section 3.1 gives a detailed account of the scheme used

to support such arguments, the proposed schemeis inspired by a scheme for

“Argument from Analogy based on Classification” proposed by Walton etal.

(2008). This defeasible schemeis translated into a dialogue model in Section

3.2, where attention is drawn to the speech acts associated with “Arguing from

Experience”. In Section 3.3, starting from this theory of argumentation, details

about the association rules accompanying each of the speech acts from the

previous section are described together with how these rules are mined from the

participants’ past experience. Section 3.4 combines details from Sections 3.1,

3.2 and 3.3 into one formal framework. Finally, Section 3.5 gives a summary of

the issues discussed in this chapter, these issues form the basis for two dialogue

game protocols named PADUA(Protocol for Argumentation Dialogue Using

Association rules) and PISA (Pooling Information from Several Agents). Both

systems will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 6,respectively.

3.1. A Scheme for Arguing from Experience

The argumentation schemes mostclosely related to the proposed “Arguing from

Experience” are those focusing on the notions of analogy and classification,

especially inductive versions of these schemes concerning generalisation based

upon previous observations. Chapter 2 discussed the representation of
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“Argumentfrom Analogy” using an argumentation scheme;andtherelationship

between the “Argument from Analogy” model and other types of arguments,

mainly “Argument from Verbal Classification’, was also emphasised. This

section returns to one particular scheme from those discussed in Sub-section

2.1.2.2 , namely the “Argumentfrom Analogy based on Classification” scheme,

and explains howit relates to the form of argumentation advocatedin this thesis,

before introducing the “Arguing from Experience based on Classification”

scheme.

Recall from Chapter 2 that Walton et al. (2008) argue that “Argument from

Analogy” is based on “Argument from Classification”. “Argument from

Analogy” categorises two cases, the discussion case and an analogue case, under

the same class based on their similarity under a particular point of view (the

analoguecase is identified and retrieved from a repository of cases onthe basis

of its similarity to the discussion case). “Argumentfrom Classification”leads to

the conclusion that one case has a determined property, because it may be

classified as generally having that property. Walton et al. combined these two

schemes in a new scheme, highlighting this similarity, which they called a

schemefor “Argumentfrom Analogy based on Classification” (AAC). The AAC

argumentation scheme may be summarised asfollows:

Given a discussion case and an analoguecase:

The analoguehasfeature set A.

The case underdiscussion hasfeature set A.

It is by virtue offeature set A that the analogue is properly classified as

W.

So, the case underdiscussion oughtto beclassified as W.

The relation between “Argument from Classification” and “Argument from

Analogy” is highlighted in the work of Walton et al. (2008) by the classical

example of the famous debate between Hart (1958) and Fuller (1958) where a

2
legal rule stating that: “No vehicles are permitted in the park” is used to

demonstrate that even an apparently clear concept such as “vehicle” can be

legally indeterminate. Accordingto this rule a car is a vehicle whereasbicycle is
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not classified as such. Walton et al. (2008) raise the question about whether a

skateboard can be classified as a car or as a bicycle. The argument for either

case can be presented by instantiating the (AAC) scheme. For example, one can

argue that a skateboardis not a vehicle:

The bicycle (analogue) has no engine andlowriskfactor

The skateboardalso has no engine andlowriskfactor.

It is by virtue of these features (the absence of the engine and the low

riskfactors) that the bicycle is properly classified as not vehicle.

So, the skateboard oughtto beclassified as not vehicle.

The critical questions (Walton, 1996) associated with the AAC scheme are

derived from the ones associated with the schemes for classification and

argumentfrom analogy’:

AACQ1: Are the analogue and the case under discussion similar, in

the respects cited?

AACQ2: Are there important differences between the analogue and

the case under discussion?

AACQ3: Is there some other case that is also similar to the case

underdiscussion except that it is not classified as W?

AACQ4: Doesthe case under discussion definitely have features set

A, or is there a room for doubt?

AACQ5: Cantheclassification be said to hold strongly, or is it one

of those weak classifications that is subject to doubt?

It is worth noting that the AAC argumentation schemeis closely related to Case

Based Reasoning (CBR), particularly as applied to the legal domain (as

 

° Questions AACQI- AACQ3are inherited from the argument from analogy scheme. Thelast

question comes from the argument from classification scheme. AACQ4 is commonbetween the

two schemes.
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discussed in Chapter 2). In the context of legal CBR systems such as Hypo(e.g.

(Ashley, 1990)) and its progeny, AACQ2 corresponds to “distinguishing” a

case, and AACQ3to providing a “counter example.” The AAC argumentation

scheme is not suited to the problem of “Arguing from Experience”, mainly

because it suffers from two drawbacks with respect to this particular problem.

The first is that in AAC theclassification of the case under discussion is

warranted by its resemblance to one case only. Referring to one case only does

not cover the whole past experience’’. The second is determining how similar

two cases have to be before an inference can be seen as a reasonably strong

argument from the source caseto the target case. Humansrely on their skills in

pattern matching, and somefeel for what features are important, to make such

inference. CBR systems apply different similarity measures to achieve some

similar pattern matching. This could suggest an additional critical question for

AAC:

AACQ6: Are the features in common of sufficient importance to

allow the case to be seen as an analogue of the example?

The “Argumentation for Experience” schemepresentedin this chapter addresses

the two disadvantages identified above. The new scheme borrows some basic

elements from the AAC scheme,but replaces the notion of similarity with the

notions such asthe support for, and confidencein, the association, as used in the

context of association rule mining.

Recall from Chapter 2 that Association Rules (ARs) are probabilistic

relationships expressedas rules of the form A DW whichreadas follows: “ifA is

true then islikely to be true’, or “A is a reason to think W is true” where A

and W are disjoint subsets of some global set of attributes. In the context of

“Arguing from Experience”, ARs represent a means to draw arguments from

individual experiences. Such arguments(as representedbythe rules) can be read

as follows:

 

'0 This similarity needs to be presentin a significant numberof examplesin the classification context

in orderfor the argumentto be strong.
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In my experience, typically things with features A are Ws: this case has

those features, so it is a W.

This argument can be treated using an argumentation scheme similar to AAC

scheme. This new schemewill be referred to as the “Argumentfrom Experience

based on Classification” (AEC) scheme, and maybedefined as follows:

Features set A is likely to be associated with classification W.

The case underdiscussion hasthefeaturesA.

Therefore, the case underdiscussion ought to be classified as W.

The critical questions associated with the proposed AEC scheme are now

considered. Thecritical questions related to the previous scheme (AAC) can be

easily translated to fit the proposed scheme. Let us start with question AACQ1.

This question concerns the similarity between the two cases in arguments from

analogy. However, the notion of similarity has been replaced with the notion of

the association between the features in the case under discussion and some

classification W,the question is therefore modified accordingly:

AECQ1: Doall the features in the proposed classification W match

the case?

Or in other words is the association from A to W valid in the case under

discussion or does it imply new features that are missing from the current case?

AACQ2 aimsto identify any differences between the analogue case and the

current case. In the context of associations from experience this question can be

re-stated as follows:

AECQ2: Arethere other features in the case under discussion that

weakenthe association?

AECQ? concentrates on the same issue as AACQ2 which is the difference

between the case under discussion and the propose association A>W. This
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difference is presented here by the additional features in the case under

discussion that might undermine this association.

AACQ3 looks for other cases similar to the one under discussion supporting

different outcomes. In the context of “Arguing from Experience” this can be

translated to looking for other associations based on the case underdiscussion,

butleading to different classification:

AECQ3: Are there any features in the case under discussion

associated with another class X?

Questions AACQ4 and AACQ%Srelate to the “Argument from Classification”

scheme. AACQ4focuses on the existence of A in the case under discussion,

while AACQSfocuses onthestrength ofthe classification. In the context of the

new scheme,these questions can be avoided by employing “measuresofinterest

(MOIs)”(discussed in Sub-section 2.7.1) in the same manneras they are applied

in the context of ARM. MOlIs determine the quality of the AR. By applying

these measures one guarantees that the inference from the case features to the

proposedclassification is strong and sound. Question AACQ4is also addressed

in this manner, as ARs are mined with the case under discussion in mind, which

ensures that all the features in the set A are also in the case. The

support/confidence framework (e.g. (Agrawal et al., 1993)) is applied here to

evaluate the likelihood (interestingness) of ARs used in the context of the

dialogue. As stated in Chapter 2, in this framework confidence represents the

likelihood value expressed as a percentage. This is calculated as support (XY)

x100/support(X) where the support of an itemset(or attribute set) is the number

of records in the data set in which the itemset(attribute set) occurs. To limit the

number of rules generated, only itemsets whose support is above a user

specified “support threshold”, referred to as “frequent itemsets”, are used to

generate ARs. To further limit the number of associations only those rules

whose confidence exceeds a user specified confidence threshold are accepted.

Taking the support/confidence framework into consideration, the “Argument

from Experience based on Classification” (AEC) scheme can be rewritten as

follows (AEC2):
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Features set A is associated with classification W with an acceptable

confidence C.

The case underdiscussion hasthefeatures A.

So, the case underdiscussion oughtto be classified as W.

The Critical questions can then be rewritten as follows:

AECQI1: Doall the features in the proposedclassification W match

the case?

AECQ2: Are there any other features in the case under discussion

that weaken the confidence of the association rule APW,

suchthatit drops below the acceptable confidence C?

AECQ3: Are there any features in the case under discussion

associated with another class X with confidence higher

than A>W?

The acceptable confidence (C) element in the above critical questions is

twofold: on one handit represents the degree to which each participant believes

that the case under discussion should classify as a given class (W). On the other

hand it represents means to give weight to the associated arguments (arguments

with higher confidence are considered stronger than arguments with lower

confidence). The participants taking sides in the argument can determine the

value of the acceptable confidence (C) priorto starting the argument. This value

relates to the setup of the problem domain. For instance, in domains where the

data comprises a large number of records the confidence value may be set to

near perfect (100%). On the other hand, if the number ofrecords is limited, a

lower level of confidence may be more appropriate. The following example

summarises this scheme along with its critical questions: upon coming across a

chicken-like serpent with eight legs, one zoologist may say:
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Creatures with reptile-like appearance which are less than twelve

fingers in length are in my experience mostlikely to be snakes, and Iam

80% confident ofwhat I am saying.

This creature has a reptile-like appearance andits length is less than

twelve fingers

Therefore this creature must be a snake.

The following “critical questions” can be associated with this argument’:

e One zoologist may say: “Although this creature has many snake-like

features, it also has a chickenlike bill. I have not heard of any snake that

has a chicken bill, therefore my confidence in your argumentis near zero!”

(AECQ?2).

e Another zoologist who happens to have Pliny the Elder’s experience may

say to the other two zoologists: “Both of you are wrong, this creature has

not only chicken-appearance and snake features, butit also has eight legs.

In my experience only the basilisk creature has all these features and

therefore I am 100% confidentthat this creature is a basilisk.” (AECQ3).

This example shows the importance of confidence in “Arguing from

Experience’: our experience will suggest that things with certain features (A) are

often/ usually/ almost always/ without exception Ws. This is also why dialogues

to enable experience to be pooled are important: one participant’s experience

will be based on a different sample from that of another. In extreme casesthis

may mean that one person has had no exposure at all to a certain class of

exceptions: a zoologist who has never encountered or even heard of basilisks

will not be able to classify these creatures correctly. The new argumentation

scheme introduced in this chapter is intended to aid the process of reasoning

from experience, as highlighted in the introductory chapter. The specific

situation being covered is where one participant is attempting to persuade other

participants that a case belongs to someclass W,andthe other participants are

 

"| Thesecritical questions are presented in a way anticipating how the correspondingspeech acts are

derived from the questions in the followingsection.
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arguing against this position (because they think the case should beclassified

differently). Because such scenarios are seen as one of conflict the following

section presents a dialogue modelto facilitate resolution of such disputes.

3.2. The Dialogue Model

One can argue that inductive arguments are presumptive in nature and that the

only way to avoid fallacious applications of these arguments is by successive

refinement during a dialectical process. This is the underlying idea behind

associating argument schemes with critical questions. “Arguments from

Experience” are indeed inductive arguments, based on inductive associations

between features from the case under discussion and the desired classification.

These associations ought to go through a process of critique and refinement

within the settings of a dialogue between two or more participants, each

presenting a possible classification of the case under discussion.In the following

subsections a dialogue modelfor “Arguingfrom Experience”is introduced. This

model involves a numberof software agents (entities)'* participating in each

dialogue, each with their own distinct dataset of records relating to some

domain. The agents produce reasons for and against classifications by mining

ARs, from their individual datasets, using ARM techniques of the form

discussed in Chapter 2. The potential for difference of opinion to be resolved

comesfrom the fact that experiences (as encapsulated in the datasets) differ, and

so the set of examples available to the participants may ground different

conclusions with respect to a new example. This style of dialogue is persuasive

by virtue of contradictions among the possible classifications of cases in the

given domain. In the following, the speech acts on which the dialogue modelis

built are introduced. A simple protocol connecting these speech acts with each

others in a logical order is also sketched. A discussion is then given of the main

aspects of the proposed dialogue model.

 

'3 These agents will sometimesbe referred to as “players” or “participants”.
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3.2.1. The Speech Acts

This sub-section considers the speech acts required for the AEC scheme and

indicates how they differ from those typical of the belief based persuasion

dialogues identified by Prakken (2006)(an overview of which was given in Sub-

section 2.1.3). Six different “types” of speech acts are identified for the

operationalisation of the AEC scheme (and AEC2). The inspiration for these

speech acts comes from the rich field of AI and Law.In particular reasoning

with precedents, as has been modelled by the HYPO system (Ashley, 1990), and

its progeny, discussed in Sub-section 2.1.4. What has emerged from this workis

that there are three key high level types of speech acts:

e Citing a case

e Distinguishing a case

e Providing a Counter Example.

In the following discussion each of these high level speech acts is considered in

turn, highlighting how eachrelates to the AEC schemediscussed in the previous

section. In each case the particular speech acts required to operationalise the

AEC schemeis identified. The speech acts are given numbersrelating them to

the protocol proposedin Section 3.4.

Citing a case involves identifying a previous case with a particular outcome

which has features in common with the case under consideration. In the context

of “Arguing from Experience”this translates to a direct application of the AEC

schemelinking features from the example case to someclassification W: in my

experience, typically things with these features are Ws:this has those features,

so it is a W. The features in common are thus presented as reasons for

classifying the example as C, justified by the experience of previous examples

with these features. Take this argument for example:

The Swan Argument:

In my experience water birds which havered bills and mateforlife are

highly likely to be swans.
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This water bird has a red bill, and was observed to have the same

companionfor a long period.

So this bird must be a swan.

In the context of the promoted dialogue model, this speech act is referred to as

“Proposing a new rule” (SA1) - the speech act by which a participant proposes a

new ARjustifying a classification of the case under discussion. Note that the

content of the speech act here is an argumentrather than a proposition. This is

also true for the other speech acts in the promoted model, since the dialogue is

seen as consisting of the presentation of arguments. Performing a speechactwill

thus involve instantiating a particular argumentation scheme appropriate to that

speech act.

The secondhigh level speech act type identified above was“distinguish a case’.

Distinguishing is one way of objecting to the above argument, by saying why

the example being considered does not conform to this pattern. It often involves

pointing to features present in the case which makeit atypical, so that the

“typical” conclusions do not follow. This type of speech acts is indeed an

undercutter attack (Pollock, 1995) against the link between the premises and the

conclusion of an argument. For example the feature may exhibit an exception:

Althoughtypically things with these features are Ws, this is not so when

this additionalfeature is present.

This speech act is the direct application of the critical question AECQ2,as the

additional features added when distinguishing weaken the association between

the premises and the classification. For example, an adversary may distinguish

the previous argument by saying:

“Although water birds which have red bills and mate for life are highly

likely to be swans; this particular bird has black feathers, in my

experience water birds with blackfeathers are not likely to be swans”.

This speech act will be referred to as “Distinguishing a previous rule” or

“Distinguishing” for readability (SA2) - the speech act by which an agentpoints
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to additional features in the case under discussion that weakens the overall

confidencein a previously proposedrule.

Anotherkind of distinction provides a means to counter the previous speech act

by supplying a more typical case: while many things with these features are Ws,

experience would support the classification more strongly if some additional

feature were also present. For example, the plaintiff of the swan argument may

responseto the previous attack by saying:

“Although water birds which have black feathers are unlikely to be

swans in the Northern hemisphere; this particular bird comes from

Australia. In my experience waterbirds with blackfeathers that haveall

the other features we have been talking about andlive in the southeast

and southwest regions of Australia are more likely to be Cygnus

Atratus”.

This distinction speech act is called “increasing the confidence of a previous

rule” or “Increase confidence” for readability (SA5) - the speech act by which

an agentpoints to additional features in the case under discussion that increase

the overall confidence in a previously proposedrule.

A third form ofdistinction is to find a missing feature that suggests that the case

is not typical:

While things with these features are typically Ws, Ws with these features

normally have some additional feature, but this is not present in the

current example.

This speech act translates the critical question AECQ1 to fit the dialogue

context. In the swan argument example, an adversary maysay that:

“Although black swans from Australia have all the features advocated

by the plaintiff: these birds also have a pale baronthetipsoftheirbills,

which is not the case in this particular bird we are arguing about.

Therefore this bird is unlikely to be a swan”.
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This speech act is referred to as “unwanted consequences” (SA3). Where one

participant has proposed a rule A >W.If the set W contains any features that are

not present in the current case, then an adversary can point to these features as

the unwanted consequences associated with this particular rule. Agents taking

part in a dialogue of the sort discussed here may retract the unwanted

consequences of their propositions by trying to get around these unwanted

consequences. For instance, they may try to find another rule linking the

precedents to the desired classification without associating this classification

with any of the unwanted consequences. This speech act is referred to as

“withdraw unwanted consequences” (SA6).

Thus three types of distinction have been identified with differing forces. The

first (SA2) argues that the current example is an exception to the rule proposed.

The second (SA5) argues that the confidence in the classification would be

increased if some additional features were present. The third (SA3) argues that

there are reasonsto think the case untypical and so it may be an exception to the

rule proposed. In all cases, the appropriate response is to try to refine the

proposedset of reasons to meet the objections, for example to accommodate the

exception.

The last high level type of speech act identified above was “citing counter

examples”. In the context of reasoning from casesin law this is typically citing

one case whoseresult is different from the analogue case already cited at the

beginning of the argument. In “Arguing from Experience’, this is citing an

association inference (rule) that matches the features from the case under

discussion to a classification other than the one promoted by the plaintiff.

Counter examples differ from distinctions in that they do not attempt to cast

doubt on the reasons, but rather to suggest that there are better reasons for

believing the contrary (i.e. rebutters (Pollock, 1995)). The objection here is

somethinglike:

While these features do typically suggest that the thing is a W, these

otherfeatures typically suggest thatit is rather an X.
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This speech act interprets the critical question AECQ3 andappliesit as a direct

attack in the dialogue context. For example, a response to the swan argument

may be somethinglike the following:

Counter Swan (Black Goose) Argument:

In my experience water birds which have red bills and black feathers

are highly likely to be black geese.

This water bird has thesefeatures.

Therefore this bird must be a black goose.

Here the response is either to argue about the relative confidence in the

competing reasons, or to attempt to distinguish the counter example. This

speech act is referred to as “counter rule” (SA4) - the speech act by which

agents use features from the case under discussion to propose an argument

favouring their point of view. So far the basic speech acts that a dialogue

supporting argument from experience will need to accommodate have been

identified, the following section introduces how these speech acts relate to each

other in the context of the dialogue. The realisation of these moves using ARM

techniquesisleft to the next section (Section 3.3).

A total of six speech acts have been identified that collectively form the basic

blocks in the building of the promoted dialogue model. These speech actsfall

under three basic types: (i) stating a position, (ii) attacking a position and (iii)

refining one’s position, as follows:

e Starting position:

— Propose Rule (SA1): allows generalisations of experience to be cited, by

which a new association with a confidence higher than a certain

threshold is proposed.

e Attacking speech acts: these speech acts attack a previous speech act either

by identifying the weak points in the underlying association rule, or by

proposing a counterrule:
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— Distinguish (SA2): allows the addition of some new premise(s) to a

previously proposed rule, so that the confidence of the new rule is lower

than the confidenceoftheoriginal rule.

— Unwanted Consequences (SA3): allows the inclusion of the features in

the consequences (conclusions) of the rule under discussion that do not

match the case under consideration

— Counter Rule (SA4): used in a very similar manner as propose rule

(SA1)to cite generalisations leading to a different classification.

¢ Refining speech acts: enable a rule to be refined to meet objections:

— Increase Confidence (SA5): allows the addition of one or more

premise(s) to a rule previously played to increase its confidence.

— Withdraw unwanted consequences (SA6): excludes the unwanted

consequencesof a rule previously proposed, while maintaining a certain

level of confidence.

For each of the above six speech acts a set of legal next speech acts (i.e. acts

that can possibly follow each speech act) is defined. Figure 3.1 highlights the

possible attacks/refining moves that could be put forward as a response to each

of these speech acts. Note that the proposed speech acts contrast with those

found in persuasion dialogues based on belief bases, a summary of which can be

found in (Prakken, 2006). Additionally, despite having strong resemblance to

the speech acts used in arguing on the basis of precedent examples in common

law, especially the work carried out by Ashley (1990) and Aleven (1997). The

promoted speech acts differ from case based reasoning in law as all of an

individual agent’s experience, represented by a dataset of previous examples,is

used collectively, rather than identifying a single case as a “precedent”. Unlike

legal decisions, authority comes from the frequency of occurrencein theset of

examples rather than endorsement of a particular decision by an appropriate

court.
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Receive Speech Act (R:A>Q)

Switch (Type of the Speech Act)

Case: Propose New (Counter) Rule

Apply Unwanted Consequences OR Distinguish OR Propose

Counter (New) Rule

Case: Distinguish

Apply Increase Confidence OR Propose Counter (New) Rule

Case: Unwanted Consequences

Apply Withdraw Unwanted Consequences OR Propose Counter

(New) Rule

Case: Increase Confidence

Apply Unwanted Consequences OR Distinguish OR Propose

Counter (New) Rule

Case: Withdraw Unwanted Consequences

Apply Unwanted Consequences OR Distinguish OR Propose

Counter (New) Rule    
Figure 3.1. A pseudo codehighlighting how agents in “Arguingfrom Experience”

dialogues can respondto each ofthe six promoted speechacts.

3.2.2. Discussion

It is clear from the above that “Arguing from Experience” is a persuasion

dialogue that takes place between two or moreconflicting parties, each trying to

prove that the case under discussion should be classified in the way they think

most suitable. Two sub-models can be instantiated from this model, according to

their treatment of the burden ofthe proof in the dialogues they generate. In the

first sub-model, the participants have a positive burden of proof. In this sub-

model each of them will try to prove that the case under discussion classifies

according to their own thesis. This model will be referred to as the “Dispute

model for Arguing from Experience”. The other sub-model — dissents ((Prakken

et al., 2005) - is moreflexible, the burden of the proof rests only with oneparty,

and the dialogues will progress as follows. The participant with the positive

burden ofthe proof starts the dialogue by proposing a rule supporting its thesis.

Theother participants will then try to attack this rule in an attemptto prove that

it is wrong, without necessarily attempting to establish their own thesis. This

model will be referred to as the “Dissents modelfor Arguing from Experience”.

The exact details of how these two sub-models work vary according to the

numberof agents taking part in the dialogue. This is because the nature of the
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dialogue game differs between two player dialogues and multi-player

dialogues. This will be discussed further in Chapters 4 and6, respectively.

Dialogues based on sharing experience are not limited to persuasion. Other

variations are also possible. For instance, participants may not be so committed

to a point of view, so that the dialogue takes on the characteristics of

deliberation rather than persuasion. In the deliberation version, each participant

will have an idea aboutthe possible classification of the case under discussion,

which they adopt “for the sake of the argument”, rather than a firm thesis, and

therefore they will be open to suggestions from other participants, and will not

attempt to refute the suggestions that they find convincing. This deliberation

flavour can be achieved by the means of dialogue strategies, applying certain

types of strategies leads to a moreflexible “Arguing from Experience”, closerto

deliberation than persuasion. However, if other types of strategies were applied,

the resulting dialogues will have a strict dispute flavour. Chapters 4 and 7 will

return to this point upon considering the issue of strategies in the two-party and

multiparty dialogue games, respectively. The following section steps away from

the argumentation theory to focusonthe realisation of the model described here

by the meansof association rule mining.

3.3. Model Implementation using ARM

Having introduced the speech acts for “Arguing from Experience” dialogues,

and described how these speechacts relate to each other, the realisation of these

speech acts using Association Rule Mining (ARM) techniques is now

considered. The idea is to mine ARs according to: (i) desired minimum

confidence,(ii) a specified consequent and(iii) a set of candidate attributes for

the antecedent (a subset of the attributes represented by the current case). The

first condition guarantees that any rule used in the dialogue satisfies the

acceptable confidence condition of the argumentation scheme(or in the case of

distinguishing, reducing the confidence below the acceptable level). The second

condition ensures that rules used in the arguments are relevant to the dialogue

goal of resolving the conflict over a classification problem, by including a
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possible classification in the consequents of the rules. The last condition is

added so that the arguments do not include any premises that do not match the

case underdiscussion, avoiding the need for an analogue of AACQ4.

Most of the ARM techniques discussed in Section 2.2 generate the complete set

of ARsrepresented in the case base. This may cast unwanted overheads on the

dialogue process, as many of these rules will not be required in the context of

the dialogue. Instead a “just in time” approach to ARM is applied, where ARs

are mined dynamically as required. The dynamic mining process supports three

different forms of dynamic request (queries):

1. Finda subsetof rules that conform to a given set of constraints.

2. Distinguish a given rule by adding additional attributes.

3. Generalise a given rule by removingattributes.

Asdiscussed previously, past experience is represented by a dataset of raw data.

Each record in this dataset represents a previous example in the considered

domain, the last attributes in each record denotes the classification associated

with this example. Each participant, in the promoted model, has its own dataset

representing its own experience that may differ from other participants’

experience. In order to achieve the three requests mentioned above, a

summarising structure of this dataset is required. In the work described in this

thesis the T-tree structure discussed in Sub-section 2.2.2.3 is applied.

Recall from Chapter 2 that a T-tree (Coenenet al. 2004a, 2004b)is a “reverse”

set enumeration tree data structure. Set enumeration trees impose an ordering on

items(attributes) and then enumerate the itemsets accordingto this ordering. T-

trees are “reversed” in the sense that nodes are organised using reverse

lexicographic ordering. The reason behindthis reverse orderingis that the T-tree

differs from typical set enumeration trees in that the nodes at the samelevel at

any sub-branch of the tree are organised into one dimensional arrays so that

array indexes represent column numbers,hencethe reverse”version ofthe tree

enables direct indexing based on the attribute (column) number. This reverse

ordering is the reason why T-trees were chosento represent the “Experience”in

the “Arguing from Experience” model advocated here. This reverse data
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structure comprises itemsets rooted at a particular end itemset, thus all the

itemsets involving a class attribute (W) are contained in one branch of the T-tree

(other branches are required for calculating individual AR confidence values).

This meansthat supporting any of the desired dynamic requests requires mining

ARsfrom one branch only at a time. This reduces the cost of processing these

requests, compared to other prefix tree structures such as FP-Trees (Han etal,

2000) which store the frequent itemsets in attribute order.

To further enhance the dynamic generation of ARsa set of algorithms that work

directly on P-Trees (Coenenetal. 2004a, 2004b) were developed(the nature of

the P-tree data structure was discussed in Sub-sub-section 2.2.2.3). These

algorithms are able to mine ARssatisfying different values of confidence

threshold, and therefore correspondto the definition of Aggarwal and Yu (1998)

of on-line mining. The proposed algorithms are intendedtofacilitate querying

the dataset for ARs comprising of a determined set of items (or attributes) and

are based on gradually deriving "mini" T-trees from the P-tree representing the

underlying database. Here “mini” meansthatthe tree will contain only the nodes

representing attributes from the instance (case) under discussion plus the

classes’ attribute. Of note here, the nodes of the produced T-tree are not pruned

according to some fixed support threshold, as in the original T-tree generation

algorithm. Instead only the empty nodes that have null support are deleted from

the generated T-tree (in addition to the nodes representing data items(attribute)

which are not present in the current instance case). To satisfy these

requirements, three dynamic ARretrieval algorithms have been developed to

support the “Arguingfrom Experience”protocol:

e Algorithm A:Finds a rule that conformsto a given set of constraints.

e Algorithm B: Distinguishes a given rule by adding additional attributes.

e Algorithm C: Revises a given rule by removingattributes.

Algorithm A is intendedto find a new rule (for speech acts involving proposing

a new rule)given: (i) a currentinstance(I) (set of items/attributes), (ii) a desired

class attribute (w) and (iii) a desired confidence threshold (Conf). The class

attribute is included as an input parameter of this algorithm for the purposes of
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maintaining the focus of “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. As stated

previously, these dialogues are intended to solve a conflict with respect to the

correct classification of a given case, thus there is no point in mining rule that

does not have class attribute in its antecedentas this rule will notfit in the

promoted dialogue model, andit will lead to either prolonging the dialogue, and,

ultimately, to incoherent dialogues. The algorithm attempts to minimise the

number of attributes in the rule and operates by first generating candidate

itemsets, using the input values, in a level-wise manner, starting with 2-itemsets

(one attribute from the case and the class attribute). If no “mini” T-tree was

previously generated then the algorithm generates the next level “mini” T-tree

from the P-tree. Otherwise for every generated itemset (S = AUw),the “mini” T-

tree is traversed for the node representing this itemset. If such node exists, the

algorithm returnsrules of the form (P > Q Uw) such that (PLUQ = A and P7Q

=), if not then the algorithm proceeds to the next level. When the algorithm

reaches a level that is not supported by the “mini” T-tree, i.e. (K+1)-itemsets

while the “mini” T-tree contains only the first K levels of nodes; a new level is

added to the “mini” T-tree, and the traversal procedure continues on the newly

added level. The algorithm returns the first rule that satisfies the given

confidence threshold, otherwise the generation process continues until the entire

T-tree has been created and processed. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the pseudo code

for this algorithm.In the figure, the node (set S) function returnstrue ifthe node

representing S is part of the “mini” T-tree. The confidence (Rule r) function

returns the confidence of the rule r. Generate- Mini-T-tree (mini-T-tree, P-Tree,

Level) generates a T-Tree of the given level (if the input mini-T-tree =null)

otherwise it adds the new levelto the already existing “mini” T-tree.

Algorithm B is applied to distinguish an input rule r = (P > Q). The algorithm

operates as follows. First it generates the candidate (K+1)-itemsets, by adding

new attributes from the current instance (1), one at a time (atrr;), to K-item sets

presenting the input rule (Sx=PUQ). Then the algorithm search the current

“mini” T-tree sub-branches for the node representing this itemset, if no T-tree

wasyet generated, the algorithm generates the (K+1)-level “mini” T-tree, where

K= |PUQI. If such node was found the algorithm shapes a new rule r = (PU
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atrr;) > Q). If the rule confidence is lower than the input rule confidence return

the rule, otherwise traverse through the sub-tree whose root is the candidate

itemset for a rule of the form r~ = ( P’ > Q’) that satisfies the conditions listed

in the algorithm. Whenthe algorithm reaches a level that is not supported bythe

“mini” T-tree, a new level is added to the “mini” T-tree, and the traversal

procedure continues on the newly addedlevel.

 

Input: The current instance I, P-Tree PT, the class w,

confidence threshold Conf, max level L.
 

T-Tree MT = Generate-Mini-T-tree (null, PT, level = 2)

for every possible frequent 2-itemset S, =attr,; U w: attr; €

I do

if (node(S,) EMT) then

if J AR r (attr;>w))): confidence(r)2Conf then return r

K =2

while (K<L)do

T-Tree MT = Generate-Mini-T-tree (MT, PT, K)

for every possible frequent (K+1)-itemset S,.1 such that

(S=A Uw: A CTI and |A|=K)do

if (node(Sx1) €MT) and 3 AR r (POQUWw): PUQ=A and PNQ=O

and confidence(r) 2Conf then return r

else K++    
Figure 3.2. Pseudo Code for Algorithm A (Generating New Rules).

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the pseudo code ofthis algorithm. In this figure, level

(T-Tree MT)function returns thelevel of the current “mini” T-Tree. A variation

of this algorithm (B*) is used to generate rules for the “Increase Confidence”

speech act. This alternative algorithm proceeds in a similar mannerto algorithm

B, but instead of returning rules whose confidenceis less than a given threshold,

it returns rules with a confidence higher than, or equal to, the agreed acceptable

level.
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Input: Mini-T-tree MT, instance I, input AR r: PDQ, P-Tree

PT, confidence threshold Conf, max level L.

 

if (MT=null) or (Level (MT)< |PUQ|+1) then

MT = Generate-Mini-T-tree (null, PT, level = |PUQI+1)

for every possible frequent (K+1)-itemset S,y,,;=attr; U P U

Q: attr; € I and attr; ¢P U Q do

if (the node(Sgi) €MT) and (3 AR gr (attryUPDQ))):

confidence(r) SConf) return r

K =K+2

while (K<L) do

T-Tree MT = Generate-Mini-T-tree (MT, PT, kK)

for every possible frequent K-itemset Sy. : (Syi=A U PU

Q: ACI and A¢CPUQ and |A|=K-|PUQ|)do

if (the node(Sxi1) €MT) and J AR r (P’9Q°): P°=PUA* and

Q°= QUA** and A=A‘UA** and A’NA’*=@ and PUQ=A and PNQ=O

and confidence(r)SConf then return r

else K++    
Figure 3.3. Pseudo Code for Algorithm B (Distinguishing Input Rule).

In order to withdraw some unwanted consequences(X) from an inputrule (r = P

> OQ UX), Algorithm first tries to produce a rule (* = PQ). If such a rule

satisfies the confidence threshold, then the algorithm returnsthis rule, otherwise,

the candidate itemsets are generated andrules are produced andtested in a very

similar manner to Algorithm B to producetherule (r** = PS QU Y ) where (XK

© Y = @). Figure 3.4 demonstrates the pseudo code of this algorithm. Players

may apply Algorithm C, to defend rules they have previously proposed, or to

attack rules put forward by other players. Algorithm C therefore takes the status

of the player into consideration, so that if the player is defending its point of

view the algorithm searches for rules whose confidence is equal or higher than

the input rule. On the other hand, if the player is attacking the opponent’s

position, then the confidence of the returned rule mustnot be higher than the

confidenceof the inputrule.
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Input: Mini-T-tree MT, instance I, input AR r: POQUX),

P-Tree PT, confidence threshold Conf, max level L,

defending status ds.
 

if (MT=null) or (Level (MT) <|PUQUX|+1)then

T-Tree MT = Generate-Mini-T-tree (null, PT, level =

| PUQUX | +1)

if node(PUQ) EMT then

if (ds) then

if J AR r (P>Q))): confidence(r)2Conf then return r

else

if 3 AR r (P9Q))): confidence(r)<Conf then return r

else

if (ds)then

apply algorithm B* (I, r* (PQ), PT, Conf, L)

else

apply algorithm B (I, r* (PQ), PT, Conf, L)    
Figure 3.4. Pseudo Code for Algorithm C (Withdraw Unwanted Consequences).

3.4. General Frameworkfor Arguing from Experience

A formal framework for “Arguing from Experience” is now introduced. This

framework borrows various elements from the formal systems suggested by

Amgoudetal. (2006) McBurney and Parsons (2002) and Prakken (2000, 2005)

and employs these elements in the context of the dialogue model discussed

earlier. It is worth noting that Ontafién and Plaza (2006) propose an

argumentation framework for learning agents: this framework is similar to the

one proposed here in taking the experience, in the form of past cases, of agents

into consideration and focusing on the argument generation process. The

protocol presented here differs in that the protocol they suggest applies learning

algorithms techniques, while the protocol advocated below implements simpler

ARM techniques to produce arguments. Also the protocol advocated by

Ontafidn and Plaza (2006) is designed for pairs of agents that collaborate to

decide the joint solution of a given problem, while the one outlined here can be

used by any numberof agents.
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McBurney and Parsons (2002) propose a three-level hierarchical formalism to

support dialogues occurrences which consist of combinationsof different types

of dialogues. Their structure comprises three layers: The first is called the

“Topic Layer”, and it represents the matters under discussion. The second is the

“Dialogue Layer”, which encapsulates the componentof different atomic types

of dialogues. The third is the “Control Layer” whichrepresents theselection of

specific dialogue types and transition between these dialogues. Although

“Arguing from Experience” is persuasive in nature, nevertheless the three-layer

framework proposed by McBurney and Parsons (2002) provides a structural

frame to combine the various elements of the promoted dialogue model. The

“Control Layer” elementof this three-layer frameworkis particularly important

to the dialogue model proposed in this Chapter. Althoughthis layeris originally

intended to manage thetransition between different types of dialogues,it will be

exploited to achieve a different purpose in the context of “Arguing from

Experience”. For such dialogues, a control layer is necessary to facilitate the

flow of the dialogue gamesso that they satisfy the requirements for multiparty

dialogue games. The specification of this layer is as a facilitator is discussed in

detail in Chapter 6. Additionally, this layer can be installed to control the

transition, not between types of dialogues, but between different topics of

discussion. This latter feature is fully explained in the next chapter, in the

context of arguing over intermediate classifications.

Thus, the “Argument from Experience” dialogue modelis configured using the

three-layer structure discussed above as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The Topic

Layerin this modelis identified by three parameters considered as essential for

defining topics in the context of “Arguing from Experience”, denoted byT, as a

tuple t = </, D, Conf, ar> (Wardehetal., 2009a) where:

e J] = {i,i2,.., i,} is the set of attributes (or items in case of binary valued

attributes). Each attribute (item) i,e I has a set of possible values V; = {vj1,

Vi2n Vimi-

e D theset of database records, each record Re D is a subsetof the items in

I. Arecord R satisfies a set of items X CJ if and only if X CR.
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.* Conf = “Confidence Threshold”, representing the lowest acceptable

confidence, rules with confidence lower than this threshold are considered

invalid arguments.

¢ ar = “association rule” written as ar(P DQ, c) such that:

 

Pc: the premises ofthe rule - P= {(ipi, Vx1), (pz, Va2)-+» Cipks Vax) } - Such

that for each tuple (ipn, Vxj) ipn € Zand v,j€ Vi.

Qc:the rule’s conclusion - Q= {(ig1, Vyz), (igz, Vy2).-. (igh Vyi)} - Such that

for each tuple (igh, Vgj) ign € J and ve V;.

PQ =(The emptyset).

c: rule confidence, which means that c% of the transactions in D that

contains P contains also(i.e. the conditional probability of Q given P

as identified by Agrawal et al (1993)).

 

Control Layer

:
Dialogue Layer

}
Topic Layer

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. The proposed three-layer structure.

The Dialogue Layer presents the central layer in this structure. It includes the

componentsof the dialogue games identified in Sub-section 2.1.3. In particular

this layer takes into consideration each of the following components:

commencementrules, locutions, combination rules and termination rules. Recall

from Chapter 2 that commencementrules state the conditions under which the

dialogue commences. Locutions indicate what speech acts are permitted.

Combination rules define the dialogical contexts under which particular
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locutions are permitted or not. Finally, termination rules define the conditions

for ending an ongoing dialogue. The Dialogue layer also encompasses the

participants taking part in the dialogues. The rules for joining and leaving an

ongoing dialogue are not, however, carried out within this layer, but are left to

be handled by the Control Layer. Prakken identified each of these components

for two-party persuasion dialogues in Prakken (2000, 2005). Amgoud et al

(2006), on the other hand,present general settings for any dialogue protocol. For

the purposes of constituting a formal setup for “Arguing from Experience”

dialogues, a combination of these systems is considered as the elements of

interest from each modelare identified and joined, while the other components

of these systemsare kept aside.

Taking the above discussion into consideration the Dialogue Layer can now be

identified as a tuple t= <L,, A, g DP, E, P, O> (Wardehet al., 2009a) where:

e L, is the communication language for the “Arguing from Experience”

dialogues. L, is denoted as tuple L, =<SA, M, DM, D> suchthat:

— SA represents the Speech Acts discussed in Section 3.2.1 and is

identified as SA = {propose rule, distinguish, unwanted consequences,

counterrule, increase confidence, withdraw unwanted consequences}.

— M denotesthesetofall the possible moves. A move meMis defined as

a tuple m=<sa, content> such that:

= sae SA is the move’s speechact.

= contentis the contentof this move:

o If (sa #Unwanted Consequences): content = ar(p>Q,c).

o If (sa = Unwanted Consequences): content = UcI(theset of

unwanted consequences).

— DM< is thesetof all dialogue moves such that each dialogue move

dme DMis defined as a tuple dm=<a, H, m, t> where:

= aéAisthe agentthat utters the move, given by Speaker(dm) = a.

" H CA denotes the set of agents to which the move is addressed,

given by a function Hearer(dm) = H.

= méMis the move,given by a function Move(dm) = m.
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"  t EDMis thetarget of the move i.e. the move whichit repliesto,

given by a function Target(dm)=t. t = Gif M does notreply to any

other move(initial move).

D is thesetof all finite sequences from L,. For any dialogue d = {dm)...

dm,j, the speech act of the first move (dm;) is a propose rule. The

dialogue move dm, denotes the final move in the dialogue d, the winner

of the dialogue is identified as Speaker(dm,). For any dialogue d =

{dm)... dm,}, the speech act of the first move (dm;) is a proposerule.

The current dialogue, denoted deurren, iS the actual dialogue taking place

betweentheset of participants taking part in every instantiation of the

framework.

A=(aj,..a,}: the set of agents participating in the dialoguesidentified by the

communication language Lc. These agents are referred to as players. Each

agent(player) ae A is defined as tuple a = <name,, Cy La CS, S> Where:

name,: the agent (player) name.

C,: the set of classes this player tries to prove that the discussed cases

fall under. Each class c € C, is a tuple <name, value> where nameis an

item ieé J, and value € Viis the value this item the participant agent

tries to prove it holds.

ya: is a representation of the underlying Topic Layer. This

representation enables participants to mine for the suitable ARs as

needed. For example ©, might be represented as the following tuple: &,

= < T,, R,, Dr, >. Where: T, is the T-Tree representing the background

database of the agent, R, is the set of ARs previously mined bythis

player (i.e. R, = {ar: ar(P PQ, conf)}), and Dr, is a function that maps

between legal moves andtheir suitable rules: Dr, : T, x M > R, where

R is the set of all possible ARs.

S: The Strategy function”.

CS,: is the player commitmentstore.

 

'4 This issue is discussed in details for two-party and multiparty arguing from experience dialogues

in Chapter 4 and 7 respectively.
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g: The instance argued about i.e. the dialogue subject. This instance is

identified in the Topic Layer as tuple 9 = {(iQ, VQ), (i@, VP)... ID

VQ,)}, such that for each tuple (ig, v@) ig, € Jandv@e V.

DP: Is the dialogue purpose, defined as the resolution of conflicting

opinions aboutthe classification of the instance g This purpose is met when

the dialogue is terminated, and is identified with the classification proposed

by the winnerof the dialogue game.

E;is the set effect rules for L,, specifying the effects of each move dm <a,

H, m, t>€ DM:aéA on the commitmentsofthe participants. Theserules are

specified in Table 3.1.

P is a protocol for L, specifying the legal moves ateach stage of a dialogue.

P is formally defined as the function: P: M >2", where M isthe set of

dialogue moves. Thus the dialogue protocol P indentifies the combination

rules for the dialogue gamestaking place under this framework. Table 3.2

summarises these rules and indicates where a new set of reasons is

introduced to the discussion’’. The given rules link each speech act with a

set of possible next moves that are legal in the context of “Arguing from

Experience” dialogues.

O donates the outcomerules of the dialogues. These rules define for each

dialogue d and instance g the winners andlosers of d with respect to g. The

winners of d are identified as the participants whose goals match O(d, 9),

and the losers are participants whose goals do not O(d, @). However, the

exact definition of the outcome of the dialogue and therefore the exact

specification of the rules of such outcome,differ according to the number of

participant taking part in “Arguing from Experience’dialogues. Therefore a

separate discussion will be given with regard to outcomerulesin the context

of two-party games (Chapter 4) and multiparty games (Chapter 6).

 

'S Any dialogue gameprotocol should take into consideration two essential issues: how to terminate

the current game and the turn taking policy applied in the dialogues. However, termination or

turn taking rules are not addressed here as these rules differ substantially between two-party and

multiplayer games. An extensive account of these rules will be given in Chapter 4 and 6

respectively.
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Rule Played move Effects

Proposerule , Counter rule, Increase Confidence C,=C,UQ.
El

ar(P>Q,conf). Vhe H, Cy=Cy.

C, = C,.
E2 Unwanted consequences (U).

Vhe H, Cy=Cy -U.

C, = C.
E3 Distinguish, increase confidence.

Vhe H: C=C.

C, = C,UQ".
E4 Withdraw unwanted consequences (P>Q', conf).

Vhe H C,=C,.    
 

Table 3.1. The effect rules for the proposed protocol (Wardehetal., 2009a).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Move(speech act) Label Next Move New AR

1 Propose Rule 3,2,4 Yes

2 Distinguish 3,5, 1 No

3 Unwanted Cons 6, 1 No

4 Counter Rule 3,2, 1 Nested dialogue

5 Increase Conf 3, 2,4 Yes

6 Withdraw Unwanted Cons| 3, 2, 4 Yes     
 

Table 3.2. Arguing from Experience dialogue legal moves (Wardehet al., 2007a).

3.5. Summary - Properties of Arguing from Experience

In this chapter the proposed argument scheme for “Arguing from Experience”

has been described. This scheme wascalled the “Argument from Experience

based on Classification” schemeandit is the derivation of a desired claim from

the case under discussion by the means of ARslinking somefeatures in the case

to the claim. These rules are mined from a pool of past examples. These

examples (experiences) provide the backing for the warrant in this scheme. Two

versions of this scheme (AEC) and (AEC2) were described andthecritical

questions (CQs) associated with each of them were identified. The CQs

associated with AEC2 were rewritten as speech acts to accompanythe proposed

dialogue model. This model was inspired by legal reasoning from precedents.

However, the model differs from case based models, especially those used in
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legal case based reasoning, in that participants argue using generalisations of

their experience (in the form of ARs)rather than relying on citing one case at a

time. Details were also presented of the realisation of the speech acts associated

with the promoted dialogue model using dynamic ARM requests. Finally, a

formal framework was introduced summarising the key ideas of “Arguing from

Experience”as appliedin this thesis.

The argumentation model proposed in this chapter can be applied in situations

where participants have not analysed their experiences into rules and rule

priorities (knowledge base), but draw directly on past examples to find reasons

for coming to a view on some current example. One classic example of such

reasoning is found in commonlaw,especially as practiced in the US, where

arguments about a case are typically backed by precedents. This approach

features several advantages:

e Such arguments are often found in practice. Many people do not develop a

theory from their experience, but when confronted with a new problem

recall past examples.

e It avoids the knowledge engineering bottleneck that occurs when belief

bases mustbe constructed.

e There is no need to commit to a theory in advance of the discussion. The

information can be deployed as best meets the needofthe currentsituation.

e It allows agents to share experiences that may differ, one agent may have

encountered types of case that another has not. This is why it important that

each agent uses its own database.

The model proposed in this chapter can now be specified in terms of two-party

and multiparty settings. These specifications will include the exact instantiation

of the dialogue gameprotocol briefly mentioned in Section 3.4. The next

chapter will articulate the two-party incarnation of this model. The multiparty

incarnationis studied in detail in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 4: The PADUA Protocol

Theprevious chapter presented a theoretical model describing the foundation for

a generic dialogue gameprotocolto facilitate “Arguing from Experience”. This

chapter articulates the advocated protocol for two-party scenarios. This

manifestation is called PADUA (Protocol for “Arguing from Experience”

Dialogues Using Association rules). The PADUA protocol will enable

persuasive dialogues to be undertaken by two participants to resolve a

classification problem. A proponentof a possible classification may state and

justify their proposal in the form of the AEC2 scheme, and the opponent may

attack this position according to the speech acts presented in Chapter 3. The

result of dialogue gamesofthis form will be the classification of the considered

problem as proposed by the winning party. As a two-party “Arguing from

Experience” protocol, PADUA necessarily has significant differences from the

existing protocols designed to argue about knowledge represented as knowledge

base of rules, which is the approach taken by the majority of existing dialogue

systems. An excellent survey of these systems can be found in (Prakken, 2006).

Theresulting dialogues havea flavour akin to dialogues related to CBR in law.

The details of the PADUAprotocol are described in Section 4.1. A description

of a system that implements the PADUAprotocol to mediate dialogues from

experience between two software agents is also given. Section 4.2 provides a

detailed discussion of the PADUAproblem solvingstrategies, and how different

dialogue flavours can be derived by applying different strategies. Section 4.3

gives a brief discussion of how accrual of arguments can be embodied in

PADUA.Section 4.4 tackles the issue of intermediate predicates, particularly

whenthe truth of such predicates cannot be functionally determined by some

base level predicates. The proposed solution is accommodated in PADUA

through the possibility of nested dialogues. Section 4.5 concludes with a

summary ofthe key points.
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4.1. PADUAfrom Theory to Application

This section explains how the theory presented in Chapter3 is applied to two-

party scenarios by the means of the PADUAprotocol. Following the discussion

on the framework presented in Section 3.4 the PADUA protocol may be

conceptualised in terms of three layers: a topic layer, a dialogue layer and a

control layer. The dialogue game derived from the dialogue layer is between a

proponentand an opponentof a classification of some case (C) in some domain

(dataset) (D). The proponent claims that the case falls under someclass (c;),

while the opponent opposesthis claim, andtries to prove that case actuallyfalls

under someother class (cp = 7c;). The game participants are represented by

software agents (entities). These agents are referred to as players in the context

of PADUA games. Each player relies on its own experience to draw

“Arguments from Experience” based on Association Rules (ARs). This

experience is represented by a collection of raw data related to the problem

domain (D). The representation of the players (agents) was given in Section 3.4.

In PADUA, however, the set A comprises two agents: A= /{Proponent,

Opponent}, where c;E€ Cproponenr ANA C2€ Copponene PADUA is therefore

applicable in two-class domains. Another area where PADUA maybeofuseis

whenthe proponent is trying to push forward someclaim (classification) while

the opponent aims to prove that this particular claim does not hold. Here the

opponenttries to undermine the proponent’s proposal. That is, proving that the

case doesnotclassify as (c;) rather than provingit classifies as some other class

(cz). The topic layer is the same as explained in Section 3.4 while the

specification of the control layer will be discussed in Section 4.4. Furthermore,

the “outcome rules” (O) of PADUA dialogues define for each dialogue d and

instance g the winners andlosers of d with respect to g In PADUA,the winner

of a given gameisidentified as the participant whose goal matches the output of

the dialogue, and the loser is identified as the participant whose goal does not

match this output. The outcome of the dialogue is defined as the class attribute

of the association rule of the last move playedin this dialogue. O consists of two

functions w, and Jy. The first returns the winner of the game and the second

returns the loser of the game (Wardehetal., 2009a):
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°¢ we(d, acA) = true if Ga=O(d, 9).

e 1,(d, a€A) = true if Ga # OC, 9).

© O(deD, 9) = 0: 0 € Gyro U Gop and 0 € consequencesof the contentof the

last move played in d.

e The two functions w@ and1@satisfy the following conditions:

— wWo(d, A) O1,(d, A)= 2

— wo(d,A)= Giffl,(d, A)= 2B

— wWg9(d, A) and I, (d, A) are at mostsingletons.

The proponentstarts the dialogue game by proposing a new rule’® (R}: PQ),

to instantiate the AEC2 argument scheme. As discussed in Chapter 3, the

premises (P) should match the case, while the conclusion (Q) supports the

agent’s position (c) € Q). Once the initial position has been stated the opponent

should place a legal move that can underminethe initial rule proposed by the

proponent. As soon as the opponentplays its move the turn goes back to the

proponent to defend its original position (using a legal move). The game

proceeds in this manneruntil one player has no adequate reply. This player then

loses the game, and the other wins. Taking this scenario into consideration the

PADUATermination and Turn Taking rules can now be identified:

e Termination Rules: The dialogue game terminates once oneplayerfails to

put forward a legal move. To guarantee that dialogue games will always

terminate, PADUAforbids the players from proposing the same ARtwice.

Acknowledgingthis rule, the definition of legal movesisslightly different

in PADUAthan in the generic model discussed in Chapter 3. The new

definitions are outlined in Table 4.1. This restriction is logically sound:

there is no point of proposing a rule that has already been defeated, as it

would be overcome in the same manner again and again. This will only

lengthen the dialogue game(orresult in an infinite game) without adding

any real valueto the dialogue itself. On the other hand, a distinguish move

 

'6 Rule here means an AR, so that P>Q should be read as “P is a reason for Q”, rather than “P

materially implies Q” or similar. However, premises and conclusions of these ARs will be

spokenof: since if accepted the association will becomea rule.
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can be played more than once to undermine different rules (which is

guaranteed by the previous condition). The above constraint differs from

other forms of constraints proposed in the literature. For instance, Prakken

and Sartor (1997)restrict their argument gamesuchthat the proponentis not

allowedto repeat their moves while the opponent maydo so.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Move Speech act Next Move Condition

Theplayer has not played the same move before. And the
1 Propose Rule 3,2,4

new ARisnotpart of any other move previously played.

2 Distinguish 3,5, 1

Unwanted
3 6; 1

Consequences

The player has not played the same move before. And the
4 Counter Rule 3.2.1

new AR is notpart of any other move previously played.

Theplayer hasnot played the same move before. And the
5 Increase Conf 3,2,4

new AR is notpart of any other move previously played.

6 Withdraw aed Theplayer has not played the same move before. And the

Unwanted Cons a new ARis notpart of any other movepreviously played.    
Table 4.1. The legal Moves of the PADUAprotocol.

Turn taking Rules: PADUAapplies a simple turn taking policy, by which

each player is allowed one move per turn. Thus, PADUA doesnot support

arguments which premises are not in the case under discussion as such

arguments involve more than one move per turn. For example, PADUA

does not support the following type of arguments: “The given case has

feature x, feature x is associated with feature y which is not present in the

current case. Feature y is associated with classification W therefore the

case should be classified as W.”

Note that the dialogue scenario discussed aboveis an instantiation of the sub-

model: “Dissents modelfor Arguingfrom Experience’, described in Sub-section

3.2.2, in which the burdenof the proof rests with the proponent. The proponent

starts the dialogue with a positive argument, and hasto strengthen this position

either by proposing newrules or by increasing the confidence of distinguished

rules. Both moves concern proving that the case under discussion classifies as

c,. This is not necessarily the case for the opponent, which may go through an
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entire dialogue game undermining the proponent’s propositions without

proposing anypositive argumentto provethat the case classifies as (cz). This is

possible because PADUAisspecified such that classifications proposed by the

proponent and the opponent negate each other. Sub-section 3.2.2 identified

another sub-model: “Dispute model for Arguing from Experience’, in whichall

the participants have a positive burden of the proof. This sub-model can also be

instantiated for PADUA. The opponent cannot win the game by simply

undermining that proponent position (by playing distinguish or unwanted

consequences moves only). Rather, the opponent should propose at least one

rule suggesting that the case under discussion should classify as (c2) (counter

rule). The PADUAprotocol can accommodate both these sub-models. On one

hand it allows for “disputes” to take place between two players, each with its

own positive burden of proof. On the other hand it allows for a “weaker”

version of persuasion dialogues — “dissents”, where the burden of proof rests

with the proponent. In disputes, winning a game involves proposing arguments

drawn from the AEC2 scheme. These arguments should be stronger than the

ones proposed by the opposite side. As discussed in Chapter 2, winning in

dissents dialogues involves undermining the other side’s position to the point

where the opposite side cannotdefeat that position any more. This concludesthe

discussion about manifesting the theoretical model of Chapter 3 into two-party

dialogues. In the following a detailed account is given of the implementation

and the exploitation of PADUA to enable two-party dialogues over the

classification of somecase.

4.1.1. Implementation of the PADUA Dialogue Game Protocol

This section describes an implemented system which takes the form of a

dialogue game and embodies the PADUA protocol articulated above. The

objective of the implementation presented here is to provide a proof of concept

for PADUA, and to enable empirical investigation of the efficacy of the

protocol. This application will be used to generate a variety of example

arguments used throughoutthe rest of this chapter. The implementation also

represents a step towards the ultimate goal of allowing “Arguing from

Experience’ dialogues to take place between two software agents (players) over
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the classification of different cases derived from different domains. The system

presented here will be studied thoroughly in the next chapter. A more detailed

description of the implemented system, as well as the accompanying design

documentation, can be found in Appendix A.

PADUA has been implemented in the form of a Java program: a brief

description of how the system functionsis also given. The software implements

the protocol so that dialogues between two players can be undertaken with each

player taking turns to propose and attack positions by uttering the speech acts

specified in Section 4.2. The GUI interface enables the user to import a game

dictionary, which is a brief schema describing the problem domain, a

description of this schema can be found in Appendix A. The user can then

choose the background dataset for each of the two players, and a case to argue

about. The user has the option to change the support/confidence values for both

players, and any other strategy parameters via a special window (these

parameters are described in the following section). A dialogue gamethen takes

place between the two players and the results of this game, together with the

actual dialogue, are printed to a special tab screen. The underlying software

comprises two major components: a “Dialogue Game Facilitator” and a

“Player Agent”, from which twoplayers are instantiated. The “Dialogue Game

Facilitator” provides a forum for the dialogue game to take place between the

two “Player Agents” (namely the “Proponent Agent’ and the “Opponent

Agent’) over the classification of the case chosen by the user. The “Player

Agent” unit forms the base blueprint (class in object oriented terms) from which

agents presenting one of the two players can be instantiated. Each “Player

Agent” functions as an autonomous unit, and comprises:

e¢ Rule Mining Unit: provides the players with means to mine ARsaccording

to their needs. This unit translates the player’s dataset (experience) into P-

and T-tree structures and provides means to mine ARsfrom thesestructures.

¢ Dialogue Unit: is the basic unit in the “Player Agent” skeleton. It provides

the vital functions neededto take part in the dialogue game mainly: a “Play”

function that places moves accordingto the player strategy, the given case

and the backgrounddataset. The legality of each moveis considered at this
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stage such that the player is not allowed to place any move that does not

follow the rules of PADUA.

The proponentstarts the dialogue by proposing a newrule.If the proponentfails

to propose a newtule, the “Dialogue Game Facilitator” checks the dialogue

game style. In the case of “disputes”, the facilitator gives the turn to the

opponent.If the opponentalso fails to generate any rules, the game terminates.

In the case of “dissents” the game terminates with a failure. This failure can be

avoided bysetting up the values of the support/confidence to match the domain

under consideration, so that mining an initial AR is always guaranteed. Of

course such pre-determination of the values requires a heuristic study of the

domainpriorto the start of the game. This may not always befeasible. A better

solution will be to allow the “Player Agents” to dynamically change the values

of the support/confidence thresholds if they failed to mine rules that match the

case at the initial stage of the dialogue game,or to allow the userto try again

with different settings for these parameters.

Oncetheinitial rule is proposed, a special repository called the “Game History”

is updated with this move. “Game History” has a double functionality: firstly it

keeps track of the moves placed by each participant, and makessure that players

are not reusing rules they have been proposedat a previous stage of the game.

Secondly it provides a simple commitment store such that each player is

committed to the consequencesof its moves. The “Dialogue Game Facilitator”

terminates the dialogue whenthe proponentfails to defendits position, or when

the opponent fails to attack the proponent’s position. Once the game is

terminated the dialogue game moves,along with the resulting classification, are

printed to the output screen of the GUI application. For the purposes of

readability the dialogue presentation takes the following format:

Round R:

Player (Class) - The Speech Act:

Textual representation of the move.

Round R,indicates the round number of the dialogue game. Player, proponent

or opponent,is followed by its advocated classification. This is followed by the
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speech act associated with the move the player has put forward in round R.

Finally the textual representation of the move is a clear, easy to read and

interpret, text describing the movetheplayer has placed forward in round R,in

terms of the association rule and associated confidence value.

4.1.2. PADUA Dialogue Example

This section provides a brief example demonstrating how the above

implementation functions. This example also gives an insightto the style of the

dialogues produced by the PADUAprotocol. To illustrate the resulting

dialogues, PADUAis applied to a fictional housing benefit scenario, where

benefits are payable if certain conditions showing need for support for housing

costs are satisfied. This scenario is intendedto reflect a fictional benefit, Retired

Persons Housing Allowance (RPHA), whichis payable to a person whois of an

age appropriate to retirement, whose housing costs exceed one fifth of their

available income, and whosecapital is inadequate to meet their housing costs.

Such personsshould also be resident in this country, or absent only by virtue of

“service to the nation’, and should have an established connection with the UK

labour force. Whilst fictional, these conditions are very similar to those found in

actual welfare benefit regulations. These legislative conditions need to be

interpreted and applied by those adjudicating claims to benefits, typically using

a set of guidelines (example interpretations are given by Bench-Capon

(1991,1993)). The following desired interpretations were used:

1. Age condition: “Age appropriate to retirement” is interpreted as

pensionable age: 60+ for women and 65+ for men.

2. Income condition: “Available income” is interpreted as net disposable

income, rather than gross income, and means that housing costs should

exceed onefifth of candidates’ available incometo qualify for the benefit.

3. Capital condition: “Capital is inadequate” is interpreted as below the

threshold or another benefit.

4. Residence condition: “Resident in this country” is interpreted as having a

UKaddress.
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5. Residence exception: “Service to the Nation’is interpreted as a member of

the armedforces.

6. Contribution condition: “Established connection with the UK labourforce”

is interpreted as having paid contributions in 3 of the last 5 years.

The above conditionsfall under a numberoftypical condition types: Conditions

2 and3 represent necessary conditions over continuous values. Conditions 4 and

5 representa restriction on the applicant’s residency and an exceptionto this

restriction. Condition 1 deals with variables depending on other variables and

condition 6 is designed to test the cases in whichit is sufficient for some n out

of m attributes to be true (or have some predefined values) for the condition to

be true. Examples of these sorts of conditions can be found in the actual

legislation governing welfare benefits in the UK.

Let us now assumethat there are two different offices providing RPHAservices

in the same region, each has a dataset of 12,000 benefit records. Each dataset

was assigned to a PADUAplayer. Corresponding ARs were mined from these

sets using a 70% confidence threshold and 1% support threshold for both

players. In this example PADUA was applied to the case of male applicants

aged around 80 years, a UK resident whose capital and incomefalls in the right

range, and whohaspaid contribUtions in four outof the last five years (has not

paid the contribution three years ago). Figure 4.1 showsthe result of applying

PADUAto this particular case. A more detailed account of how this example

was produced can be found in Appendix A.

This example shows how the PADUA application can effectively construct

meaningful dialogues explaining the reason behind assigning an advocated

classification to each input case. No intervention, on the behalf of the user,is

necessary beyondthe inputactivities. The dialogue games betweenthe assigned

two parties will continue automatically until an agreement is reached. The user

can then inspect the resulting dialogue. If the result of a dialogue does not

satisfy the users’ expectations then they could reapply PADUAusing different

input parameters. For instance, by changing thestrategy of oneofthe players, or

both strategies, or changing the values of the support/confidence thresholds. The

advocated application is useable by twotarget audiences: thefirst includes those
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whoare interested in examining the structure of the dialogues produced by the

system. The second includes those who are concerned with the final results of

these dialogues: the proposed classifications of the case under discussion, and

the accuracyoftheseclassifications. Having described thestructure of dialogues

generated by PADUA, the rest of this chapter provides a comprehensive

analysis of this structure together with illuminating examples.

 

 

i Information proponent (entitled) - Proposes a New Ruler

|__DimlogueGeme‘tre case has che following featiirea: Age = ?Scagec80, Residency = 0K, Incomeci&¥ and Capinal<soode.
(Therefore this cise should be classified as (entitled).
Wath confidence = 87,698,

Round 2:

Opponent (nat entitled) ~ Propases a Counter Rule:

The case has the following features: Contribution Yearl = paid, Contribution Year$ = not paid.
Thexefore this case should be classified as (not entitled)

With confidence * $2.5

Round 3:

Propanent (entitled) - Distinguishes the previous rule:

\\The case has the following additional features; Contribution Year4 * paid and Contribution Years © paid.

Therefore my confidence in thia case being of class (not antitied) is ne moxe than 21,184 only. If it haa the additional attsibuce Contzibut;

Round 4:
| Opponent (not entitied) - States that the previous rule has some Unwanted Consaquances (Contribution Year2 = not paid)

Round $:

Proponent: (entitled) - Proposes a new Rule:

‘The case has the following features: Age = 7S<age<20, Residency * UK, Contribution Yeari = paid, Contribution Year? = paid and Contribution }

‘Therefore this case should be classified as (entitled).

 

  

 

Figure 4.1. Output screen showing the PADUA Dialogue Example.

4.2. Strategy and Tactics in PADUA

The interaction of arguments in PADUAis viewed as a form of dialogue game

that has aspects of both persuasion and deliberation dialogues. The balanceasto

which type dominates the game differs according to the dialogue strategies

employed. Recall from Chapter 2 that “formal dialogue games” (e.g.

(McBurney and Parsons, 2002)) are interactions between two or more players,

where each player moves by making utterances, according to a defined set of

rules known as a “dialogue game protocol’, which gives the set of possible

moves expected after a previous move. Choosing the best move amongthis set
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of possible movesis the “strategy problem”. This section is concerned with the

suggested solution for the “strategy problem’ in “Arguing from Experience”,

embodied in PADUA,and demonstrates how the twoparticipants taking part in

PADUA gamescan be represented as cooperative or adversarial agents. How

different strategies give rise to different flavours of dialogueis also discussed.

Someof the dialogues illustrated in this section have the flavour of persuasion

dialogues, others of deliberation dialogues. These twodistinct types of dialogue,

identified by Walton and Krabbe (1995), can be realised in the same protocol

when different strategies are applied. Deliberation dialogues are marked by the

participants attempting to reach the right decision rather than insisting on their

ownpoints of view: the more ready a player is to accept the argumentsofits

opponent when they seem reasonable, the more the game will take on the

flavourof a deliberation.

In PADUA,each player mustselect the kind of move to be presented in the

dialogue, andalsothe particular content of this move. The content of the move

will depend on a variety of factors, all of which need to be considered by the

player. Each combination of these factors leads to a different strategy. Firstly,

the player should take into account the thesis of its arguments (the possible

“view” or classification the player advocates), and the facts of the case under

discussion. Then the player should consider the amountof data available in its

repository, and the nature of this data (the domain from which this data is

taken). The amountof information this player is willing to expose in one move

is also important. Finally, the player’s strategy should have spaceto considerthe

current state of the dialogue, and to forecast the future moves the adversary

might make. In PADUAa player mustselect a single move toplay in its turn.

Moreover, every possible next move is associated with a set of possible rules

that define the selection criteria for the move (desired confidence, premises and

conclusion). Except for unwanted consequences, the other five speech acts

included in PADUA introduce a new rule. However, the rules embodied in

Distinguishing moves do not imply any conclusion. Instead they are intended to

undercut the moves they attack. Proposing a counter rule leadsto a switch in the

players’ roles, and thus changing the focusofthe dialogueto this new rule.
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Arguably, the notion of speech act and content selection in PADUAis best

captured at different levels, as suggested by Moore (1993). Chapter 2 has drawn

attention to how some argumentation systems have approached argument

selection strategies. Here the three-layer structure suggested by Moore (1993)is

adopted as a guideline for designing strategies suitable for the PADUAprotocol.

Recall that the structure Moore suggests has the following levels:

e Level 1: Maintaining the focus of the dispute.

e Level 2: Building its point of view or attacking the opponent’s one.

e Level 3: Selecting an argumentthat fulfils the objectives set at the previous

two levels.

The first two levels refer to the agent’s strategy: the high level aims of the

argumentation. The third level refers to the tactics: the means to achieve the

aimsfixed at the strategic levels. Moore’s requirements form the basis of further

research into agent argumentation strategies (e.g. (Oren et al, 2006), (Amgoud

and Maudet, 2002) and (Yuan, 2004)). Amgoud and Maudet(2002) replace the

first level of Moore’s layered strategy with different profiles for the agents

involved in the interaction. This approach is adopted here. In addition, another

level is added to Moore’s structure: level 0. This new level distinguishes

PADUA gamesinto twobasicclasses. In one class players attempt to win using

as few steps as possible, so exposing the least amount of information to the

opponent. Thus, the type and the content of each move are chosen so that the

played move gives the opponentthe least freedom to plan its next move. This

modeis called: “win” mode.In the other class gamesare playedto fully explore

the characteristics of the underlying argumentation system and the dialogue

game. Thusthe type and the content of each move are chosensothat the played

movewill restrict the opponent’s freedom to plan its next move, but this player

will still have some space to counter attack, thus prolonging the dialogue game.

This modeis called the “dialogue” mode. This layered strategy model is defined

as follows (Wardehetal., 2007b):

e Level 0: Defines the game mode: “win” mode or “dialogue” mode.

e Level 1: Defines the players (agents) profiles.
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e Level 2: Defines the strategy mode: “build” mode or “destroy” mode.In the

first, players aim to win the game by proposing newrules, thus building a

strong argument. In the second, players try to win by “destroying” the

adversary’s argument. This is done by undermining these argumentseither

by distinguishing them or by pointing to their unwanted consequences.

e Level 3: Concerns choosing some appropriate arguments content depending

on thetactics and heuristics suggested.

Amgoudand Parsons (2001) identify five classes of agents’ profiles:

e Agreeable Agent: Accepts wheneverpossible.

e Disagreeable Agent: Only accepts when noreason notto.

¢ Open-minded Agent: Only challenges when necessary.

e Argumentative Agent: Challenges wheneverpossible.

e Elephant Child Agent: Questions wheneverpossible.

The last three profiles are suitable for rule-based argumentation system where

“challenge” and “question” speech acts are available. For the purposes of

PADUA,the first two profiles only will be considered (i.e. agreeable and

disagreeable agents), as these attitudes are appropriate for the AEC scheme.

A Strategy function, which is called the Play function, can consequently be

identified. PADUAplayers may use this function to select the moves to place

next in dialogue games. For each player taking part in the PADUA dialogues,

ae A, The function Play, is defined as follows (Wardehetal., 2009a):

Playa: Mposs * Rposs X Deurrent X Sq XTacticSg— Mposs

Where: Deyrren iS the current dialogue this player is taking part in (as identified

in Section 3.4), thus Derren: represents the set of moves playedin the dialogue so

far, and M isthe setof possible (legal) moves. M,,;;& M is the set of the possible

movesthis player can play. This set includes the possible legal moves that could

be playedas a responseto the last move played in the game (as defined in Table

4.1). Rposs: is the set of legal rules that this agent can put forward in the dialogue.

This set contains the rules that match each of the possible moves. S,: is the
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Strategy Matrix for this player, and has the form S, = [gmz,, profilez, sma] where:

gm, € GM:is the game mode, where GM = {win, dialogue}, profile, € Profile:

is the player profile, where Profile = {agreeable, disagreeable}, and finally,

sm,€ SM:is the strategy mode, where SM = {build, destroy}. Tactics, is the

tactics matrix including the move preference and the best move contenttactics.

Thesetactics are explained in detail in the following sub-section.

4.2.1. PADUATactics

A setof tactics to fulfil the strategic considerations discussed above can now be

identified. These concern the best speech act to place next and, where

applicable, the content of the move: the best AR to be used with the chosen

speech act. Three different tactics will be considered: the first considers the best

ordering of the legal moves. The second concernsthe agentprofile. The third is

a combination of the previous twotactics.

Tactic 1: Legal Moves Ordering

This tactic identifies the order in which legal (possible) speech acts (moves) are

considered when selecting the next move. In PADUA all games begin with

Propose Rule: there are three possible responses to this, and these in turn have

possible responses. The preference for these moves depends on whether the

player is following a build or a destroy strategy. In a destroy strategy the player

will attemptto discredit the rule proposed by its opponent, and hence will prefer

moves such as unwanted consequences and distinguish. In contrast, when using

a build strategy the player will prefer to propose its own rule, and will only

attempt to discredit its adversary’s rule if it has no better rule of its own to put

forward. The preferred order for the two strategies is shown in Figure 4.2. Here

the circles present the six promoted speech acts (moves) given the same

numbers as Table 4.1. The links between the speech acts indicate the possible

attack relations. The possible attacks on each speech act read from top to

bottom, such that the one at the top is most desirable according to the particular

strategy. For instance, if one player puts forward a new (counter) rule thenif the

other player has a buildstrategy, then it will to reply to this move by proposing
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a counter (new) rule correspondingto its advocated class. On the other hand,if

this player has a destroy strategy, then it will attempt to distinguish the previous

movefirst, and only if such attempt fails, the player will try to propose a counter

(new) rule. Whether players are agreeable or disagreeable will have an

influence on whether the agent would attemptto dispute the rule put forward by

its rival, and the nature of the attack if one is made.

 

   2
2

58
05
06
50

55
66
55
66

 

Build Mode Destroy Mode    
Figure 4.2. Legal moves ordering for PADUA (Wardehet al., 2007b).

Tactic 2: Agent Profile — Agreeable or Disagreeable

The AgentProfile tactic articulates how each profile affects a player’s criteria

for attacking its adversary. Agreeable players tend to be less aggressive. If an

agreement with the other players is possible, then there is no need to challenge

their propositions. Disagreeable players, on the other hand, will insist on

challenging their rivals, even if their proposed rule would be acceptable

according to their own data. Agreementwill not be conceded as long asthereis

room to manoeuvre. In the following the two profiles used in PADUA are

described.
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Agreeable Players (Agents):

e An agreeable player ape A acceptsa played rule withoutattackingit if:

Anexact matchofthis rule can be mined from the player’s dataset (2,,)

with a higher or similar confidence.

A partial match of this rule can be mined from the player’s dataset (2,,).

A tule tym €2z) is considered a partial match of another rule re2;,if it

has the same consequencesofr, its set of premises is a supersetof rule r

premises suchthatall these premises matchthe case, andfinally it has a

higheror similar confidence.

¢ Otherwise the agreeable agent will attempt to attack the played move,

according to its underlying strategy mode (build or destroy) using the legal

moves preferences shown in Figure 4.2, and selecting a rule using the

following contenttactics:

Confidence of moves played by agreeable agent should be considerably

lower/higher than the attacked rule, otherwise it agrees with its rival.

Consequences always contain a class attribute. The agent should make

minimum changes to previous move consequences, which should

contain as few attributes aspossible.

Premises are always true of the case. The agent should make minimum

changes to previous move consequences, which should contain as few

attributes as possible.

Disagreeable Players

e A disagreeable agent accepts a played rule if and only if all possible attacks

fail, and so does not even consider whether its data supports the rule. The

choice of the attack (i.e. legal move) to be played depends on the

preferences shownin Figure 4.1 and the choice of rule is in accordance with

the following contenttactics:

Confidence of moves played can be either considerably or slightly

different from the last move. The choice of confidence depends on the

player’s game mode: whetherit is win or dialogue mode.
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— Consequences alwayscontain classattribute. The agent would attempt

to use as few attributesas possible.

— Premises are always true of the case. The agent would attempt to use as

few attributes as possible.

Tactic 3: Best Move

The Best Movetactic is a combination of the above twocategories of tactic.

Table 4.2 brings together the considerations discussed above, and showsthebest

moverelative to the agent’s profile and game mode, for each ofthe six possible

speech acts. For example in win mode an agentwill wantto propose a rule with

high confidence, as one which the adversary is likely to be forced to accept,

whereas in dialogue mode, where a more thorough exploration of the search

space is sought, any acceptable rule can be used to stimulate discussion. The

Best Movetactic thus advocates selecting the most appropriate move as

illustrated in Table 4.2.

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

    
  

Agreeable Disagreeable
Best Move

Win mode Dialogue mode Win mode Dialogue mode

, . Moderate
High confidence Average confidence High confidence

Propose Rule confidence

Fewestattributes Fewestattributes Moderateattributes Fewestattributes

Lowest confidence Moderate drop Lowest confidence Moderate drop
Distinguish ; - - :

Fewestattributes Fewestattributes Fewestattributes Fewestattributes

If some consequences Only if some .
Unwanted . If some consequencesare notin or

are not in or consequences .
Consequences . . contradict the case

contradict the case contradictthe case.

. Moderate
Moderate confidence High confidence High confidence .

Counter Rule confidence

Fewestattributes Fewestattributes Moderateattributes Fewest attributes

Increase Highest confidence Moderate increase Highest confidence Moderate increase

Confidence Fewestattributes Fewestattributes Fewestattributes Fewestattributes

Withdraw . tes
Thepreferable reply to unwanted consequencesattack > selecting criteria is the sameofthe

Unwanted
very last move that led to the unwanted consequences.

Consequences   
Table 4.2. Best move content tactics (Wardehetal., 2007b).
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4.2.2. Discussion of some Example Strategies

The different types of strategies applicable under the PADUAprotocol are now

discussed. These strategies will be illustrated using a number of example

dialogues produced by the PADUA GUIapplication discussed in Section 4.1.

These example dialogues are drawn from the same configuration as applied in

PADUADialogue Example (Sub-section 4.1.2). This sub-section demonstrates

that by changingthe strategy the nature of the dialogue changes drastically. The

strategy used in PADUA Dialogue Example was arbitrarily chosen such that

both players apply disagreeable profiles, and a win game mode. The only

difference wasthat the proponent applied a destroy strategy while the opponent

applied a build one. In the following four examples this strategy was slightly

changed, and each example will be discussed in terms of how these changes

affect the dialogue game.

Strategy Example 1

Assume that both players apply agreeable instead of disagreeable agent

profiles. Here the proponentstarts the dialogue proposing the samerule as in

PADUADialogue Example. But the opponent, instead of challengingthisrule,

simply agrees with the proponent:

Opponent (not entitled) - Agrees with the Proponent,

because the opponent was able to find an exact match of

the rule suggested by the Proponent: (Age = 75<age<80,

Residency = UK, Income<15% and 2000£<Capital<3000£ >

entitled). With confidence = 89.05%.

The consequent dialogue gameis shorter than PADUA Dialogue Exampleas the

opponent agreed with the proponent at a very early stage at the game. Such

agreement maytake place at a later stage in other dialogues, or may not take

place at all. In this worst case it does not matter if the player applies an

agreeable or a disagreeable profile. The result of this dialogue gameis similar to

the one in PADUA Dialogue Example, and the case under discussion is

classified as entitled to housing benefit.
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Strategy Example 2

Thestrategy configuration of Strategy Example 1 can be changed suchthat both

players apply disagreeable profiles, and a win game mode, and both apply a

build strategy. The dialogue produced underthis configuration is different from

the ones produced in PADUA Dialogue Example and in Strategy Example 1.

Here, the dialogue shares the first two steps with Example 1. But at the third

round, the proponent, instead of distinguishing the opponent’s position,

proposesa newruleasfollows:

Proponent: (entitled) - Proposes a new Rule: The case

has the following features: Age = age<80, Residency =

UK, contribution Yl = paid, contribution Y2 = paid and

Contribution Y4 = paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (entitled). With confidence = 97.84%.

The dialogue terminates at this stage. Of note here is that the proponent has

proposed the same rule it proposed at the fifth round in PADUA Dialogue

Example, in the third round of this dialogue. This is because this move matches

the proponentstrategy in this example, whereas in PADUA Dialogue Example

the proponent, following a destroy strategy, was forced to wait until the fifth

roundto play this moveafter failing to distinguish the opponent moves.

Strategy Example 3

The strategy configuration of PADUA Dialogue Example can bealternatively

changed such that both players apply disagreeable profiles, and a win game

mode. However the proponent can apply a build strategy while the opponent

applies a destroy strategy. Once more, the proponentstarts the dialogue in the

same manner as the previous examples. However, at the next round the

opponent, following their strategy, distinguishes this move instead of proposing

a new rule, as follows:
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Opponent (not entitled) - Distinguishes the previous

rule: The case has the following additional features:

Gender = male and contribution Y3 = not paid. Therefore

my confidence in this case being of class (entitled) is

no more than 19.74% only.

The proponent then replies to this attack by proposing the same winning rule

from the previous examples. It is worth noting that the proponent has again

played this rule earlier in the game becauseit matchesits strategy.

Strategy Example 4

All the examples displayed so far, assume that both sides apply a win game

mode. However, both players can make use of dialogue modestrategies. In

addition, the proponent can apply a build strategy while the opponentapplies a

destroy strategy. Using these strategies, the proponent opensthe dialogue with

proposing a newruleas follows:

Proponent (entitled) - Proposes a New Rule: The case has

the following features: Age = 75<age<80 and Residency=UK

Therefore this case should be classified as (entitled).

With confidence = 70.51%.

This move differs from the opening move the proponent used in the previous

dialogues. This is because the proponenthas lookedfor a rule whose confidence

is not much higher than the acceptable level. At the next round the opponent

replies to this moveas follows:

Opponent (not entitled) - Distinguishes the previous

rule: The case has the following additional feature:

Gender = male. Therefore my confidence in this case

being of class (entitled) is no more than 42.34 %only.

Here also the opponent distinguished the proponent proposition by adding as

few additional features as possible to this proposition. Of note here, the drop in

confidence is not as severe as has been the case in the previous examples. The
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dialogue continues in this manner until the eleventh round when the proponent

finally proposes the winning rule from the previous examples. Note thatthis

dialogue is much longer and explores more possibilities than the games where

the players were attempting to force a quick win.

4.2.3. Discussion

It is clear from the above analysis, and the accompanying examples, that

different strategies have different consequencesonthe structure of the dialogue

game. Participants may choose to be cooperative or adversarial. Thus the

resulting dialogues may have the flavourof persuasionor of deliberation. This is

determined by the combination of strategies and tactics of both players.

Dialogues between “disagreeable” players will have a persuasionflavour.If the

opponent is applying a destroy strategy then the dialogue will be akin to

“dissents”. On the other hand, if both players apply build strategies then the

result will be a “dispute” dialogue. A different dialogue type may be achieved

by adopting “agreeable” profiles. When both participants are agreeable the

result will be a deliberation dialogue. In this case players are not committed to

proving a particular thesis. Rather they share the same objective - reaching a

mutually acceptable classification, whether it is the one they are advocating or

not. They, therefore, both aim to come up with the best possible classification

for the case under discussion. A “grey area” exists in the middle between

persuasion anddeliberation dialogues. If one participant has an agreeable profile

while the other has a disagreeable one, then the consequent dialogue will be that

of persuasive flavour with a hint of deliberation, with one participant attacking

all the time while the other player trying to avoid the attacks’’. Table 4.3

provides a summary of the discussion included in this sub-section.

Game modetactics do not have an immediate effect on the dialogue type.

Rather, they offer a chance to explore the features of PADUAdialogues in more

detail. “Win” and “dialogue” modetactics lead, most of the time, to the same

 

W Although presented as distinct dialogue types in (Walton and Krabbe, 1995), other discussions

such as (Walton, 2009) use examplesin which thedistinction is less clear cut, and even becomes

blurred at times. Therefore, no difficulty is seen in regarding PADUAdialogues as persuasion

dialogues (the existence of a winner, even where the competition is not fierce, gives them this

form) with varying degrees ofsimilarity to deliberation according to differentstrategies.
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end result. The difference is that when both players apply win modetactics, they

will reach a resolution more swiftly than if they have applied “dialogue” mode

tactics. Thus dialogue game modetactics are important to seeking make the

most of each other’s different experiences in the course of the dialogue. Win

game modetactics, on the other hand, are more desirable in scenarios where the

concern is not the dialogueitself, but rather the result of the dialogue. Another

noteworthy point is the effect different strategies have on the end result of the

dialogues governed by PADUA.This point was not covered by the examples

discussed above. But in some cases, altering the strategies may lead to a

significant divergence in the course of a dialogue game. Consequently, the

output of this game could change from onepossible “view” (classification) to

another, for instance, if a player has an acceptable association for one

classification but a better association supporting the contrary. This point will be

explored in details in Chapter 5, where the effect of applying differentstrategies

on the operation of PADUAis investigated.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proponent’s Strategy Opponent’s Strategy
Resulting Dialogue

Profile Mode Profile Mode

; : : ; Disputes
Disagreeable Build Disagreeable Build

(persuasion)

Disagreeable Build Disagreeable Destroy
Dissents

Disagreeable Destroy Disagreeable Build
(persuasion)

Disagreeable Destroy Disagreeable Destroy

Agreeable ANY Agreeable ANY Deliberation

Agreeable ANY Disagreeable ANY Mixed Dialogue

. (persuasion with
Disagreeable ANY Agreeable ANY

hint of deliberation).       
Table 4.3. A summary ofthe types of dialogues supported by PADUA.

4.3. On Accrual of Arguments in PADUA

The tactics discussed above do not consider, when selecting movesto place in

the dialogue game,the structure of the rules forming the content of these moves.

Rather, they acknowledge the confidence of each rule and whether or not the
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rule matchesthecriteria for the underlying speech act. A new set of optional

tactics will be presented in this section to attend to the particulars of the ARs

associated with moves placed in PADUA’s dialogue games. Thesetactics are

integrated into the decision making process of each player as follows. Upon

applying the best contenttactic (tactic 3), the player will have the option to

further filter the selected rules. Rules with more than one attribute in their

antecedents or consequences are considered accruals of arguments. Therefore

these rules should satisfy certain conditionsif they are to be includedin the best

content tactic. Prakken (2005a) suggests three basic principles that accrual

formalisations should consider. These principles will now be discussed in

relation to the decision making procedure outlined above, before presenting how

this procedureis translated into a set of tactics that can be applied along with the

other tactics identified in the previous section.

Thefirst principle (Principle 1) indicates that “accruals are sometimes weaker

than their elements”. When combining multiple arguments together it is not

always the case that the resulting arguments would be stronger than the

individual sub-arguments. This is because there is a possibility that these sub-

arguments are not independent. Principle! applies also to the arguments

instantiated from AEC2 asintegrated into PADUA.For example, the following

three rules may have been generated by a player in a PADUAdialogue game:

R}: XPQ__ with confidence c; = 50%.

R2: YPQ_ with confidence cz = 70%.

R3: XY2Q_ with confidence c3 = 20%.

Note that although features X and Q appear together in 50% of the instances in

which the set X appears, and features Y and Q appear together in 70% of the

instances in which the set Y appears, yet Q appears only in 20% ofthe instances

which contains both X and Y. Such scenario may take place in variety of

domains. In the shopping basket example, we may observe that 50% of

customers who boughtchicken boughtbread, and 70% of customers who bought

cheese bought bread, yet only 20% of customers who bought both cheese and

chicken boughtbread.
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The second principle (Principle 2) in Prakken’s set states that: “An accrual

makes its elements inapplicable”. Thus, any larger accrual makesall its lesser

versionsirrelevant. This principle is relevant to the “Arguing from Experience”

because accruals consider more “information” from the case under discussion

than any of its individual sub-arguments. Therefore once an accrual is placed in

a dialogue it makesall its sub-argumentsillegal in the subsequent flow of this

dialogue. For example, in a PADUA dialogue between two players P and O,

assumethat P can generate the following rules form its set of past examples:

R: X¥>w_ with confidence c = 60%

R}: XPw_ with confidence c; = 80%

R,: YPw__ with confidence cz = 50%

While O maygenerate the following rule:

Ry: ZP-w with confidence c = 70%

If P opened the game with R asits initial argument, then O would attack this

argumentby the counter argument R,. According to principle2 P would not be

able to play any of the other ARs (R, or R») and thus loses the gameto player O.

The last principle in Prakken’s account (Principle 3) indicates that: “Flawed

reasons or arguments may not accrue”. Thusall the sub-arguments in an accrual

should be valid arguments. In PADUA flawed arguments maybe identified as

ARs whose confidence is below the acceptable level. According to this

definition the third principle is not binding when forming accruals of arguments

in PADUA.Rather, players may apply this principle as a tactic to achieve

“stronger” accruals, or to attack the “weakest link” in accruals proposed by the

other side. The abovethree principles are embodied in PADUAbythe meansof

two tactics that may be used with any of the strategies and tactics discussed in

the previous section. The first tactic seeks an answer to whether a player is

better off placing a single “Argument from Experience” or an accrual of these

arguments. The secondtactic concernsthelastprinciple (Principle 3).
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Accrual Tactic 1: Playing a single argument or an accrual of related

arguments:

A player may consider playing an accrual of “Arguments from Experience”, if

an ARsatisfying the following two conditions could be mined from the set of

this player past experience. The first condition concerns the speech act for

which therule is mined:

e The content of “Propose Rule” or “Counter Rule” speech acts can be either

a single argumentor an accrual.

e The content of “Increase Confidence” speech acts is an accrual of

arguments, as new attributes (arguments) are addedto the initial argument

to increase its confidence.

e The content of “Distinguish” speech act is a counter accrual in which more

argumentsare gathered against a certain conclusion.

The second condition examinesPrinciple 1 and Principle 2 identified above as

follows:

e Propose Rule or Counter Rule: Let R: z>Q (with confidence Cp) be a single

argument, let R*: Z>Q (with confidence Cg:) be an accrual of arguments.If

dz €Z such that Cr > Cr then play z?Q.

e Increase Confidence: Let R: XPQ with confidence Cp is the previously

played argument, let R‘: XYQ with confidence Cr* is the output of the

increase confidence step such that Cr>Cr. Now the player puts XYPQ

forward if and only if there is no y €Y such that the confidence of (y >Q) >

CR’, otherwise play y 9Q.

Accrual Tactic 2: The weakest link attack

This attack is related to Principle 3 regarding flawed arguments. In PADUA

some conflicts may take place if the same rule (argument) was mined by both

sides with different confidence values. This means that an argument whichis

totally valid from one player's perspective can be considered flawed from the
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perspective of the other. Thus, a player can attack its rivals moves based onits

own confidence in these moves. This attack is formally explained as follows.

Let P and O be twoplayers. If P played an accrual X;...X, >Q (with confidence

c), then if O could formulate an argument of the form X;>Q (with confidence

cj) such that XieX, and c; is lower than the minimum confidence (the argument

is invalid) then O can play this argument(rule) as a weak link attack. Thistactic,

while interesting, requires additional speech act to be incorporated in the

dialogue model presented in Section 3.2. Therefore, the implemented PADUA

application does not take this attack into consideration. However, seen as an

appealing extension of the promoted dialogue model, Chapter 9 will return to

this attack when suggesting direction for future work.

4.4. Arguing about Intermediate Concepts (Classifications)

Oneclassic example of the PADUA reasoning and application model is found in

commonlaw,especially as practiced in the US, where arguments about a case

are typically backed by precedents. Even where decisions on past cases are

encapsulated in rule, the ratio decendi, the particular facts are still considered

and play crucial roles in the argument. An important topic of discussion in

recent work on reasoning with legal precedentis the significance of intermediate

concepts (e.g. (Ashley and Briininghaus, 2003), (Atkinson and Bench-Capon,

2005) and (Lindahl and Odelstad, 2005)). Lindahl and Odelstad (2005) make an

important distinction between intermediate predicates which are functionally

determined by some base level predicates, and those for which there is no

simple truth functional relationship: where there are a number of

considerations, but no way of combining these to form necessary or sufficient

conditions. Forthis latter kind of intermediate predicates, it may be necessary to

first agree their application before deciding the main question. This point is

analogousto the difficulty in classifying examples of XOR using a single layer

perceptron proposed by Minsky and Papert (1969). No simple classification rule

for XOR over twovariables can be produced using only the truth functions of

the inputs. Rather the intermediate classifications “and” and “or” must be

produced and thenfinal classification conducted in termsof these. So too, with
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law: somefeatures usedin classifying cases are not simple facts of the case, but

ratherclassifications of the applicability of intermediate concepts onthe basis of

a subset of the facts of the case. “Arguing from Experience” dialogues must

therefore be able to accommodate a degree of nesting, where first the

satisfaction of intermediate concepts is agreed, and then used in the main debate.

This concept of intermediate concepts (classifications) is accommodated in

PADUAthrough the possibility of “nested” dialogues. PADUA allows for

dialogues to be nested so that a number of secondary dialogues may take place

to solve disputes over someintermediate classifications, before arguing over the

main issue (classification) can take place. Note that this form of “nesting”

differs from the one identified in (Walton and Krabbe, 1995), by which

resolving certain conflicts may require leaving the persuasion dialogueto enter a

dialogue of a different type. As in PADUA,the players leave the main dialogue

to enter a secondary dialogue of the same type to debate intermediate concepts.

To realise this view of nested dialogues, a Control Layer was incorporated into

the PADUAsystem. This Control Layer is intended to manage the arrangements

of the main and secondary dialogues. This layer also facilitates the

communication amongthe participants of every dialogue, to cover the cases in

which someplayers are engaged only in some “nested” dialogues, and notin all

of them. The implementation of PADUA Control Layer has been kept as simple

as possible, mainly because dialogues taking place in the PADUAsystem are of

a persuasive nature, and follow the “Arguing from Experience” dialogue model

discussed in the previous chapter.

The formalisation of the PADUA control layer is defined in the terms of the

following components:

e Theset of agents (players) A = {Proponent, Opponent} as identified in

Section 4.1. Such that the set of classes each player tries to prove true

contains the main class and any intermediate classes argued about in the

nested dialogues.

¢ Gs: set of PADUAsecondary dialogue games.

e gm: the PADUA main dialogue game.
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e start: a function that begins a certain PADUAdialogue game,start(gs € Gs)

begins a secondary dialogue game, while start(gm) begins the main

dialogue.

Note that the PADUAcontrol layer requires some degree of domain analysis to

identify and organise the intermediate predicates, so as to form whatis termed in

IBP by Ashley and Briininghaus (2003) a “logical model” of the domain. This

analysis is at a high level and, as in IBP, does not require the consideration of

individual cases. Once identified, this “logical model” can be used by the

control layer of PADUAtoset the agendafor the dialogue.

A short example is now providedtoclarify the above definitions andto illustrate

the improvements gained when applying nested dialogues to the housing benefit

welfare domain discussed in Section 4.1.3. Recall that the major problem with

benefits such as the above is that they are often adjudicated by a number of

different offices and exhibit a high error rate due to various misunderstandings

of the legalisation and how it should be interpreted. This yields large data sets

which contain a significant number of misclassifications, the nature of which

varies from office to office. To test how PADUAcan cope with this situation,

artificial RPHA benefits datasets (each comprises 12,000 records) were

generated to mimic different systematic misapplications of the rules. For

example that one does not consider the exceptions to the residency condition

(i.e. only UKresidents are considered valid candidates for the benefits), while

another interprets the “established connection with the UK labour force’ as

having paid contributions in 3 of the last 6 years rather than 5. The purpose of

this test was to find out whether the proposed dialogue game helpsin correctly

classifying examples and henceforth correctly interprets them, even when the

two agents are depending on (completely or partially) wrongly classified

examples. This could provide a way to facilitate the sharing of best practice

between offices. Each dataset was assigned to a PADUAplayer, corresponding

ARs were mined from these sets (as necessary) using a 70% confidence

threshold for both players, and PADUA was applied to different sets of

examples each of which focuses on an exception of one of the six conditions

mentioned above.
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Unfortunately when n out of m attributes are needed to decide whether a

conditionis satisfied or not, like the contribution years in our example,it is not

always the case that the classification process will run correctly. Morereliable

results can be achieved by applying an intermediate nested dialogue over the

contribution years factor, which gives as a result the status of the contribution

condition (true or false) before a main dialogue takes placeover the eligibility of

the applicant. For example, take the case of a male applicantthatsatisfies all the

conditions except for the contribution condition as he paid only the contribution

fees of the third, fourth and the sixth years, and apply the “one-dialogue”

PADUAto this case between the same proponent and opponentas in the last

example (also applying the samestrategies and tactics), the proponent fails to

correctly classify the candidate status even after a very exhaustive 30 step

dialogue in which each contribution year is considered as independentfactors,

as can be shownby someofthe rules played in the dialogue’®:

Proponent (not entitled) - Proposes a New Rule (R1): The

case has the following feature: Contribution Y5 = not

paid. Therefore this case should be classified as (not

entitled). With confidence = 73.14%.

Proponent (not entitled) - Proposes a New Rule (R23):

The case has the following features: Gender=male, and

Contribution Y2= not paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (not entitled). With confidence = 87.69%.

Proponent (not entitled) - Proposes a New Rule (R29)

The case has the following features: residence=UK,

Contribution Y1l= not paid, Contribution Y2= not paid and

Contribution Y5= not paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (not entitled). With confidence = 95.31%.

If it has the additional attribute Age>=65 years.

None ofthese can gain acceptance from the dataset used by the opponent. The

opponentcan play a rule suchas:

 

'8 This example was previously publish in (Wardehet al., 2008b, 2009a)
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Opponent (entitled) - Proposes a New Rule (R30): The

case has the following features: Age>=65, Residence=UK,

Contribution Y3= paid, Income<20% and

2000£<Capital<3000£. Therefore this case should be

classified as (entitled). With confidence = 96.82%.

The latter rule is in fact the final movein the dialogue, as the proponentfails to

defeat it using any ofthe valid attacks. This showsthe inability of the proponent

to force acceptance of any of its proposed rules, which meansthat a mistake is

made. Table 4.4 showshow,by applying two dialogues (nested and main)to the

same case using the same individual datasets, so that the contributions issue can

be settled separately, the proponent becomesable to win the game: by winning

the nested dialogue over contribution yearsfirst, then applying the result of that

dialogue to the main dialogue. Of course, to apply this method, first the

intermediate concepts, which require this special treatment, must be identified,

and so at least some of the sort of analysis found in the works of Aleven (1997)

and Ashley (1990) must be performed. This further strengthens the argument

made by Governatori and Stranieri (2001) and in other works such as (Atkinson

and Bench-Capon, 2005) whichstress the crucial role of intermediate concepts.

4.5. Summary

This chapter has taken the theory of “Arguing from Experience”articulated in

Chapter 3 and transformedthis into a dialogue gameprotocol called the PADUA

protocol. This protocol enables dialogue games between two players, each

representing one side of a conflict over the classification of some case in some

domain. The result of dialogue games under PADUA is a proposed

classification of the case under discussion. Details were given of how this

protocol wasrealised as the PADUA GUIApplication. This implemented system

was used to investigate the nature of the resulting dialogues. This chapter also

discussed PADUAstrategies and tactics. A four layer strategy model based on

that proposed by Moore (1993) was presented. This chapter ended by

considering the issue of accrual of arguments in the PADUAprotocol, and the
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problem of intermediate classifications. In the case of the latter it was shown

how the performance of PADUA can be enhanced by allowing for nested

dialoguesto take place over intermediate precedents.

 

 

Nested Dialogue Main Dialogue

Round 1: Proponent (Contr Not Paid) - Round 1: Proponent (not entitled) -

Proposes a New Rule: The case has the Proposes a New Rule: The case has

following features: Contr: yearl, = not the following feature: Contribution

paid and contr year5 = not. paid.
NOT PAID. Therefore this case

Therefore this case should be classified
Bait

as (not paid). With confidence = 74.71%. Should be Giaseitied aa {mot
entitled). With confidence =

Round 2: Opponent (Contr Paid) - 94.00%. If it has the additional
Distinguishes the previous rule: The

. wo, attribute age>65.
case has the following additional

feature: contr year3 = paid. Therefore Round 2: Opponent (entitled) _

my confidence in this case being of Distinguishes the previous rule:

class (not paid) is no more than 30.00% .
The case has the following

only.
additional features: gender = male

Round 3: Proponent (Contr Not Paid) - Therefore

Increases the confidence of a previous

rule: The case has the additional

feature: contr yearl = not paid.

Therefore this case should be classified

confidence =as (not With

100.00%.

paid).

Round 4: Opponent (Contr Paid) -

Distinguishes the previous rule: The

case has the following additional

feature: contr year6é = paid. Therefore

my confidence in this case being of

class (not paid) is no more than 30.00%

only.

Round 5: Proponent (Contr Not Paid) -

Increases the confidence of a previous

rule: The case has the additional

feature: contr year4 = not paid.

Therefore this case should be classified

as (not paid). With confidence = 100%.

and 2500£<capital<3000£.

my confidence in this case being of

class entitled) is no(not more

than 18.84% only.

Round 3: Proponent (not entitled) -

States that the previous rule has

some Unwanted

(2500<capital<3000).

Consequences

  The opponent fails to counter the

proponent attack, and the game ends in

favour of the proponent.  The opponent fails to counter the

proponent attack, and the game ends in

favour of the proponent.
 

Table 4.4. The results of applying the nested dialogue (Wardehetal., 2009a,

2008b).
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4.5. Summary.

The next chapter will examine the issues addressed in this chapter by meansof a

sequence of empirical experiments designed to provide evidence regarding the

operation of PADUAandthe nature of the consequent dialogues. The results

obtained from these experiments will affirm that PADUA can successfully

predict class values for cases from different two-class domains, with accuracies

comparableto other conventional classifiers. The included experiments will also

be used to evaluate the various features of the PADUAprotocol, such as

strategies and nested dialogues.
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Observations (1) - Analysis of the

Features of the PADUA Protocol

The previous chapter provided a description of the PADUAprotocol and the

style of dialogues it produces. This chapter complements the discussion of the

previous chapter with a report of a set of empirical experiments designed to

evaluate the operation of PADUAin terms of the accuracy of the dialogues

produced. The analysis presented here will provide evidence that PADUA can

successfully facilitate two-party “Arguing from Experience”. Also it will be

shown that PADUAcan effectively classify cases from two-class datasets, by

means of argumentation, while at the same time producing an explanation (in

the form of a dialogue transcript) as to how each case wasclassified. Theresults

of the reported experiments will show that PADUAis particularly applicable to

domains in which there are large volumesof data available and where it would

prove unrealistic to hand craft a knowledge base. PADUA can thus complement

rule based protocols, since its performance is actually enhanced by large

volumesof data; whereas, for example, the work of Chorley and Bench-Capon

(2005), which used dialogue to generate rule based theory, can only be applied

to comparatively small datasets. Also, the work suggested by Governatori and

Stranieri (2001) to generate defeasible and strict rules using ARM techniquesis

limited to small datasets. Otherrestrictions are also forced on the datasets used

in this work such as that they should have no missing values andthatall values

are correctly recorded. PADUAontheother handis applicable to misinterpreted

or noisy data, as will be emphasised throughoutthis chapter.

Mostof the experiments discussed here were carried out using the same setup.

Section 5.1 provides details of this setup. Sections 5.2 to 5.6 discuss the results

of the various experiments implemented to examine the various aspects of

PADUA.Section 5.7 concludes with a summary. Four categories of experiments

were defined:
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1. The operation of PADUA as meansto facilitate two-party “Arguing from

Experience” and the nature ofthe resulting dialogues. Section 5.2 provides

analysis of a numberof experiments intendedto assess this operation.

2. The operation of PADUAasclassifier was seen as important by-product

of the promoted model. Section 5.3 provides a comparative analysis of the

application of PADUAto a numberofclassification problems.

3. PADUArobustnessto noise, seen as important if PADUAisto be applied

in real-world domains was thoroughly evaluated. Different types of noise

were investigated: (i) random class noise and missingattributes. Section 5.4

provides an analysis of a number of experiments designed to address these

types of noise. (ii) “Systematic errors” that occur because of some

underlying misconception or misunderstanding rather than data loss or

miscommunication. Section 5.5 provides analysis of applying PADUA with

datasets infected with theseerrors.

4. The effects of applying different strategies on the characteristics of the

underlying dialogues. Section 5.6 provides a summary of experiments

intended to evaluate the different possible strategies in PADUA.

5.1. Experimental Design

This section describes the background to the evaluation described in this

chapter. The section is divided into four sub-sections: (i) review of the data sets

used, (ii) review of the comparator classifiers, (iii) review of the evaluation

measures used, and(iv) description of the advocated methodology.

5.1.1. Datasets

A numberofreal-world andartificial datasets were used for the evaluation. The

latter were utilised because they provided fertile settings to examine the

particular features of PADUA. The datasets used are summarised below, Table

5.1 provides an overview of the features of these datasets:
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1. Three two-class real world datasets, all were drawn from the UCI

repository (Blake and Merz, 1998). For the purposes of testing PADUA a

discretised version of each of these sets was used. The discretised datasets

were obtained by anonymous download from (Coenen, 2003).

2. TwoArtificial datasets generators were implemented for the purposes of

testing PADUA. Each generator produced datasets expressing different

fictional benefit scenario:

— A Retired Persons Housing Allowance (RPHA)discussed in Chapter4.

— A welfare benefit scenario originally developed by Bench-Capon

(1993), and had been used in several experiments such as the one

conducted in (Bench-Capon and Coenen, 2000), (Mozina et al, 2005)

and (Johnston and Governatori, 2003).

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Best published
Domain Exs# Atts# Missing Classes ee

(Ucn

51.8% edible, 48.2% 100% (Kim and Park, 2004)
Mushroom 8124 22 1.4%

poisonous SVM.

Congressional Voting 45.2% democrats, 89% (Gioniset al., 2007).
435 16 10.7%

Records 54.8% republican Cluster aggregation.

716.6% (Eggermontetal., )
Pima (Diabetes) 768 8 0 65.1% no, 34.9% yes.

Bagged C4.5.

2400
Housing Benefits 11 0

24000 50% entitled

2400 50% not entitled
Welfare benefit 13 0

24000     
 

Table 5.1. Datasets used with PADUA.The columnsare, in order: name ofthe

domain; numberofexamples; numberofattributes; the percentage ofmissing value

andthe classes’ distribution. Last column showsthe best published accuracy

according to the UCI Machine Learning repository (Blake and Merz, 1998).

The second scenario concerns fictional welfare benefit paid to pensioners to

compensate expensesfor visiting a spouse in hospital. The benefit is payableif

six conditions are satisfied. These conditions resemble the ones associated with

the RPHA benefits. However, RPHA employs a more flexible contribution and

residency conditions: in the welfare benefit the applicant should have paid

contributions in four outofthe last five relevant contribution years (instead of
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three). Also the applicant should be resident in UK andnotabsent from it. An

additional condition features in the Welfare benefit scenario, such that: “Jf the

patient is an in-patient the hospital should be within a certain distance: if an

out-patient, beyond that distance.” The wide range of conditions covered by

both scenarios is one of the reasons why they wereselected to evaluate PADUA.

Two datasets following each scenario were generated for the purposesoftesting

PADUAand examining its features, such that one of the two is muchlarger (in

terms of numberof records) than the other. Thus the four sets provided a means

to examine the performance of PADUA with large and medium sized datasets.

Both scenarios are applied in terms of two classes: “Entitled” to the benefit or

“Not Entitled’. The datasets were produced such that they contain equal

numbersofcases falling under eachclass.

5.1.2. Comparator Classifiers

The performance of PADUA,asa classifier, was comparedto total of eight

alternative classification algorithmsso as to cover a wide range of paradigms”:

e Decision Trees: Twovariations of the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993) were

applied. The distinction between the two of them isin the splitting criteria:

— Random Decision Tree (RDT)selects the most frequent item.

— Information Gain Decision Tree (IGDT) applies the Information gain

measure as suggested by Quinlan (1987).

e¢ CARMAlgorithms: These apply similar techniques to the underlying rule

mining mechanism embodied by PADUA. Comparing PADUAto these

algorithms wastherefore seen appropriate. The following were used:

— CBA- Classification Based on Associations (Liu et al, 1998).

— CMAR- Classification based on Multiple ARs(Liet al, 2001).

— TFPC - Total From Partial Classification (e.g. (Coenenet al, 2005)).

e Inductive learning algorithms for generating CARs:

—  CPAR- Classification based on Predictive ARs (Yin and Han, 2003).

 

? For full details of these classifiers the reader can refer to Chapter2.
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— PRM Predictive Rule Mining (Yin and Han, 2003).

— FOIL - First Order Inductive Learner (Quinlan and Cameron-Jones,

1993) as implemented in (Coenen 2004a).

5.1.3. Evaluation Measurements

Four measurements were applied to assess the operation of PADUA:

¢ Classification accuracy calculated as the number of cases PADUA(and the

other identified classifiers) correctly predicted when applied to each of the

datasets discussed above, where “Ten-fold Cross Validation” (TCV) tests

were appliedto calculate this accuracy.

e Average Accuracy acrossall the included datasets was also calculated (for

PADUAandthe otherclassifiers) in some of the included experiments. The

significance of this measure is debatable but it has often been used (e.g.

(Quinlan, 1993) (Clark and Boswell, 1991)).

e The length of the underlying dialogues calculated as the average number of

rounds PADUArequires to cometo a decision with respect to cases from

each of the identified datasets. This measurement provides evidence to the

soundness of PADUAdialogues.

e The McNemar’s test was used to uncoverthe significant differences in the

operation of PADUA and the included classifiers, or when applying

PADUAusingdifferent settings. The use of this test was recommended in a

numberofpapers(e.g. (Salzberg, 1997) and (Aleven, 2003)).

The McNemar’s test is essentially a “sign test’ designed to explore the

hypothesis that one classifier is significantly better than another, by comparing

the number of cases on which oneclassifier does better against those on which

the other classifier does better”. In this chapter, the results of applying PADUA

with 100 cases were comparedto theresults from one classifier at a time using

the same cases. The difference in the operation of the two approaches was

 

(Inumberof cases in which PADUA failed—numberof cases the other classifier failed|—1)?20 McNemar(y) = — ;
0) |number of cases in which PADUAfailed+numberof casesthe other classifier failed|
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considered significant if the P-value associated with the test was less than

0.057". The lower the P-value, the more “significant” the differences are

betweenthe twoclassifiers.

5.1.4. Methodology

The evaluation methodology used for the experimentations described in this

chapter was as follows. First each dataset was divided equally among two

PADUAplayers, such that each one got a random half of the dataset under

consideration. Then a number of PADUA dialogue games were conducted

between these two players to classify a number of cases. The results were then

interpreted according to the nature of the test. Note that the code used in these

experiments is available for anonymous download from the author’s webpage:

http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~maya/PADUA_App.html. Table 5.2 provides a

summary of the PADUA parameters used in the experiments included in this

chapter andtheir values.

 

Experiment Strategy Support Conf
 

Evaluating the Operation of PADUA.(5.2.1, 5.2.2 and

5.2.3)

 Proponent: disagreeable

Evaluating the Operation of PADUAasa Classifier. build strategy in win mode.

(5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.2.3) opponent:disagreeable build
1% 50%

 strategy in win mode
Assessment of PADUA’s Robustnessto Noise (5.4.1

and 5.4.2)

 

Applying PADUAto Misinterpreted Data (5.5.1, and

5.5.2)

     Assessmentofthe Role of Strategy in PADUA(5.6) All Possible Stratgies.
 

Table 5.2. PADUAinput parameters.

 

2! This value indicates the probability of PADUA producingresults (at least) as good as the other

classifier, assumingthat the null hypothesisis true.
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Where any of the identified comparator classifiers, which all use a single

dataset, was applied, they operated on the union of the two datasets (the original

sets). Where applicable the same support/confidence values were used.

5.2. Evaluating the Operation of PADUA

This section provides an empirical analysis of the process of “Arguing from

Experience”, embodied in PADUA.Theincluded experiments made use of the

seven datasets (itemised above), which were chosen because they represented a

diverse set of past experiences, providing a range of coverage suitable for

experimenting with PADUA.The study comprised three experiments:

e Thefirst experiment assessed PADUA dialogues by meansof the accuracy

of the resulting classification. A high accuracy indicated that the underlying

argumentation process can be used as meansto enable joint reasoning from

past experience amongst twoparticipants.

e The second experiment evaluated the improvement in the operation of

PADUAwhennested dialogues are applied.

e The third experiment examined the average length of PADUA dialogues

with respectto the individual application domain (dataset).

5.2.1. The Accuracy of the Underlying Dialogues

The first experiment involved applying a number of TCV tests. This was

achieved by running PADUAten timesleaving out one tenth (in order) ofthe

available data. In each run this 10% was appliedas test set, and the accuracy

of the run wascalculated as the numberof correctly classified cases from the

training set divided bythe size of the set. Figure 5.1 shows the average accuracy

obtained for each dataset. Note that PADUA obtained above 90% accuracy in

all cases. This high accuracy indicates that “Arguing from Experience” was

productively utilised in PADUA, between two parties, to come to a

classification of cases in each of the included domains. The two parties mined
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arguments, as needed, from their own datasets, and efficiently placed them in

the underlying dialogue games.

 
| 100.00 + - oe pa

 

Figure 5.1. Accuracy of PADUA TCVtests.

5.2.2. Assessment of Nested Dialogues

The previous chapter explained how PADUA handles intermediate

classifications by applying nested dialoguesto resolve these classifications, then

applying the results of these dialogues in the dialogue over the main

classification problem. For the purposes of evaluating if the performance of

PADUAbenefits from applying nested dialogues, these dialogues were applied

overthe issue of contribution years in the RPHA domain.Here, both players had

to engage,first, in a nested dialogue to determine whether the candidate under

consideration has paid their contribution in at least three out of the last five

years, the result of which was then used in the main dialogue. Thusthe attributes

representing the contribution condition were expressed in the main dialogue as a

Boolean value: paid enough contributions or not. A TCV test was performed to

measure the average accuracy obtained when nested dialogues were applied

using the Housing Benefits (2400) dataset. The result was then compared with

those obtained from the TCV test discussed in Sub-section 5.2.1. The obtained

results showed an increase in PADUA accuracy from 99.87% when nonested

dialogues were performed to 99.96% with nested dialogues. These results

suggest that applying nested dialogues could improve the operation of PADUA.
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5.2.3. Discussion about the Length of the Dialogues

The analysis reported thus far has shown that PADUAcan successfully facilitate

“Arguingfrom Experience” between twoplayers. A detailed investigation of the

underlying dialogues can now be discussed. This discussion is intended to

confirm the mechanism by which PADUAaids the process of “Arguing from

Experience’, and to provide further evidence of the soundness of the dialogues

conducted by PADUA. This sub-section provides an analysis of the average

length of the dialogues measured by the average number of rounds PADUA

requires to reach decision aboutcases in given datasets. If dialogue gamesfinish

too quickly, or if they take a large numberof roundsto resolve each case, then

PADUAwill be rather inapplicable to solve real world scenarios. Fortunately

this is not the case as exemplified in Figure 5.2 which shows the average

numberof rounds for each of the domains considered in the TCV tests of Sub-

section 5.2.1. For instance, with the congressional voting data set the average

length of dialogues was 12.9 rounds; with a standard deviation equal to 5.89 (the

longest dialogue recorded took 19 rounds to complete). Note that the longest

dialogues take place in the Mushroom dataset. This is because records in this

domain comprise a large number of attributes providing players with ample

meansto attack and counterattack each others, thus prolonging the dialogues.

25

20

Congressional Pima Muceroom —Howsing Benefit Welfare Benefit Housing Benefit: Welfare Benefit
Voting Records (24008 (2400) £2400) £24000}

Figure 5.2. The average number of PADUAroundsper domain. Error bars

represent the standard deviation.
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Another issue of note in this discussion is the number of rounds consumedin

nested dialogues (where applied) and their consequenceson the overall dialogue

length. If nesting dialogues considerably prolong the overall dialogues then such

a procedure might not be desirable. To examine this point, the average lengths

(and the standard deviation (SD)) of the nested and main dialogues produced in

Sub-section 5.2.2 were calculated. The results of these calculations reveal that

the average length of both dialogues combined is no worse than the average

length observed when no nesting was applied. Without any nesting PADUA

required 7.68 rounds on average to come to a conclusion aboutthe classification

of case from Housing Benefits (2400) dataset. With nested dialogues, the

number of rounds PADUAneeded to complete nested dialogues over the issue

of contribution payments was on average 5.18 rounds (SD= 4.676), and then

PADUAfinished the main dialogue in 2.204 rounds (SD= 0.88). Thus, PADUA

required on average 7.38 rounds to finish both dialogues. This indicates that

applying nested dialoguesslightly shortens the length of the overall dialogues.

5.3. Assessment of PADUAasa Classifier

This section provides evidence of the application of PADUAasa classifier in

two-class domains. Two experiments were undertaken to provide a thorough

analysis ofthis application:

e The first experiment compared the accuracy ofthe classifications obtained

from PADUA from each identified dataset with those obtained from the

other identified classifiers.

e The second experiment examined the difference in behaviour between

PADUAandeachofthe applied classifiers.

5.3.1. Comparison with otherclassifiers

One of the most distinctive features to emerge from the analysis given in the

previous section was the possibility of exploiting PADUA to solve binary

classification problems. In order to establish PADUAas a worthyclassifier, its
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average accuracy, in each of the itemised datasets (as calculated in Sub-section

5.2.1), was comparedto the accuracies obtained from applying TCVtests using

the identified classifiers. Figure 5.3 illustrates the results obtained from these

TCV tests. The displayed results suggest that PADUA can be exploited as a

classifier with two-class datasets. Also, PADUA outperformed the other

classifiers in three cases (Pima, Housing Benefit (2400) and Welfare Benefit

(2400)), and achieved the second best accuracyin all the other domains. These

observations merit further discussion. RDT outperformedall the other classifiers

in the Congressional Voting Records domain mainly because of the nature of

these records. All the 16 attributes in this dataset have a binary value (yes/no)

which provides an ideal format for the application of decision trees algorithms.

Notethat the performance of PADUA improved when moderately large datasets

were used. Very small datasets do not provide enough experience to back the

arguments advanced by PADUAplayersin the context of each dialogue game.

Very large datasets, on the other hand, may increase the processing time

required to build the P- and T-trees data structure employed by each player.

The average accuracy across all the domains included in the previous test was

also calculated. Figure 5.4 illustrates these results. Note that average

performance of PADUA (98.57%) is better than the otherclassifiers (e.g. RDT

97.48% and FOIL 95.3%) because PADUAhasperformed consistently with the

seven included datasets. The results reported thus far encourage the application

of PADUAasa classifier utilising dialogue games between two players, each

representing one possible classification in some two-class domain, to classify

cases from this domain. The reason why PADUAdoeswell as classifier lies in

its underlying dialectical process, in which the two possible classification of

each case are debated, by the two players, each defending its own thesis, until

they cometo a decision of which classification suits the givencase.

Note that the TCV run time for PADUA with each dataset was as follows (in

seconds): Housing Benefits 2400 (94.06), Housing Benefits 24000 (169.53),

welfare 2400 (112.66), welfare 24000 (212.16), Congressional Voting (20.13),

Mushrooms (226.76) and Pima (8.95). This is of course considerably longer
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than the runtime recorded for the other included classifiers which could be

measured in milliseconds, rather than seconds.
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Figure 5.3. Accuracy of the TCVtests for the two-class domains. Error bars

represent the standard deviationfor eachclassifier.

 

 

 

PADUA RDT IGDT TEPC CBA CMAR FOIL CPAR PRM  
 

Figure 5.4. Average accuracy acrossall two-class domains. Error bars represent the

standarddeviationfor eachclassifier.
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5.3.2. Analysis of Applying McNemar’s Test

The McNemar’s test was applied with each of the seven datasets to explore the

hypothesis that PADUAissignificantly better than any of the other included

classifiers, and to examine the differences in behaviour between PADUA and

each of the other classifiers in turn. For each McNemar’s test 100 cases were

randomly drawn from each dataset to provide the basis for comparison. Once

these cases were chosen,the rest of the cases in each dataset weresplit into two

halves, each half providing the background experience for one PADUAplayer.

Moreover, for PADUA,two runs were performed per each dataset; one in which

the agent with thefirst half of the dataset was the proponent, and one in which

the agent with the first half of the dataset was the opponent. The results were

then compared with the results obtained using the eight identified classifiers

with the union of the two datasets. Table 5.3 shows the P-value associated with

each McNemar’s test. In this table, PA2 (PADUAZ)refers to the case in which

PADUAwasapplied with the secondhalf of the original dataset assigned to the

proponent. Also, as part of the McNemar testing detailed information as to

which cases were misclassified by one or both of the classifiers under

consideration was also generated. Figure 5.5 illustrates these results comparing

PADUAwith the decision trees classifiers (the closest competitors), and with

PADUA2.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Domain PA2 RDT IGDT TFPC CBA CMAR FOIL CPAR PRM

Congressional
0.48 0.48 0.48 0.0015 0.22 0.48 0.68 0.48 0.48

Voting

Pima 1 0.58 0.72 0.0059 0.021 0.0035 0.0017 0.0021 0.0021

Mushroom 0.48 0.48 0.0007 1.00 <0.0001 0.4795 0.48 0.48 0.48

Housing
1.00 0.68 0.0003 0.0033 <0.0001 0.0012 0.25 <0.0001 <0.0001

Benefit (2400)

Welfare
1.00 0.37 0.0012 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.07 <0.0001 <0.0001

Benefit (2400)

Housing
0.48 0.48 <0.0001 0.0012 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.48 <0.0001 <0.0001

(24000)

Welfare
(24000) 0.48 0.61 0.08 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.25 <0.0001 <0.0001          

Table 5.3. The P-value associated with McNemar’s Tests. <0.0001 indicates that

this valueis less than 0.0001. Values in bold indicate significant differences.
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Figure 5.5. Comparing PADUA with PADUA2andthe Decision Treesclassifiers

included McNemar’s Test.

Interestingly, McNemar’s test reveals that there are not any significance

differences between the performance of PADUAandthe performance of RDT,

or PADUA2, or that of PADUA and FOIL or CMARin the domains where

these classifiers performed better than PADUA.Also the results suggest that

PADUAissignificantly better than the other classifiers with most of the

domains. Moreover, even though both applications of PADUA succeeded with

similar accuracy over all the domains, yet the mistakes made by each

application were different. Therefore the joint application of PADUA and
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PADUA72significantly increases the overall accuracy of applying PADUAas a

classifier. It is also worth noting that the same applies for both RDT and FOIL.

For example, if both PADUA and RDT were applied to classify cases from the

Pimadataset, then the accuracyofclassification will increase from 90% to 95%.

In the case of RPHA domainthe accuracy will increase to 99% when combining

these two methodstogether. This suggests that PADUA couldprofitably be used

with a decision tree method or a covering method in combination.

The investigation, reported thus far, establishes that PADUA provides a

classification mechanism competitive with other classification systems in the

absence of noise. Since, however, we can never be sure that the data will be

perfect, a study of the operation of PADUA with datasets infected with noise

was seen as necessary. The following sections provide an extensive account of

PADUA’s ability to handle different types of noise.

5.4. Assessment of PADUA’s Robustness to Noise

The ability to handle noisy data is seen as important because it must be

recognised that real-world data will often contain wrongly classified examples,

representing misconceptions and mistakes. In certain domains, such as welfare

benefits, it is estimated that 30% or more of previous examples may have been

wrongly classified (Mozina et al, 2005). In the following, different types of

noise are introduced to the different domains discussed in Section 5.1. The

reported results will show that PADUA can cope morereadily than the other

classifiers when given noisy inputdata.

5.4.1. The Effects of Random Class Noise

This sub-section provides an assessment of the robustness of PADUA with

respect to random class noise. The model used to introduce noise was the same

as that reported in (Mozinaet al, 2005): for N% noise in a dataset of(I) instance,

((N/100)*I) instances were randomly selected and the class label changed to

some other randomly selected value (with equal probability) from the set of
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available classes. The experiment reported below comprises three parts. The

first two inspect the consequences of introducing random noise to the welfare

benefit and housing benefit artificial datasets. The last part reinforces the results

of the first two parts by applying noise to the real world datasets.

The reason behind using the welfare benefit dataset to examine the effects of

random class noise was twofold. Firstly, this dataset was handcrafted without

any missing attributes or any unintended noise. Thus, it provided an ideal

background to study the effect of intentional noise. Secondly, this dataset had

been used previously in the context of examining the effect of noise on other

systems (e.g. (Mozina et al, 2005)). Therefore, by applying PADUAto this

domain, the horizon of comparison was extended to include machine learners

and rule induction algorithms such as CN2 (Clark and Niblett, 1989), and

ABCN2 (Mozina et al, 2005) which an argument based variation of CN2,

without the need to worry about the implementation of these algorithms. The

welfare dataset, used in this test, comprised of 2400 records such that half were

classified as “entitled” (to benefit) and the other half as “not entitled’. The noise

levels applied to this dataset were: 2%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 40%. For each noise

level, a random 70% of the rowsin the dataset were usedas the training set and

the rest (30%)as the test set. Noise was then applied to the training set only and

not to the test sets. The training set used for each of the noise levels, was split

into two equal subsets, one given to the proponentand the other to the opponent

in PADUA. The two players argued to classify the 720 cases in the testset.

Table 5.4 shows the affect of adding noise to the Welfare dataset on the

accuracy of each classifier. As expected the accuracy ofall the classifiers drops

as the noise level increases. When using clean data (no noise) RDT

outperformed all the other classifiers, with PADUA producing acceptable

results. However, as the noise level increased PADUAwasobserved to be more

tolerant to noise: its accuracy dropped only 2.78% even when the noise level

was increased to 40%, while the accuracy of RDT dropped 3.61%. The other

classifiers suffered even more severe drops in their accuracy levels (FOIL’s

accuracy dropped 10.28% with 40% noise). These results indicate that PADUA

is more tolerant to noise than the included classifiers. Note that the results for
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CN2 and ABCNare taken from (Mozinaetal., 2005), while the others were

producedaspart of the experiment.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

N PADUA RDT IGDT TFPC CBA CMAR| FOIL CPAR PRM CN2 ABCN2

0 99.86 100 92.50 98.47 99.17 96.81 99.72 67.08 66.67 99.47 99.76

2 99.86 98.6 88.19 98.33 100 98.75 100 65.36 65.36 97.78 98.42

5 99.31 99.6 93.33 99.86 98.75 98.1 94.17 65.36 65.36 96.36 96.96

10 98.47 98.3 92.78 97.08 91.94 97.19 93.19 64.44 64.44 93.51 94.69

20 97.78 97.3 90.97 98.75 86.94 97.33 88.89 61.67 63.61 88.69 92.00

40 97.08 96.4 90.44 96.25 94.03 96.80 89.44 58.06 57.92 83.26 85.03            
Table 5.4. Accuracy versus Noise (PADUA — Welfare Dataset)”. N= noise

percentage (%) in the training dataset.

The effect of random class noise on PADUAwasfurther evaluated by applying

it to the Housing Benefit (2400) dataset (Section 5.1) configured in terms of two

classes: entitled and notentitled. For the evaluation the 2400 records were again

generated and distributed evenly over the two classes. The not entitled cases

were generated suchthat they fail to meet one and only one condition of the five

conditions listed above. This dataset was then randomly split into 70% training

set and 30% testing set and noise wasthen applied to the trainingset in the same

mannerasin the previous evaluation. However, in this case an extra noise level

of 50% was addedto the experiment. Again the training dataset used for each

noise level was split equally between two PADUAplayers and they were

allowed to “argue” to classify the 720 cases in the test set. Table 5.5 shows the

results of this experiment. Here it can be noticed that FOIL was the best

classifier when using correct data (unlike the previous experiment), but again it

can be observedthat asthe accuracyofall the classifiers drops with the increase

in noise level in the data. PADUAis again moretolerant of noise that the other

classifiers. The accuracy of PADUAdrops 5.83% asthe noise level is increased

from 0% to 50% whereasthe accuracy of FOIL (which worked well with clean

data) drops 21.81% and the accuracy of RDT drops 10.97%.

 

22 The CN2 and ABCN2results are those given in (Mozinaetal., 2005).
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Noise % PADUA RDT IGDT TFPC CBA CMAR FOIL CPAR PRM

0 99.86 99:72. 77.00 98.33 97.36 99.31 100 64.03 66.81

2 99.72 97.78 76.25 98.61 99.86 98.01 96.67 63.75 64.72

5 99.58 98.89 64.31 96.53 97.50 98.61 94.44 65.28 65.14

10 98.61 98.75 73:61 93.61 91.11 95.69 87.08 63.61 64.92

20 96.81 98.19 73.06 93.89 96.25 96.50 86.39 62.28 64.58

40 96.11 92.22 64.44 83.06 92.08 92.92 86.11 60.97 61.25

50 94.03 88.75 62.22 54.72 84.17 85.31 78.19 59.58 61.81          
Table 5.5. Accuracy versus Noise (PADUA -— Housing Benefit Dataset).

The tests described above were desirable mainly because it was feasible to

acquire a full understanding oftheartificial datasets included in thesetests. But

relying only on artificial datasets is not enough to demonstrate how PADUA

tolerates noise. Therefore PADUA was applied to a set of real world datasets

(Table 5.1). Here the operation of PADUA was compared with the same

classifiers as used before, but only the comparison with decisiontreesclassifiers

is reported here, because decision trees were found to be the closest

“competitors” to PADUA when using real world datasets. The results of this

evaluation are illustrated in Figure 5.6, in which the horizontal axis represents

the noise level and the vertical represents the accuracy. These results show a

similar pattern to the benefits experiments. The accuracy of almost all the

classes dropped when the noise percentage was increased. The only case in

which PADUAperformed worse than RDT,with high levels of noise, was when

the Congressional Voting Records dataset was used. The reason is that this

dataset is very small (435 rows), which means that each player has only 152

cases from which they could mine their arguments (ARs). This is rather a small

size when a high level of confidence is used. In addition, as noted above, this

dataset comprises only binary valued attributes and thus lends itself to the

decision tree classification paradigm. The average accuracy acrossall the five

domains included in the previous discussion was calculated. The results show

that the accuracy of RDTclassifications (96.638%) is higher than any other

classifier when no noise is introduced. But once random noiseis introduced to

the datasets, PADUA emergesasthe classifier with the best average accuracy,

starting with slightly better performance (0.586%) than RDT and with the
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difference in accuracy between PADUA (92.06%) and RDT (89.11%) reaching

2.95% when 40% ofthe data is noisy.
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Figure 5.6. Theeffect of applying noise on: PADUA, RDT and GDT.

In summary, PADUA’s robustness to noise was emphasised by detailed

experiments using twoartificial welfare datasets, and summary results for three

real datasets. The results obtained indicate that PADUA’s is comparable to, or

better than, other classification approaches. The particular advantage that

PADUAoffers is that it operates very successfully in noisy environments,

outperforming competitor classification systems. The ability to handle noisy

datasets is of significant importance in the many domains where sufficient data

can only be obtainedatthe cost of including misclassified records.

5.4.2. Missing Attributes and the Operation of PADUA

PADUAwasshownto exhibit the ability to handle random class noise. Here,

another type of noise is closely examined: the effect of the absence of some

attributes, other than the class attributes, on the operation of PADUA. The

reported experiment was configured as follows: First, each included dataset was

split into two halves. A random attribute was then omitted from 50% of the

records in each half. The two halves were then assigned to the two PADUA
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players, and a TCV test was performed. The performance of PADUA wasthen

comparedto the results of applying the other classifiers to the union of the two

halves. Figure 5.7 illustrates the results obtained from omitting two random

attributes from three of the datasets used in the previous sub-section’.

PADUA RUT 1GDT TEPC CBA CMAR FOR CPAR  PKM PADUR KOT 1GDT TEPC {BA OMAK FOR CPAR PRAY

  
5.5(a). Housing Benefit (2400). 5.5(b). Welfare Benefit (2400).

     
PADUA ROT GOT TEPC CBA CMAR FOR CPAR DRM PADUA ROT GT ‘Teee CBA CMAR FOH CPAR PRM

    
5.5(c). Congressional Voting Records. 5.5(d). Mushrooms.

Figure 5.7. Results of omitting two random attributes.

In the above figure, dark bars in each diagram represent the accuracy obtained

whenall attributes are present in the dataset and the light ones the accuracy

obtained from the datasets with missing attributes. Note that although the

accuracy of almost all the classifiers drops when two random attributes are

omitted from 50% of the data, PADUAis moreresistant to this type of noise

than the other classifiers. In the case of the Housing Benefit dataset the accuracy

of PADUA dropped 0.794% when two random attributes were omitted (the

attribute representing if a payment was made toward the contribution two years

ago from the 50% of the proponent dataset, and the genderattribute from 50%

of the opponentdataset). The accuracy of RDT,the closest competitorclassifier,

had dropped by 1.88%. The same pattern was repeated with the other three

 

3Pima and Mushroom datasets werenotincluded in this test because the attributes of these sets were

discretised in a way that makes omitting oneor two of them insignificant.
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datasets. These results emphasised the conclusion of the previous sub-section

that PADUAistolerant to high levels of noise.

5.5. Applying PADUAto Misinterpreted Data

This section discusses a different account of noise, other than that examined in

the previous section. Here, the focus is on errors that are not random. Rather

they emerge from different interpretations of similar cases. These errors are

referredto as “systematic errors”. Such errors are mostsignificant in the context

of assessment of claims to benefits, due to the high error rate encountered with

this assessment. Groothius and Svensson (2000) drew attention to this pointin

connection with the Netherlands General Assistance Act, and reported

experiments which suggested that an error rate of more than 20% wastypical.

The problem is international: the US National Bureau of Economic Research

reports” that the multistage process for determining eligibility for Social

Security Disability Insurance (DI) benefits causes a variation in the awardrates

across the states. Similar observations are made of the UK. Anofficial UK

Publication produced by the Committee of Public Accounts” states that the

error rate for Disability Living Allowance, for example, is as high as 50%. The

same publication also notes that: “There are also regional differences in

decision making practices that may lead to payments to people who are not

eligible for benefits”. There is thus a significant problem regarding the process

of awarding benefits, indicating that current procedures are unable to provide a

satisfactory service. One importantfeature of errors encountered whenassessing

benefits, is that they are not random; regional differences in decision making

practices arise from the complexity of the rules and regulations because the

misunderstandings and misinterpretationsdiffer from office to office. Thus, one

office will tend to decide oneclass of case wrongly, while a different office will

get this right, but fail on another class ofcases.

 

24 From Web Page:http://www.nber.org/aginghealth/winter04/w10219.html.

5 Getting it right: Improving Decision-Making and Appeals in Social Security Benefits. Committee

of Public Accounts. London: TSO, 2004 (House of Commonspapers, session 2003/04; HC406).
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5.5. Applying PADUAto Misinterpreted Data.

One way of resolving disagreement in assessment, such as the ones described

above, is to have a moderation dialogue, in which the parties in disagreement

may argue for their positions with one another. Thus, they can come to

recognise strengths and weaknesses that they have overlooked or under

weighted and so converge on agreed decisions. This section describes how

PADUAcan be exploited as meansto facilitating this process for the Retired

Persons Housing Allowance (RPHA) decisions made in different offices. The

results reported below demonstrate that by applying PADUA the

misclassifications in the database can be reducedto less than 10%.

5.5.1. Argument Based Moderation of Benefit Assessment

Below the kinds of dialogues produced by PADUA when the disagreement

betweenits two players is a result of one party misinterpreting the input datais

illustrated experimentally. For this purpose, PADUA wasapplied tothefictional

RPHAscenario, as described in Section 5.1. Let us suppose that the RPHA

benefit is assessed in two different offices, covering different regional areas, and

each producing errors through a different misinterpretation. Three experiments

were performed:

e Experiment SE1: Examined the extent to which classification would be

improved by moderation using PADUA.This was done using a TCVtest. A

number of other classifiers were also applied to the data to provide a

comparison.

e Experiment SE2: involved applying a McNemar’s test to show the

significance of the differences between PADUAandthe otherclassifiers.

e Experiment SE3: provided a more detailed analysis of the performance of

PADUAto discover someinteresting properties of the moderation process.

In order to perform the above experiments, two sets of (RPHA) Housing

Benefits data were generated”. Each record comprised thirteen fields, the

 

© Note thatthe structure of these datasetsis different from the ones outlined previously, because such

structure enables a more detailed analysis of the performance of PADUA.
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information relevant to the above experiments being surrounded by other

features which should be irrelevant to the determination of the case. Both

contained 500 cases which should be awarded benefit, and 500 cases which

should be denied benefit. Cases can fail on any one of five conditions, and the

failing cases were evenly divided across them. One dataset (DS1) was

completed by the addition of 500 cases which should fail on the age condition,

but which in fact awarded benefit to men over 60, and the other (DS2) with 500

cases which should havefailed the residence condition, but which interpreted

the exception too widely, allowing benefit to members of the Merchant Navy

and the Diplomatic Service.

In SE1, the baseline was the numberof correct cases in the dataset: namely the

66.7% accuracy which had been achieved by the original decision makers

(Bench-Capon, 1991). Eight other classifiers were used, operating on the union

of the two datasets (TFPC, CBA, CMAR, RDT, IGDT, FOIL, PRM and CPAR).

The TCV tests were conducted in the same mannerasthe previously reported

experiments. For PADUA, two runs were performed, one in which the agent

with DS1 wasthe proponent(argued for award of benefit), and one in which the

agent with DS2 wasthe proponent. Figure 5.8 illustrates the results.

 

 

DSi DS2 TFPC CBA CMAR ROT IGDT FOIL CPAR PRM   
Figure 5.8. Results of TCV tests using data with systematic errors.

From this figure it is evident that the three CARM classifiers perform less well

than the baseline. In contrast, PADUA,and the decision tree based classifiers

perform significantly better, attaining above 90% accuracy in all the ten trials
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5.5. Applying PADUAto Misinterpreted Data.

(on average 95.51% with DS1 and 92.95% with DS2). While the decision tree

classifiers perform rather consistently throughout the ten trials (95.88% on

average), there is more variation in PADUA,especially for DS2, suggesting that

its performance is more sensitive to the exact sample available to the agents.

This pointwill be considered in moredetail in the discussion below.

Overall, the level of PADUA performance was encouraging. For comparison

with other AI and Law systems, Bench-Capon (1993) reported an accuracy of

98%, but that was based ontraining set of correctly decided cases. Ashley and

Briininghaus (2003) reported a success rate of 91.4% for IBP, and Chorley and

Bench-Capon (2005) a success rate of between 91% and 93% for AGATHA,

both applied to noise free examples of US Trade Secret Law.It seemstherefore,

compared with this previous workthat the level of accuracy attained by PADUA

was towards the top end of what can be expected from successful AI and Law

systems. McNemar’s tests were also performed to explore whether PADUA was

better or worse than any ofthe other classifiers used in the previous experiment.

As might be expected from the results shown in Figure 5.8, PADUA DS1 and

DS2 were significantly better than the three CARM classifiers and IGDT, but

not significantly better or worse than RDT.For these tests, PADUA operated on

a set of newly generated cases (500 positive, 500 negative as before and 250

wrongly decided, appropriate to each database)”’. This data was then used as a

test set for the otherclassifiers, the original data supplying the training set. As

part of the test detailed information was generated as to which cases were

misclassified by one or both of the classifiers under consideration. Theresults

for DS1 and DS1 showedthat the performance of PADUA(using both DS1 and

DS2) wassignificantly better comparing to any classifier other than the two

decision tree classifiers (RDT and IGDT). The comparison between PADUA

DS1 and DS2are presented in Tables 5.6(a) and (b).

 

77 Again, the layoutof the datasets used with the McNemar’s test is different from the ones described

in Section 5.1, for the same reason as footnote 26.
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Test Cases DS2 TFPC CMAR CBA RDT IGDT FOIL CPAR/PRM

Both Failed 5 8 8 145 7 10 5 5

PADUAFailed 146 139 139 2 140 137 146 146

Other Failed 142 318 364 461 62 129 150 294

Both Succeeded 1207 1035 989 892 1291 1224 1199 1055          
 

Table 5.6(a). Comparison with DS1 (Wardehet al., 2009a, 2008b).

 

 

 

 

 

Test Cases DS1 TFPC CMAR| CBA RDT IGDT FOIL CPAR PRM

Both Failed 5 48 92 55 10 22 4 8 6

PADUAFailed 142 103 59 96 141 129 143 139 141

OtherFailed 146 214 514 66 31 119 152 308 319

Both Succeeded 1207 1136 835 1283 1318 1230 1201 1053 1034           
 

Table 5.6(b). Comparison with DS2 (Wardehetal., 2009a, 2008b).

With respect the above tables, it is interesting to note that although both

classifiers succeed” only on 86.07% of cases for RDT and DS1, 81.60% of

cases for DS1 and IGDT and 82.00% of cases for DS2 and IGDT;the mistakes

are very different. Less that 0.5% of the cases are misclassified both by DS1 and

RDTandonly 1.47% by the worst combination, DS2 and IDGT. This suggests

that PADUA and a decision tree method could profitably be used in

combination. If cases where there was agreement were believed to be correct,

and DS1 and RDTwere used, for example; and referred cases of disagreement

to an expert for decisionerror rates could be reduced to below 0.5% (0.47%), at

the cost running RDTfirst, then applying PADUAusing the cases that RDT has

failed to classify (4.13% of the 1500 cases, when using PADUA with DS1).

Thus, by focusing the cases for expert checking, the error rate could be reduced

with very little additional expert intervention (only the cases misclassified by

both PADUA and RDT). Moreover, DS1 and DS2 only both misclassify one

case in three hundred (0.33%), although they are both successful in only 80.47%

of the cases. Using PADUAalone, but having each case argued for by both

agents, therefore, could reduce the error rate to 0.33%. However, it would

require executing PADUA with (say) DS1 then rechecking around 10.07% of

the cases using DS2.

 

°8 Both classifiers here, refers to the results of the McNemar’s test were both classifiers succeeded in

correctly classifying the inputcases.
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5.5. Applying PADUAto Misinterpreted Data.

In the remainder of this sub-section the TCV trials for PADUA will be

considered in more detail. The detailed results are shown in Tables 5.7(a) and

(b). In Table 5.7(b), Prol refers to the accuracy of the classifications (in %

percentage) achieved by applying PADUA wherethe proponent uses DS1. Pro2

refers to the accuracy of the classifications (in % percentage) achieved by

applying PADUAwherethe proponentuses DS2.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Negative All
Test Negative Negative Negative Negative All UK

Positive Contribution Female
Age Income Capital Residency Exception

Years Exception

DS 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 2

1 6 98 92 100 100 91 96 98 96 98 96 98 88 100 93 a

2 100 94 92 93 100 95 96 97 96 97 96 97 89 94 95 74

3 99 98 90 100 100 95 97 93 97 93 7 93 90 100 91 68

4 100 98 94 100 100 94 97 94 97 of 97 94 85 100 94 68

§ 98 96 94 93 100 93 96 95 96 95 96 95 89 76 99 68

6 99 98 95 100 99 91 98 93 98 93 98 93 88 100 99 78

7 98 96 94 100 99 93 96 95 96 95 96 95 92 100 100 79

8 98 94 95 98 100 91 97 97 97 of. or 97 89 100 98 Rp

9 99 96 94 100 99 95 97 94 97 94 97 94 82 100 88 78

10 97 98: 92 100 99 94 96 95 96 95 96 95 82 100 97 74                 
Table 5.7(a). Detailed TCV tests results for the systematic errors experiment

(Wardehetal., 2009a, 2008b).

 

Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 

Pro(DS1) 95.1 95.5 95.1 95.5 96 96.8 96.4 96.3 94.1 94.4
 

 Pro(DS2) 94.4 92.6 92.5 92.8 88.9 93.3 94.1 93.3 93.9 93.9           
Table 5.7 (b). Summaryresults for the systematic errors experiment (Wardeh

et al., 2009a, 2008b).

From the abovetable it can be notedthat:

e The overall performance is rather consistent, with only trial 5 for DS2

showinga significantly worse performancethat the rest. Within the detailed

breakdownbytypes of case, however, there is rather more variation.

e Although PADUAsucceedsin classifying more cases correctly, someerrors

are introduced. Rarely does it succeed in classifying 100% of cases in the

data sets correctly. This is because the high numberof misclassified cases in

the dataset impairs the ability to form correct rules. In particular, the
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negative age condition becomes harder for DS1, which misunderstands the

exception to that condition.

e It matters who is the proponent. For example when DS1 is arguing for

benefit for the misclassified age cases, it can defenditself quite a lot of the

time. On the other hand when DS2 is proposing that the benefit be given

wrongly in these cases, it almost invariably fails. This is readily explicable

because DS2 cannotfind any good reasons from its own dataset to award

benefit in these cases. This effect is not observed, however, in the case of

trial 5, when DS2 performs unusually badly on this factor. One assumesthat

this is explained by lackof correctly classified men between 60 and 65 in

the particular selection of data used by DS2in that trial. A similar effect can

be observed when cases with misclassified residency are argued for:

misclassifications are more likely to be accepted when DS2, which believes

them,is the proponent.

The above discussion demonstrates that PADUAprovides an approach to the

problem of systematic errors as discussed above. The experimental results

reported in this section show that PADUA dialogues result in reducing the

misclassifications in datasets containing such errors, from 33% in the original

data to less that 10%, a performancesuperior to other associationrule classifiers

and comparable with decision tree classifiers. This performance also matches

previously reported AI and Law systems, even where they have used only

correctly decided cases for training. Moreover the results unveil that the cases

which remain misclassified differ according to which agent acts as proponent

and which as opponent. By running the cases with first one agent as proponent

and then the second as proponent, the number of cases misclassified on both

runs can be reduced to 0.3%, although there is disagreement (correct

classifications obtained from one run but not both) in 19.2% of the cases, by

running PADUAwith DS1 first then executing a second run with DS2 with only

the cases misclassified in the first run. This particular point could provide an

effective way of identifying cases for expert checking, which would improve

significantly on the current practice of checking a random sample. Alternatively
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5.5. Applying PADUAto Misinterpreted Data.

PADUAcould also be effective when used in conjunction with a decision tree

classifier.

5.5.2. Further Discussion

In the foregoing it has been established that PADUAis a useful tool in reducing

errors in datasets containing misinterpreted records, which were referred to as

“systematic errors”. However, the previous sub-section examined only two

possible systematic errors. A certain percentage of the proponent’s records were

misinterpreted such that the gender\age condition was expandedso that all men

and women above 60 wereentitled to benefit. Also, a certain percentage of the

opponent’s records were misinterpreted such that the residence condition was

overlooked. But the number of possible misinterpretations is actually much

larger. Besides, the percentage of erroneous recordsin the dataset of each player

is also of importance. A detailed analysis was performed to uncover when the

number of misinterpreted records becomes larger than what PADUA can

handle. An experiment was executed to investigate all the possible combination

of systematic errors, such that only one error was produced in one dataset. The

percentage of these errors was then set to 15%, 25% and 50%. A TCVtest was

then performed for each level of errors, for each combination, for each of

PADUAandthe other classifiers, which were executed on the union of the

proponent’s and the opponent’s datasets. The results obtained from thesetests

show that on average, when only 15% of the data is erroneous, RDT

outperforms PADUA” with 0.24%. But whenthe level of systematic errors is

increased to 25% PADUAoutperforms RDT with 0.035%, and the gap between

the twoclassifiers increases to 0.39%. Figure 5.9 illustrates the mostsignificant

differences in performance between PADUA and RDT obtained from the

experience outlined above. The dark line represents PADUAandthelight one

represents RDT.Pro refers to the exception in the proponent’s dataset and Opp

to the one in the opponent’s dataset.

 

* Only PADUA and RDT were mentioned here because both of them perform considerably better

than the otherclassifiers. The third best classifier is GDT with accuracy ranges from 85% (errors

level =15%) to 75% (errorlevel = 50%).
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(a) Pro (armedforcesdo notentitle) - opp (Merchant (b) Pro (only applicants older than 65 entitle) - opp

navy members entitle) (Merchant navy members entitle)
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(c) Pro (only applicants older than 65 entitle) - opp (d) Pro (it suffices to pay contribution in two /last five

(armedforces do notentitle) years) - opp (only applicants older than 65 entitle)

Figure 5.9. The performance of PADUA and RDTwith different levels of

systematic noise.

5.6. Assessmentof the Role of Strategy in PADUA

Therole of players’ strategies in connection with the operation of PADUA,with

respect to the results recorded in Section 5.2, will now be examined. Chapter 4

provided a detailed accountof how different dialogue types could be derived by

applying different strategies. Here, all the possible strategy allocations are

considered in order to supplement the previous discussion with instructive

heuristics as to which allocations produce the highest or lowest accuracy, and

which ones lead to the longest or shortest dialogues. Players could use these

heuristics to make a decision about which strategy is best applied in certain

situation, as will be discussed in Chapter 9. The heuristics reported in this

section could be used to improve the overall performance of PADUA. A

detailed assessmentof strategies in PADUAis given below. This account takes

two points into consideration: (i) whether applying different strategies

contributes to significantly better or worseclassifications, and (ii) the effect of

strategy on the length and overall accuracy of PADUAdialogues.
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5.6. Assessmentof the Role of Strategy in PADUA.

To address the first point, a number of TCV tests were performed to compare

the results obtained in Section 5.2 to those acquired using different strategy

allocations. The strategy allocation applied in Section 5.2, which is referred to

as the base allocation, assumed that the two PADUAplayers apply the same

strategy, namely the disagreeable build strategy in dialogue game mode. This

allocation proved useful, as discussed thus far. Nevertheless, a thorough

assessment of the performance of the PADUAprotocol should consider other

possible strategy allocations. Due to the large number of such allocations a

graphical representation of the results was thought more suitable than textual

one. In the figures and tables reported in this sub-section, the name of the

allocation is given as two sets of three letters. The first represents the

proponent’s strategy and the second the opponents. Eachletter represents a

strategy parameter: A=Agreeable, D=Disagreeable, W=Win mode, G=Game

mode, B=Build and D=Destroystrategy. Figure 5.10 illustrates how PADUA’s

accuracy changes when applying different strategies. The vertical bars in both

diagramsrepresent the accuracy of one allocation; the name of which is given

under the bar as twosets of three letters. The first represents the proponent’s

strategy and the second the opponents. The reported results suggest that the

highest accuracy (99.94%) was obtained when both players applied a

disagreeable dialogue game modestrategy such that the proponent built its

proposition while the opponent attempted to destroy the proponent’s

propositions.
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(a) “Agreeable Strategies” (b) “Disagreeable Strategies”

Figure 5.10. Results of applying PADUAwith different strategies.
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Similarly high accuracy (99.93%) was obtained when the two players applied

the previous allocation but maintain agreeable profiles. The worst possible

strategy allocation yielded a mere 86.67% accuracy level. In this allocation the

proponent applied agreeable destroy strategy in dialogue mode, while the

opponent applied agreeable build strategy in win mode. Thus the accuracy

dropped 13.26% from the best to the worst agreeableallocations. Note that both

sides in each strategy allocation embodied in Figure 5.10 were given the same

profile (either both sides are agreeable or both are disagreeable). Recall from the

previous chapter that when two players apply an agreeable profile the resulting

dialogues would be closer to deliberation rather than persuasion dialogues

obtained when both players employ a disagreeable profile. A “grey area’ can be

identified between persuasion and deliberation dialogues where each side

applies a different profile. Such strategies yielded average accuracy around

95%. For example, where the proponent applied a disagreeable profile along

with a destroy strategy in dialogue game mode and the opponentsapplied the

opposite allocation, i.e. agreeable win game mode build strategy, the overall

accuracy was 95.63%. Where each player applied the other’s strategy, the

obtained accuracy level was 95.64%.

The TCV tests also investigated which allocations produced the longest

dialogues and which producedthe shortest. Figure 5.11 illustrates the average

number of rounds dialogues take when applying different strategy allocations.

The vertical bars represent the average number of rounds dialogues take when

applying oneallocation. As expected the longest dialogues were obtained when

both players employ disagreeableprofiles (the average number of rounds when

two parties are agreeable is 2.31 rounds) while the shortest dialogues were

produced whentwoplayers are agreeable (the average number of rounds when

twoparties are disagreeable is 8.02 rounds).

The McNemar’s test was preformed to identify the strategy allocations that

produce significantly better or worse classifications than the ones obtained using

the base strategy. The results of this test demonstrated that only five strategy

allocations yielded significantly different performance when compared with the
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base allocation, two of which performed in a very different manner compared

with the base allocation. Table 5.8 lists the results of these allocations.
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Figure 5.11. The effect of strategy on length of PADUAdialogues..

 

 

 

 

  

Both Strategy Base Both
Strategy McNemar P-value Significant

Lost Lost Lost Win

AGB_AGD/
2 9 1 88 8.10 0.0269 YES

AWB_AWD

DGB_DWD 0 2 11 87 7.69 0.0265 YES

AWB_AGB 1 13 2 84 9.60 0.0098 VERY

AWB_AGD 1 13 2 84 9.60 0.0098 VERY        
Table 5.8. Detailed results of the significantly different strategy allocations.

5.7. Summary

This chapter provided evidence that PADUA can facilitate “Arguing from

Experience” dialogues between twoplayers in a variety of domains. An analysis

was undertaken by means of empirical experiments intended, mainly, to

demonstrate that reliable dialogues can be conducted using PADUA.This was

emphasised by the high accuracy (above 90%) obtained using PADUAin the

reported experiments. This accuracy indicates that PADUA can be used,

successfully, to resolve conflicts between two parties over cases from some
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domain, by means of “Arguing from Experience’. PADUA wasalso shownto

exhibit a high resistance to different types of noise. Also, this chapter provided a

detailed account of some of the elements of PADUAsuch asstrategy and

nesting. Nested dialogues were shown to improve PADUA’s ability to resolve

conflicts over the issue of classifying cases from the RPHA domain. An

extensive experiment includingall the possible strategy allocations has shown

that applying different strategies for moveselection gives rise to dialogues with

different characteristics. The results reported throughout this chapter also

suggest that PADUA can beprofitably exploited as meansto classifications.

This was investigated by comparing PADUAto other well-knownclassifiers.

PADUAwasshown to be competitive with the included classifiers. Moreover,

unlike other classifiers, PADUA enjoys the following desirable features:

e It does not require a training phase: classifying fresh cases could be

achieved without any previous preparations.

e It is noise tolerant: it can cope with high levels of noise in the datasets

withoutfailing to classify correct cases.

e It provides the user with a set of parameters (e.g. support\confidence values,

and the strategy configurations). By changing some of which the user can

modify the course of PADUAdialoguesto better fit the underlying datasets.

However, the PADUA implementation examined in this chapter is not complete

and there is room for some improvements. Someofthese possible upgrades will

be discussedin the final chapterof this thesis. This concludes the analysis of the

PADUAprotocol. The next chapter will present an argumentation system called

PISA (Pooling Information from Several Agents) which allows any number of

software agents to engage in “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. PISA will

address the issues related to multi-party dialogues, and will apply a unique

treatment to these issues in ways appropriate to “Arguingfrom Experience”.
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Chapter 6: Multiparty Arguing

from Experience - The PISA

Framework

Chapter 3 provided a theory to enable “Argument from Experience’, by real

time association rule mining, conducted by agents to find reasons to support

their viewpoints andcritique the arguments ofthe otherparties in a dialogue, the

aim of which wasto cometoa decision inrelation to a case from some domain.

A foundation for a generic dialogue game protocol to facilitate dialogues

involving such arguments from experience was also presented. This chapter

describes the PISA (Pooling Information from Several Agents) Framework,

intended to allow any numberofparticipants (presented by software agents) to

engage in “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. This is particularly beneficial

when there are more than two possible “views”(classifications, opinions,etc),

since each possible “view” can then have its own champion.

Multiparty dialogues, of this style, raise a number of significant issues,

necessitating appropriate design choices. To date research into persuasive

argumentation dialogues have largely been confined to scenarios with two

agents. Very few previous examples of dialogue with several agents can be

foundin the literature. Section 6.1 gives a discussion of these dialogue systems

along with the main issues regarding multiparty dialogues in general as

identified in (Dignum and Vreeswijk, 2004) and (Traum, 2004). Section 6.2

discusses how these issues were addressed in the PISA Framework. Sections 6.3

and 6.4 describe the basic elements of PISA, namely the Argumentation Tree

data structure, which presents the arguments exchanged in PISA andthe attack

relations amongst them, and a “chairperson” agent which function is the

facilitate the progress of the dialogue. Section 6.5 gives a description of an

implementation of PISA and Section 6.6 concludes with a summary.
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6.1. Issues in Multiparty Arguing from Experience

The focus of argumentation dialogues in works on AI haslargely been limited to

two-party dialogues. Typically these dialogues have been adversarial (see

(Prakken, 2008, 2006) for surveys of some of these systems). In practice,

however, such dialogues can take place with more than two participants. For

some(classification) problems there may bea set of possible answers, andit is

desirable to allow each possibility to have its own advocate, or group of

advocates, so that each possible answer can be given fair consideration. By

allowing several parties to all take part in the dialogue they can pool their

experience, increasing the chances of the correct solution being reached.

Moreover, where a group of agents advocates a position their joint pooling of

experience will further tend, when the case merits it, to a correct solution.

Examples are numerous. In debates within coalition governments, such as in the

Nordic or Benelux countries, representatives of different national parties may

engage with governmental policies from various angles, with each trying to push

forward the agenda of their own party, decreasing the bias that results from a

single perspective. In medicine, several diseases may share similar symptoms.

Hence doctors may disagree with one with the other and only by consulting and

arguing with each other can the right diagnosis emerge. In academic assessment

and peer review it is normal to allow several people to debate the correct

outcomewith each other, often discovering strengths or weaknessesthat one of

them had missed. Thesereal life examples not only exemplify the frequency and

importance of multiparty argumentation dialogues, but also highlight several

issues that must be taken into consideration when trying to design multiparty

dialogue systemsin general and argumentation ones in particular.

There are several different models for multiparty dialogues: formal meetings,

informal meetings, bulletin boards, seminars and brainstorming sessions and so

on. Some of the most important issues arising from this variety of models are

discussed in (Dignum and Vreeswijk, 2004). For each of these issues, choices

must be madeto yield a particular flavour of dialogue. Note that these choices

are not between something right and something wrong, but between something
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appropriate or inappropriate for a particular purpose. Thus, the issues must be

resolved in the light of a particular goal that the dialogue is intendedtoserve.

Somework has been done regarding n-person argumentation games. Pham etal.

(2008) represent a defeasible logic approach to model such games. The

approach advocated here addresses situations requiring agents to settle on a

commongoal despite the fact that their agendas may contain conflicting goals,if

the individual preferencesare not sufficient to solve the conflict. This group of

agents applies the majority rule to identify the “most common” claim. This

approachis argued to simplify the complexity of n-person argumentation games

into two-group games: one supports the major claim, the other opposesit. This

sort of game, while interesting, does not cover situations where there is no

“major claim’’, but rather each participant has its own claim, and thesituation

requires consideration of each of these claims as legitimate stand-alone claims.

In suchcasesit is not possible to categorise the players into those supporting the

major claim and those opposing it, and so a more sophisticated system that

considers the point of view of each individual agent is required.

The main concern regarding scenarios such asthe one described above is how to

allow for an indefinite numberof participants to engage in the debate without

jeopardising the generic “Argument from Experience” protocol proposed in

Chapter3, and at the same time allowing each participant to defend its own

thesis. There are a number of issues of relevance in any multiparty dialogue.

The following summary is based on the discussions of these issues given in

(Dignum and Vreeswijk, 2004) and (Traum, 2004):

e System openness: Multiparty “Arguing from Experience” can either be

closed or open. A closed dialogue starts with N participants and continues

with the same N participants until it terminates. Agents are not allowed to

join the dialogue onceit has started, and those involved in the dialogues

cannot leave the dialogue while it is in progress. Open dialogues are the

opposite: agents are free to join or leave them at any time. Both systems

havetheir pros and cons. On one handclosed systems are less complicated

to realise, on the other open systemsallow for moreflexibility.
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Roles of the participant: PADUAallows for two possible roles only: the

proponent and the opponent of some claim. However, for the purposes of

facilitating multiparty “Arguing from Experience”, participants, in the

underlying dialogues, have to play more variant roles. There may be

several proponents and several opponents of a possible classification of the

case under discussion. Alternatively, each of the agents involved in the

dialogue may be the champion of their own theory. Moreover, some

participants could take a neutral stand - they would have no opinion

regarding the debate. A mediator agent aiding the dialogue between other

parties is a good example of neutral roles. Linguistically speaking, in the

two-party dialogues one (and only one) participant may speak per turn (the

speaker) while the otherlistens (the listener or the hearer, e.g. (Goffman,

1981)). In multiparty dialogues there can be more than one hearerperturn.

Moreover, arguably there can be more than one speakerperturn, since in

real life people may start talking at the same time, interrupt or compete

with each other for attention. The roles the agents play influence their

behaviour. For example, neutral agents favour deliberation dialogues,

because they are not committed to any pointof view.

The chairperson: Dignum and Vreeswijk (2004) distinguish another

category of roles, which they refer to as social roles within the dialogue as

exemplified by the role of the chairperson. The chairperson influences the

turn taking policy applied within the dialogue, and may have the authority

to determine whenparties can join and leave the dialogue. The chairperson

may also have the power to terminate a dialogue either unilaterally, or

through some predeterminedprotocol.

A clear addressing policy: This policy should tie in with that of linguistic

roles. The main question, when designing such policy, is how movesare

addressed. Participants can choose whether to address a moveto a specific

recipient or to several (specified) recipients or just broadcast the message to

all other participants. Also, if a number of participants are allowed to

exchange movesthat other participants are not allowedto “hear’, then one

might argue that messages (moves) that are only heard by a subgroup of

participants are a separate dialogue between that subgroup. Following the
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theory presented in Chapter 3, the promoted addressing policy can take one

of two forms, either: public broadcasting where all the participants in a

dialogue may listen to what the speaker(s) is saying, or targeted

broadcastingto one or moreofthe participants, but not all of them.

e¢ Turn taking: A further essential policy to determine who is allowed to

“speak”, about what topic, at what time, for how long and in what manner

(e.g. (Allwood, 1995)). Also, for persuasion dialogues the decision as to

whether all participants are given permission to utter a speech act when

they want, or if they have to wait for their designated turns, can have a

significantinfluence onthe final outcomeofthe dialogue.

¢ Termination: In multiparty dialogues termination happens either when all

the participants have reacheda decision. Alternatively, the participants may

fail to reach an agreement. Therefore a mechanism should be applied to

terminate these dialogues, rather than allowing the participants to argue

indefinitely. In these cases there should also be a mechanism to determine

the winnerof the gameorto acceptthatties can take place.

The issues discussed above must be addressed in any system for multiparty

dialogues. There are no right or wrong answers: the questions mustbe resolved

appropriately for the particular context. The addressing of these issues required

significant developments and improvements to the promoted model for

“Arguing from Experience” as realized by PADUA described in the foregoing

chapters*’. This presented a significant challenge, because:

e PADUAis aclosed system with exactly two players.

e PADIA allows its players very restricted set of roles, by virtue of the

simplicity inherent in two player dialogue games.

e PADUAlacks a powerful control structure, as it does not require one.

It was therefore essential to resolve the above issues before instantiating the

generic protocol introduced in Chapter 3 for multiparty “Arguing from

Experience” dialogues. The adjustments to be introduced to the structural

 

30 These issues, however,are notsignificant in two-party dialogues.
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framework from Chapter 3 should not affect the basic protocol structure: the

legal moves, the speech acts and the rule mining, nor the generic framework

identified in Section 3.4. Rather the adjustments should complement these

elements with a control layer that makesit possible to organise the participants

and their turns within the dialogue games, and to identify the termination

conditions for those games. Therefore, the type of dialogue intended, in terms of

the issues addressed in this section, had first to be identified. This multiparty

version will be referred to as PISA (Pooling Informationfrom Several Agents).

6.2. The PISA Framework

This section provides a detailed account of the PISA Framework to enable

multiparty “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. PISA concerns dialogues

where there is a range of options for classification, and each of the participants

is the advocate of one of these options. Where there are more agents than

opinions, the agents will act in groups’, one for each opinion. Additionally,

there will be one agent, the chairperson, who will not be the advocate of any

position, but rather manage andfacilitate communication between the clashing

advocates. This style of dialogue thus determines the roles of its parties: a

chairperson, and, for every option, at least one player acting as its advocate.

Each group will act as one entity in the ongoing dialogue, thus masking the

internal decision making process that is taking place between different players

sharing the same objective. The distinction between players and groups will be

drawn in Chapter 7. Until then and for the purposes of readability, both

individual players and groups of players will be referred to, throughout this

chapter, as participants; where necessary a distinction is made between players

and groups. Each participantis the defenderof its thesis, and an opponentof the

rest of the participants. PISA, however, allows its participants to temporarily

defend each other where appropriate for strategic reasons’.

 

3! This notion of“group”will be discussedin detail in the followingchapter.

>? Theissues ofstrategy will be discussed in length in the next chapter.
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The dialogue will be open,in a sense that participants may enter or leave when

they wish. For turn taking, a structure with rounds is adopted, rather than a

linear structure where a given agentis selected as the next speaker(e.g. the turn

taking protocol in (Bel-Enguix and Lépez, 2006) where the current speaker

chooses who will speak next). In each round, any participant who can make a

legal move may do so. The chairperson then updates a central argument

structure, which will be termed the “Argumentation Tree”, and another round

occurs. The central argument structure acts as a co-argumentation artifact as

proposed by Oliva et al (2008b). In every round there is a numberof speakers

(participants contributing in that round) and a number of addressees

(participants which positions are under attack). The rest of the parties (which did

not participate and are not attacked in the given round) need to be aware of the

developments in the dialogue and are thus assumed to be passive listeners

(overhearers, e.g. (Goffman, 1981)).

There is no limitation on the numberof parties that can participate in any round.

However, to simplify the game, each participant is limited to one move per

round. This turn taking policy gives the participants a rich context to explore

strategy issues. It also simplifies the game, allowing participants to skip a

(predetermined) number of rounds for strategic reasons. This structure allows

participants to place their attacks/counter attacks as soon as seen appropriate,

without the need to wait for their turns to contribute. This is not perhaps the

most usual structure for human meetings, but it can be found in some board

games such as Diplomacy™. It is suggested that the structure is particularly

appropriate in order to achieve fairness in the situations where every advocateis

playing for themselves, and has to regard every other advocate as an opponent

(even though they may form temporary coalitions against a particular opponent

as in Diplomacy). For addressing, every move after the first move, attacks a

moveof someotherparticipantandsothatparticular participant can be regarded

as the addressee of that move, and the others as listeners. The game terminates

when noparticipant makes a contribution for two rounds (to ensure that they

 

33 A description of this game (very popular in the UK in the 70s andstill played) can be found

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplomacy_(game).
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havereally finished and not withheld a move for tactical reasons) or after some

limiting number of rounds have been played, and thus the termination of the

game is guaranteed. The model is essentially that of a facilitated discussion,

with the chairperson acting as the facilitator. The realisation of this model and

the choices summarised above are considered in the following sub-sections.

6.2.1. The Structure of the Control Layer

The study of communication among a numberof agents is not new to Multi

Agent Systems (MAS). Blackboard systems (e.g. (Hayes and Roth, 1985)) are

probably the most generic form of multiparty communication. In blackboard-

based coordination, interactions occur by meansof shared data “spaces” used by

agents as common repositories to store and retrieve messages. The most

significant advantage of this coordination model is that messages can be left on

blackboards without needing to know,neither where the corresponding receivers

are nor whenthey will read the messages. The drawbackof this modelis that the

sender and the receiver have to agree on a common message nameto interact.

Onthe other hand, in Tuple spaces-based coordination (e.g. Linda (Ahuja etal.,

1986) and (Carriero and Gelernter, 1994)) information, in the shared data spaces

(tuple spaces), is organised in tuples. These Tuples can be asserted to and

retracted from the shared knowledge base asynchronously by a number of

agents. The tuple space can also be used as a global space for agents to reside

and interact (e.g. (Omicini and Denti, 2001) and (Bergenti, and Ricci, 2002)).

It provides the social environmentfor the agents. It is also the communication

media for the agents to interact with each other. In argumentation, tuple centres

(programmable tuple spaces), were used to play the role of agent mediator in

(Oliva et al., 2008a) and co-argumentation artifact in (Oliva et al., 2008b). In

these works, coordination rules were expressed in terms of tuples of an event

driven language over the multi-set of tuples (Doutre et al., 2005) (this latter

work presents an implementation of information-seeking dialog based on tuple

centre architecture). Also, the tuple centres embody computational capacity,

which enables it to issue specific programmablereactions that can influence the

interacting agents.
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In PISA, the control layer from Chapter 3 is specified in terms of multiparty

“Arguing from Experience”. The suggested structure is illustrated in Figure 6.1

as a “meeting room” in whichparticipants can be “seated”. This structure is

equipped with a Tuple-spacelike structure as central means for communication

betweenthe different agents taking part in PISA dialogues.

Argumentation

 

 

The

Chairperson

   
Figure 6.1. The suggest structure for control layer in PISA (Wardehetal., 2009b).

The “meetings” taking place within the suggested structure are guided by a

dedicated agent,referred to as the “chairperson”. This agent is responsible for

several tasks including: monitoring the participants, controlling the turn taking

procedure and enforcing the protocol rules. There is no distinction between the

participants other than their opinions (“views”) regarding the case under

discussion. When a new game commencesthe chairperson randomly chooses

one agent (aéA)to start the dialogue. In the meeting room scenario this

participant, referred to as P, is given the first seat at the meetingtable; the rest

of the participants are seated randomly around the table and given according

names (P2 ... P,). Then P; proposes a new rule and pastes it on a black board:

this is called the first argumentation round (R;). The game continuesin the same

manner, and in each of the subsequent roundsall the participants who can and

wishto attack any ofthe previously played arguments are allowed to place their
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arguments (moves) on the black board. The suggested facilitated discussion

scenario enjoys the following advantages:

e It increases the flexibility of the overall operation of PISA: By assigning

the majority of protocol surveillance to the chairperson the system gains

great flexibility with regard to the participating agents. For instance the

system can be switched between closed and open by applying a few limited

changes to the chairperson, while the rest of the participants remain

unaffected.

e It is avery simple structure: There is no complicated turn taking procedure

involving a choice of the next participant, allowing the internal

implementation ofthe participants to be kept as simple as possible.

e It provides a fair dialogue environment: The organisational configuration

of the dialogue is neutralised by restricting the control tasks to the

chairperson whichis not allowedto take sides in the dialogue.

6.2.2. Turn Taking and Termination Policies

There is no strict turn taking procedure in PISA: participants who can make

legal moves in any round are allowedto participate in this round. Participants

will follow the generic algorithm highlighted in Figure 3.1 when proposing rules

or responding to moves played by other participants. Also, PISA does not

enforce any specific rules on the upper limit of the numberofparticipants that

may take part in each round. However, PISA inherits from PADUA the

restriction stating that each participant should be limited to one moveper round,

mainly to simplify the dialogue, and to constrain the growth of the blackboard

and the repetition of moves within reasonable bounds. Also, the advocated turn

taking policy grants the participants the freedom to apply their strategies in the

way they considerfitting to win the game. Enforcing a stricter turn taking policy

may have implications on the flow of the underlying dialogues and their

consequent results. For example, with tokenised turn taking, one participant

might lose a dialogue game just because it was not given the opportunity to

present its case at a favourable time. Also, in sequential turn taking policies a
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participant may notbe able to defenditself against some attacks in its own turn,

but mightbe able to do so after some other participants have placed their moves.

In general the turn taking technique adopted here enjoys the following

advantages:

e It allows participants to skip a limited number of consecutive rounds

without taking part in them (for strategic reasons). However,if participants

do not contribute for a pre-defined numberof roundsthey will be discarded

from the dialogue.

e It allows participants to place their attacks/counter attacks as soon as they

see appropriate with the need to wait for permission to contribute to the

ongoing dialogue.

e It presents a solution for situations where participants have to wait to gain

permission, presented by the means of special token, before they are

allowed to contribute. Also, the advocated turn taking policy givesall the

participants an equal chance to win the game.

The chairperson terminates an ongoing PISA game when two rounds have

passed and the argument state has not changed:i.e. none ofthe participants has

contributed to the game. The chairperson waits for two rounds to accommodate

the cases where someparticipants have chosen to skip some roundsforstrategic

reasons. After one round has passed without moves, the second round is

considered a last chance for participants (which skipped) to contribute should

they wish to prevent the game from ending. This termination policy is called

"legal termination". However, there are also cases in which the game should be

exceptionally terminated (“exceptional termination”). The chairperson also

terminates the game if only one participant remains active after all the other

participants have withdrawn (in which case the “surviving” participant wins).

Also if the game has taken more than a predefined numberof rounds(say n) the

chairperson ends the game, assuming that if the parties could not reach an

agreementin n rounds, wheren is sufficiently large, then they will never agree.

In this case no one winsthe game. After terminating the game the chairperson
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has to determine which agent has wonthis game,the rules for identifying the

winners in PISA are specified in Section 6.3.

6.2.3. Roles of the Participants

PISA requires considerable attention to roles, and more importantly the way

these roles change from round to round. The main distinction in participants’

roles is between attackers and defenders and between speakers andlisteners:

e Attacker(s) vs. defender(s): While participants are most certainly defenders

of their advocated views, they can take different positions regarding other

participants’ proposals. Each can decide whetherto attack or defend other

participants’ arguments. Enabling participants to defend the arguments of

other participants (supposedly, and in the long term, their opponents) may

be of strategic importance within the game. Chapter 7 will return to this

point and discuss when defending certain opponents maybedesirable.

e Speaker(s) vs. listener(s) (addressee(s)): In the first round of PISA there is

only one speaker (P,) while the rest of the participants are addressees (the

chairperson may be considered as an auditor). In all the subsequent rounds

there are s speakers where s is the numberofthe participants participating

in the given round (and s <= m, the number of participants). Once the

speakers are done with their moves the addressees of the round are defined

as the participants whose arguments wereattacked in this round andtherest

of the participants (i.e. those who have not participated nor have been

attacked in the given round) are considered (passive) listeners.

6.3. The Argumentation Tree

The notion of an “Argumentation Tree” is used, in PISA, to describe the central

data structure representing the arguments exchanged in a dialogue, and the

attack relations between those arguments. This tree acts as a mediating artifact

for the dialogue as described in (Olivia et al., 2008). The tree structure differs

from other argumentation structures used in the literature (e.g. (Hunter, 2006)
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and (Prakken, 2006)) as it consists of arguments presented by more than one

participant. It uses four “colours” to mark the status of the arguments played. so

far, and twotypesof links: explicit links representing direct attacks, and implicit

links representing indirect attacks. The issue of addressing is solved via the

direct links. A move is addressed to the participant that played the argument

attacked by this move except for the first move in the game which is addressed

to all the other participants. This type of addressing is a “public broadcast” as

all the participants can “listen” to what “speakers” are saying by consulting the

tree. Another form of broadcasting, a variation of targeted broadcasting, applied

within “groups”of players, will be discussed in the following chapter.

The proposed “‘Argumentation Tree” data structure consists of nodes, links and

the Green Confidence. Nodes represent the speech acts madein the game. Recall

that “Arguing from Experience”has six speech acts corresponding to the AEC2

argumentation scheme andthecritical questions associated with this scheme.

These speech acts were identified in Section 3.2 and given numbers for

readability. These numbers were as follows: Propose New Rule =1, Distinguish

= 2, Unwanted Consequence = 3, (Propose) Counter Rule = 4, Increase

Confidence = 5 and Withdraw Unwanted Consequences = 6. Each node has a

colour: green, blue, red or purple, representing the status of this node (and hence

the argumentpresented by it). It also has a separate field representing: (i) the

speaker of the dialogue move;(ii) the confidence of the move;(iii) the round in

which the move was played and(iv) an array representing the attacks against

this node*™. Links representthe explicit attack relationships between nodes. The

Green Confidence is a global value associated with the tree representing the

highest confidence of the undefeated green node(s).

Nodes are either green or blue when introduced, depending on whether they

propose a new association rule (1,4,5,6) or only attempt to undermine an

existing one (2, 3). Red nodesare those directly under attack and purple nodes

are those indirectly attacked. Nodes change their colour according to Table 6.1.
 

34 Note that the first two fields in the nodestructure represent the move in a compressed manner: any

other information related to this move (such asthe actual rule that have been played) can be

tracked usingthe “History Log”structure (Section 6.4.2).
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The first node played in a PISA gameis referred to as the “root? of the

dialogue’s “Argumentation Tree’.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colour Meaning Shifts to

To red:If attacked by at least one undefeated node.
1, 4, 5 or 6 move node, undefeated :

Green To purple If indirectly attacked by an undefeated green
in the given round.

node with higher confidence.

To green:If all attacks againstit are successfully defeated

Red The node is defeated in the given and the original node colour wasgreen.
e

round. To blue:If all attacks againstit are successfully defeated

and the original node colour wasblue.

2 or 3 move node undefeatedin the
Blue To red:If attacked byat least one undefeated node.

given round.

1, 4, 5 or 6 move nodeindirectly To green:If all attacks against it are successfully

Parl attacked by a higher confidence defeated, and if the move(s) indirectly attacking this node
rple  green node, played by different

participant.  was defeated.

Tored:If attacked by at least one undefeated node.
 

Table 6.1. The colours used in the Argumentation Tree (Wardehetal., 2009b).

Whenparticipant Pi plays some dialogue move (dm), it mustsatisfy a number of

conditions in order to be added as a node to the Argumentation Tree, otherwise

it will be rejected. The conditions of acceptance are as follows:

 
e dmis addedtothetree if and only if it changes the colouringof the tree. In

consequence participants are not allowed to attack, for instance, red nodes

(defeated moves), as these attacks will not change the colouring of the red

node, nor that of the branch of the Argumentation Tree in which the red

node is located. Note, however, that participants may attack purple nodes,

as direct attacks against purple nodes will change their colouringto red.

dm explicitly attack the moveit is associated with (parent node).

A participant can put forward one move only per round (deciding which

rule to play is strategy issue).

Moves1, 4, 5 and 6 implicitly attack all other 1, 4, 5 and 6 movesplayed

by other participants which have content with lower confidence.

Moves2 and 3 affect only the nodes they directly attack.

Participants should not play moves that weaken their position, such that

another participant would take the lead. This condition holds when a
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participant tries to attack blue node that was originally made to attack an

argument proposed by other participants, unless this move changes the

colouring of that argumentto purple.

Once a gamehasterminated, the chairperson consults the Argumentation Tree

to determine the winner. The winner shouldsatisfy one of the followingrules:

e =Rule1:If all the green nodes belongto the sameparticipant, that participant

is the winner. This condition is realised only when nootherparticipant has

played an undefeated move with higher or similar confidence.

e  Rule?:If there are no green nodes, and all the blue nodes were played by

the sameparticipant, that participant wins.

6.3.1. Winner Announcement

It is not always the case that the dialogue games conducted within PISAresult in

a clear winner. There are two scenarios:

¢ Uponthe termination of the game, there may be two or more green nodes

with the same confidence, each belonging to a different participant. This

situation may occurif the confidence value of these nodesare the highest

(indirectly attacking all the other potentially green nodes),or if all the other

nodes with higher confidence values are defeated.

¢ The Argumentation Tree may not contain any green movesat the endof the

game. For instance, becauseall the green moves have been defeated in the

course of the game. Additionally, all the (undefeated) blue nodes were

played by a numberofdifferent participants.

The first case is considered a “strong tie situation”, as the participants have

actually proposed their opinions within the game. Onepossible solution is to

enforce a new gameinvolving the tying parties only and see how this game

develops. However, there is no guarantee that this game will not also lead to

anothertie. In this case the chairperson will be forced to announcea tie (after

the second game or after predefined number of games with the tying parties
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from previous ones). The second case is seen as a “weaktie situation”, as the

tied participants did not actually have any proposedclassifications at the end of

the game. In such cases enforcing a second game maybeofgreat benefit, but

with the requirement that the participants should propose as many reasons for

their classifications as they can this time.

6.3.2. The Argumentation Tree Basic Functions

The Argumentation Tree grows and changes in each round ofthe dialogue as

new leafs presenting the attacks and counter attacks played in the current round

are addedto the structure. Three basic functions are identified to maintain this

tree throughoutthe dialogue:

e Adding a new node to the Argumentation Tree, representing dialogue

move dm played by participant P at some round R.

e Pruning the Argumentation Tree: to removeall the nodes played by one

participant P from the tree once this player leaves the game for any of the

reasonslisted previously.

e Colouring the Argumentation Tree. Once a new node is addedorafter

pruning the tree a “re-colouring process” of the Argumentation Tree is

triggered following the colouring schemegiven above.

For the purposes of realising the above functions, three algorithms were

designed. The first algorithm (A6,) adds new leaves to the current

“Argumentation Tree”. Figure 6.2 illustrates the pseudo codefor this algorithm.

 

Input: Argumentation Tree ArgT, dialogue move dm, round R.
 

node = create_new_node (dm)

if R = 1 then

Set ArgT.Root = node:

Set ArgT.Root.colour = green

else

if J leaf € leaf_nodes(ArgT): participant(leaf)=target(dm) then

update_attack(leaf, node)

apply colouring algorithm on ArgT.   
Figure 6.2. Algorithm A6, — Add new node to the Argumentation Tree.
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e The algorithm in Figure 6.2 uses the following functions:

¢ create_new_node(dialogue move) returns a new node representing the

input.

e leaf_nodes(Argumentation Tree) returns the leaf nodes of the inputtree.

¢ participant (node) returns the speaker of the moverepresented bythe input.

¢  update_attacks(node, node) updates the attack array of the parent node to

include the new node.

The second algorithm (A6,) implements the pruning function andis illustrated

in Figure 6.3. The algorithm serves to removes any nodes, representing some

participant P, whenthis participant leaves the ongoing PISA dialogue game.

 

Input: Argumentation Tree ArgT, Participant P, round R.

 

delete_leaf_nodes(ArgT, p).

Traverse ArgT bottom up

for each level 1 € [R -1, 1[ do

for each node n € node(p,1) do

delete_blue_children(ArgT, n).

for each node gc € green_children(n) do

if 4 n2 € node(parent(gc)): original_colour (n2) = green and

round(n2) <l and confidence(n2)> confidence(gc) then

delete_node (gc)

else

if participant (parent(n))= participant (gc) then

substitute parent(n) with gc.

else

update_links(gc) such that gc attacks parent(n).

delete_node(ArtT, n).

if participant (ArgT.Root)=p then

if children(ArgT.Root, colour=green) # © then

substitute the root with the direct child with the higher

confidence then delete the old root.

else

substitute ArgT with the sub tree rooted under the highest

confidence node in ArgT.    
Figure 6.3. Algorithm A6, — Pruning the Argumentation Tree.
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This algorithm makes use of the following functions:

e node (participant , round) returns the nodes played by the input in the given

round.

e  delete_blue_children (Argumentation Tree, node) deletes all the nodes

attacking the input from the Argumentation Tree if their original colour is

blue, also deletes the sub trees with these nodesas root.

e green_children(node) returns all the nodes attacking the input such that the

original colour of these nodesis green.

e —_delete_node(node) deletes the input node andthe subtree it roots.

The third and last algorithm (A63) (re-)colours the parts of the “Argumentation

2Tree” influenced by the application of either the addition or the pruning

algorithms described above. Figure 6.4 presents a pseudo codeto realise this

algorithm. In this figure, nodes(Argumentation Tree, round) returns the nodes

added to the Argumentation Treeat the given round.

6.3.3. Fictional Example of the Argumentation Tree — Example(1)

This sub-section provides an example to summarise the key ideasin relation to

the Argumentation Tree. This summary is intended to provide a reference to the

operation of the Argumentation Tree, in particular, the three functions identified

above. Figure 6.5 illustrates the discussed example. In this figure the dotted

lines present indirect attacks, solid lines present direct attacks. Each tree node

has three entries: P (the participant), C (confidence of the rule) and T (the type

of the move). The example follows a fictitious scenario in which five

participants have joined a PISA dialogue gameto consider the classification of

some Case.
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Input: Argumentation Tree (ArgT), round R.

 

if R=1 then

Set ArgT.Root.colour = green

Set ArgT.greenConfidence = confidence (ArgT.Root).

else

for each node ng € nodes(ArgT,R) do

Set ng.colour = blue or green depending on the attack type.

if confidence (ng)>ArgT.greenConfidence then

Set ArgT.greenConfidence = confidence(n,).

for each node npg-; € nodes(ArgT,R-1) do

Set the colour of the node to red if it is attacked

Traverse ArgT bottom up

for each level 1 € [R -2, 1] do

for each node n; € nodes(ArgT,1) do

if all the node's children are red then change this node

colour back to blue or green depending on the attack.

if at least one of the children nodes is blue or green

change the colour of the parent node to red.

if all the node's children are red then change this node  colour back to blue or green depending on the attack  
Figure 6.4. Algorithm A6; - the colouring Algorithm.

The details of this case, or the description of the participants, including their

proposed classifications of the case, are not essential for the purposes of

illuminating the operation of the ArgumentationTree. It is also assumedthatthe

dialogue amongthe five participants continues for four rounds only. Note that

by the end of the fourth round participant (P3) has achieved a winning position:

the only green node belongsto this participant.
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Figure 6.5. Example (1) — The progression of the Argumentation Tree. Dark

Grey=Green nodes, Double Lined=Purple nodes, and Single Lined=Red nodes.

Let us now assumethat the dialogue continues for another round, after which P;

decides to leave the game, therefore all the movesthis participant has played

should consequently be removed from the Argumentation Tree. Figure 6.6

illustrates the structure of the Argumentation Tree before and after applying the

pruning algorithm (A6,). It is worth noting, that the participant in the current

winning position has changed from Ps before pruning to P, after pruning. This

concludes the discussion of the Argumentation Tree data structure. The

following sectionreturns to the chairperson to describe in details the structure of

this facilitator agent.
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Figure 6.6. Pruning P5 from the Argumentation Tree of Example (1). Dark

Grey=Green nodes, Double Lined=Purple nodes, and Single Lined=Red nodes.

6.4. The Chairperson

The basic entity in the controlstructure outlined previously in Section 6.2 is a

neutral agent referred to as the “chairperson”, which administers the various

tasks assignedto this layer. In the following details of how this agentis realised

are presented. This mediator agent resembles the mediator artefact suggested by

Oliva et al (2008a). The responsibilities of the chairperson concern the

facilitation of an “Arguing from Experience” dialogue among any number of

agents to reach somesort of decision aboutthe classification of given case. The

chairperson also ensuresthat the decision is reached within a limited number of

rounds; thus preventing infinite dialogues from taking place in the promoted

framework. The responsibilities of the “chairperson” are summarised as

follows:

e Starting a dialogue involving a set of participants to classify a given case.
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e Making decisions regarding agents requesting to join or to withdraw.

e Monitoring the dialogue. This involves registering, for each played round,

which agents have taken part and which havenot.

e Performing the three Argumentation Tree functions discussed above.

e Terminate the dialogue game, once a termination conditionis satisfied.

e Announcing the game’s winner through consultation of the Argumentation

Tree. In case of ties, the chairperson initiates the appropriate course of

action to resolve the tie situation.

e Exclude (remove) participants from the game uponfailing to contribute in

the gamefor a predetermined numberof rounds.

Oneofthe interesting questions related to multiparty argumentation is whether

participants are allowed to repeat any dialogue movesor not. This issue was

consideredearlier in this thesis in the context of two-party dialogue. Recall from

Chapter 4 that PADUAforbids players from proposing the samerule twice. This

simple restriction is not adequate for multiparty “Arguing from Experience’, as

here two or more participants may consider playing the same move,or playing

different moves with the same content. This may happen when a number of

participants coincidentally attack a particular previous move using the same

attack and/or the same content, in the same round. Also, one participant, or

indeed a number ofparticipants, may use similar movesto attack different

positions on the Argumentation Tree at different rounds. A careful consideration

of the different aspects of the generic protocol described in Chapter 3, andits

multiparty adaption, is essential to identifying situations where repeating

arguments could be tolerated. Such consideration raises a numberof questions:

¢ Qt: Could a participant play similar moves against the same opponent?

¢ ~=Q2: Could a participant play similar moves against different opponents?

¢ =Q3: Could different participants play similar moves against one opponent?

Two moves(or attacks) are considered similar if they have the same speechact

and similar content. The latter condition applies if the association rules of both

moves are identical (same premises, consequents and confidence), or if both

moveshave the same premises and consequents but different confidence values.
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To answerthe above questions, two guiding principles should be kept in mind.

Thefirst is that no participant is allowed to repeat the same move against the

same opponent,if this move introduces a new rule, or in PISA terms, could be

represented by a green node on the Argumentation Tree (Ql). The second

principle is that the formation of endless loops in the dialogue must be avoided.

Taking these two principles into consideration, an additional set of three rules

could be triggered in repetition situations:

e¢ OneParticipant cannotrepeat the same attacking move (with the same AR)

against different opponents (Q2)if:

— This attack is either a distinguishing or unwanted consequencesattack.

— Or,if all of the other previously played moves usingthisattack arestill

green (undefeated) on the Argumentation Tree.

e Participants cannot attack their opponents using moves that have already

been played against and defeated by these opponents (Q1).

e If two or moreparticipants have coincidentally attacked the same opponent,

in the same round, using similar attacks (as identified above). If the

confidence is equal in all of these attacks, then the participant under these

attacks is required to defend its proposal against them once only (Q3).

Otherwise the chairperson chooses the attack with the highest confidence

(lowest confidencein case of distinguishing) and discards therest.

In order to apply the aboveset ofrules, the chairperson is equipped with a data

structure, “History Log’, to store information about the moves played in each

round in a waythatfacilitates a quick verification of each new moveagainstall

the other movesplayedso far in the dialogue, so that any movefailing to satisfy

the above rules could be excluded instantly from the game. The History Log

stores a summary of the movesplayed,so far, in the PISA dialogue. One ofthe

requirements for this data structure was to accommodate for (potentially)

substantial number of moves. Computational efficiency (update and lookup

speed) was therefore an important factor in this structure. Comparing new

movesagainst old ones needsto befast, otherwise the performance of PISA will

be hampered. Taking this into consideration, in order to look up moves/rules in
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an efficient manner, the History Log groups the dialogue moves in a numberof

lists; each list containing the movesplayed by one source against one target. The

moves, indexed by both target and source, are stored in a compressed form.

Entry (0, 0) in this structure contains a special move: the first move in the

dialogue, as this initial move does not represent any attack or respond to any

previous move. When a new dialogue moveis received the chairperson has to

check this move against the non-repetition conditions discussed previously. If

the move successfully passes the test then the chairperson addsit to the proper

entry in the History Log, and to the Argumentation Tree. Otherwise the moveis

discarded andthe participant is warnedthatit has failed to play a legal move.

6.5. Summary of Multiparty Arguing from Experience

Having described the basic elements in the PISA Framework, a summary of the

key changes that have been madeto the “Arguing from Experience” framework

outlined in Section 3.4 is now presented. The discussions given, thus far, make

it clear that changesare required to the original model introduced in Chapter3:

e Recall from Chapter 3 that each agent (player) ae A was defined as a =

<name,, Cy, 2, CS, Sa>. For the purposes of PISA this definition included

a view of the Argumentation Tree. The implementation of this view

dependedonthe agents’ strategies: it could take into consideration only the

moves that have been addedto this structure in the last round; or a more

sophisticated view covering the entire tree, or anything in between. The

details of these views are discussed in Chapter 7. For now it suffices to

mention that the definition of agents taking part in PISA dialoguesis given

as dps, = <namey, Cy 2, CSz Va Sa>; where V, represents the agent’s

view of the underlying Argumentation Tree structure. The chairperson

agentis identified as: chairperson = <” chairperson”, ©, ©, ©, ©, D>.

e The control layer was extended to include the chairperson as an

independent neutral agent responsible for monitoring PISA games and
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constructing the Argumentation Tree. This layer is defined in the terms of

the following:

ArgT: the argumentation tree, and is identified as follows ArgT:

<Nodes, Attack>. Where Nodes = {7, .., mn} is the nodes of the

argumentation tree such that max(lNodes |) < predefined threshold.

Attack is the attack relation between the tree’s nodes, as represented by

the direct and indirect attacks identified previously.

Gre: Set of PISA dialogue games to resolve ties. Such that | Gye | <

predefined threshold.

initial. PISA initial dialogue game.

start: a function that begins a certain PISA dialogue game,start(gjie €

Gre) begins a tie resolution dialogue, start(ginisia:) begins the initial one.

e The “outcome rules” of PISA defined, for each dialogue d and instance ¢

the winners and losers of d with respect to instance@ Sub-section 6.3.1

discussed the winner identification in PISA. Formally speaking, the set of

outcomerules O reflects that discussion as follows:

Winners: wy (d, A,,CA) = true if Va,,eA,, then Gaw € O (d,9).

Losers: lg (d, AiCA) = true if Vaje A; then Gal ¢ .O (d,9)

O (deD, 9) = {0),..,01)}: Vo € O then o€ U (G,: ae A), and

" 0 &€ consequences(AR(Ng)): Ng CNode(ArgT) and the colour of

each node from Ng = Green,or

"0 € GéominantBlue Such that dominantBluee A and V n € Node(ArgT):

The colour of n = blue then Participant(n) = dominantBlue

If | wg |>1 then thereis a tie between the agentsin A,,.

The twofunctions Wg and |, satisfy the following conditions:

" Wo (d, A) Ny (d, A) = ©.

= if IAI = 2, then wg(d, A) and 1, (d, A) are at mostsingletons.

PISA could incorporate two different sub-models of dialogues: “Dispute model

for Arguing from Experience” and “Dissents model for Arguing from

Experience’’. Both were described in Sub-section 3.22:
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In the first model, “disputes”, all parties engaged in the dialogue have positive

burden of the proof. Thus they can win the dialogue by, and only by, proving

that the case under discussion classifies according to the class they promote.In

the second model, “dissents”, the burden of the proof lays with the first

participant, which initiates the dialogue. The other participants can attack the

first participant‘s proposals in any manner, and can win the dialogue by simply

undermining the first participant’s position. Thefirst participant is identified as

follows age EA and ag= speaker(dnj) : Gn; 18 the first rule in the current

dialogue deurrent. The winners andlosers functionsrules are re-identified:

e Winners (dissents): Wy (d, a,,CA) = true if aw = a; and Gaw € O (d, @). Or,

Wo d, (A,,GA)=true if a; ¢Aw and G,; ¢ O (d, g).

e Losers (dissents): ly (d, AGA) = true if a;¢ Aj and G,; € O (d, 9) suchthat

A, =A - aj. Or lg (d, a; €A) = true if G,; ¢ O (d, @).

However, the work presented in this thesis focuses on the first sub-model. This

is becausedissents lead to different flavour of dialogues than the one intended in

this thesis. A discussion of dissents will be given in the conclusions chapter.

6.6. The Implementation of PISA and Example Dialogues

This section presents an overview of the implementation of the PISA

Framework, along with an associated GUI interface. The implementation

combines the various components described previously into a functional

application, using the Java programming language. The objective of this

implementation was to provide a tool to produce multiparty “Arguing from

Experience” dialogues. The accompanying GUI enables the user to test and

assess the resulting dialogues, and can also be used to examine the various

components of PISA, such as the Argumentation Tree and the History Log. The

implementation described here was used to evaluate a variety of test scenarios

and examples discussed in the remainder of this chapter, and the next chapter.

Some further specialised componentsfor this application will be included in the
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next chapter. A moredetailed description of the implemented PISA Application,

and the accompanying design documentation, can be found in Appendix B.

The PISA implementation, described here, allows for dialogues among a

number of participants to be undertaken. An embedded chairperson agent

monitors these dialogues and ensures that the participants follow the protocol

rules. The GUI interface enables the user to import a game dictionary file

(Section 4.1). The software then provides the user with options to add atleast

one participant per every possible classification given in the game dictionary.

Chapter 7 will discuss the concept of groups in PISA:here, it is assumedthat

there exists exactly one player for every possible classification. When adding a

new player the user should load a backgrounddataset for this player. The user

also has the option to change the confidence/support values and the strategy

configuration® for new players. The GUI has a special display area dedicated to

the participants taking part in the current dialogue, which the user can consult

for information aboutthe participants taking part in the dialogue (e.g. data files

andstrategies). After specifying the participating agents, the user chooses a case

to argue about. Once the case is loaded the dialogue can commence. The

outcome of which, along with the actual dialogue is printed to a special tab

screen. This tab screen includes other options such as displaying the History

Log and the Argumentation Tree. The presented implementation of PISA does

not cover open-dialogues scenarios, where participants are allowed to join an

ongoing game wheneverthey like. However, the software allowsparticipants to

leave at any point of time. The chairperson can also discard “idle” participants,

which havenottaken part in Skip_Threshold numberof the rounds. The user can

decide on the valueofthis variable prior to the start of the game, otherwise the

software gives it the default value of two rounds. When a new dialogue

commences the chairperson shuffles the participants and then P, opens the

dialogue by proposing a new rule. If P; fails to propose a new rule, the

“chairperson” requests from the other participants, in order, to propose a new

rule. This is important to prevent the game from terminating prematurely

because the first participant has failed to propose an initial argument.

 

35 The issue of strategy in PISA is discussedin details in the next chapter.
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However, if all the participants fail to propose an opening rule the game

terminates with failure. Oncethe initial rule is proposed, the chairperson updates

the History Log repository with this move. A new Argumentation Tree is then

instantiated with a root node representing this move. From the second round,

onwards, the participants place their moves in the style discussed previously.

The chairperson terminates the game once two rounds have passed without any

changes to the Argumentation Tree. Illegal moves as not considered a valid

reason to keep the game going. Once the gameis terminated the chairperson

consults the tree to determine the winner. In the case of ties (strong or weak),

the chairperson instantiates another dialogue betweenthetied parties, should the

user wish to do so. Otherwise, the dialogue, along with the resulting

classification, is printed to the output screen of the GUI interface. The dialogue

representation is very similar to the one used in the PADUA GUIapplication.

6.6.1. PISA Framework Application Example (1): The Housing

Benefit Example

An example is now provided to demonstrate the operation of the PISA

Framework and the style of dialogues produced. In this example, PISA is

appliedto a variation of the RPHAscenario (Sub-section 4.1.2) reinterpreted so

that the number of classes was increased from twoclasses; entitled or not

entitled: to four; entitled, entitled with priority, partially entitled andnotentitled.

The conditions for each of the four classes to apply were defined as follows:

e (Fully) Entitled: Candidates entitle to full housing benefit allowanceif they

satisfy all the RPHAfive conditions (Sub-section 4.1.2).

e Entitled with Priority: Candidates entitle to housing benefit allowance with

priority if they satisfy the entitling conditions and also satisfy one of the

following: (1) they have paid contributionsin four outofthe last five years

and either have less capital than the original limit (this is interpreted as

£1000 less than the original limit) or have has less income than the original

limit (by 5%), or (ii) they are memberof the armed forces and have paid

contributionsin five outof the last five years.
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e Partially Entitled: Candidates entitle to a lower rate of benefit if they

satisfy the age condition, and they either: (i) have slightly more capital than

the original limit (+£1000 more than the original limit), but have paid

contributions in 4 (or 5) years out of the last five, (ii) have slightly more

available income ( +5%) than the original limit, but have paid contributions

in 4 (5) years out of the last five, (iii) are employed in the Merchant Navy

and have paid contributionsin five out ofthe last five years.

e¢ Not Entitled: The candidatefails to satisfy any of the above.

Assume that there are four different offices providing RPHAservices in four

different regions, each has a dataset of 6,000 benefit records. Each dataset was

assigned to a PISA Player Agent. Thus a total of four Players Agents would

engage in dialogues regarding the classification of RPHA applicants, each

player defending one of the four possible classifications described above.

Support and confidence thresholds of 1% and 50%, respectively, were used

when mining ARs. PISA wasthen applied to the case of a male applicant, aged

around 55 years, who was a UKresident whose capital (less than £3000) and

incomefalls in the right range (less than 15%), and who haspaid contributions

in three out ofthe last five years. According to the conditions listed above this

applicant should not be awarded any benefit, since he fails on the age condition.

Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) show how the example dialogue produced by the PISA

reaches this conclusion. A more detailed account of how this example was

produced can be found in Appendix B. This example shows howthe PISA can

be used to construct meaningful dialogues explaining the reason behind

assigninga classification to each input case. Just like in the PADUAapplication,

no intervention, on the behalf of the user, is necessary beyond the input

activities. After the dialogue game has finished, the user can inspect the

resulting dialogue, and decide whether another run of the application using

different input parameters (changing the support/confidence values) is

necessary. To help users assess the quality of the dialogues produced, the GUI

provides plenty of easy-to-access outputdata, in addition to the actual dialogue,

including: a graphical representation of the Argumentation Tree at the end of

each dialogue (Figure 6.8), and a textual description of the moves stored in the
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History Log. A partial view of this representation is given in Figure 6.9. These

additional pieces of information were targeted at users interested in closely

examining the structure of the PISA Framework,and the quality of the dialogue

produced.
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Figure 6.8. The Argumentation Tree of the Housing Benefits example.
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Figure 6.9. The History Log of the Housing Benefits example.

6.6.2. PISA Application Example (2): The Nursery Example”

A more detailed example, focusing only on the PISA dialogue andthe structure

of the Argumentation Tree, rather than the Java application, is now given. The

purpose of this example is twofold: (i) to establish the style of dialogues

 

36 This example was previously published in (Wardehet al., 2009c).
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produced by PISA,and(ii) to illustrate that PISA can of handle real world as

well as hypothetical scenarios. Here, PISA is applied using a dataset describing

the processing of applications for a nursery school in Ljubljana (Olave etal,

1989). The dataset was obtained from the UCL data repository (Blake and Merz,

1998). The Nursery dataset was originally derived from a hierarchical decision

model developedto rank applications for nursery schools. It was used during the

1980s when there was excessive enrolment to these schools in Ljubljana,

Slovenia, where there were often two applications for every place. The final

decision depended on eight factors forming three sub problems: the occupation

of parents and the child’s current nursery provision; the family structure andits

financial standing; and the social and health picture of the family. The model

was developed using the DECMAKexpert system shell for decision making

(Bohanec and Rajkovic, 1990). The original dataset consisted of 12960 records

classified into five levels of recommendation: not recommended,

recommended, highly recommended, priority and special priority. The

distribution of the classes in terms of records was as follows: 33.33%, 0.015%,

2.53%, 32.91% and 31.204%. Note that the recommended and highly

recommendedclassifications are rather rare. For the purpose of the experiment

described here the records in the recommended class were removed from the

dataset. A four player game was therefore designed. The dataset has also 8

attributes other than the class attribute:

e Parents occupation: usual, pretentious, of great pretension

e Childs nursery: proper, less proper, improper,critical, very critical

e Form of the family: complete, completed, incomplete, foster

e Numberof children: 1,2,3, more than 3

e Housing conditions: convenient, less convenient, critical

e Financial standing of the family: convenient, inconvenient

e Social conditions: non-problematic,slightly problematic, problematic

e Health conditions: recommended,priority, not recommended
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The PISA Debate:

For this example a run of PISA with four players was performed, each

representing one of the four possible classifications. The players are referred to

as NR (not recommended), HR (highly recommended), PR (priority) and SP

(special priority). The input case was chosen as one that should beclassified as

highly recommended,since this is the rarest, and hence the classification most

likely to be in dispute. Specifically the case has the followingattributes: parents

have a usual occupation, has less than proper nursery, completed family, two

children, convenient housing, inconvenient finance, non problematic social

conditions and recommended health conditions. The support/confidence

thresholds were set at 1% and 50% respectively. These values were chosen as

they are wellestablished as the default thresholds in the data mining community

(e.g. (Coenen and Leng, 2005), (Li et al, 2001) and (Liu etal, 1998)).

The dialogue commences whenthe chairperson invites the HR player agent to

propose the opening argument, HR proposesthe following rule (R1):

HR - Proposes a New Rule: The case has the following

features: usual occupation, less than proper nursery,

convenient housing and recommended health. Therefore

this case should be classified as (highly recommended).

With confidence = 52.38%.

This rule is attacked by the other three agents in the second round (R2, R3 and

R4 respectively) as follows (the reader might find it helpful to refer to the

completed argumenttree shown in Figure 6.10 as the debate develops):

PR - Counter Rule: The case has the following feature:

recommended health Therefore this case should be

classified as (priority recommended). With confidence =

55.72%.

NR - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

usual occupation, complete family, Z children,

convenient housing and inconvenient finance. Therefore

this case should be classified as (not recommended).

With confidence = 55.55%.
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SP - Distinguishes the previous rule: The case has the

following additional feature: family=complete. Therefore

my confidence in this case being of class (highly

recommended) is no more than 20% only.

 

 

 

  
 

   
 

   

 

 

   

Figure 6.10. The Argumentation Tree of the nursery example. Dark Grey=Green

nodes, Double Lined=Purple nodes, and Single Lined=Red nodes.

Note that SP does not propose a rule of its own. Since the case falls into the

narrow band of highly recommended we might expect to find reasons for the

classifications on either side, but not the very different special priority.

Nonetheless, SP could play a useful role in critiquing the arguments of the other

players. At this stage PR is aheadasit has the best un-attacked rule. In round

three all four players make moves:

HR: proposes a newrule to attack the current best rule. In fact it has an

excellent rule (RS):
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HR - Proposes a New Rule: The case has the following

features: usual parent, less than proper nursery,

complete family, convenient housing and recommended

health. Therefore this case should be classified as

(highly recommended). With confidence = 85.71%.

e NR:distinguishes PR’s argumentby pointing out that usual occupation and

recommendedhealth only gives priority with 18.64% confidence (R6).

e PR: proposes a counterrule against NR’s rule from round two(R7):

PR - Proposes Counter Rule: The case has the following

features: usual occupation, less than proper nursery and

recommended health. Therefore this case should be

classified as (priority). With confidence = 61.16%.

e SP: distinguishes PR’s rule from round two by pointing to the usual

occupation,but from its data the modified rule has 19.9% confidence (R8).

Now HRis backin the lead. Note that the proposedrule is the sameasthe rule

modified by SP in round two. This difference in confidence is explained by the

fact that SP may have very few highly recommendedcasesin its database.

In round four SP has no move.The other two agents can, however, make moves:

e NR: distinguishes PR’s rule from round three, by pointing out that

recommendedhealth reduces the confidenceof the priority classification to

only 20% (R9).

e PR:proposesa counterrule against HR’s rule of round three (R10):

PR - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

less than proper nursery, completed form, inconvenient

finance and recommended health. Therefore this case

should be classified as (priority). With confidence =

86.95%.

Now PRis winning, butin the fifth roundthis can be distinguished by NR,since

the addition of non-problematic social problems reduces the confidence to just

20% (R11). In the sixth PR proposes anotherrule (R12):
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PR — Proposes a Counter Rule: The case has the following

features: usual occupation and less than proper nursery

and recommended health Therefore this case should be

classified as (priority). With confidence = 65.95%.

This, however, can be distinguished by HR since adding non-problematic social

behaviour again reduces the confidence to 20% (R13). This reinstates the

argument of HR made in round 3. No more argumentsare possibleatthis stage,

andsothefinal classification is highly recommended

6.7. Summary

This chapter has given details of how multiparty “Arguingfrom Experience” can

be achieved using the PISA Framework. This frameworkallows for any number

of participants to take part in the underlying dialogues. The original contribution

of PISA is the mechanisms whereby it addresses the many challenges found in

multiparty dialogues which are either not present or not of significance in the

two-party ones. Of particular note is the control structure used in PISA, the turn

taking policy, the approach to game termination andthe definition of the roles of

the participants allowing them to adopt differing strategies. The supporting

Argumentation Tree data structure is also significant. Overall, PISA offers

several advantages:

e It allows argumentation between any numberofparticipants rather than the

more usual two. This required consideration and resolution of a range of

issues associated with dialogues with more than twoparticipants.

e It operates without the need for a (hand-crafted) knowledge base but

instead allowsparticipants to generate arguments using ARM techniques.

e Theprocess leads to a reasoned consensus, which is not obtained through,

say, voting, which increases the acceptability of the outcometo allparties.

The next chapter will investigate other areas of interest regarding multiparty

“Arguingfrom Experience”, and the possible treatments of these issues using the
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PISA Framework. In particular, the development of an advanced gamestrategy

model to accommodate the features of multiparty dialogues. The potential for

participants to form dynamic groups, and how such groups once formed can act

like one unit on the behalf of all their members, will also be addressed.
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Chapter 7: Advanced Issues in

PISA

This chapter continues the discussion about the design of the PISA Framework.

The basic structure and the main functions of PISA were described in the

previous chapter. Nevertheless, the suggested model“so far’still has room for

improvements, in particular regarding the issues of participants’ strategies and

the formation of groups of individual players. The structure of PISA suggested

in the previous chapter raises two questions:

Whatis the strategy design most suited for the purposes of multiparty

dialogues produced in PISA?

How can groupsofindividual players be constructed most effectively?

The first question concerns the issue of strategies and tactics in PISA. A

discussion of the PISA strategy problem and the advocated solution is given in

Section 7.1. The second questionrelates to the design structure discussed in the

previous chapter, having modelled the participants in PISA dialoguesas either

individual players or groups of players sharing the same objective. Section 7.2

embarks uponthestructure of such groups, mainly the arrangementsrelated to

the decision making process within each group. Section 7.3 concludes this

chapter with a summary. The analysis given in this chapter will provide

examples of the issues investigated using classification scenarios based on the

RPHAspecification given in the previous chapter (Section 6.5).

7.1. Strategy Design for PISA

Chapter 4 proposed a layered strategy model for players taking part in PADUA

dialogue gamesto facilitate the selection of the kind of moveto be put forward

at each round of the dialogue, and the content of this move. The proposed

strategy model comprises fourlevels:
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e Level 0: Defines the game mode.

e Level 1: Defines the players (agents) profiles.

e Level 2: Defines the strategy mode.

¢ Level 3: Defines some appropriate argumentative content depending on the

promotedtactics.

The issue of strategy design for PISA dialogues is considerably different from

that in the two-party PADUAdialogues, mainly because the dialogue game in

PISA is more complicated than in PADUA.This complexity arises from the fact

that, unlike PADUA, PISA dialogues often take place between more than two

participants. A seconddifference is that PISA determines which party has won a

completed dialogue game in a different manner from PADUA.In PISAit is not

always the case that the last contributing participant wins: dialogues may

continue for a number of rounds after a winning argument (represented by a

legal move) has been placed. These two differences indicated that the strategy

design proposed for PADUA cannotsimply be applied in the PISA framework,

and so some in-depth modification is required if they are to be considered

suitable for PISA dialogues. Another point of distinction between PADUA and

PISA, over the issue of strategy, is that although strategies are often designed

for individual (players) agents, they are applied in the context of dialogues. In

PADUA,dialogues are clear-cut two-party exchanges of speech acts. However,

dialogues conducted in PISA involve an indefinite numberof participants which

might be individual players or groups of players. Thus, the strategy design for

PISA should also account for this point. PADUAstrategies are intended for

individual players participating directly in a dialogue game, while in PISA

individual players may not be involved directly in the ongoing dialogue, but

instead they may engagein an inner dialogue within their own group,the result

of which is determined by the leader of the group. The issue of strategy design

for groupsis further explained in Section 7.2.

Acknowledging the above differences means that any appropriate strategy

model for PISA needsto take into consideration the following points:
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The status of the argumentation tree. Participants can incorporate different

views of this status in their own strategies. Each agent can consider as

many, or as few previous moves (tree nodes), in order to make a decision

with respect to the best next move. By taking more previous moves into

their consideration, participants can potentially plan their next movebetter

than those which consider (say) only the movesplayed inthe last round.

Whether the player is a member of a group or not. It is only when an

individual player (agent) is the only advocate of its own “view” that this

player is the master of its own moves. Where two or more agents advocate

the same “view”, then they are subjects to the decision making process of

their assigned group. Theissuesrelated to the strategy design within each

group are discussed in detail in Section 7.2.

Whether the participant (player or group) has to participate in a certain

round or not. As discussed in the previous chapter, in PISA,participants are

not obliged to take part in each single round of the dialogue game (turn

skipping was discussed in the previous chapter). PISA also allows for

participants currently winning the game to skip rounds as long as their

position is not underminedby the other participants.

Strategies in PISA should, however, maintain the four levels from PADUA’s

strategy model. In this sense PISA extends and builds upon the basic strategy

outlines for PADUA. Takingall the discussed points into consideration, a six-

level strategy model was designed for individual player agents taking part in

PISA dialogues. Figure 7.1 illustrates this model. The proposed six levels are

divided into two tiers, the lower tier encapsulates the strategy model inherited

from PADUA, while the upper tier provides the scope through which PISA

players deduce their next moves with respect to the argumentationtree.

The proposed strategy model worksas follows:

The lowertier encapsulates the same four-level layered strategy model used

for PADUA(Section 4.2). However, the notion of agentprofile is slightly

altered to accommodate multiparty dialogues. PISA players applying an

agreeable profile may either try to agree with all the other participants or
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with a pre-specified group of participants. For simplicity it is assumed that

when applying an agreeable agentprofile, the players will attempt to agree

with all the moves represented by the argumentation tree leaves. The issue

of agreeing with a subset of the moves presented by these leaf nodesis

further discussed in Sub-section 7.1.4.

 

 

The UpperTier
   

U2: Makinga decision as to whetherthe

playerhasto participate in a given roundor

Ul: Making decisionswith respectto the
status of theargumentation tree   
 

The LowerTier

    
   

Argumentation Tree

 

0: Game Mode

1:Agen Profile

  
| 3: Choosing Move’s Content—   

Figure 7.1. The two-tier strategy design.

e The uppertier identifies the manner by which PISAplayers infer what move

to play next from the current status of the argumentation tree. This tier

comprises twostrategy levels (Figure 7.1):

— Level U2: defines whether the player “has to” participate in the current

round of dialogue or not. Different strategies can be derived from this

level. These strategies are explained in Sub-section 7.1.1.

— Level U1: defines the process by which PISA players choose their next

moves with respect to the argumentation tree. The argumentation tree

encompassesdetails of the moves played thus far in the dialogue game,

and the attacks relation amongst these moves. By consulting thistree,

players can base their decision on a numberof issues with relation to

their next moves, such as: which opponent to attack next and which

speechactto use.
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Level U1 of the layered strategy advocated promotes three different modes for

deducing the next movesfrom the currentstatus of the argumentationtrees:

e Full Tree Inference Mode: enables the derivation of strategies using a full

view of the argumentation tree. Players can select their next move on the

basis of their interpretation of the whole argumentation tree (their

interpretation of the dialoguethusfar).

e Leaf Nodes Inference Mode: leadsto strategies with a limited view of the

argumentation tree. Such PISA players consider only the leaf nodes of the

argumentation tree (undefeated moves/attacks) when making decision about

what movesto play next.

¢ One LeafNode Only Inference Mode: from whichall the derived strategies

are basically two-party PADUA-stylestrategies.

Recall from Chapter 4 that a strategy function for players (agents) taking part in

games governed by the PADUAprotocol was identified in Section 4.2. This

function was called Play, where a €A is a given player agent. Another version

of this function can now be identified for the purposes of PISA strategies.

Individual players taking part in PISA dialogues mayusethis function to select

their next moves. For each agent(player), ae A, Play, is defined as follows:

Play, : Mhoss x Rposs x Deurvens x Sa xTacticsg— Mooss

For the purposes of PISA only S, (the Strategy Matrix for the given agent) is

changedsuchthat S, = [havePart,, tma, gma, profilea, sma]. Where: (i) havePart,

identifies if the a has to take part in the next roundornot, (ii) havePart,e { true,

false}. tm, € TM is the tree inference mode, where TM=/full, leaves, oneleaf},

(iii) gm, € GM is the game mode, where GM = {win, dialogue}, (iv) profile, €

Profile is the player profile, where Profile = {agreeable, disagreeable}, and (v)

sm,€ SM is the strategy mode, where SM = {build, destroy}. Recall, Tactics, is

the tactics matrix including the move preference and the best move content

tactics. Thesetactics are explained in the context of each possiblestrategy in the

forthcoming sub-sections.
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7.1.1. Three Sub Strategies for PISA

A numberofdifferent strategies can be derived from the two-tier strategy model

discussed in Figure 7.1 according to the values given to each of the parameters

of S, of the strategy function Play, defined above. Three Basic Strategies were

derived from the given modelin relation to level U2 from the upper tier. These

strategies form a basis from which other sub strategies are built as shall be

discussed in the following paragraphs. Each strategy makes use of a set of

tactics similar to that identified in Section 4.3. Note that strategies are numbered

from S1 to SN, and where appropriate sub-strategies of a strategy are indicated

using SK-M,for example S1-1, and so on.

(S1) Attack WheneverPossible Strategy

The idea behind the S1 strategy is simple: PISA players following this strategy

will attack any opponent they can identify “whenever possible”. Here,

“whenever possible” means that players will attack their opponents whenever

they can mine a suitable attack move from their backgrounddatasets, regardless

of whether they need to do so or not. This strategy enhances the players’

chances of winning the gameby being as aggressive as possible, based on the

assumptionthat if they attack even when they do not need to, and/or whentheir

attacks are blindly directed against random opponents, they may win the game

by undermining the arguments proposed by as many opponents as possible.

Based on Level U1 of the upper tier of the advocated strategy model for the

PISA framework, three sub strategies could be derived from Attack Whenever

Possible Strategy along the three Inference Modes. Each mode will makeuse of

a different opponentidentification process:

e Blind Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-1): Here, individual

players will attempt to arbitrarily attack any of the undefeated previous

moves (leaf nodes); thus the opponent identification process is random

(blind). This sub-strategy applies a One LeafNode Only Inference Mode by

whichtheattention ofplayers will be focused on one and only oneleaf node

until a successful attack could be made against one of the argumentation
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tree’s leaf nodes. Here two sub-sub-strategies are distinguished along the

Strategy Mode elementas inherited from PADUA:

— Blind Attack Whenever Possible by Proposing new rules (Build Mode)-

(S1-1-1): Here, players will attempt to propose new rules whenever

possible, therefore increasing their chances to win the game by

proposing as many rules as possible, regardless of against which

opponentsthey are directed. Theideais that, proposing high confidence

rules will have the same effect regardless of which opponents they are

directed against.

— Blind Attack Whenever Possible by undermining the opponent (Destroy

Mode) - (S1-1-2): Here, players will plan to win the dialogue game by

undermining their opponents’ proposals wheneverpossible. The idea is

that if one player manages to undermineall the proposals played byall

the other players then this player wins the game. Of coursethis is not

always feasible, particularly when other players are following different

strategies.

Note that following a build or destroy strategy meansthatthe player will try

to apply this strategy against all the possible leaf nodes, before turning to

the opposite strategy mode (e.g. destroy if the original strategy mode is

build); instead of using build then destroy (or the other way around)tactics

against each leaf node in order.

e Focused Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-2): Directs the

players’ attacks according to some ordering of the identified undefeated

previous moves (leaf nodes). Thus, it promotes a Leaf Nodes Inference

Mode, and therefore targets the next moves against the most appropriate

undefeated previous move. Here the manner by which each player orders

the leaf nodes is significant and can be achieved in various ways. The

strategy model used here adopts a simple, yet effective, ordering: the agents

will attempt to defeat any leaves representing the mostthreatening direct

attacks against moves they have previously played. Such attacks are

identified, at this level, as the leaf nodesdirectly attacking moves placed by

a particular individual player (or the group it belongsto). If no such moves

are found, or if the player has failed to defeat any of the direct attacks
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against its proposals, then it will try to apply S1-1. It is assumed this sub-

strategy separates the leaf nodes of the argumentation tree into two groups

one comprising the direct threats andthe other containingtherest of the leaf

nodes, no further ordering is applied on the leaf nodes in each group. Here

also two sub-sub-strategies are distinguished:

— Focused Attack Whenever Possible by Proposing new rules (Build) -

(S1-2-1)

— Focused Attack Whenever Possible by undermining the opponent

(Destroy) - (S1-2-2).

These two types are similar to the ones discussed above (S1-1-1 and S1-1-

2), the only difference being that they order the argumentation tree leaves

priorto try to attack them.

Flexible Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-3): Represents the

most sophisticated of the three sub strategies derived from S1. Here

individual players adopt a focused strategy similar to the one discussed

above. However, instead of being restricted to a build or destroy strategy

mode, players may choose whether to undermine an existing leaf node

(undefeated move) or to propose a counter attack against this node. The

switch from build to destroy mode, and the other way around, depends on

the inference mode (Level U1) of the applied strategy. Two sub-sub-

strategies are derived:

— Leaf Nodes Inference Flexible Attack Whenever Possible - (S1-3-1):

Deduces next moves from the set of the previous undefeated moves

(leaf nodes). Here besides distinguishing between most threatening

direct attacks and other leaf nodes. PISA players apply some ordering

on the most threatening direct attacks, and then try to defeat these

attacks regardless how this is done (build or destroy). For the purposes

of this thesis, this sub-strategy assumes a simple order of direct threats:

Green attacks are ordered in a descending order according to their

confidence followed by the blue attacks ordered in an ascending order

according to their confidence.

— Full Tree Inference Flexible Attack Whenever Possible - (S1-3-2):

Promotes a full tree perception with the intention of determining an
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order by whichthe player should attemptto attack its opponents. Figure

7.2 suggests an outline of such strategy. In this figure

ArgT.GreenConfidence represents the current value green confidence,

nodes(value) return a set of nodes which confidence=value, leafs(node

N)returns the leafs nodesof the sub-tree which root =N. Dominant Blue

meansthatthe players has the highest numberofblue nodeson thetree

 

Input: The Argumentation Tree ArgT.

 

Try proposing an AR with confidence > green confidence; direct

this move against the leaf node with the highest confidence.

else

if 3 leaf node LN : confidence(LN)==ArgT.GreenConfidence then

attack LN.

else

for each N € nodes(ArgT.GreenConfidence): colour(N)=Green do

if 4 leaf node LN € leafs(N) then attempt to attack LN such

that the colour of the N after attack = red.

else

if adding a blue node to the argumentation tree make the

player dominant blue then attempt to play a blue move.

else switch to S1-3-1.  
 

Figure 7.2. The proposed S3-2 strategy.

(S2) Attack Only When NeededStrategy:

The Attack Only When Neededstrategy allows a player to choose whetherit is

necessary to take part in the current round of the dialogue gameornot. Recall

that participants taking part in PISA dialogues can choose to not contribute for

pre-determined number of rounds without being forced to leave the dialogue.

Also, participants in a winning position may not needto take an active part in

the dialogue aslong their position holds. Thus, the players will need to attack

only when all their (past) moves have been successfully defeated by other

participants; or when their attempts to undermine the proposals ofall the other

participants have failed (when anyof the other participants puts forward a legal
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move). Here also three sub-strategies were derived according to the same

criteria applied with the attack whenever possible strategy. However, players

using these sub-strategies prefer not to contribute as long as they are in a wining

position. Once this position is compromised (defeated) the players switch

immediately to an underlying $1 sub-strategy. The advocated strategy model

distinguishes between two types of “wait and see’’. Thefirst is the Build Mode

Wait and See wherethe player will only attack whenit no longer has any green

nodes on the tree, by proposing a new rule (or by advancing any other

equivalent move), otherwise the player would rather “wait and see”. The second

is Destroy Mode Wait and See where the player would rather “wait and see’ as

long as there are either: no green nodeson thetree, or all the blue nodes belong

to this player. Accordingto these criteria $2 is further divided into the following

sub-strategies, correspondingto the variants proposedfor S1:

e Blind Attack Whenever Needed Sub-strategy - (S2-1)

— Blind Attack only when neededby proposingrules - (S2-1-1)

— Blind Attack only when needed by undermining the opponent- (S2-1-2)

e Focused Attack Whenever Needed Sub-strategy - (S2-2)

— Focused Attack only when needed by proposingrules - (S2-2-1)

— Focused Attack only when needed by undermining the opponent- (S2-

2-2)

e Tree Dependant (Flexible) Attack Whenever Needed Sub-strategy (S2-3)

— Leaf Nodes Inference Flexible Attack When Needed - (S2-3-1)

— Full Tree Inference Flexible Attack When Needed - (S2-3-2)

(S3) Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threat Strategy

The Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threat Strategy anticipates forthcoming

attacks against the participant’s existing proposals; thus it is the most

sophisticated strategy type in PISA. Here players deduce their best next moves

based on the entire argumentation tree and use their own heuristics trying to

calculate which of their previous moves may be the weakest link in their

argument, and then either propose new rules to strengthen their position, or
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attack the positions of other participants before they have the chanceto attack

them. Figure 7.3 suggests an outline for this strategy. In this figure: nodes

(Participant P) returns all the nodes played by P, player (node N) returns the

participants who has played the move represented by N and colour (node N)

returns the colourof N.

 

Input: The Argumentation Tree ArgT.

 

Try to propose a rule with a confidence higher than any other node on

ArgT, direct this move against the highest confidence leaf node.

else

Try to propose a rule with confidence higher than the green

confidence; direct this move against the highest confidence leaf node.

else

if 3 leaf node LN and confidence (LN)==ArgT.GreenConfidence then

attempt to attack LN.

else

for each N € nodes(ArgT.GreenConfidence) and colour(N)=Green do

if 3 leaf node LN € leafs(N) and colour (LN) !=purple then

attempt to attack LN such that the colour of the N after attack =

red.

else

if adding a blue node to the argumentation tree make the player

dominant blue then attempt to play a blue move.

else

identify the current blue dominant Participant PDB.

if 3 leaf node LN such that player (LN)== PDB and colour (LN) =blue

then attempt to attack LN.

else

for each node N € nodes(PDB) such that colour(N)=blue do

if 4 leaf node LN € leafs(N) then

attempt to attack LN such that the colour(N) after attack =

red.

switch to (S2-3-2).  
Figure 7.3. The proposed Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threatstrategy.

7.1.2. Integrating the Strategy Model in the PISA Application

Thethree broad strategies discussed above (S1, S2 and S3) are all implemented

within the PISA Framework Application (Section 6.5). Recall from the previous

chapter that the user could enter some information when adding a new player.
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The following describes the sort of information required when adding a new

Player Agent, in particular the input parameters defining the new player’s

strategy. First the user has to select some dataset for the new player. This is

done by browsing through the user directories and selecting the required dataset.

Secondly, the user can decide whichstrategy this player will follow in the PISA

dialogue game. The application provides default value of the new player’s

strategy (S1-1-1) should the user wish to skip this step. The user hasto select

values for the following: (i) one of the three strategies S1, S2 or S3; (ii) the

strategy mode (build or destroy) and (iii)The inference level (One Leaf, Leaf

Nodesor Full Tree) for the new player. By changing thesesettings the user has

the option toselect different strategies. PISA applies a disagreeable agentprofile

as the default profile for its player agents, as this framework was originally

intended to model multiparty persuasion from experience rather than

deliberation. However, this default value can be changed for any Player Agent

to agreeable using the “advanced” options available for users, as discussed

below. Also the ARM parameters such as confidence and support thresholds

must also be fixed, the PISA Framework Application default values are

confidence =50% and support =1%. Should the user wish to change the ARM

parameter values or the agents’ profiles/their game mode then they can use the

“advancedoptions’ button in the interface to access a special window andalter

these values.

7.1.3. Example: Strategy in PISA

This section illustrates the strategies identified above using a number of

example dialogues produced by the PISA Application using the strategy

parameters (S,) discussed previously. These examples are drawn from the

RPHAartificial benefits configurations previously applied in Sub-section 6.5.1,

for the purposes of emphasizing the role of the players’ strategies in PISA

dialogues. Three examples are chosen to demonstrate this point, each

representing a PISA dialogue between four individual Player Agents over the

classification of an RPHAcase. The inputcase is that of: a 63 years oldfemale

applicant, who satisfies all the benefits condition and has served in the armed
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forces and has paid her contribution in the past five years. This case should

classify as entitled to priority benefits. The four players engaging in the

following examples are referred to as PR (priority entitled), EN (entitled), PE

(partially entitled) and NE (notentitled). These players are all disagreeable, and

engage in the dialogues in game mode. The other parameters in their strategy

configurations differ according to the examples setup. Each of the following

examples will consider the first four rounds of the PISA dialogue between the

four participants in orderto illustrate the effects different strategies have on

PISA dialogues. The details of the full length dialogues are give in Appendix B.

PISA Strategy Example 1

Here each of the four players applies the samestrategy: a focused attack when

possible strategy in build mode (S1-2-1). The chairperson invites the EN player

agent to propose the opening rule (argument). Thus EN suggests the following

association:

EN - Proposes a New Rule: The case has the following

features: 2000£<capital<3000£ and 15%<Income<20%.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Entitled).

With confidence = 67.54%.

The reader mightfind it helpful to refer to the completed argument tree shown

in Figure 7.4 as the debate develops. Theinitial rule is attacked by the other

three player agents in the second round,as follows:

NE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

60<Age<65 and 15%<Income<20% Therefore this case should

be classified as (Not Entitled). With confidence = 69%.

PE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Contribution Yl = paid and Contribution Y5 = paid.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Partially

Entitled). With confidence = 68.4%.
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PR - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Residency = armed forces and Contribution Y1 = paid.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Priority

Entitled). With confidence = 75.4%.

Note that NE usesthe fact that the case under discussion is of a candidate whose

age is between 60 and 65 years to attacks the EN argument, sinceall the males

applicants in this age groupsare notentitled to benefits; at this stage PR is ahead

as it has the best un-attackedrule. In roundthree all four players make moves:

e EN, PE and NE proposes a new rule to attack the current best rule (the

previous PR rule):

EN - Proposes a New Rule: The case has the following

features: Gender = female, 60<Age<65,

2000£<Capital<3000£ and 15%<Income<20%. Therefore this

case should be classified as (Entitled). With confidence

= 78.6%.

NE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

60<Age<65, 15%<Income<20% and 2000£<Capital<3000£.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Not

Entitled). With confidence = 75.99%.

PE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Contribution. Y1 \= paid, Contribution: Y2 = paid -and

Contribution Y5 = paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (Partially Entitled). With confidence =

76%.

e PR attacks the previous NE move. Although this move in not necessary, yet

PR followed its own attack when possible strategy and attacked this node

because it could do so:

PR - Proposes a Counter Rule: The case has the following

features: Residency= armed forces, 15%<Income<20% and

contribution Yl=paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (Priority Entitled). With confidence =

76.2%.
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Figure 7.4. The Argumentation Tree throughout PISA Strategy Example 1. Dark

Grey=Green nodes, Double Lined=Purple nodes, and Single Lined=Rednodes.

Now ENis back in the lead. Note that NE has again played a rule based on the

age of the candidate to try and persuade the other participants to notissue any

benefit to this candidate, this is the last move this participants would be able to

play to stress this fact. In the fourth round NE and EN have no moves. The other

two agents can, however, make moves against the winning position from last

roundas follows:

PE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Contribution Yl = paid, Contribution Y2 = paid,

Contribution Y4 = paid and Contribution Y5 = paid

Therefore this case should be classified as (Partially

Entitled). With confidence = 80.4%.
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PR - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Residency=armed forces, 15%<Income<20% and Contribution

Yl = paid Therefore this case should be classified as

(Priority Entitled). With confidence = 87.3%.

The last round concludes this example. Note that PR has managed to win the

dialogue, thus the resulting classification is correctly identified as priority

entitled.

PISA Strategy Example 2

In this second example the strategy configuration of PISA Example1 is changed

such that agent players NE and PR apply a destroy strategy. Thus, NE will have

more scopeto critique other players’ positions. More importantly, this example

will reveal that by changing the strategy the output of the dialogue will

drastically differ. The reader can refer to Figure 7.5 for the developmentof the

argumentation tree for this example. The new dialogue commencesin a similar

manner to the previous example, as the chairperson invites EN once moreto

start the dialogue, and EN respondsby playing the same openingrule from the

previous example. This rule is attacked by the other three player agents in the

second example, as follows:

e PE proposesthe samerule it used in the same round in Strategy Example 1.

e NE distinguishes EN’s argument from the first round by demonstrating that

60<age<65 only gives Entitled with a confidence of 19.9%.

e PRdistinguishes EN’s argumentfrom the first round by demonstrating that

contribution year 4 = paid and contribution year 5 = paid only gives Entitled

with a confidence of 20%.

e Thus after the second round, PE is in the winning position rather than PR

because PR is applying a destroy strategy instead of the build one it has

used in the previous example.
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All the four players take part in the third round. Note that PE participates in this

round by playing the same moveit played in the same roundin the previous

example, butthis time it is directed against NE’s move from round two. Again

this move is not necessary, and if PE were applying an attack when needed

strategy then it would have not played it. The other three participants play the

following moves:

e EN proposes the same rule it used in the same round in PISA Strategy

Example 1.

e NE distinguishes PE’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

60<age<65 only givesPartially Entitled with a confidence of 20.1%.
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e PRdistinguishes PE’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

20003<capital<3000£ only gives Partially Entitled with a confidence of

19.2%.

Now,ENis back in the winning position, in the same manneras the previous

example. Note that NE has used the age group as a distinguishing factor this

time ratherthan as a keyattribute in arguing for advocating its own “view”.

In the fourth round, EN has no moves. The other three agents can, however,

make movesagainst the winningposition from thelast round as follows:

e PEproposestherule it used in the same round in PISA Strategy Example 1.

e NEdistinguishes EN’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

60<age<65, contribution yearl = paid, contribution year2 = paid only gives

Entitled with a confidence of 34.5%.

e PR distinguishes EN’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

paying contribution in years 1, 2, 3 and 4 only gives Entitled with a

confidence of 15.2%.

Note that this example has evolvedin a different mannerto the previous one: by

the end of round four, PE is winning the dialogue instead of PR. This is because

PR is applying a destroy strategy rather than a build one. This emphasises the

importance of the strategy mode in multiparty dialogues. However, the ultimate

result of this dialogue is rather different to the one discussed here. The actual

dialogue produced by PISA took ten rounds, the last two of which had no

moves, and EN emerged as winner by the end of that dialogue. For reasons of

space, the last four rounds were omitted from this example. However, the same

result still applies: PR lost this game because it was not equipped with an

adequatestrategy.

PISA Strategy Example 3

Let us now assumethat the four players taking part in the above example apply

more perceptive strategies, in relation to the argumentation tree, than the

previous two examplesas follows:
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e PR and EN:apply S$2-3-2 (full tree inference attack when needed).

e PE applies S3 (preventing forecastedthreat).

e NE applies S2-2-2 (destroy focused attack when needed).

These strategies will produce a different dialogue anda different argumentation

tree from the ones discussed in the previous example. Figure 7.6 shows the

development of the argumentation tree for this example. The dialogue

commencesin a similar mannerto the previous two examples, with EN opening

the dialogue with the saneinitial rule as the previous two examples. This rule is

attacked bythe other three player agents in round two,as follows:

e First PE and PR propose the same counter rules they have presented in the

same roundin PISA Strategy Example1.

e NEdistinguishes EN’s argument from the first round using the same rule

from PISA Strategy Example 2.

Note that after the second round, PR is in the winning position as it has played

the rule with the highest confidenceso far. Only three players take part in round

three; PR skips this round becauseit is in the winning position sothere is no

need for it to take part in the dialogueat this stage. The other three participants

play the following moves:

e ENplays an increase confidence move against NE’s movefromlast round:

EN - Increases the confidence of a previous rule by

stating that the case has the additional features:

Contribution Yl  =paid and Contribution Y2= paid.

Therefore this case should be classified as (entitled).

With confidence = 79.1%.

¢ NEdistinguishes PR’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

60<age<65 only gives Priority Entitled with a confidence of 23.4%.

e PE distinguishes PR’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

2000£<capital<3000£ only gives priority entitled with 3.22% confidence.
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Figure 7.6. The Argumentation Tree throughout PISA Strategy Example 3. Dark

Grey=Green nodes, Light Grey=Blue nodes, Double Lined=Purple nodes, and Single

Lined=Rednodes.

Now, ENis back in the winning position, in the same manneras the previous

two examples. However, the current example differs from the previous:

e PE hasplayed a distinguishing move rather than a counter example moveas

it has forecasted that such a moveis better than playing a build move,

anticipating that the other participants may play moves with better

confidence than the counter attack move it has mined against PR’s position.

e NE has again used one attribute from the case under discussion to

undermine the argumentofthe player in the winning position.

e EN has chosen to direct its move against NE’s move from round two

because, according to its strategy, this is better than playing a proposing

new rules move against one of the other two nodes on the argumentation
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tree, because it thus managed to defendits original position and attackall

the other players’ positions with one move.

Only two players take part in the fourth round. EN doesnot contribute to this

round because it has the winning position, and NE has no more moves. The

other two players attack EN’s move from round three by counter attackingit

using the same movesthey have played previously in the same round in PISA

Strategy Example 1. Note here that PR managedto gain a winin this dialogue

becauseit has chosen d its move using larger number of previous movesthatin

the previous two examples.

7.1.4. Discussion

This section has examined someoftheissues related to strategy design for the

individual players (agents) engaging in multiparty “Arguing from ‘Experience”

dialogues within the PISA framework. The suggested two-tier strategy model

provides PISA players with a range of different possible strategies varying in

complexity, in particular regarding the mannerin which the players make use of

the argumentation tree. The above discussion can be reinforced with two

additional points. The first of which considersthe issues of “agreeing with other

participants” in multiparty “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. The second

point relates to the issue of “temporary coalitions” between different

participants against one particular opponent.

With respect to the first point it was assumed previously in this chapter that

agreeable PISA players will try to agree with all the moves represented by the

argumentation tree leaf nodes. In other words, these players will attempt to

agree with all the arguments that have not yet been defeated, and then to launch

their attacks only against arguments they could not agree with (because no

adequate ARs could be mined from the players’ datasets). Also one player may

prefer, for strategic reasons, to agree with certain other participants and not with

the rest. For these reasons, each PISA player maintainsa list, referred to as the

to-agree-with list, comprising the participants it will attempt to agree with

during the course of the gamerather than attacking. Such list is composed on
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the basis of the discussion domain: One player may prefer agreement with

participants advocating classifications adjacentto the one it is advocating,

rather than losing the dialogue to other parties. This style of agreeableprofiles is

referred to as “Biased Agreeable Profile’, in order to distinguish it from the

(fully) “Agreeable Profile” discussed above. The notion of “Biased Agreeable

Profiles” is of importance in domains where there are a number of adjacent

classifications. Take for example the RPHAfictional domain from the previous

sub-section: PR maysettle for the “entitled to benefits” classification proposed

by EN rather than not getting any benefits or getting just partial benefits (as

proposedbythe other two players in the game NE andPErespectively). EN and

PE onthe other hand maysettle for anything other than not getting any benefits,

while NE will not prefer agreementwith any of the other three participants.

The above notion of BiasedAgreeable Profiles could be applied as a mechanism

for coalition formation, in which a number of participants may attempt to

“temporarily agree” with each others for strategic reasons, in order to overcome

stronger opponents In this case, a number of participants could form a

“temporary coalition” by which they join forces and cease attacking each other

for a limited number of rounds for the purposes of defeating the stronger

opponent(s). Once this goal is achieved, say when the stronger opponent(s)

drops out of the dialogue game, then the participants in the “temporary

coalition” can break up and resume attacking each other as they would have

doneprior to forming the coalition. Note that “temporary coalitions” differ from

“Biased Agreeable Profiles” in two ways. Firstly “temporary coalitions” are

temporary, which meansthat once the goal of the coalition has been achieved

the participants in the coalition have no reason to continue being in this

coalition. Secondly participants in a temporary coalition cease attacking each

other, while participants with “Biased Agreeable Profiles”try to avoid attacking

participants in their lists if possible; also there is nothing stopping the

> 66participants in the players’ “to-agree-with’lists from attacking these players.

 

°° Adjacentclassification here refers to a class value related to or close to the classification this

particular participant tries to prove true. Alternatively an agent might choose to agree with all

those agents that give a better (or worse) outcometothe claimant.
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Equipping PISA players with mechanism to enforce temporary coalitions is an

ambitious extension of the PISA Framework. However, a number of issues must

be addressed, if a successful implementation of coalitions is to be brought

together. Chapter 9 will give a summary of these issues, based on the above

discussion, and providedirectionsto tackling them in future extensions of PISA.

7.2. Groups and Leadership in PISA

Recall from the previous chapter that individual PISA players advocating the

same thesis (for example the same possible classification of the input case) are

required to “join forces” and act as a single "group ofplayers". Every groupis

allowed only one move per round. Thisrestriction aims at simplifying PISA

dialogues. The proposed notion of groups prevents individual players sharing

the same objective from arguing withoutconsulting each other and consequently

causing contradictions amongst themselves or attacking each other. This may,

however,lead to a situation in which the weakerparties (within the groups)are

forced to withdraw from the game and the remaining stronger members no

longer have sufficient shared experience to win. Group formation is automatic in

PISA. Whena new individual player joins a dialogue game, over a case from a

particular domain, it has to make its objective clear. The player’s objective

represents the thesis this player proposes (G,). The chairperson then decidesif

this new player should participate in the dialogue as an individual player, or

should become a memberofan existing group of other players which advocated

thesis matches the one proposed bythe new player. In each group, the members

have to select a leader from amongst them. This leader will act as a

representative of its group in the dialogue, and is usually the “smartest” and

“most experienced” (the one with the largest amount of data available at its

disposal) member of the group. Player’s smartness relates to the strategy this

player applies. Hence, the smartest member is the one with the most

sophisticated strategy amongst the group’s members, where strategies are

ranked accordingto their level of understanding ofthe history and the process of

the dialogue.
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The leader guides the inter-group dialogue, and selects which of the moves

suggested by the group’s members, including the leader’s move,is the best to be

played in the next round. This inter-group dialogue is a variation of “targeted

broadcasting”, in which only group members can listen to what is being

“discussed in the group”, while other participants are completely unaware of

these dialogues. The leader can also redirect other members’ moves against

different opponents, or advise them to follow its own strategy, an act that makes

the group benefit from the different strategies applied by its members and from

the differences in their experience.

Group formation in PISA is a clear-cut process when compared with the work

on group (team) formation in the literature on cooperation among intelligent

agents (e.g. (Kinny et al, 1992), (Cohenet al, 1999), and (Ogstonet al, 2005)).

This is mainly because what matters for PISA players, is not achieving a

complex task by distributing actions amongst the group members. Rather, the

argumentation dialogue process is supposed to lead to a coherent classification

of the cases under discussion. All the group’s members perform the sametask:

mining the best possible argument in the context of the ongoing dialogue,

according to their strategy and experience. The following sub-sections describe

in details the different types of groups in PISA and the decision making process

within each type.

7.2.1. Groups Types

Theinternal structure of groups in PISA varies greatly depending on thestrategy

and the experience of each of its members. Mainly, because in each group a

decision making process takes place at the beginning of each roundto settle on

the best move to play (or whetherit is better to not contribute) in this round.

Such a process implies that a minimum level of discipline should be respected

by the group’s members. For this purpose, a particular memberin each groupis

chosenasits leader,to facilitate this decision making process and ensurethat the

other group’s members work in harmony to convince the other participants in

the dialogue that the case under discussion classifies as advocated by the group.
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Twofactors are essential to each group: the strategy factor and the experience

factor. The strategy factor concernsthestrategies of the individual players in the

group. In somecases,all the members may haveincorporated the samestrategy,

while in others each memberapplies its ownstrategy and thusa strategy ranking

is required in order to determine who is going to be the group leader. The

second factor relates to the experience of the group’s members, measured in

relation to the size of the dataset in which this experience is stored. Thus, an

individual player with (say) 1200 records in its database is considered more

experienced than one with only (say) 600 records. This factor is necessary to the

operation of the groupas will be discussedlater in this section.

Groups in PISA are divided into two types according to the strategy factor:

Homogenous and Heterogeneous groups.

Homogenousgroups:consist of a numberof individual players which share the

same goal and apply the same strategy (same type in the same mode, and using

the same agent profile). However, each individual player may use its own

confidence/support values. In such groups the most experienced player(the one

with the largest backgrounddataset) is chosen to be the group’s leader. If two or

more of the group membersshare the samelevel of experience then one of them

is selected at random to represent the group. Once the leader is agreed on, the

group members will attempt, in each round of the dialogue, to mine the best

rules according to their strategy each from their own datasets. The leader will

then select the best move accordingto the group agreedstrategy. For example,if

all the group’s members have adopted a build attack only when needed blind

strategy, then the leaderwill select the build move with the highest confidence

to place forward in the dialogue. If no such move was suggested,the leader will

promote a destroy movewith the lowest accuracy.

Heterogeneous groups’ members apply different strategies. Therefore a

strategy ranking is applied to determine who is the “smartest” amongst the

group members and thus bestsuited for its leadership. If two or more players

happen to incorporate the smartest strategy then the most experienced one is

selected for leadership. If they also have the same experience then one of them

is selected at random. In heterogeneous groups, the leader has the authority to
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force its own strategy on the other players causing them to adjust their suggested

movesto suit the leader’s strategy. Thus the role of the leader in this type of

group is more sophisticated than in homogenous groups. A more detailed

account of leadership is given in the following sub-section. PISA applies the

strategy ranking described in Table 7.1 to determine the smartest possible

strategy. The advocated ranking does not take into accountthe differences in the

Game Mode(level 0) or Agent Profile (level 1) of each strategy, when assigning

a rank to a given strategy. Thus, these two levels are omitted from Table 7.1.

The suggested ranking also assumes that the best possible strategy is S3,

followed by S2 then S1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Strategy
Rank Name Strategy (S1, $2, S3) Sub-Strategy

Mode

1 S3 $3 - :

2 $2-3-2 S2 Tree Dependent- Full -

3 $1-3-2 S1 Tree Dependent — Full -

4 $2-3-1 S2 Tree Dependent- Leaves -

5 $1-3-1 S1 Tree Dependent - Leaves -

6 $2-2-1 $2 Focused Build

7 $2-2-2 S2 Focused Destroy

8 $2-1-1 $2 Blind Build

9 $2-1-2 S2 Blind Destroy

10 $1-2-1 S1 Focused Build

11 $1-2-2 S1 Focused Destroy

12 S1-1-1 Sl Blind Build

13 S1-1-2 Sl Blind Destroy     
Table 7.1. Suggested ranking of PISA strategies.

7.2.2. The Role of the Group Leader

Having distinguished between two types of groups, and established the leader

selection process according to each type, a more detailed accountofthe role of

the leader of the group is now given. Once leader has beenselected, this

particular agent will have authority over the other members of its group. This

authority entitles the leader to perform the following tasks:
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e Theleader’s mostessential task, as far as the group is concerned,is to select

the best move at every round of the dialogue, from the selection of moves

suggested by the group’s members. The leader often chooses the moves

following its ownstrategy. This does not mean thatthe leaderwill selectits

own moveall the time. Rather, the leader aims at selecting the best move

from amongst the suggested moves. For instance, the move with the highest

confidence. Here, the differences in the members’ experiences will greatly

influence the leader’s decision: members with different experience will

often promote different content for their chosen moves, even whereall the

membersapply similar strategies.

e The leader can compel the more experienced members (if any) to act

accordingto the leader’s strategy. This happens on a round by roundbasis.

If a more experienced member suggests one move,in a given round,andif

the leader assumes that a similar move with a better confidence, or a move

with a different speech act better matching the game context, could be

produced by this player, then the leader can ask this player to attempt

generating another move using the leader’s strategy. The leader then

compares the new move (the one produced using its own strategy

parameters) against the old one (the one the playerhasinitially suggested)

and chooses the best move. Consider, for example, the case where one of

the experienced players has suggested a destroy move (following its own

strategy) distinguishing some previously undefeated move in the dialogue.

Then the leader will ask it to produce a build move. If this player replies

with a build move with a high confidence (say higher than the moves

suggested by the other members) then the leader will discard this player’s

initial move, otherwise it will discard the new move. Information about the

members experience andstrategy is available to its leader, through a simple

dialogue, by which the leader request these information from the group’s

members. Additional conditions are applied to ensure that the leader

practice the above authority only when needed:If the experienced members

of the group apply weak strategies, and where other members havefailed to

produce adequate moves.
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e The leader can redirect moves suggested by the other members against

opponents other than the ones they have chosen. For instance, if one

membersuggests an “increase confidence” move against one opponent(say

for strategic reasons), then the leader may change this moveto a “propose

new rule”anddirects it against another opponent(say because this opponent

threatens the group more than the one originally picked upon by the group

member). Here as well, the leader is allowed to redirect the members’

moves only when redirection is more rewarding according to the leader’s

strategy than the original move.

Note that the group’s leader is not fixed. It may change when a new member

joins the group, or whenthe current leader leaves the dialogue, and therefore the

group. In the first case, the current leader has to compare its strategy and

experience with the newcomer. If the newcomer satisfies the leadership

conditionsbetter, then the current leader has to step down, allowing the newest

member to become the group’s leader. In the second case, when the current

leader leaves the game, the group membershave to select a new leader from

amongst them in the same mannerpriorto the start of the game.

This possibility of changing the leadership, from one player to another, demands

a careful consideration of the leader identification process, i.e. the process by

which the group’s membersidentify the leader and communicate with it. The

problem ofleader selection could be solved by adopting the standard technique

of token passing as used in computer networks. See for example

(Ambroszkiewicz et al., 1998) where the token is used as a sign of decision

power amongsta team of software agents, so that a memberof the team who has

currently the token enjoys the exclusive authority to decide on the status of the

team. PISA implements a technique similar to token passing, but instead of

passing tokens from one memberto another,the leadershipis identified in PISA

by a “Leadership Unit”; each group has one “Leadership Unit’residing with the

current group leader. This unit enables one Player Agent to perform the

leadership tasks described above. When a new leaderis selected this unit is

passed from the previous leader to the new one. The “Leadership Unit’

simplifies the inter-group dialogue. At the beginning of every round, all the
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group members (including the leader) send their moves tothis unit. The leader

compares these moves against its own strategy and against the experience of

each group member, before deciding which moveto play next in the game and

against which opponent.

7.2.3. Groups in the PISA Framework Application

The notions of groups and leadership discussed above have beenintegrated in

the PISA Framework Application (Section 6.5). The application gives the user

the option of adding any numberofplayers in each of the groups identified by a

joint possible classification advocated byall the group’s members. Figure 7.7

provides a screen shot of the group formation process in the given application.

The user shouldfirst select a group, from amongst the set of possible groups”,

such that each group correspondsto one possibleclassification of the domain.

Recall that PISA requires a description of the dialogue game to be uploaded to

the system bytheuserpriorto the start of any dialogue about any case from that

domain (Section 6.5). After selecting a group, the user could add any number of

player agents to this group. Oncethe user has inserted the required number of

playersinto the group, the software formsthe group with the desired number of

players.

 

   

 

 
Figure 7.7. Create a new group.

 

37 Note that the list of all possible groups matches that of all possible classifications and is

automatically generated upon loading the game description file (game dictionary) priorto start

adding newplayers using the application.
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Figure 7.9. The resulting dialogue (from example presented in Section 7.2.3).

7.2.4. Discussion

Thusfar,in this thesis, the processes by which groupsof individual players with

common objective (goal, classification) are formed, and a leader for each group

is selected, have been established. The two suggested processes, however, may

lead to situations in which the weaker parties within each group are ignored in
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favour of more powerful group members. In such situations, it would be

undesirable for the chairperson to force the weakerparties to withdraw from the

dialogue game, because the group would be deprived of the experience of these

members.It could be the case, for instance, that only the weakest membersof a

group are aware of the fact that water birds with black feathers living in

Australia could be swans.In this case the group would find it very hard to win

the argumentthat the water bird under discussion is indeed a swan, now thatthe

memberslack the essential information available only from the weak members.

In order to address this situation in PISA, the chairperson leaves the decision

whether to keep the weakest members of a group or not to the group’s leader.

For simplicity it was assumedthat the leader would keep all the group members

throughout the dialogue even if some of these members have not contributed to

the dialogue for a numberof rounds.

7.3. Summary

This chapter discussed someofthe issuesin relation to the PISA Frameworkfor

multiparty “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. In particular, the strategy

model for individual players (agents), the process by which groupsof individual

players could be formed, and possible extensions to the role of the chairperson.

A two-tier strategy model wasdiscussed,and threebasic strategies were derived

from this design, an example was given to illustrate the effect of the

participants’ strategies on the form of the argumentation tree and on the

dialogue output. However, the advocated strategy model considered individual

players only, regardless of whether they were members of some group ornot.

To further enhance the promoted strategy design, the structure of groups

composed of two or more individual players was discussed in detail, and two

types of groups were defined according to the strategies of their members. A

leader identification process was also suggested for each type, along with a

ranking of the strategies of the individual players to facilitate this selection

process.
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The group leader was given authority over the moves suggested by other

members of the group. This authority meant that the overall strategy model of

the group followsthatof the leader, butstill benefits from the experience, and to

a lesser degree, the strategy of each other individual participant in the group.

Another interesting question, with respect to the promoted PISA Framework,

that was not answeredin this chapteris:

Should the chairperson be involved in the PISA dialogues? And if the

answeris yes then what are the limits ofsuch involvement?

This question raises the issue of the role of the chairperson in PISA games. In

the previous chapter this agent had a neutral standpoint limited to the simple

management of argument flow from the participants to the argumentationtree,

together with some other administrative responsibilities. For reasons of space

the discussion of this issue is given in a separate appendix (Appendix C). This

appendix discusses some extensions to the role of the chairperson allowingit

more control over the dialogue process itself. Consequently the chairperson will

have a direct impacton theresults of the dialogue games.

The following chapter will further establish PISA by presenting empirical

evidence to demonstrate the nature of the underlying dialogues. The ability of

PISA to produce coherent dialogues to classify cases from different domains

will be examined via a series of experiments. These experiments will assume

that a PISA dialogueis successfulif the final result of this dialogue matches the

correct classification of the case under discussion. An assessmentof the overall

operation of PISA will be madeonthe basis ofthese results.
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Features of the PISA Framework

The previous two chapters have given a description of the PISA Framework for

multiparty “Arguing from Experience” and addressed some of the issues and

features associated with the promoted framework. In summary, PISA allows any

numberofparticipants to debate the classification of a given case, in accordance

with given specifications, such as the participant’s strategies. This chapter is

intended to assess the underlying debates using a number of experiments, in

which the resulting dialogues are considered successfulif their output matches

the desired classification. The analysis included aims at proving that PISA

producesdialogues with reliable outcomes, allowing different parties to come to

a conclusion with respectto a given case (a suitable classification). The general

outline of this chapter is similar to Chapter 5, where the operation of the

PADUAprotocol wasassessed. Here, a similar set of comparative experiments

that were carried out using PISA are reported. Aside from providing an

assessmentof the process of multiparty “Arguing from Experience’, the various

experiments aim at establishing PISA asan effective classifier.

Most of the empirical experiments reported in this chapter were carried out

using a similar approach to that used for evaluating PADUA (Section 5.1).

Section 8.1 provides background information regarding these experiments.

Sections 8.2 to 8.6 discuss the results of empirical studies implemented to

examine the various aspects of PISA. Section 8.7 concludes with a summary.

Thenature of the reported experiments may be summarisedas follows:

1. The operation of PISA as means to aid “Arguing from Experience”

between any numberofagents, and the nature of the underlying dialogues.

Section 8.2 provides an empirical analysis of this operation.

2. The operation of PISA asclassifier was one of the distinctive features to

emerge from the promoted application of PISA. Section 5.3 provides a
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comparative analysis of the application of PISA to a number of

classification problems,in both healthy and noisy settings.

3. The various features embodied in PISA: Therelation between the number

of individual players in PISA groups and its operation is examined in

Section 8.4. The advocated strategy model, associated with PISA is assessed

in Section 8.5.

8.1. Experimental Design

This section describes the backgroundtothe evaluation reported in this chapter.

Note that each experiment comprises a numberoftests, each test focusing on a

different aspect/feature of the subject matter of the given experiment.

8.1.1. The Included Datasets and Classification Paradigms

A number of multi-class real and artificial datasets were employed to provide

PISA agents with sufficient data. Table 8.1 provides a summary of these

datasets, all drawn from the UCI repository (Blake and Merz, 1998). For the

purposes of evaluating the operation of PISA a discretised version of each of

these sets was applied: the discretised datasets were obtainable by anonymous

download from (Coenen, 2003). Some of the included tests also made use of a

number of datasets drawn from the RPHAartificial benefits configurations

previously applied in Section 6.5.1. A description of these datasets will be given

upon referring to them. The chosen datasets display a variety of characteristics

such as variable sizes and the inclusion of a mixture of data types, aside from

being drawn from different domains. Most importantly, they include a diverse

numberof class labels, distributed in a different manner in each dataset, thus

providing the desiredvariation in the experience assigned to PISA participants.

In orderto fully assess its operation, PISA was compared against a wide range

of classifiers including: RDT, IGDT, CBA, CMAR, TFPC, FOIL, CPAR and

PRM.Additionally, PISA is evaluated against a number of ensemble methods.

Section 8.3 makes use of the JBoost package (http://jboost.sourceforge.net) to

implement ADABoost and ADABoost.M1 (Freund and Schapire, 1997). The
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latter is used with the multi-class datasets. This section also reports on

comparisons with BrownBoost (Freund, 1999), as this algorithm has shown

some robustness against noise (e.g. (McDonald et al., 2003)). A comparison

1996) and MultiBoosting (Webb, 2000) asusing Bagging (Breiman,

implemented in (Witten and Frank, 2005) wasalso undertaken.
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Table 8.1. Real-world datasets used with PISA. The columnsare, in order: name of

the domain, numberofexamples, numberofattributes, the number of classes and the

class distributions. Last column showsthe best published accuracy according to the

UCI Machine Learning repository (Blake and Merz, 1998).
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8.1.2. Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation methodology used for most of the includedtests is the same as

that reported in Chapter 5 in the context of PADUA.First, each of the given

datasets was equally divided among a number of PISA participants

corresponding to the number of classes in each dataset, such that each

participant was given a random share of the dataset under consideration. Then a

number of PISA dialogue games were played, the results of which were

interpreted according to the underlying experimentand the type of the intended

test. Unless stated otherwise, all the participants were directed to apply “focused

build attack whenever possible” (S1-1-2) strategy. Note that the code used in

these experiments is available for anonymous download from the author’s

webpage: http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~maya/PISA_App.html. For each reported

evaluation the confidence level for generating the rules used by each participant

wasfixed by default to 50% and the support to 1%. With respect to the other

classifiers, which all used a single dataset, each of them operated on the union of

the participants’ datasets (the original datasets); where applicable the same

support and confidence threshold values werealso used.

8.2. Evaluating the Operation of PISA

This section discusses the results of a number of experiments intended to

analyse the process of multiparty “Arguing from Experience’ as embodied in

PISA. The reported experiments applied PISA using the real world datasets

described in Table 8.1. Additionally, oneartificial dataset, corresponding to the

RPHAscenario (Section 6.5.1), was generated for the purpose of this study.

Overall, the included datasets represent a diverse set of past experiences, thus

providing a range of coverage suitable for experimenting with PISA. Four

experiments were undertakenin order to investigate the operation of PISA. Each

aimedat assessing different aspect of this operation:

e Thefirst experiment evaluated the output of PISA dialogues by meansof

the accuracy of theresulting classification. A high accuracy indicated that
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the underlying argumentation process can successfully enable joint

reasoning from experience amongst a numberof different participants, each

relying on their own experience.

e The second experiment evaluated the operation of PISA against that of

PADUA. |

e The third experiment provided an analysis of the features of the dialogues

produced to cometo decision regarding cases in each application domain.

e The final experiment aimed at exploring the relation between the accuracy

of correctclassifications and the size of the input dataset, using a numberof

Housing Benefits (RPHA)datasets to cover a range ofdata sizes.

The first experiment, as described above, involved applying a collection of Ten-

fold Cross Validation (TCV) tests. This was achieved in the same manner as

described in Section 5.2. Figure 8.1 (a) shows the average accuracy obtained

from PISA,for each dataset. Figure 8.1 (b)® showsthe Balanced Error Rate for

each dataset.
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Figure 8.1 (a). Accuracy of PISA TCVtests.

 

38 Balanced Error Rates (BER) were calculated, in each dataset, as follows: BER = +has)

Where C=the number ofclasses in the dataset, T,=the number of cases which are correctly

classified as class c;, and F.;=the number of cases which should have beenclassified as c; but PISA

has classified them otherwise. This formula for calculating BER was taken from (Mohammadi and

Gharehpetian, 2008).
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Figure 8.1 (b). Balanced Error Rate (BER) of PISA TCVtests.

As can be seen, PISA has achieved a high accuracy (above 90%) in all the

considered domains, except for the Annealing dataset (87.31%), which indicates

2”that the process of “Arguing from Experience” was productively utilised in

PISA for a successful resolution of conflicts over the classification of cases in

each of the included domains. Each participant mined the required arguments

from their own dataset, with respect to their advocated classes, and effectively

placed in the context of the underlying dialogue games. The reported fine

performance of PISA encourage employing “Arguing from Experience” as a

computerised meansto enable software agents (entities) to reason onthebasis of

their accumulated experience. It also provides evidenceto thereliability of the

underlying dialectical process, for if these dialogues were misleading then the

accuracy of the resulting accuracy would havesuffered.

8.2.1. A Comparative Study of PISA and PADUA

Section 6.5 noted the possibility of applying PISA to facilitate two-party

dialogues. Below,this utilisation of PISA is evaluated against that of PADUA.

Theresults reported here emphasise that, when only twoparties are to take part

in an “Arguing from Experience” dialogue, PADUAis preferable to PISA,

because it embodies a lighter application than PISA. The analysis of the

behaviour of both approaches will, however, reveal some interesting

observations, which are to also be discussed below. In order to compare both

applications of “Arguingfrom Experience” two experiments werecarried out:
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e Thefirst comprised a set of TCV tests in which PISA wasapplied using

five binary datasets previously used to evaluate the operation of PADUA,

the description of which was given in Section 5.1. The results were then

comparedto the ones obtained from PADUA.

¢ McNemar’s test was then applied to compare the behaviour of PISA with

the recorded behaviour of PADUA.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the result of the first experiment. The high level of

accuracy (above 90%) reported in this figure indicates that PISA can conduct

two-party “Arguing from Experience” dialogues as efficient as multiparty ones.

Moreover, the average accuracy of PISA (97.76%) is only marginally worse

than that of PADUA (98.03%). However, PADUAhasachievedbetter accuracy

than PISA for most of the datasets. These results indicate that the difference in

the performances of the two approaches to “Arguing from Experience” is not

substantial.

 

 

Congressional =Musarooms Pima Welfare (2400) Housing Benefits

Voting Records {2}{2400)   MPISA @ PADUA

Figure 8.2. Accuracy of PADUAandPISAusing 2-class datasets.

To emphasise the above point, the McNemar’s test was applied to both PISA

and PADUAusingthe five data sets from Figure 8.2. Table 8.2 presents the

results of this test. From this table, it is evident that the difference in the

performance of both methods is not significant (McNemar’s and P-value).

Nevertheless, a number of different “mistakes” were made by the two

applications, in each of the datasets. This is because PISA has a different

approach to identifying the role of the participants of each dialogue, other than
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the proponent-opponent setup of PADUA.Asinthelatter the proponentis fixed

for each domain, while in PISA the proponent (participant initiating the

dialogue) is randomly selected at the beginning of each dialogue. Also, PISA

employs a different strategy model than the one used with PADUA. Thusthe

dissimilarity in the behaviour of both systems can be explained by the

differencesin the operation of PISA when compared with PADUA.

 

 

 

 

 

   

Dataset arr Mushrooms Pima Welfare eneean
Votes classes)

Both Failed 5 1 4 3 2

PISA Failed 1 1 2 1 1

PADUAFailed 0 1 1 1 0

Both Succeeded 96 97 93 95 97

McNemar 1 0 0.33 0 1

P-value 1 0.48 1 0.48 1      
Table 8.2. Results of applying the McNemar’s test to PISA and PADUA.

The reported results indicate that PADUA is more suitable for two-party

dialoguesas it producesslightly better accuracy, and more importantly, because

its application is lighter than that of PISA. This latter feature can be measured

by the average numberof rounds (dialogue length) each system requires to come

to a decision regarding the classification of cases in a given dataset. Table 8.3

illustrates the average length of PISA and PADUAdialoguesassociated with the

TCV tests reported previously. Note that the performance of PISA is more

consistent, with respect to the standard deviation of the average number of

rounds per each dataset. PADUA, however, produces shorter dialogues in most

of the domains, and these shorter dialogues encourage the usage of PADUA,

rather than PISA,to aid two-party “Arguingfrom Experience’.

 

 

 

Rounds Congressional Voting Mushrooms Pima Welfare Housing Benefits (2 classes)

PISA 14.3(4.7) 12.5(2.6) 8.6 (7.3) 7.7(1.5) 7.94 (1.7)

PADUA 12.9 (5.9) 13.7 (9.7) 6.4 (7.4) 7.2 (5.9) 7.16(5.5)        
Table 8.3. Average numberof rounds PADUAandPISAtakein each dataset. The

numerical value between two brackets indicates the standard deviation.
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8.2.2. Discussion about the Length of the Dialogues

Asstated previously, PISA allows for a number ofparticipants to engage in a

dialogue regarding the classification of some case. A detailed analysis of the

characteristics of these dialogues provided confirmation of the mechanism by

which PISA aids the process of “Arguing from Experience”. Information about

the average number of rounds taken by PISA to come to a conclusion with

respect to binary classifications was given in the previous sub-section. An

analysis of dialogue length in multi-class domains is given below. This analysis

wasintendedto investigate the following:

e The average length of the dialogues measured by the average number of

rounds PISA takes to cometo decision regarding cases in given dataset.

e The dialogue end-results. Unlike PADUA, PISA dialogues have more

outcomes than simply winning and losing. Some dialogues may end with a

green win(all the undefeated green movesbelongto one participant), or a

blue win (all the undefeated blue moves belong to one participant).

Additionally, some dialogues may end without a clear winner. This latter

situation is referred to as a tie, an account of which was given in Chapter 6

and distinguished between twotypesofties: Strong and WeakTies.

The following discussion covers both of the above commencing with the

average dialogue length. Very short dialogues indicate that the argumentation

process of PISA has not had a full effect on the resulting classifications,

particularly considering that players taking part in the included experimentsare

all “disagreeable”. Thus, a quick termination of the dialogue game, say after

one or two rounds, points toward a problem in the underlying debate process:

the players’ failure to mining adequate arguments from their given datasets. This

could arise either because these players were assigned insufficient experience,

with respect to the support and/or confidencethresholds,or that these thresholds

require modification. Very long dialogues, on the other hand, suggest that PISA

may berather inapplicable in the real world. Fortunately, this is not the case as

exemplified in Figure 8.3. Note that the longest dialogues occur in the

Annealing dataset, because the classesin this dataset are not evenly distributed
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amongst its records. Therefore, some participants have to rely upon

distinguishing attacks should they attempt to stay in the game, which in turn

contributes to prolonging the game becausetheseattacks are easier to mine from

the backgrounddataset, due to the low associated confidence thresholds.
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he +

 
 

Figure 8.3. Average numberof rounds per domain. Error bars representthe

standard deviationfor each domain.

The average percentage of the consequent end-results of the produced dialogues

was provided for the analysis of the behaviour of PISA with respect to each

dataset in the above TCVtests. Table 8.4 illustrates these results. A number of

interesting observations can be made:

e The reported results indicate that the datasets associated with the largest

portions of blue wins (Annealing and Nursery) are those with uneven

distributionofthe class values.

¢ 17.03% blue wins were detected in the Housing Benefit dataset. This is

becausethe class valuesin this dataset are closely related to each other, and

only minor differences in certain values promote eachclass.

e In contrast, the Led 7 dataset has produced the largest portions of ties

(particularly “strong ties’), because this dataset contains ten possible

classes evenly distributed amongst its records. Thus, not only each

participant is allocated one tenth of the dataset, but has to compete with

nine other participants, each given a similar size dataset.
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End-results (%) Green Wins Blue Wins Strong Ties WeakTies

Annealing 79.1 18.54 1.24 1.12

Cars 91.76 6.12 1.59 0.53

Flare 87.59 9.49 1.168 1.75

led7 83.06 11.75 4.38 0.81

Nursery 77.65 20.52 1.06 0.77

Page Blocks 90.8 8.81 0.29 0.09

Pen Digits 88.63 9.63 0.78 0.97

Waveform 92.7 6.1 0.98 0.22

Housing Benefits (4 Classes) 81.29 17.03 1.15 0.65       
Table 8.4. Percentage of each end-result in each of the considered domains.

One interesting question is whether ties are usually between adjacent

classifications. The notion of adjacent classifications was given in Chapter 7, by

which twoclass values are considered adjacentif they are related to eachothers.

Toclarify this issue, information was gathered with respect to the ties scored

when PISA wasapplied with the Housing Benefits (4 Classes) dataset. As here

the adjacencyrelations are pre-defined unlike the real-world datasets, which

may require expert consultation to identify these relations. Table 8.5 illustrates

the percentage of ties between adjacent classes in this dataset (the number

between brackets indicates the percentage of the consideredties in the overall

recorded ties of the given type). NE was omitted because it was assumedto be

“distant” from the other classifications. PE was assumed adjacent to EN, and

PR and EN were considered “mutually” adjacent. The reported results suggest

that ties often take place between participants advocating adjacent

classifications (87.82% of strong ties and 92.31% of weak ties took place

betweenthethree participants promoting EN, PE and PRinthe given dataset).

 

 

 

Ties (%) EN and PE. EN and PR,PR and EN. Others

Strong 0.45 (39.13%) 0.56 (48.69%) 0.14 (12.17%)

Weak 0.24 (36.92%) 0.36 (55.39%) 0.05 (7.69%)     
Table 8.5. Percentage of strong/weak ties between adjacent classes.

Sub-section 6.3.1 discussed some mechanisms to resolve ties which involve

reapplying PISA using only the undefeated parties. For weak ties an additional
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restriction was applied, aiming at forcing at least some of the involvedparties to

advance new arguments. Both mechanisms were applied to cases whichresulted

in ties after the first application of PISA in each of the domains includedin the

TCV tests described above. Table 8.6 illustrate the results of this second

application. Note that the operation of PISA can benefit from applying the

advocated mechanisms, in every case resolving the ties improved the accuracy.

However, this comes with the cost of reapplying PISA to the cases in question.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Accuracy(%) Before Resolution After % remainedunclassified

Anneal 87.31 89.16 0.51

Cars 93.84 95.96 0.00

Flare 92.55 94.43 1.04

led7 90.16 93.04 23

Nursery 95.45 96.35 0.93

Page Blocks 97.33 97.52 0.20

PenDigits 95.90 97.08 0.56

Waveform 97.84 99.04 0.00

Housing Benefits 95.60 97.00 0.40

Average 94.00 96.17    
Table 8.6. Accuracy before/after tie resolution.

8.2.3. Discussion about the Relation between the Participants’

Experience and the Operation of PISA

The intuition behind PISA was to facilitate multiparty “Arguing from

Experience” in which the amountof experience available to each party plays an

important role in strengthening/weakening their arguments, and thus their

contribution/position in the underlying debates. The empirical results reported

thus far have shown that PISA works better with at least moderately large

datasets, which enablesthe allocation of fairly decent amount of experience to

each participant. These results merit further investigation. In order to isolate the

size factor, an experiment was performed using a number of Housing Benefits

(4 classes) datasets, generated so allowing any size of dataset required. Five

datasets were generated for the purposes of this experiment, covering a wide

size range; from aslittle as 100 records perparticipant (400 records intotal) to
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10000 records per participant (40000 records in total). TCV tests, using PISA,

were then applies to these datasets, and the results were plotted in relation with

the size of eachsetasillustrated in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4. The relation between data size and accuracy.

As expected, when using very small datasets (100 records for each player) the

accuracy of PISA is significantly lower than when using bigger dataset. This is

because each participant wasallocated a very small set of past examples which

madeit harder to draw valid arguments from. However, although the accuracy

of the underlying dialogues initially increases when the size of the dataset

increases,this is not the case for very large datasets. The given results suggest

that the highest accuracy is obtainable when the size of the data available to

eachparticipantis in the range of 1000 to 2000 records. If the size of the data is

much smaller or much large than this, the accuracy of the resulting dialogues

may suffer.

8.3. Assessment of PISA as a Classifier

This section provides empirical evidence ofthe possibility of applying PISA as

a classifier. The reported experiments compared the results obtained from

applying PISA in the manner discussedin the previoussection to those obtained

from the identified classifiers, to assess the application of PISA asclassifier.

Four experiments were undertaken in order to investigate this application:
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e The first compared the accuracies obtained from PISA to those obtained

from the identified classifiers.

e The second experiment examined the behaviour differences between PISA

and each ofthe appliedclassifiers using the McNemar’s test.

e Thethird experimentevaluated PISAasclassifiers ensemble.

e The fourth experiment was executed to assess the robustness of PISA

towards random class noise in comparison with other classifiers.

The first experiment comparedtheresults from the TCVtests reported in Figure

8.1 with the other classifiers. Figure 8.5 shows the average accuracy obtained

from each classifier, for each dataset. Note that PISA performs consistently

well: outperforming the otherclassifiers in four domains and giving comparable

results in the others. These empirical observations merit further discussion. RDT

outperformed the other classifiers in the Car Evaluations, Nursery and Pen

Digits domains, mainly because of the nature of these domains. In particular, the

Nursery datasets was originally produced using decision trees, and so it should

be no surprise that RDT has surpassedthe otherclassifiers in this domain. Also,

the covering methods (FOIL, PRM and CPAR) workedwell with the Annealing

dataset as here the class distribution favours one class value with 76.17% of the

cases, while the other class values are marginal. Thus, a cover algorithm that

derives the most obviousclass correlated to a rule, and ignoresthe otherclasses,

will perform well whenthe class distribution is significantly biased toward one

specific class. Note also that if the numberof classes in such datasetsis fairly

large, then each participant will be given a small share of the original dataset.

Forinstance the 898 records in the Annealing dataset provided only 150 records

per participant, and here the performance of PISA was the worst when

compared with other datasets. Another interesting observation is that PISA

seemsto be consistent with respect to the numberofattributes in each record.
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Figure 8.5. Accuracy of the TCVtests for each dataset.

The average accuracyacross all the domains includedin the previous TCVtests

was also calculated. Figure 8.6 illustrates these results. Note that the average

accuracy of PISA (94%) is better than the other classifiers (e.g. RDT = 93.82%

and IGDT = 85.84%). This is due to the consistency of the performance of PISA

when compared with the other classifiers. These results and the average

accuracy obtained in each single domain, demonstrate that PISA provides a

useful classification mechanism.
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Figure 8.6. Average accuracy acrossall multi-class domains. Error bars represent

the standard deviationfor eachclassifier.

8.3.1. Analysis of the McNemar’s Test

The McNemar’s test was applied for each of the nine datasets included in the

previoustest, to explore the hypothesis that PISA is significantly better than the

other eight classifiers, and to examine the differences in behaviour between

PISA and eachofthe otherclassifiers in turn. The setup of this test was similar

to the one outlined in Sub-section 5.2.1. However, here the datasets were

equally divided according to the number of possible classes in each dataset.

Table 8.7 shows the P-value associated with the executed McNemar’s tests”’. In

general, PISA seemsto operate better than other CARM classifiers, and as well

as the decision tree methods, in most of the included domains.

As part of the McNemar’s tests, detailed information as to which cases were

misclassified by one or both of the twoclassifiers under consideration was also

generated. Table 8.8 presents the detailed results obtained from the Housing

Benefits dataset. Figure 8.7 illustrates these results comparing the operation of

PISA with each of the other eight classifiers, for the real-world datasets. The

results obtained from the performed McNemar’s tests have revealed that both

PISA and RDT have produced better accuracies than the other classifiers in

 

°° Recall from Chapter 5 that the P-value indicates the probability of PISA producingresults at least

as good as the ones obtained from the otherclassifier, assuming that the null hypothesis is true.

The lowerthe p-value, the more "significant"the differences are between the two approaches.
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most of the cases; and that there are not any significance differences between

the performance of PISA and the performance of RDT. Additionally, the

mistakes made by both PISA and RDTare different (e.g. Table 8.8). Therefore,

a joint application of PISA and RDT can potentially increases the overall

accuracy oftheclassification process. The following sub-section discusses this

pointin somedetail.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Dataset CBA CMAR TFPC RDT IGDT FOIL CPAR PRM

Annealing 0.0291 0.6767 1 0.013 0.013 0.8312 0.8312 0.8312

Cars Evaluation 0.4795 0.0412 <0.0001 0.1336 0.1336 0.4795 0.7728 0.7728

Flare 0.0953 0.0953 0.0953 1 1 0.0953 0.0953 0.0953

<0.000 <0.000
Led 7 <0.0001 0.0101 0.0039 0.6625 0.5224 <0.0001 1 1

<0.000 <0.000
Nursery <0.0001 0.7728 0.0801 0.2207 0.3711 1 j j

Page Blocks 0.0162 0.0162 0.0162 0.1138 0.1138 0.0162 0.0162 0.0162

PenDigits 0.2278 0.3017 0.0044 0.1824 0.3865 0.0159 0.0098 0.0162

<0.000 <0.000
Waveform 0.0008 0.0002 0.0001 1 0.0007 <0.0001 1 1

Housing Benefits
0.791 0.4227 0.0094 0.7237 <0.0001 1 0.0001 0.0008

(4 Classes)         
 

Table 8.7. The P-value associated with McNemar’s Tests. Values in bold indicates

extremestatistical differences betweenthe twoclassifiers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Housing Benefits CBA CMAR TFPC RDT IGDT FOIL CPAR PRM

Both Failed 0 0 4 0 4 2 3 3

PISA Failed 5 5 1 5 1 3 2 2

Other Failed 8 9 11 3 39 4 22 18

Both Succeeded 87 86 84 92 56 91 3 71        
 

Table 8.8. Detailed McNemar’s results for Housing Benefit (4 classes) dataset.
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Figure 8.7. Comparing PISA with theclassifiers included in the McNemar’s Test*”.

 

“© The results from CPAR and PRM were identical therefore only comparison with CPAR is
illustrated in this table.
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8.3.2. A Note about Combining the PISA with a Decision Tree

Classifier

The analysis of both PADUAand PISA using the McNemar’s test suggests that

the process of “Arguing from Experience” can profitably used in conjunction

with a decision tree method to producebetter classifier. The joint approach can,

potentially, succeed in predicting the class label for the cases which both PISA

and RDThavefailed to classify. One possible approach to such joint application

is to run RDTfirst, and then apply PISA to the cases which RDT failed to

classify correctly. Mozinaetal. (2005) apply a similar approach by which they

first run CN2 (Clark and Niblett, 1989) to generate a set of rules corresponding

to the given dataset. After inducing these rules, the most problematic examples

are identified by the means of a TCV test. An expert then gives arguments asto

why each example should be associated with certain class. The method of

(Mozina et al., 2005), ABCN2,is then applied to the “argumented” examples.

However, combining PISA with RDToffers two advantages:

e The advocated approach does not involve expert consultation; once the

hard cases are identified using RDTthey can be piped directly to PISA.

e PISA and RDThaveproved to work well with multi-class as well as two-

class problems, unlike ABCN2 which works with two-class datasets only.

Also, the combination of RDT and PISA was motivated by the differences in

their behaviours: when RDT was applied to the Housing Benefit (4 Classes)

dataset it correctly classified most of the 100 test cases. However, three “hard”

cases remained misclassified. These cases were identified and PISA wasapplied

to each case. Interestingly, because of the differences in PISA and RDT

classification behaviours, PISA correctly classified the three cases. For example

in orderto classify the first identified case of a 84 year old, UK resident, female

applicant, whosatisfies all conditions for entitlement to Housing Benefits, but

not to priority entitlement, as she has notpaid contributionsin the last year nor

five years ago (year5). PISA generated the following dialogue:
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First Round: EN - Proposes a new Rule: The case has the

following features: Age>80, 15%<Income<20% and

2000£<Capital<3000£. Therefore the case should be classified

as: (entitled). With confidence = 58.33%.

Round 2:

PE - Distinguishes a Rule against a previously played move: The

case has the following additional feature: Contribution Y5 =

not paid. Therefore my confidence in this case being of class

(entitled) is no more than 20.0% only.

PR - Counter Rule: The case has the following features: Gender

= female, 15%<Income<20%, Contribution. Yl. =. nots. paid,

Contribution Y2= paid, Contribution Y3 = paid and Contribution

Y4 = paid. Therefore the case should be classified as:

(priority entitled). With confidence = 60.67%.

NE - Distinguishes a Rule against a previously played move: The

case has the following additional features: Gender=female and

Contribution Y5 = not paid. Therefore my confidence in this

case being of class: (entitled) is no more than 32.9% only.

Round 3:

EN - Proposes a new Rule against a move previously played by

PR. The case has the following features: Residency = UK,

15%<Income<20% and 20003<Capital<3000£. Therefore the case

should be classified as: (entitled). With confidence = 78.783.

Round 4:

PR - Distinguishes a Rule against previously played move: The

case has the following additional feature: Gender = female.

Therefore my confidence in this case being of class: (entitled)

is “no «more. than 15.38% “only... If it Has. “the. additional

attribute: contribution year4 = paid.

NE - Distinguishes a Rule against previously played move: The

case has the following feature: Gender= female, Contribution Yl

= not paid and Contribution Y5 = not paid. Therefore my

confidence in this case being of class: (entitled) is no more

than 22.78% only.

Round 5:

EN - Proposes a new Rule: The case has the following features:

Residency = UK, 15%<Income< 20%, 2000£<Capital<3000£,

Contribution Y2 = paid and Contribution Y4 = paid. Therefore

the case should be classified as: (entitled). With confidence =
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8.3.3. A Comparative Study of PISA as an Ensemble Method

Recall from Chapter 2 that the objective of ensemble methods is to build

“ensembles” of “weak” classifiers which, when used in combination, produce a

single strong classifier. Two ensemble methods were also discussed:(i) Bagging

whereby a numberofclassifiers are generated from the sample taken from the

input data, and (ii) Boosting wherebya series of weak classifiers are iteratively

generated and compound into a single strong classifier. Following these

definitions, PISA is argued to embody a bagging-like method, by which the

datasetis equally divided amongst a numberofparticipants corresponding to the

number of class values in the dataset. Each participant applies the same

algorithm to mine CARssupporting their advocatedclassifications. To this end,

each participant correspondsto a single classifier. The argumentation process by

which each participant advances movesto support its proposals corresponds to

voting methods by which ensemble techniques assigns class labels to input

cases. However, the argumentation process of PISA differs from voting in

Bagging. While Bagging returnsthe class label that won the most votes, andall

votes are equal, PISA applies a debate, whereby each participants aims at

persuading the otherparticipants of a particular classification of the given case.

PISA also differs from Boosting techniques in that it does not generateseries of

classifiers; rather the classification decision is achieved via the argumentation

process amongst the participants. Furthermore, PISAclassifies unseen records

“on the fly’ by producing a limited number of CARssufficient to reach a

decision without the need to produce the full set of CARs. However, the

resemblances between PISA and ensemble methods, in that both approaches

divide the data amongst a numberofclassifiers, and apply “Meta” techniques to

assign class labels to unseen records, merit further investigation.

The following presents the results of a number of TCVtests aimed at comparing

the operation of PISAto that of well known ensemble methods. Three Ensemble

techniques, ADABoost, MultiBoosting and Bagging wereappliedto a collection

of 14 datasets. WEKA 3 (Hall et al., 2009) wasusedto carry out these ensemble

experiments. ADABOOST/ADABoost.m1 and Multiboosting TCVs were

executed using 10 irritations eight mass to build the default 100 classifiers.
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Bagging was executed using the default numberofirritations (10). The size of

each bag wasa 100 cases (default).

Figure 8.8 illustrates the average accuracy achieved using each of the ensemble

techniques and comparesit to the results obtained from PISA.It is evident that

PISA produced results comparable to those produced by ADABoost and

Bagging, and outperformed MultiBoosting in all the identified domains.

Moreover, PISA scored an average accuracy (95.53%) higher than that obtained

from any of the methodsstudied (e.g. bagging (90.70%)). Note that ensemble

methods seem to perform worse than PISA in domains that contain a large

number of classes. However, ensemble methods seem to outperform PISA in

two-class domains. PISA, however, has shown consistent performance with

both multi-class and two-class datasets.
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Figure 8.8. An evaluation of PISA and ensemble methods using TCV.
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8.3.4. Classifying Noisy Data

One of the challenges of the classification problem is how to deal with (very)

noisy data as most real world data is often infected with varying levels of noise.

Sub-section 2.3.5 discussed a number of different noise types and their

treatmentin the literature on classification in KDD. Analternative approach is

to apply “Arguing from Experience” to decrease the effect of noise on the

overall accuracyofclassification (e.g. Sections 5.4, 5.5). Handling noisy data is

not only important to the utilisation of the proposed model to solve

classification problems.It also touches upon a very importantissue with respect

to the process of arguing from past experience. If the promoted modelis to be

applied in real-life settings, it would be often the case that the agents’ gathered

experience contains some sort of noise, which may not be possible to clean.

Therefore, the advocated model had to show sometolerance to noise, should we

wish to make full use of it to support real-life dialogues from experience

amongst a number of independent autonomous agents. An assessment of the

effectiveness and robustness of PISA with respect to noise using a wide range of

datasets is given below. A number of TCVtests were applied using eachdataset.

Random noise was introducedto the class label of the training set of eachtest,

and notto thetest set, using the following model”: for an N% noise level in a

dataset of I instance ((N/100)*I) instances were randomlyselected and the class

label changed to some other randomly selected value (with equal probability)

from the set of available classes. The noise levels used in this study were: 2%,

5%, 10%, 20%, 40% and 50%. The operation of PISA was also compared

against the eight identified classifiers, in addition to a number of ensemble

methods (ADABoost, Bagging and BrownBoost)”. BrownBoostwascarried out

using the Jboost package. 100 runs were excusted, and margin logs were

generated for each iteration. The amountoferrorto be tolerated in the training

 

41 This model is different from the one used in Sub-section 5.4.1 to test PADUA’s robustness to

noise which was motivated to provide means to compare the operation of PADUAto that of CN2

and ABCN2asreported by Mozinaet al (2005). For the purposesof testing PISA it was believed

that CTV tests provide better assessment.

42 Note that different ensemble techniques were used in this experimentrather than the ones used for

healthy datasets in Section 8.2. This is because BrownBoost has shown some robustness against

noise, while MultiBoosting often produces results very similar to those generated by ADABoost.
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set was set accordingto the percentageofnoise in this set (e.g. if the trainingset

had 10% mislabelled examples then the booster was told to accept a 10% error

rate).

First, PISA was evaluated using a Housing Benefit (4 Classes) from Section 8.2.

The given levels of noise were applied to this dataset, in the manner described

above. The training dataset used for each of the noise levels, was then split into

four equal subsets; each subset was given to one player, and the four players

argued to classify the 240 cases in the test set, for each of the ten runs of the

TCV. Figure 8.9 showsthe effects of adding noise to the Housing Benefit (4

classes) dataset on the performance of PISA andthe identified approaches.
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Figure 8.9. Accuracy versus noise (Housing Benefits - PISA).

From the above figure it is evident that the overall accuracy drops in relation to

the increasing noise. The best overall classifier is PISA, with an accuracylevel

starting with 94.4% for clean data and dropping to 92.5% with 50% noise. This

indicated that the PISA coped extremely well when noise wasintroducedto the

data given to each participant. Also, it appears that Brown Boosting is indeed

pretty good for noisy datasets. It starts from a lower accuracy but holds up quite

well, when compared to the other included classifiers. The reported results
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suggest that the proposed model for “Arguing from Experience”is tolerant to

noise in the “experience” gathered by the individuals taking part in the

underlying debates. Consequently, these results suggest that the utilisation of

PISAto classification showsbetter robustness to noise than the otherclassifiers

(e.g. RDT=89.4% with 50% noise and BrownBoost = 81.5%). This latter point

suggests that PISA can be made use of to correctly predict class labels even

when using noisy or bad data.

The reported experiment demonstrated the utility of PISA when using noisy

experience. However, in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of its

robustness toward noise, PISA was also evaluated using a more variable

collection of datasets. The operation of PISA was then assessed and compared

to that of the classifiers mentioned above. Below only the comparison with

decision trees and ensemble methods is reported because these methods were

found to be the closest “competitors” to PISA. The results of the evaluation

showeda similar pattern: the accuracy ofalmostall the test sets dropped when

the noise percentage was increased. However, PISA maintained a good level of

accuracy even with high noise, and did not display any severe drops in this

accuracy in any of the included domains. Figure 8.10 illustrates these results

(the percentage of noise is given on the X-axis and percentage accuracy on the

Y-axis). From this figure it is evident that with the increase of noise levels,

PISA (and RDT) starts outperforming all the other classifiers, when the noise

level hits 50% the difference in performance between these twoclassifiers and

the rest of the classifiers included in this study, becomes considerable.

Moreover, with high levels of noise PISA produces the best results with most of

the dataset. Note that the datasets where RDT outperformed PISA with high

levels of noise tended to be those with a small numberof records per class, so

that each PISA player had only a limited numberof cases from which to mine

their arguments. Also, PISA produced consistent performance and shown the

same levels of noise tolerance across the whole collection of datasets.
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Figure 8.10 (b). Accuracy versus noise (PISA) (continued).

PISA was also applied using a different type of noise, by which a number of

different systematic errors were introduced to a numberof underlying Housing

Benefits (4 Classes) datasets. The results of this assessment have shown that

PISA performs well in the presence of these errors, outperformingall the other

includedclassifiers. However, for reasons of space, the study of the effects of

systematic errors on the operation of PISA is discussed in a Appendix D.

8.4. Investigating the Role of Groups in PISA

PISA allows for any number of agents to take part in “Arguing from

Experience” dialogues. However, if two or more agents support the same

classification, then they will “join forces” and form what was termed a “group”

of players. The details of how groups are formed in PISA were discussed in the

previous chapter. Two types of groups where distinguished according to the

strategies of their members, and the decision making process within the group

was also explained. This section provides an analysis of how the performance of

PISA relates to the number of players in each group, and is concerned with
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homogenous groups only (where all the members apply the same strategy).

Also, it is assumed that all the group members have the same amount of

experience, so that the process of selecting a group leaderis utterly random. The

following section will return to the issue of groups and provide some discussion

regarding heterogeneous groups. Two experiments were carried out to

investigate the operation of groups in PISA:

¢ Experiment with the same numberof players per each group: involved

five TCV tests using PISA with four groups, each comprising the same

numberofplayers, using the Housing Benefit dataset from Section 8.1.

e Experiment with variable number of players per each group:

comprised a set of TCV tests using the same dataset as above, but here each

group wasassigned a random numberofplayers(2 to 8).

8.4.1. Same Numberof Players Per Group

The first experiment provided evidence on the operation of groups within PISA.

This experiment assumedthat the amount of data available to each group was

fixed and equally divided amongst its members, similar to an ensemble-like

approachto classification. Consequently, if too many players joined onesingle

group, each with a very small dataset, the group will not be able to defendits

propositions, for its members will not be able to mine adequate rules. An

alternative approach in which each player has accumulated its own experiences,

independent from other members wasinvestigated in the second experiment.

Five TCVtests were carried out using the same 8000 records Housing Benefits

dataset from Section 8.1. PISA was run using four groups comprising

(respectively) of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 players each. In eachtest the original dataset

was divided equally amongst the players. Figure 8.11 presents the results of

these tests, which indicate that, in general, PISA operates better when carried

out using groupsof players. As having more than one agent advocating the same

classification, using the notion of groups, seems to have positive effects on the

accuracyof the resulting dialogues, due to the fact that more arguments can now

be mined from different datasets, each presenting different experience. Thus
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more optionswill be available to the group as a whole, from which the group’s

leader can select the best course of action. However,the increase in accuracyis

proportional to the amountofdata given to each agent in the dialogues.If the

data is not sufficient to mine adequate ARs, the operation of PISA will not

benefit from dividing the data any further. Note that the accuracy of the

resulting dialogues starts to drop when the size of each dataset falls below 250

records. Anotherissue is the overhead cost resulting from the decision making

process within each group. For each roundofthe dialogue, each memberof the

group attempts to suggest a move advancingtheclassification advocatedby this

group. Also, the group’s leader has to choose one of these moves to place

forward in the ongoing dialogue. The previous experiment provided information

about the average number of moves suggested by the groups’ memberin each of

the ten runs of each of the TCV tests. These results have shownthat, on average,

an overhead of 0.81*N (N is the number of players/group) is added to the

overall lengths of dialogues when applying PISA using groups.
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Figure 8.11. Results of the TCV tests using same numberof players per group.

8.4.2. Variable Numberof Players Per Group

The second experiment was conductedto investigate the role of groups in PISA

expanded the above discussion by investigating two points: (i) the relation

between the overall number of players and the accuracy of the subsequent

dialogues; and(ii) the relation between the amountof data available to the group

as a whole andthe performance of the group. For these purposes, two sets of
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TCV tests were performed,each attending to oneof the above points. In thefirst

one, the amountof data available to each group was equally divided among a

random numberof players, and then a TCV test was performed. The TCVtest

was repeated a number of times with the number of players in each group

randomly generated. Figure 8.12 presentsthe results of these tests. As expected,

the accuracyofthe classifications obtained benefited from having more than one

agent championing each of the possible classifications. However, once the

amount of data available to each player dropped below a certain threshold, the

overall accuracystarted to fall. For instance, when each player was given 1000

records, the accuracy was 94.48% on average and when each player had only

200 records, the average accuracyfell to 88.58%.
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Figure 8.12. The relation between the numberof players and the accuracy of PISA.

To address the second point, a number of Housing Benefits datasets, each

containing 1000 records, were generated. PISA was run with four groups, each

comprising the same numberof players. But here, each player was given one of

the generated datasets. Thus, the more players that join the same group, the

more experience is available to the group as a whole. A number of TCVtests

were then carried out. For each test, the number of players in each group was

randomly generated. Figure 8.13 showstheresult of thesetests.
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Figure 8.13. The relation between the number ofplayers and the accuracy of PISA

whenplayersare given fixed amount of data.

Note that the overall accuracy benefits from the increase of the number of

players in each group. For instance, the average accuracy when each group

comprised five players was 95.5%. However as the numberofplayers in each

groupsis increased, the accuracy gradually increase to reach 98.06% when each

group contains 21 players. Note that the groups were assigned fairly large

numberof players. This was to establish that the drop in accuracy associated

with the increase of the data divisions in the previous experiment was not

related to the numberof players in each group.

Another set of TCV tests was carried out. These tests focused on determining

the two effects of group’s size on accuracy:(i) a big group would win whenit

should lose, and a (ii) small group fails to win when it should win. For these

purposes, the four groups in the previous test were assigned random numberof

players. Each player was given similar sized Housing Benefits dataset, like

above. Four random players’ allocations were generated, and the TCV test was

repeated for each allocation (Table 8.9 (a)). The results of these tests suggest

that the two effects highlighted above hold. In order to clarify this point,

supplementary information was generated with respectto the winning groups for

each dialogue in the four TCV tests. The results generated have shown that in

TCV1, group G4hasfailed in winning 30.16% of the cases that shouldclassify

according to its advocated class. Also, 94.25% of these cases were won by Gl

(highest numberof players). Similar results were reported with the other TCV

tests. Table 8.9 (b) illustrate, for each group, the percentage of cases that this

grouphasfailed to classify correctly.
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Players TCV1 TCV2 TCV3 TCV4

G1 8 5 1 3

G2 4 8 7 8

G3 4 1 4 2

G4 1 3 5 3

PISA Accuracy 90.21 91.73% 93.91% 94.38%       
Table 8.9 (a). Four random allocations for random numberof players/group.

 

Test Gl G2 G3 G4

G1 0.00% 2.81 21.05% 4.90%
 

 
G2 1.74% 0.00% 0.31% 0.00%
 

G3_ 3.26% 29.08% 1.90% 10.90%
       G4 30.16 1.19% 1.10% 6.68%
 

Table 8.9 (b). Percentage of misclassified cases that should have been won by each

group from Table 8.9(a).

8.5. Investigating the Impact of Players’ Strategies upon

the Operation of PISA

Chapter 7 presented a two-tier strategy model to accommodate multiparty

“Arguing from Experience” dialogues. Three basic strategies were derived from

the proposed model: (i) attack wheneverpossible (S1), (ii) attack when needed

(S2) and (iii) attack to prevent a forecasted threat (S3). Each interpreted the

argumentation tree associated with the PISA Framework in a different manner.

Examples were also given as to how applying different strategies lead to

different dialogues. These examples assumed that the agents involved in a

dialogue would increase their chances of winning the dialogue if they made the

utmost use of the argumentationtree. In this section, the results of a number of

experiments are analysed to investigate whether this claim stands or not. The

experiments, reported below, compared the operation of PISA with a number of
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redefined possible strategy combinations. Table 8.10 gives the details of these

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

strategies”.

Strategy Name Strategy (S1, $2,S3) Sub-Strategy Mode

ES1(best) S3 $3 - -

ES2 (Worst) $1-1-2 Sl Blind Destroy

ES3 $2-3-2 $2 Tree Dependent- Full -

ES4 $1-3-2 Sl Tree Dependent — Full -

ESS $2-3-1 S Tree Dependent - Leaves -

ES6 $1-3-1 Sl Tree Dependent - Leaves -

ES7 $2-2-1 S2 Focused Build

ES8 $1-2-1 S1 Focused Build

ES9 S1-1-1 Sl Blind Build

ES10 $2-2-2 S2 Focused Destroy

ES11 $2-1-2 S2 Blind Destroy

ES12 $1-2-2 S1 Focused Destroy     
Table 8.10. Strategies used in evaluating PISA.

A sequence of TCV tests were then carried out using different combinations of

the predefined strategies. A total of 12 different strategies were predefined to

cover a variety of situations including worst possible and best possible

strategies. The rest of the strategies used were randomly generated. Table 8.11

illustrates these strategies. In order to establish the consequencesof strategy on

the resulting dialogues a total of three experiments were undertaken, each

comprising a series of TCV tests. These tests were performed using the Housing

Benefit dataset from Section 8.2 and were carried outas follows:

e  SE1: Examined the role of strategies in dialogues involving individual

players (no groups).

e SE2: In which PISA was applied using homogeneous groups of players

each contained four individual players.

e SE3: Aimedat investigation of the operation of heterogeneous groups.

 

43 In PISA, the number ofall the possible strategy combinations could be very large. This is

exacerbated when some (orall) of these participants are indeed groups of individual players.

Therefore, PISA was experimented with using a numberof predefined strategies, generated at

random, as exemplified in Table 8.10.
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Strategy Pl P2 PS P4

Random Allocation 1 ES8 ES12 ESS5 ES10

Random Allocation 2 ESS ES3 ES6 ES11

Random Allocation 3 ES4 ES7 ES4 ES7

Random Allocation 4 ES10 ES5 ES9 ES8       
Table 8.11. Four random strategy allocations.

8.5.1. SE1 -— No Groups

SE] examinedthe role of strategies in dialogues involving individual players. In

these tests PISA was applied using four individual agents. Then different

strategies were assignedtothese players as follows:

e Test 1-1: one player was given the best possible strategy (ES1) while the

rest were given similar strategies (S1-2-1).

¢ Test 1-2: all players were given the best possible strategy (ES1).

¢ Test 1-3: all players were given the worst possible strategy (ES2).

e Test 1-4: the four players were assigned strategies randomly as illustrated

in Table 8.11.

Figure 8.14 illustrates the accuracy obtained from applying PISA using the

identified strategies. These results suggest that the highest accuracy (95.05%)is

obtained when using the Random Allocation 3, by which two players applied

S1-3-2 and the other two players used $2-2-1. The worst possible allocation

(T1-3) results in an accuracy of 87.26%. However, the worst accuracy (86.21%)

was obtained from Random Allocation 2. By this allocation, three of the players

apply S2 sub-strategies, two of which are tree dependent, one with full tree

inference and one with leaves-only inference. Thelast player applies $1-3-1.
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Figure 8.14. Results of first PISA strategytest.

Detailed information about the winning parties, for each of the above dialogues,

was also generated. Theobtainedresults suggest that equipping the players with

better strategies, may enable them to win, even when they are advocating the

wrong classification. For instance, in the case of Random Allocation 2, the

player with strategy ES3 (the best strategy in this allocation) (Player2) has won

the dialogue games over cases which should classify according to the class value

it promotes. Additionally, the player with strategy SE11 (the worst in this

allocation): Player 4 has failed to win 20.5% of the cases that should classify

according to the class value it advocates (13.25% of the total misclassified

cases). In most of these cases the winner was Player2. The rest of the

misclassified cases, ended with a tie between the players with the right

classifications and Player2. These results suggest that, when players are

equipped with different strategies, those associated with the best strategies often

win PISA dialogue games.

Additional information regarding the dialogues wasalso gathered. Interestingly,

the shortest dialogues were observed when all players applied the best possible

strategies (4.79 rounds + 1.95 standard deviation) and the longest were observed

whenall players were given the worst possible strategy (7.10 + 3.88 standard

deviation). This is because the worstpossible strategy enables the participants to

prolong the game by attacking wheneverpossible and aiming at undermining

their opponents’ movesrather than building their own proposals. In contrast,

with the best possible strategy, the players attack only when necessary, using the
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best possible attacking moves. As expected, whenall or most players make use

of build strategies the percentage of green wins/strong ties was high and vice

versa, when all or most players applied destroy strategies the number of blue

wins/weak ties was high. For instance, the highest percentage of blue wins/ties

(53.5% and 8.75% respectively) was scored in T1-3 when all players applied the

worstpossible strategy.

The McNemar’s test was also applied to examine if the behaviour of PISA

changes whenthe strategy setup of its players was altered. The test compared

the results from applying PISA with four players (no groups) applying a similar

strategy, to the results obtained from each ofthe allocations described in Table

8.11. The results of this test revealed that the performance of PISA was

significantly worse when applying Random Allocation 2 and when the four

players make use of the worst possible strategy, than when all the four players

apply the samestrategy. Figure 8.15 illustrates the results ofthis test.

Ta T1-2 T1L-3 allocation 1 allocation 2 allocation 3 allocation 4

  
@Both Failed Similar Strategy ™ Given Strategy Failed ™ Both Succed

 

Figure 8.15. McNemar’sresults for PISA strategytest.

8.5.2. SE2—Homogenous Groups

Here, PISA wasapplied using four groups of players made of four individual

players. It was also assumed that the members of each group made useof the

samestrategy. These tests were numbered T2-1 to T2-4 and they correspond to

T1-1 to T1-4 but with groups instead of individual players. The results of these

tests were then compared against applying PISA using four groupsofplayersall

applying the samestrategy. Figure 8.16 presents these results. Here, Dark grey
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columns represent results using homogenous groups and light grey ones

represent the results of the previous test. As expected, the results suggest that

the average accuracyhasrisen forall the tests, and that the same allocations that

produced best/worst results in the previous set of tests, have scored similar

results when used with groups.
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Figure 8.16. Results of the second strategy experiment.

8.5.3. SE3 — Heterogeneous Groups

Here, a set of TCV tests was designed to investigate what happens when group

members apply different strategies. These tests made use of the same groups as

in the previous experiment. However, here the focus was on heterogeneous

groups rather than homogenous ones, whereby each member of the group was

given a different strategy. Table 8.12 illustrates the new strategy allocations.

 

Group1 Group2 Group3 Group4
 

Pil P2 P3 P4 Pl P2 P3 P4 Pi P2 P3 P4 P1 P2 P3 P4

 

R1 S1 S9 S12 S7 S1 S5 S11 S3 S1 S9 S3 S7 S1 S3 S3 S6

 

R2 S3 S2 S4 S6 S1 S2 S10 S5 S5 S2 S6 S7 S1 S2 S3 $12

 

R3 SS S8 S12 S12 S5 S12 S7 S9 S1 S1 S5 S5 S3 SS S12 S6

 

R41S6 S87] S10 S10] S1 S5 S6 S12 S3 S9 S10 S9 SI S3 S4 S8

 

R5 S1 S4 S7 S5 S1 S5 S8 S4 S3 S4] S11 $12 S1 S5 S4 S4

  R6 SS S7 S9 S9 S1 S5 S5 S6 S3 S9 S10 S7 S1 S3 S7 S8                 
Table 8.12. Heterogeneous groups randomstrategy allocations. PI refers to the

group leader.
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The results are plotted in Figure 8.17 which showsthat different results were

obtained when players in each group had been assigned dissimilar strategies.

These results indicated the importanceofstrategy in PISA, by applying different

strategies one can either increase or decrease the accuracy, as well asaltering

the features of the resulting dialogues.
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Figure 8.17. Results of third strategy test using PISA.

8.6. Summary

Implementing PISA, according to the discussion given in the previous two

chapters, has proved to be valuable in evaluating the underlying model for

multiparty “Arguing from Experience”. This application provides a proof of

concept by showing that reliable dialogues can be conducted using PISA. The

analysis given in this chapter has revealed that the proposed model for

multiparty “Arguing from Experience”, as embodied in PISA, usually produces

coherent dialogues, leading in mostofthe cases to a successful resolution of the

underlying debates. The approach of providing evidence to the nature of these

dialogues, focused on applying PISA to a number of different classification

problems. A discussion of the results obtained from a collection of empirical

experiments intended to assess the “effectiveness” and nature of the resulting

dialogue was given. PISA was shown to provide a productive route to

multiparty “Arguing from Experience” through dialogues capable of addressing

debates regarding theclassification of cases from variety of domains.
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The operation of PISA asa classifier was also investigated. The given analysis

suggested that PISA can be profitably exploited as a valuable means of

classification. The advantageous features of PISA, identified in the foregoing,

maybe itemized as follows:

e It does not require a training phase. Furthermore, PISA produces limited

numberofclassification association rules sufficient to classify the given

case without the need to generate all the possiblerules.

e PISA maybe applicable to large datasets, as well as small ones. However,

it is advised to use PISA with moderately large sets so that the individual

players have a reasonably sized “experience (case) base” to argue from.

Very large datasets should be split and groups used.

e Bydividing one dataset amongst reasonable numberof agents, distributed

amongst a number of groups, PISA can act as an ensemble technique that

competes with other well-known ensemble methods.

e PISAis noise tolerant, in that it can cope well with high levels of class

noise in the training set withoutfailing to classify correctly the test cases.

e It has a wide range of configuration parameters, such as the number of

players in each groupandthestrategy setup for each player; by changing

some of these parameters the course of PISA dialogues can be modified to

better fit the underlying datasets.

This concludes the analysis of PISA, and of the process of multiparty “Arguing

from Experience”. However, it can be argued that the particular PISA

application examined in this chapter is not complete and that further

development may be possible. Some possible additional developments will be

discussed in the conclusion chapterof this thesis (Chapter9).
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and

Future Directions

"Would you tell me, please, which way I oughtto gofrom here?"

"That depends a good deal on where you wantto get to," said the Cat.

"I don't much care where —"said Alice.

"Thenit doesn't matter which way you go,"said the Cat.

"_ so long as I get somewhere,"Alice added as an explanation.

"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "ifyou only walk long enough."

Lewis Carroll, British author (1832- 1898).

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Pig and Pepper.

This chapter provides a summary of the contributions made by the work

presented in this thesis and discusses someareas forpossible future work.

9.1. Summary of Contributions

The aim of this thesis, as stated in the introductory chapter, was to attempt to

answerthe following question:

By what means may a model, that enables software entities to make use

of their accumulated experience to jointly reason about a given

situation, be realised; and how might such a modelbe evaluated?

Throughout the preceding chapters a number of issues were addressed thatall

contribute towards answering the above question and also attend to the more

specific research goals set out in Section 1.2. The contributionsofthis thesis,

and how they address the identified research goals, are summarised in this

section.
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In Chapter 3 a theory of “Arguing from Experience” was articulated for use in

situations involving a number of software agents (entities) reasoning about

coming to a “view” about some case from a given domain. Each agent was

equipped with a separate collection of instances from the same domain,andthis

set was assumed to represent this agent’s experience in the domain under

consideration. One of the aims of the proposed theory wasto provide a coherent,

and easy to evaluate, means to represent and warrant “Arguments from

Experience”. The proposed theory catered for this objective by exploiting

association rule mining techniques to discover associations between features of

the case under consideration and a consequent “view” of this case proposed

according to the previous experience. A “view” on a current example was

identified as being akin to a classification of a given case, thus enabling a

pragmatic application of the promoted theory. The theory advocated contains a

numberoffeatures that enable it to deal with defeasible reasoning:

e It is represented as inductive reasoning whereby a justification for a

proposed “view” can be structured into an argument scheme with associated

critical questions.

¢ It borrows elements from a number of schemes and builds upon them to

form a new scheme: the “Argument from Experience based on

Classification” (AEC/AEC2) scheme. This scheme defeasibly justifies a

desired claim relating to the case under discussion by the means of

association rules linking somefeaturesin the caseto the claim.

e It enables the agents to mine ARs from a collection of past examples

embodying the agent’s experience. These examples provide the backing for

the arguments resulting from the AEC/AEC2 scheme.

The persuasive elementis dealt with through a comprehensivelist of speech acts

corresponding to one version of the proposed scheme (AEC2) andthecritical

questions associated with it. These speech acts form the proposed dialogue

model and are posed by the different parties in the dialogue (each of which is

the advocate of a different “view”) in an attempt to persuade the others that

either the “views” they promoted do not hold in the given case, or that other
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“views” are more suited to the given case. The underlying association rules in

each speech actreflect either a criticism that can be posed against a proposed

“view” or an association rule supporting a given “view”. A dialogue game

protocol, for facilitating “Arguing from Experience”, was also presented. Each

agent, taking part in these games, can choose which speechact to utter at each

stage of the game, provided that it follows the rules of the protocol. In defining

this theory thefirst of the research goals of this thesis was addressed:

To provide a theory of persuasion within the setting of reasoning from

experience that accounts for the defeasible nature this style of

reasoning, and to provide the means by which the advocated theory can

be implemented to enable different participants to draw arguments

directlyfrom their past experience.

The proposed theory was intendedto be applied in situations where participants

have not analysedtheir experiences into rules in a knowledge(belief) base, but

draw directly on their experience, presented by a set of examples, to find

reasons for coming to a view on some current example. This approach was

argued to have several advantages:

e It provides a natural meansto represent arguments, we often argue from our

experience by drawing on this experience and encapsulatingit in statements

such as “every time we have done x, y happened’ or “All Xs we have

encountered thus far were Ys, therefore any new X is likely to be Y” and

then deploying these statements in an argument.

e It provides a means for avoiding the knowledge engineering bottleneck that

occurs when knowledge bases are constructed. Additionally, there is no

need to commit to a theory in advance of the discussion. The information

can be deployedas best meets the need of the currentsituation. Moreover no

revision of the knowledge baseis required when new casesare added.

e It provides an invaluable mode of reasoning, especially where it is not

possible to use other types of reasoning, such as proof or reasoning from

beliefs. For instance, if a belief base cannot be manually constructed,
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because it requires extensive consultation with experts, or is simply

prohibitively expensive to hand-craft.

e It allows agents to benefit fromthe differences in their experiences, thus

enhancingtheir overall knowledge of the world they inhabit.

In Chapter 4 the above theory was articulated for two-party dialogues. This

manifestation was referred to as PADUAandit enables persuasive dialogues to

be undertaken by twoparticipants so as to come to a conclusion regarding the

most suitable classification of a given case. Proponents of a possible

classification may state and justify their proposals in the form of the AEC2

argument scheme, and the opponent mayattack this position according to the

speech acts presented in Chapter 3. The result of dialogue gamesofthis form is

the classification of the examples under consideration as proposed by the

winning party. Additional issues were also addressed in Chapter 4. A four layer

strategy model was presented and PADUAwas extendedto allow for nested

dialoguesto take place over intermediate precedents. Details were also given of

how PADUAwasimplemented using Java. This implementation successfully

encoded the protocol, as was shown by a number of examples. Developing

PADUApresenteda step towardstherealisation of the second research goal:

To show how this theory can be transformed into a computational

framework that can be effectively deployed in autonomous software

systems to enable two-party dialoguesfor “Arguingfrom Experience”.

Chapters 6 and 7 gave details of how multiparty “Arguing from Experience” can

be achieved through the PISA Framework. PISA allows for any number of

agents to take part in dialogues regarding the classification of cases from some

domain. The innovative contribution of PISA is the mechanisms whereby it

answers someofthe challenges found in multiparty dialogues. PISA embodies a

number of notable features. In particular, the control structure, the turn taking

policy, the approach to game termination andthe definition of the roles of the

participants allowing them to adopt differing strategies. The supporting

argumentation tree data structure is also significant. In summary, PISA offers

several advantages,in addition to those featuring in PADUA:
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e It allows argumentation amongst any numberofparticipants rather than the

more usual two.

e It leads to a reasoned consensusincreasing the acceptability of the outcome

to all parties.

In Chapter 6 both the design and the structure of PISA were fully described.

Details were also given of how PISA was implemented using Java. Chapter 7

complemented the account of PISA with a numberof additional features. In

particular, an advanced dialogue strategy design, which exploits a dynamic view

of the history of the dialogue, was tailored for PISA. The potential for

participants to form dynamic groups, and the decision making process within the

group, were also considered. Consideration was also given as to how these

features were incorporated in the Java application. Developing PISA was

intended to complete the answerto the secondresearch goal:

To show how this theory can be transformed into a computational

framework that can be effectively deployed in autonomous software

systems to enable multiparty dialogues for “Arguingfrom Experience”.

Examples were given in Chapter 4, produced using the PADUA GUI

Application, to illustrate the style of dialogues generated by PADUA. These

examples touched uponvariety of issues, such as intermediate concepts andthe

role of strategy in the resulting dialogues. Exampleswerealso given in Chapters

6 and 7, obtained using the PISA Application, to provide a proof of concept of

the multiparty “Arguing from Experience” embodied in PISA. Chapters 5 and 8

turned toward the pragmatic application of “Arguing from Experience”, and in

particular, the use of this mode of reasoning to generate a decision with respect

to classifying cases from given domains. Extensive empirical assessmentof both

PADUAand PISA has shownthat the dialogues produced using either of them

led to a successful resolution of the issue at hand (correct classification of the

given case) in a very high proportion of cases. The given accountfulfils the goal

of articulating the theory of “Arguing from Experience” in termsof enablingits

computational use. The effectiveness of the account was demonstrated through

the analysed experiments and examples. The production of example dialogues
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and the reported empirical analysis were intended to contribute toward

answering to anotherissue relating to the secondresearch goal:

To evaluate the two instantiations of the framework by applying the

concept of “Arguingfrom Experience”to classification problems. Thus,

incorporating the process argumentationinto the field ofdata mining.

Theresults of evaluating the automated process of “Arguing from Experience”

using a numberofclassification problems encouragedfurther investigation. This

investigation was intended to establish both PADUA and PISA as worthy

classifiers. The intuition behind using “Arguing from Experience”to classifying

“unseen” instances was to provide a “Meta” method by which a number of

software agents (entities) can reason abouttheclassification of a given case by

means of arguments. The utilisation of “Arguing from Experience” as a

classification technique had two objectives:

e To provide a pragmatic use ofthis style of reasoning that can be applied to

solve manyreal-life situations.

¢ To provide means to test and evaluate the proposed model and its

applications. One possible way to assess “Arguing from Experience” has

focused, as discussed above, on the coherence and comprehensiveness of

the resulting dialogues. Other criteria, however, include: (i) the results

obtained from these dialogues when appliedto classification problems (as

here there exist right or wrong answers), and (ii) the quality of these

dialogues. The promoted utilisation addressesthesecriteria.

The analysis discussed in Chapters 5 and 8, in addition to demonstrating the

operation of the “Arguing from Experience” concept, indicated that both

PADUA and PISA perform well as classifiers. This was highlighted by a

collection of experiments, in which both applications obtained classification’s

accuracy above 90% in both clean and noisy settings. The results of this

empirical analysis suggested the possibility of exploiting “Arguing from

Experience” as a classification technique that could compete with other well
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knownclassifiers. Moreover, unlike the other classifiers used for comparison,

the advocated approach enjoys some desirable features suchas:

e It does not require a training phase. Further, it produces a limited numberof

rules sufficient to classify the given case withoutthe need to generate all the

possible rules.

e Jt is noise tolerant and can cope with high levels of noise in the datasets

without failing to classify correct cases.

e It provides a wide range of configuration parameters; by changing some of

these parameters the user can modify the course of dialogues, in both

systems,to betterfit the underlying datasets.

Taking these advantages into consideration, as well as the results obtained from

the reported empirical analysis, it is suggested that the fourth research goal of

this thesis has also been addressed:

To assess the application of “Arguing from Experience” to

classification problems by means ofcomparative empirical experiments;

thus, providing means to evaluate the promoted incorporation of

argumentation and data mining.

The results and investigations presented in this thesis were founded upon a

number of different research areas. The contributions that were made in

addressing these issues have produced a comprehensive model for arguing on

the basis of past experience and have shown how this can be computationally

represented and implemented for use in two-party and multi-party dialogues. A

by-product of the promoted model for “Arguing from Experience” was the

successful application of this model to classification problems, which was

proven to be competitive with other renownedclassification methods covering a

wide range of paradigms, when evaluatedin a variety of domainsandsituations.
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9.2. Future Directions

The results presented in this thesis have suggested a number of possible

directions for future work.Firstly, one interesting avenue to pursue would be the

potential use of the model for “Arguing from Experience” in domainsother than

tabular databases. Oneinteresting field for providing experience to the arguing

agents would be document and webpagecollections. Association rules (ARs),

which were incorporated into the promoted model as means to warrant

arguments can be mined from either texts or web pages. This may prove to be a

rich field for further developing the work undertakenin this thesis:

e Experience can be represented by means of texts rather than the more

straightforward tabular datasets. For instance, legal proceedings of past

cases may provide extensive experience for those who read and analyse

them. However, the textual representation of experience comes with a

numberof challenges, mainly concern the need for a method for extracting

useful information to warrant arguments in the promoted model. One

possible solution is the application of text mining techniques to extract

various interesting, previously unknown andpotentially useful knowledge,

particularly in the form of ARs, from sets of collected textual data.

e¢ The emergence of web technologies has led the World Wide Web to

become the default platform for delivering interactive information systems

to both professionals and the public. The work presented in this thesis may

be extended by equipping the arguing parties with the means to undertake

web content mining, which will in turn provide them with meansto extract

structured data from web pages.

The extension of the existing model to make use of either web pages or

document collections is potentially of great benefit. In order to make an

assessment of the most suitable techniques required to generate arguments from

the documents and to successfully incorporate them in the promoted model a

wide range of issues should be addressed. Thisis in itself a clear area for future

work. Such an implementation and analysis would presenta significant task and

is thus outside the scopeofthis thesis.
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A second area that may be addressed in future work is the analysis of potential

new speech acts to be incorporated in the model for “Arguing from Experience”

presented in Chapter 3. One possible speech act that could be added to the

promoted model would be the “weakestlink attack’briefly discussed in Section

4.3. This speech act will enable one participant to undermine a previously

played moveonthebasis ofthe fact that this participant has different confidence

in the content of this move, or in one ofits components (if it was an accrual of

arguments). The attacked party can then respond to this move by proposing a

new move or withdraw the unwanted component from the original move.

Another possible speech act would be to address the notion of online ARM

(Aggarwal and Yu, 1998). For instance, new speech acts could be incorporated

into the proposed model by which oneparticipant asks another to change the

support value used to generate the underlying data structure so that different set

of rules can be mined. This request could be justified by the fact that the given

participant applies a very low support value. Another speech act could be

integrated such that the party which has been asked to change its support value

could challenge this request by demandingthe requesting parties to change their

support values as well. These speech acts present but an example for further

extension of the proposed model. However, the treatment of the notion of on-

line ARM inthe applications of “Arguing from Experience” given in this thesis

remains incomplete shouldthe issue of variable support remain unanswered.

Anotherpotential area for future work would be to develop a dynamicstrategy

model for “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. The promotedlayeredstrategy

models have provided the agents with the means to select moves, such that

agents can attemptto look for ARs that support certain types of speech acts from

the theory of reasoning from experience accordingto their underlying strategies.

This modelalso provided criteria for ARs selection. However, the application of

the proposed strategy models is fixed: once the strategy for a given agent is

chosen it cannot be changed, even if it produces unsatisfactory results, for this

particular agent, in a given domain. A useful extension of this strategy model

would be to allow the agents to dynamically select the best strategy to be

applied when tackling cases from a given domain. One approach to this issue
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would be to enable the agents to change their strategies when appropriate. A

second approach would be to supplement both PISA and PADUAbyheuristics,

obtained from a variety of domains, such thatparticipants taking part in either

system couldselecttheir strategies on the basis of these heuristics according to

the nature of the domain. A Meta description of each domain may help the

agents in selecting their strategies, even for new domains, for which there are no

available heuristics. However, in order to make a thorough assessment of each

possible strategy to obtain the required heuristics, a fairly large numberofreal-

world applications involving implementedreal-agents arguing over a wide range

of domains would be required. Such an implementation and analysis would

presenta significant task andis thus outside the scope ofthis thesis.

A fourth area for further investigation would be to apply “Arguing with

Experience” to cases where the involved agents happen to share someparts of

their experience (or the whole experience is shared amongst these agents). Such

application is interesting because it may lead to discover only the best rules in

the shared experience, and thus will have a pragmatic appeal in both ARM and

Machine Learning paradigms.

A fifth area to address in future work would be to extend elements of the

propose account for “Arguing from Experience” that do not currently form the

primary focus, but would provide useful extensions to it, were they to be

developed further. One possibility would be to investigate treatments for

situations in which eachparticipantapplies different representations of the same

data. For instance, the order of the items in each dataset may differ, or the name

of these items, their assigned values, or even the items held by different

databases. Furthermore, some agents may use additional attributes, possibly

resulting from each agent applying a different discretisation mechanism. Here,

one potential treatment would be to make use of Meta descriptions, such as

ontology of the underlying datasets, such that each agent could match their own

datasets against these descriptions. This area of future development would need

a thorough analysis, and may require expert consultation. Other extensions

could also prove beneficial. Another interesting extension would be to

investigate multi-objective aspects of “Arguing from Experience” in rules
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discovery. For instance, applying the promoted model to maximise both the

support and confidence of the discovered rules is one possible way to apply

“Arguing from Experience” to multi-objective association rules mining (e.g.

(Ishibuchi and Nojima, 2005)). This can be done by modifying the current

model slightly so that the discovered rules should satisfy more conditions in

order for them to be acceptedas legal rules in the argumentation process.

Thus far general extensions to the proposed model have been discussed.

However, this thesis has developed two separate applications to embody

“Arguing from Experience” theory: PADUA for two-party dialogues and PISA

for multi-party dialogues. Each application could benefit from further

improvements, and each offers different possibilities for future work. For

instance, the analysis in Chapter 4 has shown that PADUAcould be applied to

generate deliberation rather than persuasion dialogues. This area merits further

examination,the results of which may confirm the potential of using PADUAto

treat different types of dialogues, such as information seeking or inquiry

dialogues. Another instructive area for future investigation, with respect to

PADUA,would be to examine extensions for the control layer. The intention

behind this layer was to provide a meansto control the instantiation of each

dialogue. However, the current application of PADUA makesa very little use of

this layer. A comprehensive extension and proper implementation of the notion

of this layer would prove beneficial to PADUA, and could make it more

applicableto real-life situations.

In the case of PISA, a numberofpossibilities for future improvements were

highlighted in Chapter 7. The current application of PISA does not

accommodate for a number of features, such as biased agreeable profiles and

temporary coalitions, associated with the strategy model described in Section

7.1. An obvious extension of PISA would be to consider implementing these

features. One important requirement would be an analysis of the underlying

domain to identify which classifications are closer to one another, thus

following the notion of adjacency as explained in Chapter 7. Once the relation

amongthe classes has beenidentified, an appropriate representation would be

required, so that the included agents can makeuseofit. In order to facilitate
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temporary coalitions amongst a numberofparticipants within PISA a numberof

issues need to be addressed: (i) the formation process of coalitions between a

numberof participants; (ii) whether the coalitions should be dynamic ornot; and

(iii) the process by which an existing coalition is dismantled.

Unlike the biased agreeable profiles, coalition requires mutual agreement

among a number ofparticipants, thus a preparation step is necessary. The

suggested process is as follows: when one participant requests an alliance with

another participant, the receiving participant assesses the situation and replies

with either yes or no. If the answer is yes, then the two participants form a

coalition. If another participant asks to join with any of the participants in the

coalition, then a similar process to the above is repeated, but this time the

participant receiving the request, will also pass this requestto the other parties in

the coalition, which will then make a decision whether to accept the new party

or not. This process also addresses the second issue: coalitions are assumed to

be dynamic in PISA such that participants may join and leave at any time. Also,

the process whereby an existing coalition is dismantled relates to the initial

objective of forming coalitions. Coalitions are formed for strategic reasons. In

particular, if one participant emerges as a strong opponentto someofthe other

participants, then these participants may form a coalition againstthis participant.

The objective of this coalition will be, for instance, to attempt to removethis

participant from the dialogue. In this case the coalition would be dismantled

once the participant in question leaves the game. However, a number of

questions require attending to for a successful termination of coalitions. For

instance: are the termination conditions agreed whenthe coalition is formed?

Does everyone haveto agreeto the coalition ending? Further consideration may

be given to identifying strong opponents in a given dialogue. Thecriteria for

seeking coalition with other participants should also be determined. Once these

two concepts are decided upon, they can be integrated in the control layer of

PISA,either through the chairperson agent or by other means.It is anticipated

that a successful implementation of both concepts would prove beneficial to

applying PISA to real life problems. However, the above description does not

attend to the following issues: Will other players know about which coalitions

are in effect? Will they know whenotherplayers are trying to form coalitions?
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And can there be competition with respect to coalitions’ formation? These

questions should be answered, should a successful integration of coalitions

within PISA be sought.

The areas that have been identified here for possible future directions are just

someof the options presented by the work detailed in this thesis. There are also

a numberofinteresting sub-issues that wouldbenefit from further investigation.

In particular those related to the weakness of the promoted modelfor “Arguing

from Experience” andthe associated applications (PADUAand PISA). Some of

these weaknesses are summarised as follows:

e The promoted model lacks a precise notion of agency. For instance the

model does not take into consideration the internal state of the involved

agents, and how this state may change during the course of “Arguing from

Experience Dialogues”.

¢ The model (in particular the AEC2 scheme (Section 3.1)) is tailored for the

support/confidence framework (Agrawal et al., 1993). While this interest

measure have proven to be popular and reliable in mining association rules.

Other measuresofinterests may also prove useful.

e The promoted model generates certain type of association rules (rules with

class attribute in their conclusion). Expanding the model to generateall

types of association rules may be necessary to tackle somesituations, and to

enable more sophisticated types of arguments(accruals for example).

e Thecentral structure in PISA could proveto be an obstacle if PISA was to

be usedin real-life multi agent environment. Future work needs to be done

in orderto enable the distribution of the central argumentation tree suchthat

it can be accessed by a number different agents residing on different

machines.

e PISAlacks the sufficient means to enable fully open dialogues. The current

implementation of PISA requires the user to determine the agents that would

be involved in dialogues over cases from particular domains. Someof these

agents may be discarded by the chairperson if they remain idle for a given

number of rounds. However, new agentsare not allowed to join an ongoing
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dialogue. This particular point merits further consideration, if PISA was to

function as a real multi agent application.

e Additionally, in order for the advocated account to be deployed for

classification problems; a proper study as to how classifiers could be

generated using “Arguing from Experience”is essential. In particular, with

relation to the “considerable” runtime required to classify each case, when

compared with otherclassification and machinelearning algorithms.

Asfor the last point, the promoted approach generate a limited numberofrules

sufficient to classify a given case, by subjecting each rule to critique from the

otherparties in the dialogue, so that only the strongest rules emerge undefeated.

One interesting extension would be to store the undefeated rules from each

dialogue and make use of them to classifying future instances. For instance, in

PISA, such rules can be maintained by the chairperson, which will then trigger a

dialogue if only no adequate rule, to match the new case, was found. This area

of future work will enable the effective usage of PISA and PADUA,and mayto

reducing the execution time required to classify each case. Once a caseis agreed

upon, it could be addedto the participants’ corresponding experience, so they

can benefit from the persuasion process to grow their own experience, and thus

providing more reasons to believe that similar cases should be treated in the

same manneras the cases previously discussed.

Theresults presented throughoutthis thesis are intended only to provide details

of how “Arguingfrom Experience” can be dealt with in software entities such as

autonomousagents. For agents to be fully autonomousin dealing with reasoning

from experiencethe theory presented here also needs to be complementedby the

different aspects of agency (Wooldridge, 2001), successful completion and

evaluation of the proposed applications and the potential extensions discussed

above. Nonetheless, the findings reported in this thesis are believed to provide

sufficient analysis of the concept of argumentation from experience, andits

application to one particular problem, that of classification in data mining. The

given account is intended to provide a treatment for this particular mode of

reasoning, by means borrowed from a variety of fields, such that it can be built

upon in the questfor the effective design and construction ofrealistic automated
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computer systems. Additionally, this thesis has shown possibilities for

potentially beneficial application of the proposed treatment in the fields of

classification and association rule mining.
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Chapter 7: Advanced Issues in

PISA

This chapter continuesthe discussion about the design of the PISA Framework.

The basic structure and the main functions of PISA were described in the

previous chapter. Nevertheless, the suggested model“so far”still has room for

improvements, in particular regarding the issues of participants’ strategies and

the formation of groups of individual players. The structure of PISA suggested

in the previous chapter raises two questions:

Whatis the strategy design most suited for the purposes of multiparty

dialogues produced in PISA?

How can groupsof individualplayers be constructed mosteffectively?

The first question concerns the issue of strategies and tactics in PISA. A

discussion of the PISA strategy problem and the advocated solution is given in

Section 7.1. The second question relates to the design structure discussed in the

previous chapter, having modelled the participants in PISA dialogues aseither

individual players or groups of players sharing the same objective. Section 7.2

embarks upon the structure of such groups, mainly the arrangementsrelated to

the decision making process within each group. Section 7.3 concludes this

chapter with a summary. The analysis given in this chapter will provide

examples of the issues investigated using classification scenarios based on the

RPHAspecification given in the previous chapter (Section 6.5).

7.1. Strategy Design for PISA

Chapter 4 proposed layered strategy model for players taking part in PADUA

dialogue gamesto facilitate the selection of the kind of move to be put forward

at each round of the dialogue, and the content of this move. The proposed

strategy model comprises fourlevels:
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7.1. Strategy Design for PISA.

e Level 0: Defines the game mode.

e Level 1: Defines the players (agents)profiles.

e Level 2: Defines the strategy mode.

e Level 3: Defines some appropriate argumentative content depending on the

promotedtactics.

The issue of strategy design for PISA dialogues is considerably different from

that in the two-party PADUAdialogues, mainly because the dialogue game in

PISA is more complicated than in PADUA.This complexity arises from the fact

that, unlike PADUA, PISA dialogues often take place between more than two

participants. A seconddifference is that PISA determines which party has won a

completed dialogue game in a different manner from PADUA.In PISAitis not

always the case that the last contributing participant wins: dialogues may

continue for a number of rounds after a winning argument (represented by a

legal move) has been placed. These two differences indicated that the strategy

design proposed for PADUAcannot simply be applied in the PISA framework,

and so some in-depth modification is required if they are to be considered

suitable for PISA dialogues. Another point of distinction between PADUA and

PISA, over the issue of strategy, is that although strategies are often designed

for individual (players) agents, they are applied in the context of dialogues. In

PADUA,dialogues are clear-cut two-party exchanges of speech acts. However,

dialogues conducted in PISA involve an indefinite numberof participants which

might be individual players or groups of players. Thus, the strategy design for

PISA should also account for this point. PADUAstrategies are intended for

individual players participating directly in a dialogue game, while in PISA

individual players may not be involved directly in the ongoing dialogue, but

instead they may engagein an inner dialogue within their own group,the result

of which is determined by the leader of the group. The issue of strategy design

for groups is further explained in Section 7.2.

Acknowledging the above differences means that any appropriate strategy

model for PISA needsto take into consideration the following points:
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The status of the argumentation tree. Participants can incorporate different

views of this status in their own strategies. Each agent can consider as

many, or as few previous moves(tree nodes), in order to make a decision

with respect to the best next move. By taking more previous moves into

their consideration, participants can potentially plan their next move better

than those which consider (say) only the movesplayed in the last round.

Whether the player is a member of a group or not. It is only when an

individual player (agent) is the only advocate of its own “view”that this

player is the master of its own moves. Where two or more agents advocate

the same “view”, then they are subjects to the decision making process of

their assigned group. Theissuesrelated to the strategy design within each

group are discussedin detail in Section 7.2.

Whether the participant (player or group) has to participate in a certain

round or not. As discussed in the previous chapter, in PISA, participants are

not obliged to take part in each single round of the dialogue game (turn

skipping was discussed in the previous chapter). PISA also allows for

participants currently winning the game to skip rounds as long as their

position is not underminedbytheotherparticipants.

Strategies in PISA should, however, maintain the four levels from PADUA’s

strategy model. In this sense PISA extends and builds upon the basic strategy

outlines for PADUA.Takingall the discussed points into consideration, a six-

level strategy model was designed for individual player agents taking part in

PISA dialogues. Figure 7.1 illustrates this model. The proposed six levels are

divided into twotiers, the lower tier encapsulates the strategy model inherited

from PADUA,while the upper tier provides the scope through which PISA

players deducetheir next moveswith respect to the argumentationtree.

The proposedstrategy model worksas follows:

The lowertier encapsulates the same four-level layered strategy model used

for PADUA(Section 4.2). However, the notion of agent profile is slightly

altered to accommodate multiparty dialogues. PISA players applying an

agreeable profile may either try to agree with all the other participants or
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with a pre-specified group of participants. For simplicity it is assumedthat

when applying an agreeable agent profile, the players will attempt to agree

with all the moves represented by the argumentation tree leaves. The issue

of agreeing with a subset of the moves presented by these leaf nodesis

further discussed in Sub-section 7.1.4.

 
 

The UpperTier
   

U2: Making adecision as to whether the —

_player has to participate ina given round or _

U1: Making decisions with respect to the

statusof theargumentation tree

  
 

The Lower Tier
   

    Argumentation Tree 0: CameMode

_1: Agent Profile “

2: Strategy Mode >  3: Choosing Move’s Content
 

Figure 7.1. The two-tier strategy design.

The uppertier identifies the manner by which PISAplayers infer what move

to play next from the current status of the argumentation tree. This tier

comprises twostrategy levels (Figure 7.1):

— Level U2: defines whether the player “has to” participate in the current

round of dialogue or not. Different strategies can be derived from this

level. These strategies are explained in Sub-section 7.1.1.

— Level U1: defines the process by which PISA players choose their next

moves with respect to the argumentation tree. The argumentation tree

encompassesdetails of the moves played thus far in the dialogue game,

and the attacks relation amongst these moves. By consulting this tree,

players can base their decision on a numberof issues with relation to

their next moves, such as: which opponent to attack next and which

speechactto use.
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Level U1 ofthe layered strategy advocated promotesthree different modes for

deducing the next moves from the currentstatus of the argumentationtrees:

e Full Tree Inference Mode: enables the derivation of strategies using a full

view of the argumentation tree. Players can select their next move on the

basis of their interpretation of the whole argumentation tree (their

interpretation of the dialogue thusfar).

e Leaf Nodes Inference Mode: \eads to strategies with a limited view of the

argumentation tree. Such PISA players consider only the leaf nodes of the

argumentation tree (undefeated moves/attacks) when making decision about

what movesto play next.

¢ One LeafNode Only Inference Mode: from whichall the derived strategies

are basically two-party PADUA-stylestrategies.

Recall from Chapter 4 that a strategy function for players (agents) taking part in

games governed by the PADUAprotocol was identified in Section 4.2. This

function was called Play, where a €A is a given player agent. Another version

of this function can now be identified for the purposes of PISA strategies.

Individual players taking part in PISA dialogues may use this function to select

their next moves. For each agent(player), ae A, Play, is definedas follows:

Play, : Moss x Rposs x Deurrent x Sa xTactics,—> Mposs

For the purposes of PISA only S, (the Strategy Matrix for the given agent) is

changed suchthat S, = [havePartg, tia, gMa, profilég, sma]. Where: (i) havePart,

identifies if the a has to take part in the next roundor not, (ii) havePart,e {true,

false}. tm, € TM isthe tree inference mode, where TM=/full, leaves, one leaf},

(iii) gm, € GM is the game mode, where GM = {win, dialogue}, (iv) profile, €

Profile is the player profile, where Profile = {agreeable, disagreeable}, and (v)

Smg€ SM isthe strategy mode, where SM = {build, destroy}. Recall, Tactics, is

the tactics matrix including the move preference and the best move content

tactics. These tactics are explained in the contextof each possible strategy in the

forthcoming sub-sections.
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7.1.1. Three Sub Strategies for PISA

A numberof different strategies can be derived from the two-tier strategy model

discussed in Figure 7.1 according to the values given to each of the parameters

of S, of the strategy function Play, defined above. Three Basic Strategies were

derived from the given model in relation to level U2 from the uppertier. These

strategies form a basis from which other substrategies are built as shall be

discussed in the following paragraphs. Each strategy makes use of a set of

tactics similar to that identified in Section 4.3. Note that strategies are numbered

from S1 to SN, and where appropriate sub-strategies of a strategy are indicated

using SK-M,for example S1-1, and so on.

(S1) Attack WheneverPossible Strategy

The idea behind the S1 strategy is simple: PISA players following this strategy

will attack any opponent they can identify “whenever possible’. Here,

“whenever possible” means that players will attack their opponents whenever

they can mine a suitable attack move from their background datasets, regardless

of whether they need to do so or not. This strategy enhances the players’

chances of winning the game bybeing as aggressive as possible, based on the

assumption that if they attack even when they do not need to, and/or whentheir

attacks are blindly directed against random opponents, they may win the game

by undermining the arguments proposed by as many opponents as possible.

Based on Level U1 of the uppertier of the advocated strategy model for the

PISA framework, three sub strategies could be derived from Attack Whenever

Possible Strategy along the three Inference Modes. Each mode will make use of

a different opponentidentification process:

e Blind Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-1): Here, individual

players will attempt to arbitrarily attack any of the undefeated previous

moves (leaf nodes); thus the opponent identification process is random

(blind). This sub-strategy applies a One LeafNode Only Inference Mode by

whichthe attention of players will be focused on one and only oneleaf node

until a successful attack could be made against one of the argumentation
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tree’s leaf nodes. Here two sub-sub-strategies are distinguished along the

Strategy Mode elementas inherited from PADUA:

— Blind Attack Whenever Possible by Proposing new rules (Build Mode)-

(S1-1-1): Here, players will attempt to propose new rules whenever

possible, therefore increasing their chances to win the game by

proposing as many rules as possible, regardless of against which

opponents they are directed. The idea is that, proposing high confidence

rules will have the same effect regardless of which opponents they are

directed against.

— Blind Attack Whenever Possible by undermining the opponent (Destroy

Mode) - (S1-1-2): Here, players will plan to win the dialogue game by

undermining their opponents’ proposals wheneverpossible. The idea is

that if one player manages to undermineall the proposals played byall

the other players then this player wins the game. Of coursethis is not

always feasible, particularly when other players are following different

strategies.

Note that followinga build or destroy strategy meansthatthe player will try

to apply this strategy against all the possible leaf nodes, before turning to

the opposite strategy mode (e.g. destroy if the original strategy mode is

build); instead of using build then destroy (or the other way around) tactics

against each leaf nodein order.

e Focused Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-2): Directs the

players’ attacks according to some ordering of the identified undefeated

previous moves (leaf nodes). Thus, it promotes a Leaf Nodes Inference

Mode, and therefore targets the next moves against the most appropriate

undefeated previous move. Here the manner by which each player orders

the leaf nodes is significant and can be achieved in various ways. The

strategy model usedhere adopts a simple, yet effective, ordering: the agents

will attempt to defeat any leaves representing the most threatening direct

attacks against moves they have previously played. Such attacks are

identified, at this level, as the leaf nodes directly attacking moves placed by

a particular individual player (or the group it belongsto). If no such moves

are found, or if the player has failed to defeat any of the direct attacks
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against its proposals, then it will try to apply S1-1. It is assumed this sub-

Strategy separates the leaf nodes of the argumentation tree into two groups

one comprisingthe direct threats and the other containingthe rest of the leaf

nodes, no further ordering is applied on the leaf nodes in each group. Here

also two sub-sub-strategies are distinguished:

— Focused Attack Whenever Possible by Proposing new rules (Build) -

(S1-2-1)

— Focused Attack Whenever Possible by undermining the opponent

(Destroy) - (S1-2-2).

These two types are similar to the ones discussed above (S1-1-1 and S1-1-

2), the only difference being that they order the argumentation tree leaves

priorto try to attack them.

Flexible Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-3): Represents the

most sophisticated of the three sub strategies derived from S1. Here

individual players adopt a focused strategy similar to the one discussed

above. However, instead of being restricted to a build or destroy strategy

mode, players may choose whether to undermine an existing leaf node

(undefeated move) or to propose a counter attack against this node. The

switch from build to destroy mode, and the other way around, depends on

the inference mode (Level U1) of the applied strategy. Two sub-sub-

strategies are derived:

— Leaf Nodes Inference Flexible Attack Whenever Possible - (S1-3-1):

Deduces next moves from the set of the previous undefeated moves

(leaf nodes). Here besides distinguishing between most threatening

direct attacks and other leaf nodes. PISA players apply some ordering

on the most threatening direct attacks, and then try to defeat these

attacks regardless how this is done (build or destroy). For the purposes

of this thesis, this sub-strategy assumes a simple order of direct threats:

Green attacks are ordered in a descending order according to their

confidence followed by the blue attacks ordered in an ascending order

according to their confidence.

— Full Tree Inference Flexible Attack Whenever Possible - (S1-3-2):

Promotes a full tree perception with the intention of determining an
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order by which the player should attempt to attack its opponents. Figure

7.2 suggests an outline of such strategy. In this figure

ArgT.GreenConfidence represents the current value green confidence,

nodes(value) return a set of nodes which confidence=value, leafs(node

N)returnstheleafs nodesof the sub-tree which root =N. Dominant Blue

meansthatthe players has the highest numberof blue nodesonthe tree

 

Input: The Argumentation Tree ArgT.

 

Try proposing an AR with confidence > green confidence; direct

this move against the leaf node with the highest confidence.

else

if J leaf node LN : confidence(LN)==ArgT.GreenConfidence then

attack LN.

else

for each N € nodes (ArgT.GreenConfidence): colour(N)=Green do

if J leaf node LN € leafs(N) then attempt to attack LN such

that the colour of the N after attack = red.

else

if adding a blue node to the argumentation tree make the

player dominant blue then attempt to play a blue move.

else switch to S1-3-1.  
 

Figure 7.2. The proposed S3-2 strategy.

(S2) Attack Only When NeededStrategy:

The Attack Only When Neededstrategy allows a player to choose whetherit is

necessary to take part in the current round of the dialogue gameor not. Recall

that participants taking part in PISA dialogues can choose to not contribute for

pre-determined number of rounds without being forced to leave the dialogue.

Also, participants in a winning position may not need to take an active part in

the dialogue as long their position holds. Thus, the players will need to attack

only when all their (past) moves have been successfully defeated by other

participants; or when their attempts to undermine the proposalsofall the other

participants have failed (when anyof the otherparticipants puts forward a legal
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move). Here also three sub-strategies were derived according to the same

criteria applied with the attack whenever possible strategy. However, players

using these sub-strategies prefer not to contribute as longasthey are in a wining

position. Once this position is compromised (defeated) the players switch

immediately to an underlying S1 sub-strategy. The advocated strategy model

distinguishes between two types of “wait and see”. The first is the Build Mode

Wait and See wherethe player will only attack when it no longer has any green

nodes on the tree, by proposing a new rule (or by advancing any other

equivalent move), otherwise the player would rather “wait and see”. The second

is Destroy Mode Wait and See where the player would rather “wait and see” as

longasthere are either: no green nodes onthetree, or all the blue nodes belong

to this player. Accordingto thesecriteria $2 is further divided into the following

sub-strategies, correspondingto the variants proposedfor S1:

e Blind Attack Whenever Needed Sub-strategy - (S2-1)

— Blind Attack only when needed by proposingrules - (S2-1-1)

— Blind Attack only when needed by undermining the opponent - (S2-1-2)

e Focused Attack Whenever Needed Sub-strategy - (S2-2)

— Focused Attack only when neededby proposingrules - (S2-2-1)

— Focused Attack only when needed by undermining the opponent- (S2-

2-2)

¢ Tree Dependant(Flexible) Attack Whenever Needed Sub-strategy (S2-3)

— Leaf Nodes Inference Flexible Attack When Needed- (S2-3-1)

— Full Tree Inference Flexible Attack When Needed - (S2-3-2)

(S3) Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threat Strategy

The Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threat Strategy anticipates forthcoming

attacks against the participant’s existing proposals; thus it is the most

sophisticated strategy type in PISA. Here players deduce their best next moves

based on the entire argumentation tree and use their own heuristics trying to

calculate which of their previous moves may be the weakest link in their

argument, and then either propose new rules to strengthen their position, or
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attack the positions of other participants before they have the chance to attack

them. Figure 7.3 suggests an outline for this strategy. In this figure: nodes

(Participant P) returns all the nodes played by P, player (node N) returns the

participants who has played the move represented by N and colour (node N)

returns the colourof N.

 

Input: The Argumentation Tree ArgT.

 

Try to propose a rule with a confidence higher than any other node on

ArgT, direct this move against the highest confidence leaf node.

else

Try to propose a rule with confidence higher than the green

confidence; direct this move against the highest confidence leaf node.

else

if J leaf node LN and confidence (LN) ==ArgT.GreenConfidence then

attempt to attack LN.

else

for each N € nodes(ArgT.GreenConfidence) and colour (N)=Green do

if 3 leaf node LN € leafs(N) and colour (LN) !=purple then

attempt to attack LN such that the colour of the N after attack =

red.

else

if adding a blue node to the argumentation tree make the player

dominant blue then attempt to play a blue move.

else

identify the current blue dominant Participant PDB.

if 3 leaf node LN such that player (LN)== PDB and colour (LN)=blue

then attempt to attack LN.

else

for each node N € nodes(PDB) such that colour(N)=blue do

if 3 leaf node LN € leafs(N) then

attempt to attack LN such that the colour(N) after attack =

red.

Switch to (S2-3-2)«    
Figure 7.3. The proposed Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threatstrategy.

7.1.2. Integrating the Strategy Model in the PISA Application

The three broad strategies discussed above (S1, S2 and S3) are all implemented

within the PISA Framework Application (Section 6.5). Recall from the previous

chapter that the user could enter some information when adding a new player.
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The following describes the sort of information required when adding a new

Player Agent, in particular the input parameters defining the new player’s

strategy. First the user has to select some dataset for the new player. This is

done by browsing throughthe user directories and selecting the required dataset.

Secondly, the user can decide whichstrategy this player will follow in the PISA

dialogue game. The application provides default value of the new player’s

strategy (S1-1-1) should the user wish to skip this step. The user hasto select

values for the following: (i) one of the three strategies $1, S2 or S3; (ii) the

strategy mode (build or destroy) and (iii)The inference level (One Leaf, Leaf

Nodesor Full Tree) for the new player. By changing thesesettings the user has

the option to selectdifferent strategies. PISA applies a disagreeable agentprofile

as the default profile for its player agents, as this framework was originally

intended to model multiparty persuasion from experience rather than

deliberation. However, this default value can be changed for any Player Agent

to agreeable using the “advanced” options available for users, as discussed

below. Also the ARM parameters such as confidence and support thresholds

must also be fixed, the PISA Framework Application default values are

confidence =50% and support =1%. Should the user wish to change the ARM

parameter values or the agents’ profiles/their game modethen they can use the

“advanced options” button in the interface to access a special window andalter

these values.

7.1.3. Example: Strategy in PISA

This section illustrates the strategies identified above using a number of

example dialogues produced by the PISA Application using the strategy

parameters (S,) discussed previously. These examples are drawn from the

RPHAartificial benefits configurations previously applied in Sub-section 6.5.1,

for the purposes of emphasizing the role of the players’ strategies in PISA

dialogues. Three examples are chosen to demonstrate this point, each

representing a PISA dialogue between four individual Player Agents over the

classification of an RPHAcase. The input case is that of: a 63 years oldfemale

applicant, who satisfies all the benefits condition and has served in the armed
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forces and has paid her contribution in the past five years. This case should

classify as entitled to priority benefits. The four players engaging in the

following examples are referred to as PR (priority entitled), EN (entitled), PE

(partially entitled) and NE (notentitled). These playersare all disagreeable, and

engage in the dialogues in game mode. The other parameters in their strategy

configurations differ according to the examples setup. Each of the following

examples will consider the first four rounds of the PISA dialogue between the

four participants in order to illustrate the effects different strategies have on

PISA dialogues. The details of the full length dialogues are give in Appendix B.

PISA Strategy Example 1

Here each of the four players applies the same strategy: a focused attack when

possible strategy in build mode (S1-2-1). The chairperson invites the EN player

agent to propose the opening rule (argument). Thus EN suggests the following

association:

EN - Proposes a New Rule: The case has the following

features: 2000£<capital<3000£ and 15%<Income<20%.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Entitled).

With confidence = 67.54%.

The reader mightfind it helpful to refer to the completed argument tree shown

in Figure 7.4 as the debate develops. Theinitial rule is attacked by the other

three player agents in the second round,as follows:

NE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

60<Age<65 and 15%<Income<20% Therefore this case should

be classified as (Not Entitled). With confidence = 69%.

PE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Contribution Yl = paid and Contribution Y5 = paid.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Partially

Entitled). With confidence = 68.4%.
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PR - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Residency = armed forces and Contribution Yl = paid.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Priority

Entitled). With confidence = 75.4%.

Note that NE usesthe fact that the case under discussion is of a candidate whose

age is between 60 and 65 years to attacks the EN argument, since all the males

applicantsin this age groupsare notentitled to benefits; at this stage PR is ahead

as it has the best un-attackedrule. In round three all four players make moves:

EN, PE and NE proposes a newrule to attack the current best rule (the

previous PRrule):

EN - Proposes a New Rule: The case has the following

features: Gender = female, 60<Age<65,

2000£<Capital<3000£ and 15%<Income<20%. Therefore this

case should be classified as (Entitled). With confidence

= 78.6%.

NE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

60<Age<65, 15%<Income<20% and 2000£<Capital<3000£.

Therefore this case should be classified as (Not

Entitled). With confidence = 75.99%.

PE - Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Contribution Yl =: paid, Contribution Y2 = paid and

Contribution Y5 = paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (Partially Entitled). With confidence =

76%.

PR attacks the previous NE move. Although this movein not necessary, yet

PR followed its own attack when possible strategy and attacked this node

because it could do so:

PR - Proposes a Counter Rule: The case has the following

features: Residency= armed forces, 15%<Income<20% and

contribution Yl=paid. Therefore this case should be

classified as (Priority Entitled). With confidence =

76.2%.
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Figure 7.4. The Argumentation Tree throughout PISA Strategy Example1. Dark

Grey=Green nodes, Double Lined=Purple nodes, and Single Lined=Red nodes.

Now ENisback in the lead. Note that NE has again played

a

rule based onthe

age of the candidate to try and persuade the other participants to not issue any

benefit to this candidate, this is the last movethis participants would be able to

play to stress this fact. In the fourth round NE and EN have no moves.The other

two agents can, however, make moves against the winning position from last

roundas follows:

PE — Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Contribution Y1 = paid, Contribution Y2 = paid,

Contribution Y4 = paid and Contribution Y5 = paid

Therefore this case should be classified as (Partially

Entitled). With confidence = 80.4%.
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PR — Counter Rule: The case has the following features:

Residency=armed forces, 15%<Income<20% and Contribution

Yl = paid Therefore this case should be classified as

(Priority Entitled). With confidence = 87.3%.

The last round concludes this example. Note that PR has managed to win the

dialogue, thus the resulting classification is correctly identified as priority

entitled.

PISA Strategy Example 2

In this second example thestrategy configuration of PISA Example1 is changed

such that agent players NE and PR apply a destroy strategy. Thus, NE will have

more scopeto critique other players’ positions. More importantly, this example

will reveal that by changing the strategy the output of the dialogue will

drastically differ. The reader can refer to Figure 7.5 for the developmentof the

argumentation tree for this example. The new dialogue commencesin a similar

manner to the previous example, as the chairperson invites EN once more to

start the dialogue, and EN responds by playing the same opening rule from the

previous example. Thisrule is attacked by the other three player agents in the

second example,as follows:

¢ PE proposesthe samerule it used in the same round in Strategy Example1.

e NEdistinguishes EN’s argument from the first round by demonstrating that

60<age<65 only gives Entitled with a confidence of 19.9%.

e PRdistinguishes EN’s argumentfrom the first round by demonstrating that

contribution year 4 = paid and contribution year 5 = paid only gives Entitled

with a confidence of 20%.

e Thus after the second round, PE is in the winning position rather than PR

because PR is applying a destroy strategy instead of the build one it has

used in the previous example.
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All the four players take part in the third round. Note that PE participatesin this

round by playing the same moveit played in the same round in the previous

example, but this time it is directed against NE’s move from round two. Again

this move is not necessary, and if PE were applying an attack when needed

strategy then it would have notplayed it. The other three participants play the

following moves:

e EN proposes the same rule it used in the same round in PISA Strategy

Example 1.

e NEdistinguishes PE’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

60<age<65 only gives Partially Entitled with a confidence of 20.1%.
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e PRdistinguishes PE’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

20003<capital<3000£ only gives Partially Entitled with a confidence of

19.2%.

Now,ENis back in the winning position, in the same manneras the previous

example. Note that NE has used the age group as a distinguishing factor this

time rather than asa keyattribute in arguing for advocating its own “view”.

In the fourth round, EN has no moves. The other three agents can, however,

make movesagainst the winning position from thelast round as follows:

e PE proposestherule it used in the same round in PISA Strategy Example1.

e NE distinguishes EN’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

60<age<65, contribution yearl = paid, contribution year2 = paid only gives

Entitled with a confidence of 34.5%.

e PRdistinguishes EN’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

paying contribution in years 1, 2, 3 and 4 only gives Entitled with a

confidence of 15.2%.

Note that this example has evolvedin a different mannerto the previous one: by

the end of round four, PE is winning the dialogue instead of PR. This is because

PR is applying a destroy strategy rather than a build one. This emphasises the

importanceofthe strategy mode in multiparty dialogues. However,the ultimate

result of this dialogue is rather different to the one discussed here. The actual

dialogue produced by PISA took ten rounds, the last two of which had no

moves, and EN emerged as winner by the end of that dialogue. For reasons of

space, the last four rounds were omitted from this example. However, the same

result still applies: PR lost this game because it was not equipped with an

adequatestrategy.

PISAStrategy Example 3

Let us now assumethatthe four players taking part in the above example apply

more perceptive strategies, in relation to the argumentation tree, than the

previous two examplesas follows:
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e PRand EN:apply S2-3-2 (full tree inference attack when needed) .

e PE applies S3 (preventing forecastedthreat).

e NE applies S2-2-2 (destroy focused attack when needed).

Thesestrategies will produce a different dialogue and different argumentation

tree from the ones discussed in the previous example. Figure 7.6 shows the

development of the argumentation tree for this example. The dialogue

commencesin a similar mannerto the previous two examples, with EN opening

the dialogue with the saneinitial rule as the previous two examples. Thisrule is

attacked bythe other three player agents in round two,asfollows:

e First PE and PR propose the same counter rules they have presented in the

same roundin PISA Strategy Example 1.

e NEdistinguishes EN’s argument from the first round using the same rule

from PISA Strategy Example 2.

Note that after the second round, PR is in the winningposition as it has played

the rule with the highest confidenceso far. Only three players take part in round

three; PR skips this round because it is in the winningposition so there is no

need forit to take part in the dialogue at this stage. The otherthree participants

play the following moves:

e EN plays an increase confidence move against NE’s movefrom last round:

EN - Increases the confidence of a previous rule by

stating that the case has the additional features:

Contribution Yl =paid and Contribution Y2= paid.

Therefore this case should be classified as (entitled).

With confidence = 79.1%.

e NEdistinguishes PR’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

60<age<65 only givesPriority Entitled with a confidence of 23.4%.

e PEdistinguishes PR’s argument from the last round by demonstrating that

2000£<capital<3000£ only gives priority entitled with 3.22% confidence.
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Now, ENis back in the winning position, in the same manneras the previous

two examples. However, the current example differs from the previous:

e PE hasplayed a distinguishing moverather than a counter example moveas

it has forecasted that such a moveis better than playing a build move,

anticipating that the other participants may play moves with better

confidence than the counterattack move it has mined against PR’s position.

e NE has again used one attribute from the case under discussion to

undermine the argumentof the player in the winningposition.

e EN has chosen to direct its move against NE’s move from round two

because, according to its strategy, this is better than playing a proposing

new rules move against one of the other two nodes on the argumentation
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tree, because it thus managed to defend its original position and attackall

the other players’ positions with one move.

Only two players take part in the fourth round. EN does not contribute to this

round because it has the winning position, and NE has no more moves. The

other two players attack EN’s move from round three by counter attacking it

using the same movesthey have played previously in the same round in PISA

Strategy Example 1. Note here that PR managedto gain a win in this dialogue

because it has chosen d its move using larger number of previous movesthat in

the previous two examples.

7.1.4. Discussion

This section has examined someofthe issues related to strategy design for the

individual players (agents) engaging in multiparty “Arguing from ‘Experience”

dialogues within the PISA framework. The suggested two-tier strategy model

provides PISA players with a range of different possible strategies varying in

complexity, in particular regarding the manner in which the players makeuse of

the argumentation tree. The above discussion can be reinforced with two

additional points. The first of which considers the issues of “agreeing with other

participants” in multiparty “Arguing from Experience”dialogues. The second

point relates to the issue of “temporary coalitions” between different

participants against one particular opponent.

With respect to the first point it was assumed previously in this chapter that

agreeable PISA players will try to agree with all the moves represented by the

argumentation tree leaf nodes. In other words, these players will attempt to

agree with all the arguments that have not yet been defeated, and then to launch

their attacks only against arguments they could not agree with (because no

adequate ARs could be minedfrom the players’ datasets). Also one player may

prefer, for strategic reasons, to agree with certain other participants and not with

the rest. For these reasons, each PISA player maintains a list, referred to as the

to-agree-with list, comprising the participants it will attempt to agree with

during the course of the game rather than attacking. Such

a

list is composed on
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the basis of the discussion domain: One player may prefer agreement with

participants advocating classifications adjacentto the one it is advocating,

rather than losing the dialogueto other parties. This style of agreeable profilesis

referred to as “Biased Agreeable Profile”, in order to distinguish it from the

(fully) “Agreeable Profile” discussed above. The notion of “Biased Agreeable

Profiles” is of importance in domains where there are a number of adjacent

classifications. Take for example the RPHAfictional domain from the previous

sub-section: PR maysettle for the “entitled to benefits” classification proposed

by ENrather than not getting any benefits or getting just partial benefits (as

proposed by the other two players in the game NE and PErespectively). EN and

PE onthe other hand maysettle for anything other than not getting any benefits,

while NE will not prefer agreementwith any ofthe otherthree participants.

The abovenotion of Biased Agreeable Profiles could be applied as a mechanism

for coalition formation, in which a number of participants may attempt to

“temporarily agree” with each others for strategic reasons, in order to overcome

stronger opponents In this case, a number of participants could form a

“temporary coalition” by which they join forces and cease attacking each other

for a limited number of rounds for the purposes of defeating the stronger

opponent(s). Once this goal is achieved, say when the stronger opponent(s)

drops out of the dialogue game, then the participants in the “temporary

coalition” can break up and resume attacking each other as they would have

doneprior to forming the coalition. Note that “temporary coalitions’ differ from

“Biased Agreeable Profiles” in two ways. Firstly “temporary coalitions” are

temporary, which meansthat once the goal of the coalition has been achieved

the participants in the coalition have no reason to continue being in this

coalition. Secondly participants in a temporary coalition cease attacking each

other, while participants with “Biased Agreeable Profiles” try to avoid attacking

participants in their lists if possible; also there is nothing stopping the

2 6participants in the players’ “to-agree-with’lists from attacking these players.

 

36 Adjacentclassification here refers to a class value related to or close to theclassification this

particular participant tries to prove true. Alternatively an agent might chooseto agree with all

those agents that give a better (or worse) outcometothe claimant.
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Equipping PISA players with mechanism to enforce temporary coalitions is an

ambitious extension of the PISA Framework. However, a numberof issues must

be addressed, if a successful implementation of coalitions is to be brought

together. Chapter 9 will give a summary of these issues, based on the above

discussion, and provide directions to tackling them in future extensions of PISA.

7.2. Groups and Leadership in PISA

Recall from the previous chapter that individual PISA players advocating the

same thesis (for example the same possible classification of the input case) are

required to “join forces” and act as a single "group ofplayers". Every group is

allowed only one move per round. Thisrestriction aims at simplifying PISA

dialogues. The proposed notion of groups prevents individual players sharing

the same objective from arguing without consulting each other and consequently

causing contradictions amongst themselves or attacking each other. This may,

however, lead to a situation in which the weakerparties (within the groups) are

forced to withdraw from the game and the remaining stronger members no

longer have sufficient shared experience to win. Group formation is automatic in

PISA. Whena new individual player joins a dialogue game, over a case from a

particular domain, it has to make its objective clear. The player’s objective

represents the thesis this player proposes (G,). The chairperson then decidesif

this new player should participate in the dialogue as an individual player, or

should become a memberof an existing group of other players which advocated

thesis matches the one proposedby the new player. In each group, the members

have to select a leader from amongst them. This leader will act as a

representative of its group in the dialogue, and is usually the “smartest” and

“most experienced” (the one with the largest amount of data available at its

disposal) member of the group. Player’s smartness relates to the strategy this

player applies. Hence, the smartest member is the one with the most

sophisticated strategy amongst the group’s members, where strategies are

ranked according to their level of understanding ofthe history and the process of

the dialogue.
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The leader guides the inter-group dialogue, and selects which of the moves

suggested by the group’s members,including the leader’s move,is the best to be

played in the next round. This inter-group dialogue is a variation of “targeted

broadcasting”, in which only group members can listen to what is being

“discussed in the group’, while other participants are completely unaware of

these dialogues. The leader can also redirect other members’ moves against

different opponents, or advise them to follow its own strategy, an act that makes

the group benefit from the different strategies applied by its members and from

the differences in their experience.

Group formation in PISA is a clear-cut process when compared with the work

on group (team) formation in the literature on cooperation among intelligent

agents (e.g. (Kinny et al, 1992), (Cohen et al, 1999), and (Ogston et al, 2005)).

This is mainly because what matters for PISA players, is not achieving a

complex task by distributing actions amongst the group members. Rather, the

argumentation dialogue process is supposed to lead to a coherent classification

of the cases under discussion. All the group’s members perform the sametask:

mining the best possible argument in the context of the ongoing dialogue,

according to their strategy and experience. The following sub-sections describe

in details the different types of groups in PISA andthe decision making process

within each type.

7.2.1. Groups Types

Theinternal structure of groups in PISA varies greatly depending on thestrategy

and the experience of each of its members. Mainly, because in each group a

decision making process takes place at the beginning of each roundtosettle on

the best move to play (or whetherit is better to not contribute) in this round.

Such a process implies that a minimum level of discipline should be respected

by the group’s members.For this purpose, a particular memberin each groupis

chosenasits leader, to facilitate this decision making process and ensurethat the

other group’s members work in harmony to convince the other participants in

the dialoguethat the case underdiscussionclassifies as advocated by the group.
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Twofactors are essential to each group: the strategy factor and the experience

factor. The strategy factor concernsthe strategies of the individual playersin the

group. In somecases,all the members may have incorporated the samestrategy,

while in others each memberappliesits own strategy and thusa strategy ranking

is required in order to determine who is going to be the group leader. The

second factor relates to the experience of the group’s members, measured in

relation to the size of the dataset in which this experience is stored. Thus, an

individual player with (say) 1200 records in its database is considered more

experienced than one with only (say) 600 records. This factor is necessary to the

operation of the group as will be discussedlater in this section.

Groups in PISA are divided into two types according to the strategy factor:

Homogenousand Heterogeneousgroups.

Homogenousgroups:consist of a numberof individual players which share the

same goal andapply the samestrategy (same type in the same mode,and using

the same agent profile). However, each individual player may use its own

confidence/support values. In such groups the most experienced player (the one

with the largest backgrounddataset) is chosen to be the group’s leader. If two or

more of the group membersshare the samelevel of experience then one of them

is selected at random to represent the group. Once the leader is agreed on, the

group members will attempt, in each round of the dialogue, to mine the best

rules according to their strategy each from their own datasets. The leader will

then select the best move accordingto the group agreed strategy. For example,if

all the group’s members have adopted a build attack only when needed blind

strategy, then the leader will select the build move with the highest confidence

to place forwardin the dialogue. If no such move wassuggested, the leader will

promote a destroy move with the lowest accuracy.

Heterogeneous groups’ members apply different strategies. Therefore a

strategy ranking is applied to determine who is the “smartest” amongst the

group membersandthusbestsuited for its leadership. If two or more players

happen to incorporate the smartest strategy then the most experienced oneis

selected for leadership. If they also have the same experience then one of them

is selected at random. In heterogeneousgroups, the leader has the authority to
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force its ownstrategy on the other players causing them to adjust their suggested

movesto suit the leader’s strategy. Thus the role of the leader in this type of

group is more sophisticated than in homogenous groups. A more detailed

account of leadership is given in the following sub-section. PISA applies the

strategy ranking described in Table 7.1 to determine the smartest possible

strategy. The advocated ranking does nottake into accountthe differences in the

Game Mode(level 0) or Agent Profile (level 1) of each strategy, when assigning

a rank to a given strategy. Thus, these two levels are omitted from Table 7.1.

The suggested ranking also assumes that the best possible strategy is S3,

followed by 82 then S1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Strategy
Rank Name Strategy (S1, $2, S3) Sub-Strategy

Mode

1 S3 83 = s

2 $2-3-2 82 Tree Dependent- Full -

3 S1-3-2 S1 Tree Dependent — Full -

4 $2-3-1 82 Tree Dependent- Leaves -

5 $1-3-1 Sl Tree Dependent- Leaves -

6 $2-2-1 S2 Focused Build

7 S2-2-2 82 Focused Destroy

8 $2-1-1 82 Blind Build

9 $2-1-2 S2 Blind Destroy

10 S1-2-1 Sl Focused Build

11 $1-2-2 S1 Focused Destroy

12 S1-1-1 S1 Blind Build

13 S1-1-2 Sl Blind Destroy    
 

Table 7.1. Suggested ranking of PISAstrategies.

7.2.2. The Role of the Group Leader

Having distinguished between twotypes of groups, and established the leader

selection process according to each type, a more detailed accountofthe role of

the leader of the group is now given. Once a leader has been selected, this

particular agent will have authority over the other members of its group. This

authority entitles the leader to perform the followingtasks:
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e Theleader’s mostessential task, as far as the group is concerned,is to select

the best moveat every round ofthe dialogue, from the selection of moves

suggested by the group’s members. The leader often chooses the moves

following its own strategy. This does not meanthatthe leaderwill select its

own moveall the time. Rather, the leader aims at selecting the best move

from amongst the suggested moves. For instance, the move with the highest

confidence. Here, the differences in the members’ experiences will greatly

influence the leader’s decision: members with different experience will

often promote different content for their chosen moves, even whereall the

membersapply similar strategies.

e The leader can compel the more experienced members (if any) to act

according to the leader’s strategy. This happens on a round by roundbasis.

If a more experienced member suggests one move,in a given round,andif

the leader assumesthat a similar move with a better confidence, or a move

with a different speech act better matching the game context, could be

produced by this player, then the leader can ask this player to attempt

generating another move using the leader’s strategy. The leader then

compares the new move (the one produced using its own strategy

parameters) against the old one (the one theplayer has initially suggested)

and chooses the best move. Consider, for example, the case where one of

the experienced players has suggested a destroy move (following its own

strategy) distinguishing some previously undefeated move in the dialogue.

Then the leader will ask it to produce a build move.If this player replies

with a build move with a high confidence (say higher than the moves

suggested by the other members) then the leader will discard this player’s

initial move, otherwise it will discard the new move. Information about the

members experience andstrategy is available to its leader, through a simple

dialogue, by which the leader request these information from the group’s

members. Additional conditions are applied to ensure that the leader

practice the above authority only when needed:If the experienced members

of the group apply weak strategies, and where other membershavefailed to

produce adequate moves.
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e The leader can redirect moves suggested by the other members against

opponents other than the ones they have chosen. For instance, if one

membersuggests an “increase confidence” move against one opponent(say

for strategic reasons), then the leader may change this moveto a “propose

new rule” anddirects it against another opponent(say because this opponent

threatens the group more than the one originally picked upon by the group

member). Here as well, the leader is allowed to redirect the members’

moves only when redirection is more rewarding according to the leader’s

strategy than the original move.

Note that the group’s leader is not fixed. It may change when a new member

joins the group, or whenthe current leader leaves the dialogue, and therefore the

group. In the first case, the current leader has to compare its strategy and

experience with the newcomer. If the newcomer satisfies the leadership

conditionsbetter, then the current leader has to step down, allowing the newest

member to become the group’s leader. In the second case, when the current

leader leaves the game, the group members have to select a new leader from

amongst them in the same mannerpriorto thestart of the game.

This possibility of changing the leadership, from one player to another, demands

a careful consideration of the leader identification process, i.e. the process by

which the group’s members identify the leader and communicate with it. The

problem ofleader selection could be solved by adopting the standard technique

of token passing as used in computer networks. See for example

(Ambroszkiewicz et al., 1998) where the token is used as a sign of decision

power amongsta team of software agents, so that a memberof the team who has

currently the token enjoys the exclusive authority to decide on the status of the

team. PISA implements a technique similar to token passing, but instead of

passing tokens from one memberto another,the leadershipis identified in PISA

by a “Leadership Unit’; each group has one “Leadership Unit” residing with the

current group leader. This unit enables one Player Agent to perform the

leadership tasks described above. When a new leader is selected this unit is

passed from the previous leader to the new one. The “Leadership Unit”

simplifies the inter-group dialogue. At the beginning of every round,all the
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group members(including the leader) send their movesto this unit. The leader

compares these moves against its own strategy and against the experience of

each group member, before deciding which moveto play next in the game and

against which opponent.

7.2.3. Groupsin the PISA Framework Application

The notions of groups and leadership discussed above have been integrated in

the PISA Framework Application (Section 6.5). The application gives the user

the option of adding any numberof players in each of the groupsidentified by a

joint possible classification advocated byall the group’s members. Figure 7.7

provides a screen shot of the group formation process in the given application.

The user shouldfirst select a group, from amongst the set of possible groups”,

such that each group correspondsto one possible classification of the domain.

Recall that PISA requires a description of the dialogue game to be uploaded to

the system by the userpriorto the start of any dialogue about any case from that

domain (Section 6.5). After selecting a group, the user could add any number of

player agents to this group. Oncethe user hasinserted the required number of

players into the group, the software forms the group with the desired numberof

players.

   

 

 
Figure 7.7. Create a new group.

 

37 Note that the list of all possible groups matches that of all possible classifications and is

automatically generated upon loading the game description file (game dictionary) priorto start

adding new players using the application.
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Figure 7.9. The resulting dialogue (from example presented in Section 7.2.3).

7.2.4. Discussion

Thusfar, in this thesis, the processes by which groupsofindividual players with

commonobjective (goal, classification) are formed, and a leader for each group

is selected, have been established. The two suggested processes, however, may

lead to situations in which the weaker parties within each group are ignored in
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favour of more powerful group members. In such situations, it would be

undesirable for the chairperson to force the weakerparties to withdraw from the

dialogue game, because the group would be deprived of the experience of these

members. It could be the case,for instance, that only the weakest members of a

group are aware of the fact that water birds with black feathers living in

Australia could be swans. In this case the group would find it very hard to win

the argumentthat the water bird under discussion is indeed a swan, now that the

memberslack the essential information available only from the weak members.

In order to address this situation in PISA, the chairperson leaves the decision

whether to keep the weakest members of a group ornot to the group’s leader.

Forsimplicity it was assumed that the leader would keep all the group members

throughoutthe dialogue even if some of these members have notcontributed to

the dialogue for a numberof rounds.

7.3. Summary

This chapter discussed some ofthe issuesin relation to the PISA Frameworkfor

multiparty “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. In particular, the strategy

modelfor individual players (agents), the process by which groupsof individual

players could be formed,and possible extensions to the role of the chairperson.

A two-tier strategy model wasdiscussed, and three basic strategies were derived

from this design, an example was given to illustrate the effect of the

participants’ strategies on the form of the argumentation tree and on the

dialogue output. However, the advocated strategy model considered individual

players only, regardless of whether they were members of some group or not.

To further enhance the promoted strategy design, the structure of groups

composed of two or more individual players was discussed in detail, and two

types of groups were defined accordingto the strategies of their members. A

leader identification process was also suggested for each type, along with a

ranking of the strategies of the individual players to facilitate this selection

process.
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The group leader was given authority over the moves suggested by other

members of the group. This authority meant that the overall strategy model of

the group followsthat ofthe leader, butstill benefits from the experience, and to

a lesser degree, the strategy of each other individual participant in the group.

Another interesting question, with respect to the promoted PISA Framework,

that was not answeredin this chapteris:

Should the chairperson be involved in the PISA dialogues? And if the

answeris yes then whatare the limits ofsuch involvement?

This question raises the issue of the role of the chairperson in PISA games. In

the previous chapter this agent had a neutral standpoint limited to the simple

managementof argument flow from the participants to the argumentationtree,

together with some other administrative responsibilities. For reasons of space

the discussion of this issue is given in a separate appendix (Appendix C). This

appendix discusses some extensions to the role of the chairperson allowing it

more control over the dialogue processitself. Consequently the chairperson will

have a direct impact ontheresults of the dialogue games.

The following chapter will further establish PISA by presenting empirical

evidence to demonstrate the nature of the underlying dialogues. The ability of

PISA to produce coherent dialogues to classify cases from different domains

will be examined via a series of experiments. These experiments will assume

that a PISA dialogue is successful if the final result of this dialogue matches the

correct classification of the case under discussion. An assessmentof the overall

operation of PISA will be madeonthebasis of theseresults.
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Appendix A: Design

Documentation for the Java

Implementation of PADUA

This appendix provides the design documentation for the implementation of the

Java application that is based upon the PADUAProtocol(as described in Sub-

section 4.1.1). Section A.1 discusses the analysis and design documentation for

the implementation. Section A.2 provides the reader with a description of how

to use the advocated application.

A.1. PADUA Analysis and Design

Firstly, the analysis of the Java classes that are required to encode the PADUA

protocol is discussed. These classes concern the basic operation of PADUA:

implementing two-party “Arguing from Experience” dialogues. Then the details

of how these classes were incorporatedinto the final PADUA GUI Application

(Sub-section 4.1.1) are given. Of note here, the empirical analysis of Chapter 5

was undertaken using the basic PADUAclasses (without the user interfaces).

Figure A.1 presents a primitive class diagram showing the mainclasses that are

needed for the dialogue game implementation. The code actually makes use of

many more pre-defined classes from the Java Applications Programming

Interface (API) but they have been omitted from this design documentation

because although they are necessary for the program to function correctly, they

are not the main focus point of the implementation presented here. Theclasses

are all represented in the form of simplified UMLstyle diagrams. In the given

design class DialogueGame is assigned the operation of dialogue games

between two players, each is an object of the class Player. Additionally it makes

use of the class ActiveHistory to keep track of the ongoing dialogue. The

majority of the other classes (other than Move, MoveNodeandStrategy) are

required for facilitating mining the requested association rules from given

datasets. The original encoding of these classes was obtained from anonymous
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download from (Coenen, 2004b). However, the operation of the three

argumentation queries (Section 3.3) was integrated into these classes.

  

 extendsAssocRuleMining TTree extends
KI Ke] PTree7

} 1 hat 4 4
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  1 
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0."

MoweNode
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Figure A.1. Primitive class diagram for PADUA.

Given below in Figure A.2 is an analysis for the individual classes shown in

Figure A.1. Here the attributes and the operations embodied in each class are

highlighted. Only the essential visible operations of each class are given. Each

of these classes requires a number of “private” operations to achieve their

assigned design goals. However, these operations were not included in Figure

A.2. For details about these operations please refer to the following webpage:

www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~maya where a copy of the implementation classes can be

downloaded. Additionally, where the constructor ofa given class is default, the

description ofthis constructor was omitted from the UML design in Figure A.2.

The classes in Figure A.2 were implemented using Java, as intended, to operate

the PADUA protocol along the outlines provided in Chapter 4. This

implementation wastested thoroughly to ensure it does not contain any bugs.

The aboveclasses provide the basic operation of the PADUAprotocol, on the

assumption that all the input parameters are given. Chapter 4 presented the

PADUA GUI Application as means to facilitate this input process, and to

provide better meanstovisualise the resulting dialogues.
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UMLdiagrams,other than the DialogueGameclass were omitted to simplify the

Application. Please note that in this diagram,all the classes from the above

The diagram in Figure A.3 exemplifies the design of the PADUA GUI

Figure A.2. Detailed UMLclass diagram for PADUA.
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A.1, PADUA Analysis and Design.

diagram, as the GUI Application aims at providing this class with sufficient

input to start the game, then displaying the results of this game. The diagram

given in Figure A.3 aims at providing an insight to the design of the PADUA

GUI Application. The following section will give the details of how to operate

this GUI application to producethe intended dialogues.

GameDictionary FrameViews |SingIFrameApplication

path : File

¢lassesNo : int bated

attributes : String[]{] applies extends

 

 

 

 uses
 

 
   

     
 

  

    

    

 

 

<<create>> GameDictionanffile ; File): GameDicitionary| , 4 |PADUAGUIView) 6 4 —

translated) : void : 3 PADUAGUIApp
linkCase(oase : Sting[]): short [] ae
lirk{attName : voidattValue ; void) : short 1 PP 4 42

. 1
uses 44 invoke? 4 4 uses SpringUtilitesa :

uses
DynamioCaseDialog

dictionary : GameDictionary " invokes? applies +2 |PADUAFilter
t     

 

 

t
' extends

<<tealize>>

DialogueGame
 

pio : Player lextends

cre alize>> gameHistory : ActiveHistery
A + intStrategyDialog 2." rounds: ial

wadsartdy opp : Player | Filter

Figure A.3. Class diagram of the PADUA GUI Application.

 

<<intertace>> KI

ActionListener
 

     
 

A.2. Simple User Manualfor the PADUA GUIApplication

Sub-Section 4.1.2 presented an example produced using the advocated PADUA

application. However, that example wasintended to provide evidence as to how

this application can be exploited to effectively construct meaningful dialogues,

and to provide explanation of the underlying classification process of each input

case. Given below in Figures A.4 — A.8 is a description of how to operate the

given application, from starting it to producing dialogues. These figures are

intended to explain the steps taken to produce the dialogue shownin Figure 4.2.
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Figure A.5. Results of successfully uploading a gamedictionary.
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Figure A.6. Loading the players’ datasets.
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     See

Figure A.8. Loading an inputcase.

 

  
 

Figure A.9. Starting the dialogue.

The above figures exemplify the steps required for the successful usage of the

PADUAGUI Application. Thefirst step is to upload a proper game dictionary

file, containing the description of a given domain (dataset), to which the user
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intends to apply PADUA. The PADUA GUIApplication assumesthat the game

dictionary files have the extension .gmd. Table A.1 presents schema for .gmd

files. The secondstepis to loadthe datafiles (datasets) of each of the proponent

and the opponent. After which a new case can be uploadedto the application

using the case selector (Figure A.8). Should they wish, the users can manipulate

the strategy of each of the two players using the strategy option dialog window

(as shown in Figure A.7). Onceall the game parameters are set, anew PADUA

dialogue gamecan beinstantiated between the proponentand the opponent. The

given application provides two options, with regard to the dialogue games,

positive and negative games — the first assumes that the proponent is an

advocate of the positive classification (e.g. entitled) and the second assumesthe

opposite. However, in cases where there is no positive and negative

classifications (e.g. white or red), the first options stands for the proponent

defending the first class value (e.g. white), and the second stands for the

opposite (proponent advocating thered class label).

 

. GMD
 

Classes number

Attributes number

ATTRIBUTE

name

VALUES

valuel/value2/.../valuen

ATTRIBUTE

Class

VALUES  class,/.../class,  
Table A.1. Schema for gmdFiles.
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Appendix B: Design

Documentation for the PISA

Application

This appendix presents the design documentation upon which the Java

implementation of the PISA Application (Section 6.5) is based. A discussion of

the analysis and designsteps for this application is given in Section B.1. Section

B.2 explains the steps required, on the behalf of the user, to generate dialogues

using the given application. In particular the process of generating the example

given in Section 6.5.1 is exemplified.

B.1. PISA Analysis and Design

This section provides some insight to the analysis step upon which the PISA

Application was based. In particular, the JAVA classes that are required to

encode this application are given. These classes embodythe basic operation of

the PISA application — allowing any number of participants to take part in

“Arguing from Experience”. Of note here, the empirical analysis of Chapter 8

was undertaken using another application, comprising the basic PISA classes,

but does not implementany user interface; thus saving on the input time. Figure

B.1 presents a primitive class diagram showing the mainclasses that are needed

for implementing PISA. The given design assigns the operation of the system to

the Chairperson class, which comprises of three units (components), each acting

as a server for a numberof tasks that would form one logical unit. The design

promotedhere structures the chairperson intothree units:

¢ Dialogue Management Unit (DMU): Manages and maintains the flow of

PISA dialogues.

¢ Participants Management Unit (PMU): Maintains a list of all the

participants in a PISA dialogue game. PMUalso updatesthis list throughout

the dialogue and keeps track of the activities of each participant.
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Additionally, this unit discards the participants who failed to contribute for a

predefined numberof rounds.

e Argumentation Tree Management Unit (TMU): Examines the moves

received from PMU,and decides which of these moves can be addedto the

Argumentation Tree and which should be discarded asillegal moves. TMU

then addsthe legitimate movesto the tree and adjustits colouring.

A few classes in this diagram are identical to ones given in Figure B.1. These

classes concern the operation of mining adequate ARsfrom a givendataset.
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Figure B.1. Primitive class diagram for PISA.

The above class diagram is extended to provide details with respect to the

attributes and operations embodiedin each class. However, due to the complex

nature of the promoted PISA Application a separate description is given for each

of the chairperson andthe three basic units -GMU, DMU and TMU.Figure B.2

illustrate the class diagramsof the chairperson agent. The classes described were

implemented using Java, as intended, to operate PISA asoutlined in Chapter 6

and 7. This implementation was tested thoroughly to ensure it is bug-free. The

given classes provide the basic operation of PISA, on the assumptionthat all the

input parameters are given.



providing the user with a variety of output, thus the operation of PISA could be

facilitate this input process,on the behalf of the user. The given inter

Chapter 6 presented a special GUI interface intended to provide means to

face aims at
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Figure B.2. Detailed class diagram for the chairperson andthe associated classes.
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assessed and investigated thoroughly. The diagram in Figure B.3 exemplifies the

incorporation of the GUIinterface within the PISA Application. Note thatin this

diagram,all the classes from the above UMLdiagram are omitted for reasons of

space, only the Chairperson class remains in this diagram; as the GUI operation

is intended to provide this class with sufficient input to start the dialogue.

Additionally, the chairperson will provide the given GUIclasses with sufficient

information to produce the required output.
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Figure B.3. Class design of the PISA Application.

B.2. Simple User Manualfor the PISA Application

Sub-Section 6.5.1 presented an example produced using the advocated PISA

Application. However, that example was intendedto provide an insight to the

dialogues produced using PISA. Given below in Figures B.4 — B.7 is a

description of how to operate the given application, from starting it to producing

dialogues. These figures are intended to explain the steps that were taken to

produce the dialogue shown in Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. These figures are

intended to illustrate the essential steps required for the successful usage of the

PISA Application. The first step is to upload an adequate game dictionaryfile
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B.1. PISA Analysis and Design.

(Figure B.4). Once this file is uploaded the user has to create a number of

groups equal to the number ofclassifications given in the gamedictionary file,

for each group the useris free to add as many individual player as she wishes

(Figure B.5, B.6 and B.7). The user then can insert an input case andstart the

dialogue game, and then examine the resulting dialogue. The promoted

application provides the user with additional output illustrating the

Argumentation Tree (Figure 6.8) and the History Log (Figure 6.9) data

structures. The operation of selecting a new input case is provided by a case

selector identical to the one shownin Figure A.8.
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Figure B.5. Create a new group.
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B.2. Simple User Manual for the PISA Application.
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Figure B.6. Add a new player(in PISA).
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Figure B.7. The group information display at the formationlevel.

Having described the basic operation of PISA, the additional features of this

application can now be discussed: Figure B.80 exemplifies the strategy selection

process, by which the optional strategy parameters are and how the user may

change the gamesetting parameters.
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Figure B.8. Advanced Strategy Options.
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Appendix C: Extending the Role of

the Chairperson.

As described in the bodyofthe thesis, the role of the chairperson agent has been

that of a mediator administering the flow of the moves from the participants to

the argumentation tree, and monitoring the behaviour of each participant. Thus,

the chairperson does not influence the way participants direct their chosen

moves. The participants are free to act in the way they find most suitable to

realise their own strategies. However, the proposed turn taking policy (Section

6.2.2) lays the burden of maintaining the focus of the game onthe participants

themselves: they have to show higherlevels of strategic planning to keep the

dialogue on track, such that they do not place irrelevant moves against random

opponents. Moreover, the larger the number of agents taking part in a given

PISA dialogue, the larger the size of the auxiliary data structures, such as the

argumentation tree and the history log, required to facilitate the dialogue. Thus,

the cost of supervising these structures, by the chairperson, also gets larger.

Also, the cost of operating these structures increases with the increase in the

numberofparticipants. All of this may reflect adversely on the performance of

the PISA Framework. The above problems can be solved by imposing some

restrictions on the movesthat can be played in each round. This is achieved by

giving the chairperson the authority to restrain the moves allowed throughout

the dialogue gamethroughthe notion oflevels of dialogue.

Three levels of PISA dialogues are now introduced, each level allowing for

lesser degree of participants’ freedom than the previouslevels:

¢ Unfocused Dialogues (Level 1) are the ones which have been discussed at

length in the body ofthe thesis. In these dialogues the participant can play

any legal move.

¢ Focused Dialogues (Level 2): The chairperson forces the participants to

focus their attacks, so that in each round, the attacks are made against the

participants holdingthe strongestposition(s) of the previous rounds.
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e Strictly Focused Dialogues (Level 3): The chairperson practices even more

control over the participants, allowing them to attack one and only one of

the previously undefeated moves from the strongest position.

C.1. Level 2: Focused Dialogues

At Level 2 participants are forced, in each round, to focus their attacks against

the strongest position that has emerged from the previous rounds. Such

enforcement meansthat at the beginning of each round,the chairperson informs

the participants of the best position at this round. The permissionto play in this

round is given only to those participants who can, while any other move is

consideredillegal in this type of dialogue. The strongest position representedin

a PISA argumentationtree,priorto the start of a round is definedas follows:

e If the tree contains at least one green leaf node then the strongest position

comprises the green nodes sharing the highest confidence (i.e. share the

value of green confidence).

e If there are no green leaf nodes then the strongest position comprises the

blue leaf nodes belongingto the player(s) owning the largest numberofblue

nodesin the currenttree.

By focusing their attacks on the strongest position, the participants will

effectively join forces against the strongest link(s) amongst the moves

(propositions) madeso far in the dialogue game. Thestrongest position changes

in every round. Hence,the focusofthe participants also changes. Eventually the

participant(s) which has successfully defendeditself against this type of joint

attacks wins the game. Of course, focused dialoguescanstill end with a draw

(tie), if two or more participants share the strongest position at the end of the

game. In the case of two or more leaf nodes (previous moves) share the

strongest position, the players can chooseeither oneto attack. In the worst case

scenario,if all the participants engaging in every round have played moves with

similar strength, the focus of the game will be no better than the unfocused

dialogues (Level1).
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C.2. Level 3: Strictly Focused Dialogues.

Focusing the dialogues in the above manner requires certain changes to the

control layer from the previous chapter. In particular, the chairperson is now

assigned the additional task of focusing the participants’ attacks in each round R

against the strongest position computedpriorto the start of that round SPr. The

chairperson, in the advocated PISA model, handles this task by firstly

calculating SPz then informing the participants of this position, following the

two rules discussed above. Upon receiving the move from participants, the

chairperson filters any move that is directed against any leaf node outside the

SPr, and updatesthe dialogue game records accordingly. The remaining moves

are added to the argumentation tree in the manner discussed in the previous

chapter.

C.2. Level 3: Strictly Focused Dialogues

This level avoids the emergence of more than one nodein thestrongest position.

This is achieved as follows: Upon calculating the strongest position SPif this

position consists of two or more leaf nodes from the argumentation tree, then the

chairperson will choose one of these nodes, according to somecriteria, and

require the participants to attack this selected argument. By maintaining the

focus of the dialogue game in this manner, the chairperson avoids the

shortcomings of both focused and unfocused dialogues,in situations where the

focus of the game gets diffused. In order to select one and only one of the

previously undefeated moves (arguments) to be the focus of a new round R,the

strongest position SPp is processed according to somecriterion. The criterion

suggested here is referred to as Random Strictly Focused dialogues. Here the

chairperson randomly chooses one argument from SP, and demands that the

participants should attack this argument in round R. The random criteria

guarantees that the selection process is not be biased toward any participant.

Notethat this type of dialogue maintains the focus of PISA participants, in each

round, against one strong argument. If this particular argument could not be

defeated in one round, the chairperson attempts to keep the focus againstthis

argument for a second round. Now,if noneofthe participants takes part in this

second round, the chairperson will not terminate the dialogue. Rather, the
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chairperson will choose another argument from the strongest position and ask

the participants to try and attack the new argument. Thechairperson terminates

the game only if all the arguments in the strongest position remained

undefeated.

C.3. Discussion of the three levels in PISA

Each level of the PISA framework discussed above, simplifies the

argumentationtree, and speeds up the dialogue by focusingit (level 2) or further

restricting it (level 3). However, levels 2 and 3 demands the chairperson to

perform additional calculations at the beginning of every roundin the dialogue,

thus a bottleneck may emerge from these additional calculations as participants

have to wait for the chairperson to inform them,at the beginning of every round,

of the strongest position (level 2) or the strongest argument(level 3). Level 1

has no such bottleneck as the calculations are distributed amongst the

participants, and notcentralised within the chairperson.

The application of the above levels requires a delicate balance between the role

of the chairperson andtherole ofthe participants taking part in the dialogue. On

one handparticipants applying simple strategies may lead to unfocuseddialogue

games, consequently the resulting dialogues may be lengthy and/or include

irrelevant arguments (moves) directed against random opponents. Onthe other

hand, focused andstrictly focused levels lead to dialogues where the new moves

are directed only against the strongest arguments from previous rounds with the

additional cost laid on the chairperson. This cost depends on twofactors: (i) the

strategies of the participants taking part in the game,and(ii) the numberofthese

participants. The more participants there are in a game, the higher this cost.

Additionally,if all (or most of) the participants adopt smartstrategies (orat least

strategies that are better than blind ones), then the chairperson will have to

perform fewer calculations, as the participants would have already done some of

these calculations on their own.
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C.4, An Empirical Study of the Effect of the Focusing Levels on PISA.

C.4. An Empirical Study of the Effect of the Focusing

Levels on PISA

This section presents the result of an empirical test intended to investigate the

effects of allocating more control in the hands of the chairperson on both the

operation of PISA andthe characteristics of the produced dialogues. To address

these issues two TCV tests were carried out using a 4000 records Housing

Benefit (4 Classes) dataset, like the one usedin testing the effects of the dataset

size on the performance of PISA. In the first test, PISA was applied using

Focused dialogues (level 2) and in the second using Strictly Focused dialogues

(level 3). The results were then compared to the ones achieved without any

focusing, as reported in Sub-section 8.2.4. Figure C.1 illustrates these results.
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Figure C.1. Theresults of the TCV test using different levels of focusing.

From Figure C.1, a numberof observations can be made:

¢ The best accuracy (96.2%) was achieved using focused dialogues in which

the chairperson obliged the participants to attack, in each round, the

strongest position(s) on the argumentationtree, rather than freely attack any

undefeated previous moves (presented by the tree leaf nodes). This increase

in accuracy, when compared with Unfocused dialogues (95.6%), was due

to the fact that this type of dialogue did not allow for any unnecessary
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moves that did not benefit the overall goal of the dialogue, and thus

incorrect classifications were less likely to emerge from situations where

oneparticipant agent winsthe dialogue game simply because this agent has

placed many distinguishing(or other blue) attacks against marginaltargets.

Focused dialogues also produce the most consistent performanceacrossthe

ten folds.

e The worst accuracy occurred when applying strictly focused dialogues

(94.2%), as here participants had to focus their attacks against one and only

one previous movein each round. Thus, other moves with similar strength

would be left unattacked, resulting in a drop in the accuracy of the

classifications produced underthis level of focusing.

e The implications of applying different focusing levels do not only affect the

accuracy of the resulting classifications, but they also touch upon other

dialogue features; especially: The length of the dialogues and the type of

end-results.

With respectto the length of the produced dialogues, the shortest dialogues, as

expected, were generated using the strictly focused level, with an average

number of rounds equal to 4.97 (with 3.12 standard deviation). The focused

level result in (on average) 5.78 rounds per dialogue (with 4.19 standard

deviation), while the unfocused level produced the longest dialogues (6.37

rounds on average (with 4.73 standard deviation)). As for the end results, Table

C.1 shows the average numberof green wins/strong ties, and blue wins/weak

ties of each level. Note that the highest percentage of Green wins was scored

using the focusedlevel. Additionally, the lowest percentage ofties was reported

when applying focused games. However, strictly focused games led to sharp

increase (almost double) in the percentage of ties amongstthe participant, when

compared with focused games. This was for the same reason as causedstrictly

focused dialogues to result in lower accuracy than focused and unfocused

games. Interestingly, unfocused games produce the greatest number of blue

wins, as here participants may attack freely, and thus apply more blue attacks

(i.e. attacks that do not result in a new AR) than whenthey are forced to focus

their attacks againstthe strongestpositions.
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C.4. An Empirical Study of the Effect of the Focusing Levels on PISA.

 

 

 

  

Focusing Level Green Wins Blue Wins Strong Ties Weak Ties

Unfocused 270.6 (67.65%) 121.5 (30.38%) 3.9 (0.98%) 4(1%)

Focused 291.2 (72.8%) 102.9 (25.73%) 2.8 (0.7%) 3.1 (0.78%)

Strictly Focused 290.4 (72.6%) 98.1 (24.53%) 5.4 (1.35%) 6.1 (1.53%)    
 

Table C.1. The average end results produced undereach focusing level (/ 400).

To sum up, the three different levels of focusing lead to different styles of

dialogues which vary in: the accuracy oftheir classifications their end-results

and their lengths. Focused dialogues seem to produce better results than the

other twolevels, whereasstrictly focused ones producedtheshortest dialogue.
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Appendix D: Applying PISA to

Misinterpreted Data

Recall from Chapter 5 that PADUA was shown to perform well with the

presenceof systematic noise, a detailed account of which was given in Section

5.4 PISA wasalso subjected to similar tests using misinterpretations such that

its robustness to “systematic errors” in input data could be evaluated. The

results are reported in this appendix. The remainder of this appendix will

address the misinterpretation problem associated with the process of awarding

Retired Persons Housing Allowance (RPHA)benefits in multi-class settings’. It

is assumed that the Housing Benefits applications are assessed in a numberof

different offices located in different areas, thus each can be subject to different

regional differences arising from misinterpreting one of the conditions

associated with the RPHA decision making process (Section 6.5.1). Multiparty

“Arguing from Experience” dialogues were enforced between a number of

participants, each representing oneoffice, for the purposes ofclassifying given

cases, such that each party in disagreement may argue for their positions with

the other parties, and by exploiting the differences in their experiences, and in

their decision making processes,the right conclusion may emerge.

Three experiments were performed in order to examine when the disagreement

between the participants of these dialogues is a result of each party

misinterpreting the input data. Here, PISA was applied to the fictional multi-

class RPHA process described above. It was assumed that the RPHA benefit

was assessed in four different offices, each located in different regional areas.

These experiments are describedas follows:

e Thefirst evaluated the extent to whichclassification would be improved by

moderation using PISA. This was done using a TCV test. A number of

otherclassifiers were also applied to the data to provide a comparison.

 

' The outlines of this process were previously given in Sections 5.5, 5.1 and Sub-section 6.5.1.
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e In the second McNemar’s tests were performed to show the significance of

the differences between classifiers.

e A more detailed analysis of the performance of PISA wasalso carried out

in order to discoverinteresting properties of the underlying dialogues.

For the purposes of these experiments, four large datasets were generated such

that one dataset (DS1) comprised 10,000 rows of correctly interrelated RPHA

records (2500 rows for each class). The other three datasets, each also

containing 10000 records, included 25% (2500) misinterpreted records, and the

remaining records were equally distributed among the four possible

classifications. These datasets are described as follows:

e¢ DS§2: contained 2500 records which were misinterpreted such that female

aged between 60 and 64 were consideredillegible to benefit.

e D§S3: contained 2500 records which were misinterpreted such that

candidates with capital larger than 2000£ were consideredillegible to full

benefit, rather to partial benefit only.

e¢ DS4: contained 2500 records which were misinterpreted such that armed

forces candidates who paid contribution in 4 out of the last 5 years were

consideredillegible to priority benefit (instead of normal benefit).

D.1. Cross Validation using Misinterpreted Data

In the first experiment, eight other classifiers (TFPC, CBA, CMAR, RDT,

IGDT, FOIL, PRM and CPAR)were used, operating on the union of the four

datasets described above (DS = DS1 UDS2UDS3UDS4), and a TCV test was

performed using each of these classifiers, and PISA. For PISA, each of the

above datasets was given to one PISA Participant Agent. For each run of the

TCV,onetenth of the dataset was set aside, and PISA wasapplied to classify a
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E.1. Cross Validation using Misinterpreted Data.

test set comprises of 3000 cases divided as follows: 600 cases for each of the

four classes (2400 in total)in additionto:

e 200 cases that should be classified as entitled but players with age

misinterpreted data mayclassify it as notentitled.

e 200 cases that should be classified as entitled but players with capital

misinterpreted data mayclassify it as partially entitled.

¢ 200 cases that should beclassified as entitled but players with contribution

misinterpreted data mayclassify it as priority entitled.

For the other classifiers, randomly selected 10% of DS was excluded from each

run of the TCV,andtheclassifiers were applied to the same test set described

above. Additionally, for PISA, two runs were performed: The first run

comprised four players each making use of one of the four datasets described

above. In the second run, each dataset was further divided into four equal

subsets, and then PISA was applied with four groups, each comprising four

players. Figure D.1 presents the results of these TCV tests. From this figure,it is

clear that the CAR algorithms (TFPC, CBA, and CMAR)performedless well

than PISA and the two decision trees methods, which performed significantly

better. PISA also outperformed all the other classifiers, scoring 93.6% on

average when using four individual players and 97.2% when using four groups

of four players. Note that the decision tree classifiers seem to perform

consistently throughout the test, whereas PISA showed more variation in its

performance, in particular when using groups. This suggests that when dividing

the amount of information available to one group amongst its members, the

operation of the group becomes more sensitive towards the exact sample

available to each of its individual members. This is because each memberhasto

mine the required rules (arguments) from its own dataset, which in this

particular test equalled a quarter the size of the one available to individual

players when applying PISA without any groups. However, the application of

groups seemed to benefit the overall operation of PISA. This is consideredto be

 

2 The 600 casesfailing to entitle to any benefit were distributed equally amongst the 5 conditions

(thus each 120 fail to meet one condition. Same applies for the partial benefit cases (200 for each

condition).
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because the greater the number of separate datasets available for groups

members the greater the number of arguments found, thus enabling a more

thorough exploration of the problem.

0 - i : i atestinaaci . . . .

75 + a. is

0 4 : : :

PISA PISAG RDT IGDT TFPC CBA CMAR FOIL CPAR PRM    
Figure D.1. The results of performing cross-validation test using data with

systematic errors. Error bars represent the standard deviation for each classifier.

D.2. The McNemar’s Test using Misinterpreted Data

Overall, PISA outperformed all the other classifiers when classifying

misinterpreted RPHArecords andthis level of performance is encouraging and

merits further analysis as to why PISA copes with systematic noise. For this

purpose a McNemar’s test wasalso carried out to investigate whether PISA is

better or worse than anyofthe otherclassifiers used in the previoustest. For this

test PISA operated using a newly generated set of test cases comprising of 700

cases (100 cases of each class and 100 cases that could be wrongly decided for

each of the misinterpretations described above). This data was then used asa test

set for the otherclassifiers, the original data supplying the training set. As might

be anticipated from interpreting Figure D.2, PISA (with/without groups)

significantly outperformed the CARMclassifiers. Additionally, there were no

significantdifferences in the behaviour of PISA compared with the two decision

trees classifiers.
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E.2. The McNemar’sTest using Misinterpreted Data.

Table D.1 illustrates these results. As part of the McNemar’s test detailed

information was generated as to which cases were misclassified by one or both

of the classifiers under consideration. The comparison between PISA and the

two decision tree classifiers is presented in Table D.2.

 

 

 

 

  

Test CBA CMAR TFPC RDT IGDT FOIL CPAR PRM

No M| 216 137.15 354.06 1.4 0 175 141.13 175

Group P| <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.31 0.62 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

M| 259.68 175.97 381.82 1.72 0.04 202.3 168.2 202.3
Group

P| <0.0001 <0.001 <0.0001 0.24 1 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001          
Table D.1. McNemar’s and P-Valuefor systematic noise test using PISA.

 

 

 

 

 

Dataset No Groups Groups

Both Failed 14 2

PISA Failed 14 19

PADUAFailed 21 28

Both Succeeded 651 651    
 

Table D.2. McNemar’s Tests results for the Systematic Noise Experiment.

D.3. Further Discussion

Here, the TCVtrials for PISA (with and without groups) are considered in more

detail. Figure D.2 illustrates the detailed results of this test. From this figureit

can be observedthat, overall, PISA performs well in classifying the input cases.

However, some types of cases seem to be easier to classify than others. For

instance, PISA (without groups) scores high accuracy when dealing with cases

that should entitle “partial benefits”. One the other hand, the same application

seems to “suffer” when classifying cases failing to meet one of the required

conditions. This issue arises from the high number of misinterpreted records

(25% of the data size) which impairs the ability to form correct rules. Therefore,

PISA rarely scores 100% accuracy with any set of cases other than applicants

who should be given partial benefits due to not meeting the capital condition

(“partial benefits” class). However, when using groups, the overall behaviour

seems to become more consistent. The previous discussion shows that PISA

provides an approach to the problem of systematic errors. The experimental
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results reported here have demonstrated that multiparty “Arguing from

Experience”dialoguesresult in reducing the numberof misclassifications when

using datasets with sucherrors.

 

| 10000
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Figure D.2. The results of the TCV tests for PISA with systematic noise. Dark grey

columnsrepresentthe results obtainedfrom PISA without groups and thelight ones are

for PISA with groups.
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